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ABSTRACT 
 
MENDING A BROKEN CHAIN: CONTINUOUS HISTORY AND LITERARY FORM 
IN ENGLAND AND WALES, 1125-1450 
Jacqueline M. Burek 
Emily Steiner 
Rita Copeland 
 
This dissertation offers the first systematic study of the relationship between 
historiographical theory and literary form. I show how historians embody their 
conceptions of historical progress in the literary forms of their work. Beginning in the 
twelfth century, historians embrace a theory of historical continuity, which I call 
continuous history, in which continuity is seen as simultaneously continuous and 
discontinuous. Descriptions of catastrophic events such as conquests may rupture the 
smooth progression of history, but they are ultimately incorporated into the overarching 
narrative of the text. The resulting text typically registers this discontinuity through 
formal variation, which similarly challenges but does not destroy the narrative cohesion 
of the text. This dissertation shows how Middle English verse chroniclers utilize this 
theory and practice of continuous history in their own vernacular works, up to the mid-
fourteenth century. It then traces how English historians from the mid-fourteenth century 
onwards, driven by changes in dynastic politics and intellectual culture, begin to reject 
continuous history in favor of new approaches such as universal history, de casibus 
history, and genealogical history. In contrast, however, late medieval Welsh historians 
 vi 
persist in their use of continuous history as their primary historiographical paradigm. As a 
result, the mid-fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries witness the first divide of the 
shared British historiographical tradition into distinct English and Welsh traditions. 
Finally, this dissertation argues that medieval writers conceptualize the compilation of 
historiographical manuscripts and the writing of historiographical narrative in similar 
terms. For this reason, the late medieval efflorescence of genealogical rolls can be 
interpreted as part of a broader trend towards genealogical history in the later Middle 
Ages. 
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Historiographical Form: An Introduction 
 
 It may seem strange to commence a dissertation on medieval historiography by 
discussing not a piece of historical writing or even a historical event, but rather an 
example of late medieval dream vision poetry. Nevertheless, I will begin by turning to 
that most famous of medieval English writers, Geoffrey Chaucer: 
And by him [Statius] stood, withouten les, 
Ful wonder hy on a piler 
Of yren, he, the gret Omer; 
And with him Dares and Tytus 
Before, and eke he Lollius, 
And Guydo eke de Columpnis, 
And Englyssh Gaufride eke, ywis; 
And ech of these, as have I joye, 
Was besy for to bere up Troye. 
So hevy therof was the fame 
That for to bere hyt was no game. 
But yet I gan ful wel espie, 
Betwex hem was a litil envye. 
Oon seyde that Omer made lyes, 
Feynynge in hys poetries, 
And was to Grekes favorable; 
Therfor held he hyt but fable. (lines 1464-80)1 
 
In this quotation from Chaucer’s House of Fame, Chaucer’s dream self observes several 
famous historians of Troy, standing on pillars and holding up the roof of the House of 
Fame. Alongside luminaries such as Homer, Chaucer ambiguously lists an “Englyssh 
Gaufride,” or “English Geoffrey.” Some have argued that the “English Geoffrey” in this 
passage is a subtle reference to Chaucer himself; others that “English Geoffrey” refers to 
                                                             
1 “And by him [Statius] stood, truly, / Marvelously high on a pillar / Of iron, he, the great Homer; / And 
with him Dares and Dictys / Before, and also Lollius, / And Guido delle Colonne, / and English Geoffrey 
also, I deem; / And each of these, as I have joy, / Was busy bearing up Troy. / So heavy was its fame / That 
bearing it was no game. / But yet I began to perceive clearly, / [That] between them was a little envy. / One 
said that Homer made lies, / Feigning in his verses, / And was a partisan of the Greek cause; / Therefore he 
was held as nothing but fable.” Geoffrey Chaucer, House of Fame, in The Riverside Chaucer, 3rd ed., ed. 
Larry D. Benson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1987). All text from this edition. All translation 
mine. 
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Geoffrey of Vinsauf; and still others, that this “English Geoffrey” refers to a historian by 
the name of Geoffrey of Monmouth.2 It is this last possibility that I will explore here.  
Around the year 1138, Geoffrey of Monmouth completed his Historia regum 
Britanniae, or History of the Kings of Britain, relating the deeds of the kings of the 
Britons, from their arrival on the island to their replacement as the rulers of Britain by the 
Anglo-Saxons. The Historia ends with Geoffrey’s description of the remaining Britons’ 
flight into the mountains of Wales, after which they become known as the Welsh. And 
thus, according to Geoffrey, the historical enmity between the English and the Welsh was 
born.  
Some medieval and nearly all modern scholars agree that Geoffrey’s Historia is 
more the product of Geoffrey’s imagination than a factual account of ‘what really 
happened.’3 Nevertheless, Geoffrey’s Historia was the most influential work of 
historiography produced in Britain during the Middle Ages, surviving today in more than 
two hundred manuscripts.4 It provided the basic contours of early British history until the 
Renaissance, and it was also responsible for elevating the previously obscure King Arthur 
to the status of a legendary hero. For these reasons, although he is not well-known 
beyond the academy, Geoffrey of Monmouth can be credited with inspiring the Arthurian 
narratives that have captivated popular audiences from the Middle Ages to the present. 
                                                             
2 Helen Cooper, “Choosing Poetic Fathers: The English Problem,” in Medieval and Early Modern 
Authorship, ed. Guillemette Bolens and Lukas Erne (Tübingen: Narr Verlag, 2011), 39-40. 
3 For a survey of medieval attitudes towards Geoffrey of Monmouth among later Latin chroniclers, see 
Laura Keeler, Geoffrey of Monmouth and the Late Latin Chroniclers, 1300-1500 (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1946). For a larger bibliography on modern attitudes towards 
Geoffrey, see the bibliography to chapter 1. 
4 For a partial list, see Julia C. Crick, The Historia regum Britannie of Geoffrey of Monmouth, III: A 
Summary Catalogue of the Manuscripts (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1989). Crick’s own catalogue has since 
been updated by several scholars; nevertheless, her foundational work justifies the significance granted to 
Geoffrey by modern scholars. 
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Moreover, even after Geoffrey’s veracity was debunked in the Renaissance, he still 
exerted influence over interpretations of the past.5 In fact, throughout the Renaissance 
and the Enlightenment, the Historia would continue to be mined for stories about ancient 
British kings such as Leir, Coel, and Arviragus.6 Geoffrey’s Historia thus occupies a 
central place in medieval (and modern) historical culture.  
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s influence over the development of British literature 
makes this possible reference in the House of Fame a tantalizing prospect. If the best-
known medieval English poet is indeed invoking the most famous British historian in this 
passage from the House of Fame, it would be a fascinating example of Chaucer’s 
engagement with early British and English history, a subject that he mostly (and notably) 
avoids in his oeuvre.7 Moreover, if “Englyssh Gaufride” is indeed Geoffrey of 
Monmouth, Chaucer would seem to be elevating Geoffrey to a very significant position 
as the sixth of six historians of Troy.8 
But for the purposes of this dissertation, whether Chaucer is actually referencing 
Geoffrey of Monmouth here is not necessarily important. What is important is the 
possibility, for it points to a medieval recognition of the links between high literary 
                                                             
5 For a helpful discussion of the discrediting of Geoffrey, with a focus on the Welsh perspective, see J. 
Beverley Smith, The Sense of History in Medieval Wales (Aberystwyth: University College of Wales, 
1991), 18-19. 
6 Geoffrey’s Leir is, of course, the originary source for Shakespeare’s King Lear; Coel is one possible 
inspiration for the nursery rhyme “Old King Cole”; and the figure of Arviragus eventually became the 
subject of several operas (such as Arvire and Evelina) first performed in the late eighteenth century. 
7 The primary exception is the Man of Law’s Tale. For a discussion of this tale in the context of 
historiography, see John Frankis, “King Ælle and the Conversion of the English: the Development of a 
Legend from Bede to Chaucer,” in Literary Appropriations of the Anglo-Saxons from the Thirteenth to the 
Twentieth Century, ed. Donald Scragg and Carole Weinberg (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2000), 74-92.  
8 Chaucer, like Dante and Boccaccio before him, places great significance on being the ‘sixth of six’ in a 
literary history. On “Englyssh Gaufride” as the sixth of six, see Cooper, “Fathers,” 39. On Chaucer’s use of 
the ‘sixth of six’ topos more generally, see David Wallace, Chaucerian Polity: Absolutist Lineages and 
Associational Forms in England and Italy (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1997), 80-82. 
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culture and popular historiography in the latter fourteenth century. It is now well-known 
that, in the Middle Ages, historiography was formally studied only as part of learning 
grammar and rhetoric, not as a discipline in its own right.9 Historiography was therefore 
broadly associated with literary culture; it was not considered an unadulterated record of 
the ‘facts,’ but rather a literary representation of them. But in contemporary academia, 
historiography is often treated as something separate from other kinds of medieval 
literary production, as if the issues governing the production of historiography did not 
also relate to ‘literary’ (by our standards) issues of interest to writers such as Chaucer.10 
The mere possibility that medieval readers could have read “Englyssh Gaufride” as a 
reference to Geoffrey of Monmouth suggests that they recognized why a historian such as 
Geoffrey of Monmouth might hold a place of some importance for Chaucer.  
If “Englyssh Gaufride” does indeed refer to Geoffrey of Monmouth, Chaucer’s 
placement of Geoffrey among historians of Troy would likely not have surprised his 
medieval readers. In the Middle Ages, young schoolboys and wizened historians alike 
believed that the Trojans were the ancestors of the Welsh, and that subsequent conquests 
of Britain by the Anglo-Saxons and the Normans had transformed the monarchs of 
medieval England into the heirs of Brutus, the Trojan founder of Britain. The connection 
between Britain and Troy through the figure of Brutus first appears in pseudo-Nennius’s 
Historia Brittonum; but it was none other than Geoffrey of Monmouth who first 
popularized this account.11 For this reason, it is certainly possible that some medieval 
                                                             
9 Ernst Breisach, Historiography, Ancient, Medieval, and Modern, 3rd ed. (Chicago and London: The 
University of Chicago Press, 2007), 126.  
10 For a notable exception, see Susan Nakley, “Sovereignty Matters: Anachronism, Chaucer’s Britain, and 
England’s Future’s Past,” The Chaucer Review 44, no. 4 (2010): 368-96. 
11 Thea Summerfield provides a history of the Brutus figure from late antiquity to the twelfth century in 
“Filling the Gap: Brutus in the Historia Brittonum, Anglo-Saxon Chronicle MS F, and Geoffrey of 
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readers might have interpreted “Englyssh Gaufride” as a reference to Geoffrey of 
Monmouth. At least a few of Chaucer’s readers would have known that Geoffrey’s 
Historia had provided the inhabitants of later medieval Britain with claims to a 
distinguished Trojan pedigree.12  
In the sentence directly above, I purposefully use an ambiguous phrase, ‘the 
inhabitants of Britain,’ to refer to the descendants of the Trojans, because nearly every 
ethnic group in medieval Britain can and did lay claim to that heritage. The Historia in 
particular was used by the English, the Anglo-Normans, and the Welsh to support their 
claims to sovereignty over Britain. Geoffrey’s work came to dominate all later medieval 
discussions of British sovereignty, and even when the Historia was rejected by its 
readers, it still managed to dominate the terms of the conversation. When, in the late 
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, the Scots constructed their own origin myth, 
they linked their ancestors to the Greeks and the Egyptians, rather than the Trojans. But 
they only did so to counteract the threat posed by Geoffrey’s Trojan-focused narrative, 
which placed them at a distinct disadvantage when arguing in favor of Scottish 
independence (as the Welsh had learned to their detriment only a few decades earlier).13  
Despite Geoffrey of Monmouth’s centrality to debates about sovereignty, when it 
comes to the question of who should possess Britain, the Historia itself is highly 
ambiguous, and it is impossible to discern Geoffrey’s political beliefs with any certainty. 
                                                             
Monmouth,” in The Medieval Chronicle VII, ed. by Juliana Dresvina, Nicholas Sparks, and Erik Kooper 
(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2011), 85-102.  
12 On Geoffrey of Monmouth and Troy, see Francis Ingledew, “The Book of Troy and the Genealogical 
Construction of History: The Case of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae,” Speculum 69, 
no. 3 (1994): 665-704.  
13 For a brief overview of Scottish historiography, including the origin of the Scota legend in response to 
Geoffrey’s Historia, see R. James Goldstein, “Writing in Scotland, 1058-1560,” in The Cambridge History 
of Medieval English Literature, ed. David Wallace (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 232-
35. On the political use of Geoffrey of Monmouth in Wales, see Smith, Sense, 1-2. 
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An incredible amount of work that has been generated by the question, ‘Whose side was 
Geoffrey on?,’ yet scholars still cannot agree on a single answer. Some assert that his 
loyalty lay with the English, others say the Anglo-Normans, and still others the Welsh, or 
the Britons, or the Bretons, etc. Theoretically this confusion could have led to Geoffrey’s 
text being sidelined in debates about ownership over Britain. But in fact, Geoffrey’s 
ambiguity likely contributed to his popularity, because it made it possible for every major 
ethnic group (except, perhaps, the Scots) in medieval Britain to find evidence in the 
Historia for their own claims on sovereignty over the island.  
Geoffrey’s ambiguity has also fueled his modern popularity among scholars for 
similar reasons. We still turn to his work to help us understand how medieval readers and 
writers thought about medieval politics. To get at this kind of knowledge, modern 
scholars frequently pursue information about Geoffrey’s biography and ethnic identity, as 
if knowing more about ‘the man’ will tell us more about his politics and, by extension, 
medieval political philosophy and attitudes towards kingship. Thanks to this scholarship, 
we have more details of Geoffrey’s life than we do of many other medieval writers. But 
this research is still predicated on the assumption that we cannot understand the Historia 
without knowing Geoffrey’s beliefs about specific political issues, beliefs that we usually 
assume are based on his ethnic identity. For this reason, whether scholars are debating the 
nuances of Geoffrey’s work, or searching for clues about Geoffrey’s identity, they tend to 
read his Historia for national or proto-national sentiment, thereby reinscribing (proto-
)nationalism at the heart of Galfridian criticism. 
More recently, some scholars have endeavored to counter this focus on 
nationalism by abandoning the category of the nation, in favor of a newfound focus on 
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the Marches or on the different regions or kingdoms of medieval Wales.14 But ultimately, 
such work merely reinscribes the idea that Geoffrey’s work is legible only from the 
vantage point of specific political communities, be they nations, regions, marches, or 
cities. This is the difficulty of reading Geoffrey from a resolutely political perspective. 
We may change our scale of analysis from the nation to the region, but if we do not 
change our methodology, we end up having the same conversation about political ‘sides,’ 
and we ultimately add little to our understanding of how people in the Middle Ages 
thought and wrote about the past.  
In contrast to most scholarship on medieval British historiography, this 
dissertation will instead embrace the ambiguity that runs through the works of both the 
Geoffreys discussed thus far – that is, Geoffrey of Monmouth and Geoffrey Chaucer. 
Rather than offering yet another examination of the intersection of historiography and 
nationalism, or historiography and regionalism, or historiography and identity, I focus 
instead on the historiographical theories and practices shared by English and Welsh 
writers, whether they are writing in Middle English or Middle Welsh, medieval Latin or 
Anglo-Norman French. In this way, I examine how historiographical narrative operates in 
the multiple and overlapping linguistic traditions of post-Conquest Britain. 
It is important to note that I do not mean to dispute the importance – even 
centrality – of politics in historiography. Nor do I suggest that nationalism did not play a 
role in the development of historical writing in the Middle Ages. On the contrary, as will 
                                                             
14 See, for example, Georgia Henley, “Revisiting the Political Allegiances of Geoffrey’s History: Questions 
of Reception, Patronage, and Purpose,” conference presentation, International Congress on Medieval 
Studies, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, May 15, 2016; and Joshua Byron Smith, “‘Sweets for 
the Table’: The Medieval Welsh Reception of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia,” conference presentation, 
The Futures of Medieval Historiography, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, February 24, 2017.  
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become evident from the rest of this dissertation, medieval historians think deeply about 
‘nations’ and ‘peoples,’ and these concepts exert a strong influence over their works. 
Nevertheless, I suggest that we will learn more about the development of medieval 
historiography if we move away from exclusively political readings of the Historia and 
other medieval histories. The typical Galfridian scholar would take Chaucer’s reference 
to “Englyssh Gaufride” as the jumping-off point for exploring the process by which 
Welsh history was appropriated first by Geoffrey of Monmouth and then by Chaucer – 
or, in other words, how Welsh bardic tradition was appropriated by a writer of Breton 
descent, who hailed from the Welsh Marches of what is now southeast Wales; and how 
Welsh history, appropriated by this writer, was then appropriated again, only this time by 
the urban and urbane ‘Father of English Literature,’ who also happened to have close ties 
to the imperial English crown.  
In no way do I deny the significance of these multiple appropriations, and I 
applaud the work of the many scholars who have worked hard to draw attention to the 
process by which the British past was weaponized against the Welsh. But I also believe 
we do a disservice to both medieval Welsh and English historians by ignoring the ways in 
which their works can be studied productively alongside each other, without resorting to 
generalizations based on national stereotypes. By resisting the temptation to fall into the 
typical narratives of Welsh subjugation and English imperialism, we can simultaneously 
avoid patronizing the Welsh and demonizing the English. Neither of those interpretations 
of the Welsh or the English accurately reflects the intricate politics of later medieval 
Britain. For this reason, we ought to be cautious of inadvertently using post-medieval 
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history to interpret the medieval past, and still more cautious of reading medieval 
historiography through the lens of modern nationalism. 
For this reason, I read Chaucer’s “Englyssh Gaufride” as an invocation of the 
historical culture shared by the inhabitants of medieval England and Wales. By historical 
culture, I mean “the totality of means and media with which societies, groups and 
individuals engaged with the past and expressed their understanding of it.”15 As the 
creator of the foundational history of Britain, and of its basic periodization scheme (the 
progression from the British era to the Anglo-Saxon era and finally to the post-Conquest 
medieval ‘present’), Geoffrey of Monmouth stands out as a central figure in insular 
historical culture during the Middle Ages. I use the term “insular” here to highlight the 
fact that medieval English and Welsh historians participated in a shared historical culture. 
The mere possibility of an English Geoffrey of Monmouth in Chaucer’s House of Fame 
is evidence of that shared participation. Certainly, insular historical culture is partly 
defined by appropriation, but that appropriation has effects of its own: insular historical 
culture is always in tension with itself, due in no small part to its embrace of English and 
Welsh (and Anglo-Norman, among others’) attitudes towards the past.  
How does this tension appear in historiography? If we return to the definition for 
historical culture I noted above, we can see that historiography is the product of one kind 
of “engage[ment] with the past,” and it results in an “express[ion]” of that engagement in 
a narrative text. In other words, historiography is both produced by, and is constantly 
producing, the past. But to produce a past from historical sources that are already in 
                                                             
15 Peter Lambert and Björn Weiler, introduction to How the Past Was Used: Historical Cultures, c. 750-
2000, ed. Peter Lambert and Björn Weiler (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017), forthcoming. 
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conflict with each other, historians must create narratives that envelop these tensions in 
an overarching structure, thereby containing them within the text itself. In essence, this is 
the task of every historian, not just those writing in medieval England and Wales, as 
theorists of historiography have argued for some time.  
But if we recognize that this is how historiography works, and that medieval 
British politics inflect this characteristic of historiography in a unique way, we can 
appreciate that examining the narrative structures of medieval British historiography can 
reveal more about how British writers develop (and appropriate) the past, than simply 
studying the moments of straightforward political discourse in medieval historiography. 
Moreover, focusing on narrative structures in medieval historiography has the additional 
benefit of shedding light on the intersections between historiography and other kinds of 
literary productions in the Middle Ages. In this way, the kind of study I embark upon 
here will contribute not just to the study of medieval historiography, but also to the study 
of medieval narrative more broadly. 
The idea that historiography is narrative has been longstanding, not just in the 
study of history as a discipline, but within the study of medieval historiography in 
particular. However, medievalists tend to (somewhat confusingly) use the word 
‘rhetorical’ to describe historiography where others would use the term ‘narrative.’ 
Essentially, when scholars call medieval historiography ‘rhetorical,’ they mean that 
historiography operates under the same principles as other kinds of narratives, and that it 
can therefore be studied using methods of literary analysis commonly applied to more 
overtly ‘literary’ texts. For decades, historians have recognized that historiography is in 
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this sense ‘rhetorical.’16 Indeed, the narrativity or ‘literariness’ of medieval 
historiography has been one of the most fruitful areas of research in the field in recent 
years, and these studies have provided crucial groundwork for this study.17  
But it is worth noting that there are medieval as well as modern foundations for 
the idea that historiography is narrative. In fact, Chaucer’s own House of Fame makes a 
similar argument. The House of Fame treats historical culture as a structure comprised 
(quite literally) of both historiographical texts and the historians who write them. For 
Chaucer, historians, the living pillars of history, are responsible for the existence of the 
House of Fame. Without their physical efforts, history itself would be nothing more than 
an unstructured pile of rubble. Through their manual labor (both writing texts and 
supporting the roof are indeed manual in an etymological sense), historians produce 
historiographical texts, that is, the physical structure of the House of Fame.18 As Chaucer 
makes clear, fame, or knowledge of the past, cannot emerge from the unstructured rubble 
of history. It can only come from the building, i.e. the interpretation created by historians, 
                                                             
16 See Classical Rhetoric and Medieval Historiography, ed. Ernst Breisach (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute 
Publications, 1985); see esp. John O. Ward, “Some Principles of Rhetorical Historiography in the Twelfth 
Century,” in Classical Rhetoric, ed. Breisach, 103-65.  
17 For some examples (in alphabetical order) see Catherine A.M. Clarke, “Crossing the Rubicon: History, 
Authority and Civil War in Twelfth-Century England,” War and Literature, ed. Laura Ashe and Ian 
Patterson (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2014), 61-83; Matthew Kempshall, Rhetoric and the Writing of 
History (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2012); Ruth Morse, Truth and Convention in the 
Middle Ages: Rhetoric, Representation, and Reality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); 
Monika Otter, Inventiones: Fiction and Referentiality in Twelfth-Century English Historical Writing 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996); Nancy F. Partner, Serious Entertainments: The 
Writing of History in Twelfth-Century England (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1977); Partner, 
ed., Writing Medieval History (London: Arnold; New York: Distributed in the United States of America by 
Oxford University Press, 2005); David Rollo, Glamorous Sorcery: Magic and Literacy in the High Middle 
Ages (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2000); Robert M. Stein, Reality Fictions: 
Romance, History, and Governmental Authority, 1025-1180 (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 2006). 
18 The association of writing and architectural metaphors has a long history. For an example from Geoffrey 
of Vinsauf, another possible “Englyssh Gaufride,” see the opening of book I of the Poetria nova (Poetria 
Nova of Geoffrey of Vinsauf, trans. Margaret F. Nims [Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 
1967], 16-17).  
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which Chaucer calls the House of Fame, but which we might simply call Historiography. 
In other words, textuality provides form to history, and it is only through form that 
history can be understood. 
My dissertation concerns itself with this idea that historical meaning is apprised 
through the literary forms of historiographical texts. I show how medieval historians use 
the same narrative paradigms to create historical interpretations in their minds, and then 
convey those interpretations through literary forms on the page. In other words, a 
historian’s definition of a historical process such as continuity will influence how he 
constructs a historical narrative in his mind and then represents it in writing. Form – of 
thought and of text – thus links how historians conceptualize their thinking process, and 
how they write about history in language.  
My conception of form here finds sympathetic resonance with recent New 
Formalist interventions by writers such as Caroline Levine, who has recently argued for a 
capacious definition of form that embraces both textual form and political form as 
instantiations of the same basic form or patterning.19 However, I primarily locate 
medieval conceptions of form in historians’ descriptions of their methodologies of 
reading and writing history, which are based on the writing process theorized in medieval 
rhetoric. In medieval rhetoric, there are five ‘canons’ or basic principles of composing a 
piece of literature and sharing it with an audience. The first, invention (inventio), deals 
with choosing a subject, finding evidence related to that subject, and finally, creating 
arguments about it. Next come arrangement (dispositio) and style (elocutio), which 
                                                             
19 Caroline Levine, Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton 
University Press, 2015), 3. 
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govern how these arguments are represented in an actual text. Finally, memory 
(memoria) teaches how to commit all of this to memory, so that it can be recalled during 
delivery (actio).  
For medieval historians, then, ‘literary’ or ‘textual’ form essentially means the 
combination of structure and style.20 By structure, I mean the way in which narrative is 
organized; and by style, I mean figures and tropes, and other kinds of ornamental 
language and textual characteristics that we would typically call ‘literary.’ In the world of 
medieval rhetoric, both are central to the creation of a text, giving shape (that is, form) to 
abstract concepts and the placement of physical words on a page. In fact, for medieval 
historians, historical research and interpretation are the work of invention, while 
persuasion and education happen through arrangement and style, that is, through form.  
There are several consequences of this understanding of how to write history. 
Both historical interpretation and historical texts are the products of historians’ 
preexisting understanding of how history works, that is, of the narrative paradigms that 
they use to interpret and write about the past. Historians have specific ideas about how 
history progresses – perhaps they view it as a continuous progression, or perhaps they see 
every medieval people as a continuation of Rome, or perhaps they view history through 
genealogy. Whatever paradigms they espouse, they use these paradigms to create 
historical interpretations, which are represented textually through structure and style. As 
a result, medieval rhetoric encourages historians to see literary forms – that is, the 
structure and style of their works – as intimately involved in creating and conveying 
                                                             
20 On form and rhetoric, see Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter, general introduction to Medieval Grammar 
and Rhetoric: Language Arts and Literary Theory, AD 300-1475, ed. Copeland and Sluiter (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2009), 38-47.  
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historical interpretation. Literary forms therefore become the textual representations of 
historiographical paradigms, and of the interpretations created by applying those 
paradigms to specific events in the past.  
 Given my focus on looking to the medieval rather than the modern theoretical 
conceptions of form, I offer several terms to refer to these elements of the process of 
writing medieval historiography. The ‘meta-form,’ or the abstract historical process that 
lies behind both abstract interpretations and textual representations of history, I will call a 
‘paradigm’ or a ‘concept.’ I use the terms ‘historiographical theory,’ ‘historiographical 
interpretation,’ and ‘historiographical argument’ to refer to the ways in which paradigms 
are applied to specific historical events; the word ‘theory’ I use here to denote that the 
interpretation of history resulting from the application of the paradigm remains, at this 
point, abstract, in that it yet remains in the mind of the historian. ‘Argument’ is useful in 
this context for those historians who are placing a particularly political bent on their 
narrative, while ‘interpretation’ underscores subtler (though no less argumentative) 
understandings of the past. Finally, when historiographical theories and arguments are 
put into practice, they emerge through what I call the ‘literary form,’ or just ‘form,’ of the 
text – that is, the text’s style and structure. Defining literary form helps us to see how 
medieval historians are relying on medieval theories of rhetoric to understand what it 
means to write history. 
Defining historiographical form as the union of structure and style also helps us to 
understand why historians are so keen to comment on the literary forms used by other 
historians. As we will see, historians’ attitudes towards their predecessors, and especially 
their predecessors’ use of form, constitute a significant contribution to their construction 
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and interpretation of the past. Even in the so-called ‘national’ or ‘gens’ (“people”) 
histories that constitute the corpus of texts under examination in this dissertation, style in 
particular plays a key role in source criticism. Since style is part of form, and form is 
related to both paradigms (conceptions of historical processes) and theories 
(interpretations of historical events through paradigms), discussing style is a way for 
historians to discuss all three issues. It is therefore no accident that historians’ 
commentary on their sources often focuses on their predecessors’ style. When modern 
historians criticize medieval writers for their poor source criticism, because it is more 
about ‘texts’ than ‘facts,’ in essence, they are misunderstanding how medieval 
commentary about structure and style works. As my discussion above should suggest, 
source criticism about the style and structure of historiography is, in fact, a way of 
reflecting on how history works and how it is interpreted.  
Furthermore, when medieval historians write source criticism, they 
simultaneously create narratives relating the history of historiographical tradition, 
narratives that are ultimately as much about politics as they are about literary history. As 
Chaucer’s House of Fame reminds us earlier, our knowledge of the past is produced 
equally by texts and by the historians who write them. Historians and their texts are thus 
simultaneously practitioners and subjects of history. Moreover, since the same paradigms 
govern both political and literary history, historians end up interpreting historiographical 
tradition according to the same theories and forms that rule the political narratives of their 
works. As a result, literary history frequently becomes synonymous with political history 
in these texts, and literary-inflected source criticism is as much about politics as it is 
about texts. For this reason, this dissertation’s focus on form instead of nationalism or 
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identity does depoliticize medieval historiography. On the contrary, it reveals hitherto-
unrecognized kinds of politicization lying hidden under historiographical form.  
 Finally, my focus on form provides a new way of understanding why medieval 
historians use the forms they do. Historians from the Renaissance to the last decades of 
the twentieth century frequently expressed their frustration with medieval historiography, 
for its willful disregard of truth, its credulity, and its penchant for overwrought battle 
speeches, digressions on marvels, and other kinds of non- or even anti-historical 
narrative. Fortunately, as I noted earlier, recent appreciation for the rhetoric of 
historiography has nuanced our understanding of how medieval historiography simply 
functions differently from post-medieval historiography, and contemporary scholars are 
less likely to denigrate these aspects of medieval texts for failing to conform to modern 
expectations of historical writing.  
 Nevertheless, one aspect of historiography’s ‘rhetoric’ remains unpalatable to 
modern scholars of historiography: the use of poetry for writing history. Thanks to the 
medieval commonplace that history is fact and poetry fiction, some medieval historians 
express hesitance about writing history in the form of poetry, and modern historians use 
this as an excuse for their own distaste for this practice.21 This commonplace is visible 
even in Chaucer’s House of Fame, where Chaucer notes one historian of Troy’s belief 
“that Omer made lyes, / Feynynge in hys poetries” (“that Homer made lies, / Feigning in 
his verses,” lines 1477-87). When a medieval historian chooses to write in poetry, 
modern critics tend to chastise him, or try to argue that he is a ‘poet’ rather than a 
                                                             
21 For a general commentary on the relationship between historia and fabula, see Copeland and Sluiter, 
Medieval Grammar and Rhetoric, 42-44. 
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historian; occasionally they will simply throw their hands up into the air and declare him 
a lost cause.  
 But as I show above, medieval historians use forms in a purposeful way, to argue 
in favor of specific historiographical interpretations (and, by extension, paradigms). We 
should not assume, then, that medieval writers believe poetry is fiction and therefore 
inappropriate for history. Even in the House of Fame, closer examination of this passage 
reveals the ambiguities in Chaucer’s seemingly straightforward statement that poetry is 
“feynynge.” First of all, in the lines just above, Chaucer also notes that the historians bear 
“a litil envye” (“a little envy,” line 1476) towards each other. The idea that poetry is 
“feynynge” is spoken by one historian, who, Chaucer implies, is driven as much by his 
envy of Homer as by his concern for the truth. Moreover, the truth of Homer’s text seems 
to be affected not so much by Homer’s poetic form, but by the fact that he is “to Grekes 
favorable” (“a partisan of the Greek cause,” line 1479). Politics and identity, rather than 
form, undermine Homer’s claims to authority in the House of Fame.  
I would suggest that modern scholars have been overly quick to castigate the 
medieval use of poetry and other forms which modern scholars deem ‘inappropriate’ for 
writing history. They accept negative statements about poetic history from the Middle 
Ages at face value because these statements conveniently align with their own 
preconceived notions about what historiography should be. In contrast, this dissertation 
sees poetic histories and other kinds of unexpected (to our eyes) forms as full participants 
in historiographical tradition. By arguing that form – poetic and otherwise – participates 
in the construction of historiographical interpretations, I offer a new perspective on the 
‘rhetoric’ of historiography, one which views every part of a historiographical text, from 
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its set-piece battle speeches, to its use of occasional poetry, to its straightforward 
annalistic style, for example, as representing the same conception of what form means in 
medieval historiography. 
In sum, this dissertation shows how literary forms reveal historiographical 
interpretations and historical paradigms. I use these forms to trace the development of 
English and Welsh historiography, from the twelfth-century renaissance to the years just 
preceding the Wars of the Roses. The texts I examine mostly belong to a category 
traditionally called ‘national’ (or, more accurately for the post-Conquest period, ‘gens’ or 
‘people’) histories of Britain, loosely defined as histories that tell the story of Britain, or 
of one ethnic group in Britain, usually from their origins to the present day. I have 
selected these texts as my focus not because of their investments in nationalism or 
identity, but rather because their long timespans lead to encourage historians to reflect on 
historical change, language, and literary production, all of which are crucial when 
tracking the use of historiographical forms.  
In my first chapter, “Continuous History: Latin Historiography of the Twelfth 
Century Renaissance,” I argue that the three most popular historians of twelfth-century 
Britain, William of Malmesbury, Geoffrey of Monmouth, and Henry of Huntingdon, 
promulgate a historiographical theory that I call continuous history. In continuous 
history, history is conceptualized as a chain, as something simultaneously continuous and 
discontinuous. Singular events, such as conquests, can create ruptures in the progression 
of time; but by writing about such events – that is, by writing about discontinuities – 
historians inevitably create continuity through them. Since history is narrative, and 
narrative overcomes discontinuity, historiography cannot help but resolve discontinuities 
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into a cohesive, if not entirely seamless, narrative. Importantly, William, Geoffrey, and 
Henry develop a characteristic formal practice for writing continuous history. When they 
wish to register (rather than sublimate) political discontinuity in their texts, they will vary 
their texts’ form at that moment in the narrative. By shifting from hermeneutic to 
humanist Latin, or from poetry to prose, or from narrative history to epistolography, these 
historians demonstrate the simultaneously continuous and discontinuous nature of events 
like the Norman Conquest. In this way, formal variation becomes central to conveying 
their understanding of historical progress and their interpretation of the past.  
My second chapter, “Continuous History, Continued: The ‘Quante Inglis’ of 
Middle English Verse Chronicles,” examines how thirteenth- and early fourteenth-
century Middle English verse chroniclers such as Laȝamon, Robert of Gloucester, and 
Robert Mannyng of Brunne develop new techniques for writing continuous histories in 
Middle English poetry. Laȝamon and Robert Mannyng use archaic language and metrical 
variation, respectively, to portray the Battle of Hastings as a moment of both continuity 
and rupture. In contrast, Robert of Gloucester avoids any formal variation that might 
undermine his portrayal of the continuity of history across 1066. Although their texts 
adopt different approaches to literary form, these three writers all use Middle English 
forms to create arguments about historical events. In this way, their works argue for the 
value of vernacular historiography, by asserting that Middle English writers can 
capitalize on their language’s unique history and set of literary forms to create historical 
knowledge that cannot be expressed in other languages.  
My third chapter, “‘Wel nyh al’: English Universal History in Late Medieval 
Britain,” demonstrates the decline of continuous history as theory and practice in Middle 
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English prose historiography. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, historians in 
Britain increasingly adopt universal history rather than continuous history as their 
primary conception of history. When they portray formal variation as a mark of 
encyclopedism rather than discontinuity, writers such as Ranulph Higden, John Trevisa, 
and the compilers of the Middle English Prose Brut turn away from using formal variety 
to make political arguments. In their works, formal variation becomes simply another 
kind of uniformity and completeness. Middle Welsh writers, however, continue to write 
history using Geoffrey of Monmouth’s brand of continuous history as their primary 
theoretical and practical model. As a result, they develop new ways of playing with 
language and literary form to create formal variations that argue for the continuity of 
Welsh tradition, even after the death of Llywelyn ap Gruffudd. The fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries thus witness the division of a previously pan-British historiographical 
tradition into distinct English and Welsh traditions.  
In my fourth chapter, “Falls of Princes: The De casibus History of Chaucer, 
Lydgate, and Hardyng,” I argue that the new prominence of de casibus literature results 
in the development of a new kind of historiographical theory and practice: de casibus 
history. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Chaucer, John Lydgate, and other 
writers help to popularize new kinds of historical writing like genealogical poetry and de 
casibus literature (stories of the downfalls of famous historical figures). Under the 
influence of these genres, English historians begin to organize British history as if it were 
the story of a sequence of individual kings, instead of the story of successive waves of 
conquest. By focusing their gaze on the fates of individual rulers, rather than the fates of 
collective peoples, historians replace continuous history’s traditional emphasis on 
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divinely-ordained conquest, with a new emphasis on the role of individuals in 
determining the course of history. At the same time, they transfer the ambiguities of 
continuous history’s definition of continuity onto de casibus history’s definition of 
Fortune, making de casibus history the place for nuanced historical reflection. 
Continuous history, on the other hand, becomes stripped of its complexities and 
transforms into genealogical history, where continuity is simply continuous. These 
changes are visible in John Hardyng’s fifteenth-century verse Chronicle, written not as a 
continuous history, but as a quasi-de casibus collection, complete with reflections on fate 
and free will inspired by the Boethian philosophy of Chaucer and Lydgate.  
In my fifth chapter, “Continuous Codex, Genealogical Roll: The Manuscript 
Forms of Medieval Historiography,” I examine how medieval book technologies reflect 
the literary history traced through my first four chapters. During the twelfth through 
fifteenth centuries, historiographical compilations and genealogical rolls employ a 
number of organizational structures to narrate an arc of history stretching from ancient 
Troy to medieval England. I use the Welsh manuscript tradition to argue that compiling 
histories of Troy, Britain, Wales, and England into a single book transforms the codex 
itself into a kind of continuous history. In contrast, genealogical rolls narrating this same 
history focus on continuity alone, rather than the interplay of continuity and 
discontinuity; in this way, they represent genealogical history. Since the comparative 
popularity of these manuscript organizations often coincides with the comparative 
popularity of various historiographical theories, we can conjecture that historians and 
scribes conceptualize the construction of historiographical manuscripts and 
historiographical narrative in similar terms. 
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 Ultimately, this dissertation shows how historians, working in the twelfth through 
fifteenth centuries, believe that the same paradigms of historical processes govern both 
the abstract conceptions and the literary forms of historiography. This results in a 
consistent approach to writing history throughout the Middle Ages. Though 
historiographical theories and practices may come and go, historians hold to the idea that 
literary form and historiographical interpretation are mutually constitutive: literary form 
embodies historiographical arguments, and historiographical arguments are constructed 
through literary form. In this way, medieval historians argue that form, rather than simply 
conveying meaning, actually creates meaning. This theorization of form is one of 
medieval historians’ most important contributions to the development of theories of 
narrative in the Middle Ages.  
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Chapter One 
Continuous History: Latin Historiography of the Twelfth Century Renaissance 
 
I. Introduction 
 
 The modern study of twelfth-century Latin historiography is fixated on the idea of 
continuity. Scholars frequently interpret the sudden efflorescence of historiography in the 
first half of the twelfth century as a response to the desire for, and/or absence of, 
continuity. For example, they frequently argue that the Norman Conquest so ruptured 
Anglo-Saxon culture that the English were unable to write England’s history for 
generations. As Elisabeth van Houts puts it, “the English were so traumatised that they 
could not bring themselves to write down their memories” for generations.22 For modern 
scholars, when historians such as William of Malmesbury, Henry of Huntingdon, and 
Geoffrey of Monmouth begin to resuscitate the tradition of British historical writing in 
the 1120s and 1130s, their purpose is twofold: they seek first to repair the rupture in 
English history caused by the Conquest, and second, to teach their new masters about 
Britain by composing long narrative histories of its peoples (essentially the English and 
the Welsh), from their origins to the present day. And thus was born the English 
                                                             
22 “The Memory of 1066 in Written and Oral Traditions,” in Anglo-Norman Studies XIX: Proceedings of 
the Battle Conference, 1996, ed. Christopher Harper-Bill (Woodbridge, Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 1997), 
179. It is worth noting that John Gillingham twice cites this same line (“French Culture, Twelfth-Century 
English Historians and the Civilizing Process,” in Cinquante Années d’Études Médiévales à la Confluence 
de Nos Disciplines: Actes du Colloque organisé à l’occasion du Cinquantenaire du CESCM, Poitiers, 1-4 
septembre 2003, ed. Claude Arrignon et al. [Turnhout: Brepols, 2005], 731; and “A Historian of the 
Twelfth-Century Renaissance and the Transformation of English Society, 1066-ca. 1200,” in European 
Transformations: The Long Twelfth Century, ed. Thomas F.X. Noble and John van Engen [Notre Dame, 
Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 2012], 45). 
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historiographical renaissance – a renaissance spurred by the desire to recuperate the past 
by constructing continuity with it.  
If, as Sir Richard Southern put it, “At the level of literate and aristocratic society, 
no country in Europe, between the rise of the barbarian kingdoms and the twentieth 
century, has undergone so radical a change in so short a time as England experienced 
after 1066,” then it would be fitting for the histories composed in the wake of that change 
to be equally extraordinary.23 And this is precisely the kind of acclamation that scholars 
frequently heap on the British historians of the twelfth-century renaissance.24 William, 
Geoffrey, Henry, and others apply the fruits of a recently-renewed European intellectual 
culture to their own political circumstances to produce some of the finest 
historiographical writing from the Middle Ages. In other words, they produce a radical, 
affirmative continuity between old and new, from the discontinuity presented by negative 
political change (the Norman Conquest) and intellectual change (the twelfth-century 
renaissance). And in fact, medieval historians do on occasion say that their works are 
‘continuous,’ suggesting that they are aware of their position within their political and 
intellectual context.25 This basic interpretation of the twelfth century renaissance of 
                                                             
23 Sir Richard Southern, “Aspects of the European Tradition of Historical Writing: 4. The Sense of the 
Past,” in History and Historians: Selected Papers of R.W. Southern, ed. Robert J. Bartlett (Malden: 
Blackwell, 2004), 69. Like the quote from van Houts’s article cited multiple times, this line has also been 
cited numerous times as representative for a whole line of argument in this vein, for example by Charles F. 
Briggs, “History, Story, and Community: Representing the Past in Latin Christendom, 1050-1400,” in The 
Oxford History of Historical Writing, Volume 2: 400-1400, ed. Sarah Foot and Chase F. Robinson (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2012), 402 n. 27; Michael T. Clanchy in England and its Rulers, 1066-1307, 4th 
ed. (Chichester: Wiley Blackwell, 2014), 32; and Gillingham, “Historian,” 45. 
24 The classic work that brought this idea to prominence in scholarship is Charles Homer Haskins’s The 
Renaissance of the Twelfth Century (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1955). Since then, it has 
become a major concept in scholarship on the high Middle Ages.  
25 Historians’ use of the word ‘continuous’ and its cognates to describe their work will be examined in 
greater detail below. 
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historical writing thus uses this idea of (dis)continuity to understand how medieval 
writers react to historical events, to justify our appreciation of their achievements. 
As temptingly neat as this convenient narrative is, I would suggest that it is so 
neat as to cause suspicion. For one thing, it presumes that the Norman Conquest was a 
moment of “trauma.” Second, it presumes that the Norman Conquest was perceived by 
medieval writers as a moment of discontinuity. And third, it presumes that medieval 
historians would have believed their histories capable of overcoming that discontinuity. I 
will re-examine each of these presumptions in turn, to help differentiate between the 
‘real’ Conquest and twelfth-century literary reactions to it, in an attempt to better 
understand what continuity meant to these writers. It is worth noting that I am not the 
first to question our assumptions about the Norman Conquest; after all, we have been 
asking “Does 1066 still matter?” for over ten years.26 I engage in these debates not to 
make an argument about 1066, but rather, to examine the development of historiography 
as a genre in the twelfth century. 
Regarding the “trauma” of the Norman conquest, I would argue that these 
references to modern trauma theory are not fully considered. While it may indeed be 
useful to think about the literature of post-Conquest England as a means of ‘processing 
trauma,’ we would have to distinguish between the trauma of the English gens, or 
‘people,’ whose history extends before and after 1066, and the inherited trauma 
experienced by the individual historian, born at least one generation after 1066. But 
proponents of applying trauma theory to twelfth-century historiography generally fail to 
distinguish between these two different kinds of trauma. Usually, they treat the English 
                                                             
26 See David Bates, “1066: Does the Date Still Matter?” Historical Research 78, no. 202 (2005): 443-464. 
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gens as if it were a single individual who undergoes and then processes trauma over the 
course of decades, without thinking about the level of abstraction such an assumption 
entails. It is far too simplistic to collapse these different types of traumas – the collective 
and the individual, the national and the local, the temporally distant and the temporally 
recent – into the same narrative without closer examination, or, indeed, to assume that 
each historian would have processed their inherited trauma in the same way. Until 
scholarship on twelfth-century historiography is able to account for these different kinds 
of trauma, we cannot use trauma theory as an effective way of understanding English 
attitudes towards the Conquest.  
Can we say that the Norman Conquest was a catastrophic, if not traumatic, 
moment of discontinuity? Did it truly rupture history, and inspire the production of 
historiographical writing in the process? Certainly, there are good reasons to view the 
Conquest as a challenge to the continuity of English history and English historiography. 
In the aftermath of the Conquest, the English elite, secular and religious, was largely 
replaced by Anglo-Normans, resulting in massive changes in English politics and culture. 
These new lords of England were not likely to be overly familiar with English history, or 
particularly attached to the tradition of English historiography. Indeed, they may even 
have been hostile to English culture itself. Faced with these changes and possible 
challenges to their culture, history, and religious practices, members of the English clergy 
may have forged ancient charters and written historical texts like saints’ lives out of fear 
of what might happen to their religious houses. There are some examples of of the 
mistreatment of English relics and other insults to English religion; and medieval writers 
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frequently complain about the Normans.27 Many medieval historians even call the 
Normans a punishment or plague on English society.28 Is this enough to say that the 
Norman Conquest created discontinuity and thus spurred a renaissance of historical 
writing? 
Once again, I would suggest that if a narrative is convenient, it is too good to be 
true. There are several logical leaps involved in arguing that twelfth-century 
historiography is a response to the rupture of the Norman Conquest. If writing history is 
so politically useful in its ability to create continuity through rupture, why did their new 
Norman leaders not immediately order the continuation of historical records, to ensure 
that English historiography portrayed the ‘right’ kind of continuity?29 If history is 
intended to teach the Normans about their new land, why did English historians wait to 
teach their ‘Norman’ overlords about English history until many of those overlords had 
become, to an extent, English, and therefore had redefined what English history was?30 If 
                                                             
27 Eadmer of Canterbury’s complaints are probably the best-known; see for example Eadmer’s History of 
Recent Events in England: Historia Novorum in Anglia, trans. Geoffrey Bosanquet (London: The Cresset 
Press, 1964), 19-23. The Latin text is available in the Rolls Series as Eadmeri Historia Novorum in Anglia, 
et opuscula duo de Vita sancti Anselmi et quibusdam miraculis ejus, ed. Martin Rule (London: Longman, 
1884). In a non-historiographical context, one can find complaints like those of the writer of the so-called 
First Worcester Fragment. For a text and translation, see S.K. Brehe, “Reassembling the First Worcester 
Fragment,” Speculum 65, no. 3 (1990): 530-31. 
28 This idea is of course consistent with the view of invasion as a punishment from God. On this tradition, 
see Robert W. Hanning, The Vision of History in Early Britain: From Gildas to Geoffrey of Monmouth 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1966). But in a passage of the Gesta pontificum Anglorum, later 
excised, William of Malmesbury, via Wulfstan, compares the Normans to a stick used to beat the English 
(Michael Winterbottom, “A New Passage of William of Malmesbury’s Gesta Pontificum,” Journal of 
Medieval Latin 11 [2001]: 50-59); and Henry of Huntingdon includes the Normans in his list of “plagues” 
(“plagas”), or invaders, that God has sent to Britain (Historia Anglorum: The History of the English People, 
ed. and trans. Diana Greenway [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996], i.4). All text and translation from this 
edition unless otherwise noted.  
29 This would be especially useful, given that William the Conqueror claimed that he, rather than Harold, 
was the rightful heir to the English throne – a claim resting on embracing the ‘right’ definition of continuity 
and succession.  
30 William of Malmesbury famously claims that his mixed parentage gives him an unbiased perspective on 
the Conquest (“For my part, having the blood of both nations in my veins, I propose in my narrative to keep 
a middle path,” “Ego autem, quia utriusque gentis quantum cognoscere potui, sine fuco palam efferam,” 
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history creates continuity to preserve and defend the past, why would English historians 
wait sixty years to start preserving and defending their history?  
Moreover, it seems a stretch to assume that the Normans were engaging in 
purposeful, systematic cultural destruction. For example, it is hard to believe that the 
Normans had the power to aggravate a large percentage of the population by destroying 
shrines to English saints, and even if they did, it is hard to believe that a new work of 
hagiography would stop this destruction. The Normans could certainly remove an 
individual English bishop from office, and they might incur resentment by replacing him 
with an Anglo-Norman; but that is a far cry from committing outright assault on English 
institutions. There is little evidence of religious communities writing legal documents or 
hagiographies solely to defend a particular (contemporary) authority figure; that kind of 
focused political force may be present in these texts in an abstract sense, but on the whole 
these works are more invested in defending English religious cults and practices in 
general, rather than specific individuals. But these cults and practices were, for the most 
part, not under specific assault: the Normans were more likely to appropriate rather than 
                                                             
William of Malmesbury, Gesta regum Anglorum: The History of the English Kings, ed. and trans. R. A. B. 
Mynors, Rodney M. Thomson, and Michael Winterbottom [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998], iii.Pr. All text 
and translation from this edition, unless otherwise noted). Henry of Huntingdon may have had mixed 
parentage himself – his mother was English, and his father was a member of the extended Glanville family 
(Diana Greenway, introduction to Historia Anglorum: The History of the English People [Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1996], xxiii-xxvi). As for their patrons, Gillingham has suggested that men like Alexander 
of Lincoln, Henry of Huntingdon’s patron, might have been considered part of an ‘English’ court faction, 
despite his Norman heritage (see “Henry of Huntingdon and the Twelfth-Century Revival of the English 
Nation,” in The English in the Twelfth Century: Imperialism, National Identity and Political Values 
[Woodbridge, Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 2000], 131-35); while Robert of Gloucester, William’s patron, 
had interests on both sides of the Channel, especially in the Marches and Wales (David Crouch, “Robert, 
first earl of Gloucester (b. before 1100, d. 1147),” in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography [London: 
Oxford University Press, 2004], accessed 9 Oct 2015, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/23716).  
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destroy English religious cults.31 It seems unlikely that writing hagiography would have 
prevented that appropriation; in fact, it may have accelerated it.  
In sum, English historians’ complaints about the Normans were likely driven by 
the slow but steady increase in Norman influence, and by the creeping replacement of 
English culture with Norman culture. These represent very real changes. But they are 
unlikely to be seen as catastrophic, sudden ruptures – they constitute instead a cultural 
death-by-a-thousand-cuts. Perhaps it is only with the distance of sixty years that writers 
like William, Geoffrey, and Henry can truly begin to reflect on the changes that had taken 
place in the decades since the Conquest. For these reasons, we must qualify our second 
presumption, that the Norman Conquest ruptured history and historical writing. Though 
medieval historians would certainly have seen the Norman Conquest as a discontinuity, 
their works are responses not to specific acts or moments of cultural destruction, but 
rather, to a general sense of change.32 For this reason, we ought to be wary of interpreting 
the twelfth century renaissance as a reaction to the singular discontinuity represented by 
the Battle of Hastings. Rather, it is a reaction to a rapidly changing world. 
                                                             
31 See Paul Antony Hayward, “Translation-Narratives in Post-Conquest Hagiography and English 
Resistance to the Norman Conquest,” in Anglo-Norman Studies XXI: Proceedings of the Battle Conference, 
1998, ed. Christopher Harper-Bill (Woodbridge, Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 1999), 89-93. 
32 I would suggest that modern scholars tend to accept medieval complaints about the Normans without 
much examination, and consequently argue in favor of viewing the Conquest as catastrophic, partly 
because of their location in a western academic setting, in which conquest and warfare is rare. When it does 
occur, the warfare is significant enough to justify calling it a ‘world war.’ Any form of European conquest 
is thus more likely to elicit strong claims to discontinuity. Moreover, much of this scholarship has its roots 
in the mid-twentieth century, when the threat of a German invasion of England was still in recent memory. 
The last time England was conquered in such a fashion was, of course, the Norman Conquest. Small 
wonder, then, that conquest would be equated with cataclysm in scholarship of the twentieth century. Even 
in the nineteenth century, when medieval historiography first attracted a large amount of scholarly 
attention, anti-French sentiment would have made the Norman Conquest seem that much more unpalatable 
and therefore more ‘catastrophic.’ 
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Nevertheless, contemporary scholars have still been more likely than not to view 
the Conquest as a sudden, destructive break (though this interpretation has been the 
subject of recent reevaluation among some).33 One reason for the continued dominance of 
this interpretation is its convenient dovetailing with other scholarly narratives about the 
resurgence of the English vernacular and the development of the English nation in the 
later Middle Ages. The Conquest provides the start-point of a valorizing narrative in 
which the egalitarian vernacular eventually regains its previous status as the primary 
language of England, ushering in a new age of readily accessible vernacular literary 
culture. In this narrative, twelfth-century historians like William, Henry, and Geoffrey 
assume the role of noble patriots who begin this struggle by developing an idea of 
England and of a specifically English past. Just as modern American culture celebrates 
rebuilding as a way of defying disaster, whether natural or manmade, so too do modern 
scholars see these medieval historians’ attempts at writing a histories of the Conquest 
both as a way of rebuilding in the aftermath of catastrophe, and as an act of resistance, or 
even defiance.34 Viewing the Norman Conquest as a moment of discontinuity, as a 
rupture in the teleological narrative of English triumph, thus allows scholars to transform 
their authors into quasi-heroes, who struggle in the face of catastrophe to create 
continuity from the post-Conquest rubble. (Also common in scholarship is the corollary 
interpretation, in which English historians work hard to justify the presence of their new 
Norman overlords, because of their sycophantic desire to benefit from power, even if it is 
a power that oppresses them.) 
                                                             
33 Elizabeth Tyler’s work has been particularly prominent on this point. 
34 This celebration of ‘rebuilding’ as a form of defiance can be seen, for example, in the construction of the 
Freedom Tower after 9/11.  
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But in viewing historiography as a means of resistance, we find yet more 
contradictions. If writing English history is an act of resistance on the part of English 
historians, how can it also be useful for Anglo-Normans, who appropriate English culture 
for their benefit? If we deny that historiography benefited Anglo-Normans, how do we 
explain the patronage of Anglo-Normans? Are they simply too distracted to notice the 
English resistance surrounding them? If we take the standard scholarly account of the 
historian/patron relationship in the Middle Ages to its ultimate conclusion, we are left 
with images of distracted lords and clever clerics, writing subversive histories that 
secretly support the English while purporting to support the Normans, who are too 
uneducated, too absent, too witless, or too preoccupied to care, as long as they get what 
they want from their inferiors. Such a reading hardly does justice to the English or the 
Anglo-Normans, and adds little to our understanding of the English literary history. 
These modern interpretations of medieval historiography also encourage scholars 
to group all kinds of historiographical writing under one banner. Scholars frequently 
conflate the pragmatic preservation of the English past, in charters and hagiographies 
asserting the antiquity and importance of an institution’s saint, with the more cerebral 
approach to the past found in the long narrative histories of Britain that suddenly flourish 
in the early decades of the twelfth century. It is hard to believe that histories of Britain, 
full of digressions on marvels, moral commentary, and even Crusade narratives are solely 
intended to glorify, defend, promote, and preserve the Anglo-Saxon past. To justify this 
claim, we would have to presume that the intended audience of these national histories 
was full of Anglo-Normans, who held positions of high secular and ecclesiastical power, 
who would have the time for (and the interest in) reading these works, and who were 
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sympathetic enough to at least be considered possible allies; and we have to presume that 
long narrative histories were considered an effective means of real achieving political 
ends.  
This belief returns us to my third scholarly presumption from earlier, that 
medieval historians believe their texts can overcome the discontinuity of the Norman 
Conquest. Did medieval historians truly believe a long narrative history of Britain could 
overcome the tangible effects of the Conquest? Why would William of Malmesbury think 
that writing about an obscure event in the past, such as the secret marriage of Æthelwold 
and Ælfthryth, would encourage his patron, Robert, earl of Gloucester, to help 
Malmesbury Abbey in its difficulties?35 His comments in his long history about Aldhelm, 
the founder of Malmesbury Abbey, might positively dispose Robert of Gloucester to 
Malmesbury. But why not simply write a life of Aldhelm? Why write about Æthelwold 
and Ælfthryth? Medieval historians likely saw opportunities for pragmatic preservation of 
the past in their long narrative histories, but it is not likely that pragmatic preservation 
was their sole (or even primary) purpose.  
 Other possible purposes have been the subject of more recent scholarship on 
twelfth-century historiography. Sigbjørn Olsen Sønnesyn, for example, has recently 
demonstrated how one of the main claims of medieval historians – that history provided 
examples of good and bad behavior to follow and avoid – is deeply rooted in larger 
religious and intellectual traditions, and ought to be read as a medieval historian’s serious 
goal, rather than his excuse for writing.36 But as valuable and needed as such studies are, 
                                                             
35 See GRA, ii.157.  
36 See Sigbjørn Olsen Sønnesyn, William of Malmesbury and the Ethics of History (Woodbridge, Suffolk: 
The Boydell Press, 2012). For an earlier example of this kind of argument, see James Campbell, who 
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they focus on these histories’ intellectual context at the sacrifice of their political context. 
As a result, they tend to ignore the very real political situations that drive the production 
of such political historiography. Recently, research on the post-Conquest period has 
started to bring these two threads of scholarship together, combining a regional focus 
with awareness of broader European intellectual movements, but more work needs to be 
done in this vein.37 This chapter endeavors to add to this recent trend, by simultaneously 
focusing on English history and historiographical genres. Rather than abiding by the 
modern scholarly definition of continuity, and its related assumptions, I look to the 
medieval historians themselves, to understand how they understand and write about 
continuity in the post-Conquest period.  
In this chapter, I will argue that twelfth-century historians’ conception of 
continuity is inextricably linked to a specific historical paradigm, which I call 
‘continuous history,’ in which history (the events themselves) and historiography (the 
events’ representations) are seen as simultaneously continuous and discontinuous. 
William of Malmesbury, Geoffrey of Monmouth, and Henry of Huntingdon all use 
literary form to embody the historiographical interpretations of the Norman Conquest that 
emerge from that paradigm in their texts. Paradigm, interpretation, and form are all 
governed by the same conception of continuity. As a result, the term ‘continuous history’ 
can be used to denote both the historiographical theory and the texts that practice it. 
 
                                                             
argues in favor of viewing twelfth-century English historiography in its intellectual, rather than simply 
political context, in “Some Twelfth-Century Views of the Anglo-Saxon Past,” Peritia 3 (1984): 131-34. 
37 For an example of this kind of marriage between geographic specificity and broader European culture, 
see Lars Boje Mortensen, “Roman Past and Roman Language in Twelfth-Century English Historiography,” 
in Conceptualizing Multilingualism in England, c.800-c.1250, ed. Elizabeth M. Tyler (Turnhout: Brepols, 
2011), 309-20.  
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II. Continuous History 
 
Now that we have established that modern scholars do not theorize the idea of 
‘continuity’ in a consistent manner, we should examine more closely what medieval 
historians actually mean when they say that they are writing continuous history. But 
again, if we turn to modern scholarship to help guide us, we will quickly see that the 
words ‘continuity,’ ‘continuous,’ and their various cognates are frequently used to 
describe these texts without much reflection on what they might mean to medieval 
writers. As we might expect, the question of 1066 has spurred much of this type of 
vocabulary: for example, Michael Faletra writes, “In the Gesta Regum Anglorum, 
William of Malmesbury presents insular history in a manner that both foregrounds the 
Normans and legitimates them by repeatedly emphasizing the continuities between their 
regime and that of the Anglo-Saxons.”38 Similarly, Nick Webber has argued that Henry 
of Huntingdon had a “strong conception of the historical continuity of [his] homeland.”39  
‘Continuity’ has also shown up in discussions of figures unrelated (at least specifically) 
to the Norman Conquest: for example, Monika Otter writes that Wulfstan was 
“something of an emblem of historical continuity” in popular culture.40 But given 
Wulfstan’s position as the only Anglo-Saxon bishop to not be replaced after the 
Conquest, even this example implicitly returns us to 1066. 
                                                             
38 Michael A. Faletra, “Narrating the Matter of Britain: Geoffrey of Monmouth and the Norman 
Colonization of Wales,” The Chaucer Review 35, no. 1 (2000): 63.  
39 Nick Webber, “England and the Norman Myth,” in Myth, Rulership, Church and Charters: Essays in 
Honour of Nicholas Brooks, ed. Julia Barrow and Andrew Wareham (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), 226. 
40 Monika Otter, “1066: The Moment of Transition in Two Narratives of the Norman Conquest,” Speculum 
74, no. 3 (1999): 570.  
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Among modern scholars, R.R. Davies has examined continuity in twelfth-century 
historiography at the greatest length.41 In the context of a larger argument about language 
and identity in medieval Britain, Davies argues that Bede had given the English a 
unifying mythology, something necessary for the formation of an idea of community. In 
an attempt to adopt this unifying mythology, twelfth-century English historians strove to 
connect their times to his, and they – and their modern successors – have managed to do 
so, creating a strong sense of ‘Englishness’ that has survived centuries, into the modern 
period.42 He adds, “‘Continuous’ is the crucial word in this context. The historical 
mythology of a people is ultimately concerned to show that the people in question is 
literally aboriginal and that its unbroken history as a people validates such a claim.”43 For 
Davies, then, “continuous history” requires three elements: a description of a people’s 
origines, a gapless narrative of that people’s history, and some affirmation of that 
people’s current survival, to show complete continuity from origins to the present. Only 
then could a people’s “unbroken history” reaffirm its existence and justify their claims to 
sovereignty or authority of some kind. 
But as helpful as Davies’s comments are, he ignores these histories’ explicitly 
stated goals. As we will see, twelfth-century historians frequently and openly say that 
                                                             
41 But see also the recent work by Dauvit Brown, heavily influenced by Davies, in Scottish Independence 
and the Idea of Britain: From the Picts to Alexander III (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2007), 
40-47. Building off Davies, he writes, “It was not only the ‘basic guidelines’ for English historiography as 
regnal, political and continuous that were laid down as early as the mid-twelfth century, therefore; the same 
conception of a regnal and continuous past – and with conspicuous chronological depth – was given 
narrative expression for Ireland by the mid-eleventh century, and for the Welsh by the mid-twelfth 
century… They all perpetuated the same essential idea: that there was such a thing as a continuous 
narrative of English, Irish and Welsh history, and that this narrative had as its central thread the existence 
of, or development towards, a kingdom relating to each people” (45-46).  
42 R.R. Davies, “Presidential Address: The Peoples of Britain and Ireland, 1100-1400: IV Language and 
Historical Mythology,” Transactions of the Royal Historical Society 7 (1997): 18-19. 
43 Davies, “Language and Historical Mythology,” 20. 
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their aim is to fill in gaps in the historical record, but they say nothing of proving their 
existence as an English (or British) people. It seems strange to not take these historians at 
their word, especially since this is a sentiment shared by so many of them. Moreover, 
Davies’s (and others’) belief that these texts are centered on the continuity of a people 
and/or identity makes conceptual leaps. For example, if twelfth-century historians were 
trying to prove their people’s continuous existence, why would they frequently 
emphasize that the modern English and Welsh are not the same as the earlier Anglo-
Saxons and Britons? Geoffrey of Monmouth ends his history by explicitly stating that the 
Welsh of his day are simply not the same as the Britons of the past – they are related, yes, 
but nevertheless are different in crucial ways. William of Malmesbury and Henry of 
Huntingdon highlight how the arrival of the Normans changes Anglo-Saxon culture and 
spurs the creation of a new English identity, which is founded on difference from the 
Normans. If identity is founded on difference from the Normans, it must consequently be 
defined as difference from the Anglo-Saxons, whose identity was not contingent on 
‘foreign’ overlords.  
Finally, in their quest to fill in historical gaps, Davies’s focus on the beginnings 
and ends seems to conflict with the continuity for which these writers strive. Continuity is 
about the middle, not about the beginning or end. Beginnings and ends are necessary for 
creating continuity between these points, but continuity is inherently in opposition to any 
moment in time that would break that continuity. For these reasons, I would suggest that 
Davies’s definition of continuous history be tabled, in favor of a definition more 
dependent on what the medieval texts themselves say. 
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And how do medieval writers define continuous history? Davies is right to point 
out the importance of origines gentis and seamless narrative in twelfth-century 
historiography. But I would argue that these references to continuity are related not to 
politics or to identity construction, but rather to historiographical form. Whether these 
forms ultimately help create a sense of nation or identity is irrelevant for our purposes. 
Here, I simply assert that continuous history is a specifically literary phenomenon. The 
origo for these writers is Bede, the founder of Anglo-Saxon historiography, not the 
Trojans or Hengist and Horsa, who supposedly established the British and English 
peoples, respectively. And seamless narratives are constructed by historians, according to 
historiographical principles and methods. For these reasons, to understand what 
continuous history means to twelfth-century historians, we must pay closer attention to 
how they themselves discuss this concept.  
First, I will turn to William of Malmesbury, whose Gesta regum Anglorum 
(henceforth GRA), published in the 1120s, is the first major work of history to be 
published in the twelfth century. In the beginning of his Gesta regum Anglorum, William 
writes,  
It was therefore my design, in part moved by love of my country and in part 
encouraged by influential friends, to mend the broken chain of our history, and 
give a Roman polish to the rough annals of our native speech. To make clear the 
sequence of events, I will give a selection from the work of Bede, to whom I shall 
often have to refer, touching on a few points and letting most go by. (i.Prol.)44  
 
                                                             
44 “Vnde michi cum propter patriae caritatem, tum propter adhortantium auctoritatem uoluntati fuit 
interruptam temporum seriem sarcire et exarata barbarice Romano sale condire; et, ut res ordinatius 
procedat, aliqua ex his, quae saepe dicendus Beda dixit, deflorabo, pauca perstringens, pluribus 
valefaciens.”  
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William makes continuity his goal, and he plans to reach that goal not only by using Bede 
as his main authority, but also by filling in gaps in the historical record. He justifies his 
streamlining of Bede’s narrative by saying it is necessary for the matter to proceed 
“ordinatius,” “in a more orderly fashion.” For William, continuity comes from a mixture 
of historical sources, narrative balance, and literary structure. Moreover, continuity 
operates within the text but also beyond it: his work will be continuous in its narrative, 
and it will also make historiographical tradition itself continuous.  
William echoes these themes again, near the end of the GRA, as he starts to wrap 
up his narrative of English history: 
But if [readers] judge aright, they will not therefore with critical pen dismiss me 
as worthless: I have followed the true law of the historian, and have set down 
nothing but what I have learnt from trustworthy report or written source. 
Moreover, be that as it may, I have this private satisfaction, by God’s help, that I 
have set in order the unbroken course of English history, and am since Bede the 
only man so to do, or at any rate the first. If anyone therefore, as I already hear 
suggested, has a mind to follow me in writing on this subject, let him give me the 
credit for the collection of the facts, and make his own selection from the 
material. (v.445)45 
 
William invokes Bede twice in this passage: first, by referring to Bede’s “uera lex 
historiae” (“true law of history”) and second, by noting that he, like Bede, has “set in 
order the unbroken course of English history,” or “continuam Anglorum historiam 
ordinauerim” (emphasis mine). The last sentence of this quotation emphasizes again the 
relationship between finding and ordering sources, now William’s own work. For 
William, “continuous history” as both theory and practice comes from Bede, and it is 
                                                             
45 “Veruntamen, si recto aguntur iuditio, non ideo me censorio expungent stilo; ego enim, ueram legem 
secutus historiae, nichil umquam posui nisi quod a fidelibus relatoribus uel scriptoribus addidici. Porro, 
quoquo modo haec se habeant, priuatim ipse michi sub ope Christi gratulor, quod continuam Anglorum 
historiam ordinauerim post Bedam uel solus uel primus. Si quis ergo, sicut iam susurrari audio, post me 
scribendi de talibus munus attemptauerit, michi debeat collectionis gratiam, sibi habeat electionis 
materiam.”  
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defined as a gapless, ordered (and orderly) narrative. Moreover, William has now placed 
himself in Bede’s footsteps, thus modeling continuity as a method even as he creates 
continuity within his text. 
Geoffrey of Monmouth invokes continuous history only once in his Historia 
regum Britanniae (henceforth Historia) but he places it in a position of importance in his 
prologue. After being unable to find any sources about the early kings of Britain, 
Archdeacon Walter gives Geoffrey “a very old book in the British tongue, which set out 
in excellent style a continuous narrative of all their deeds from the first king of the 
Britons, Brutus, down to Cadualadrus, son of Caduallo” (“quendam Britannici sermonis 
librum uetustissimum qui a Bruto primo rege Britonum usque ad Cadualadrum filium 
Caduallonis actus omnium continue et ex ordine perpulcris orationibus proponebat,” 
Prol.2).46 Here again, we have an emphasis on continuity and order, more readily visible 
in the Latin text, “actus omnium continue et ex ordine” (emphasis mine). The standard 
scholarly translation hides the significance of “continue et ex ordine,” which can be 
translated more literally as “continuously and in order.” These are, for Geoffrey, two 
parallel features of the overall work. In the Historia, order is chronological; the narrative 
marches through time, literally “in order.” Geoffrey’s investment in chronological order 
becomes even more apparent in comparison with the ordo of William’s Gesta regum 
Anglorum, which is mostly but not entirely chronological.  
Geoffrey also considers comprehensiveness to be part of continuous history – 
whereas William seems to admit the possibility of gaps, which he would smooth over 
                                                             
46 All text and translation from Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History of the Kings of Britain: An Edition and 
Translation of De gestis Britonum [Historia Regum Britanniae], ed. Michael D. Reeve, trans. Neil Wright 
(Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2007), unless otherwise noted. 
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with his narrative, Geoffrey seems to suggest that there can be no gaps, that the historical 
record must be entirely full and complete for a history to be truly continuous. After all, he 
will tell of all the deeds of the British kings, not some; he will give the complete history 
of the early British kings.47 Geoffrey’s relentless chronology and assertions of 
completeness thus lead to a stricter definition of continuous history, which may come as a 
surprise to those accustomed to thinking of William as the ‘better’ historian.48  
Finally, like William, Geoffrey highlights the importance of “excellent style.” For 
William, good style comes from “Roman polish.” Geoffrey is both more and less specific 
than William: he aims for a style that is simultaneously “eloquent” (“perpulcris”), like the 
style of his source, but which nevertheless avoids overly difficult “bombastic language” 
(“ampullosis dictionibus”) and “ornate words from foreign gardens” (“infra alienos 
ortulos falerata uerba”). The result is his “rustic style” (“agresti stilo”), which may not be 
perfect but which he believes is adequate to the task.49 
Henry of Huntingdon does not highlight continuous history in the prologue to his 
Historia Anglorum (henceforth HA), as William and Geoffrey do; he is more concerned 
with expressing his reliance on Bede and other trustworthy sources. But when he does 
discuss continuity in his Historia Anglorum, Henry seems to share Geoffrey’s 
                                                             
47 For a discussion of the difference between completeness and compendiousness, see chapter 3.  
48 This characterization is based on the fact that William’s source criticism more closely resembles the 
source criticism of modern historians. 
49 “Therefore, led by his request, I have undertaken the task of translating his book into Latin; but I have 
not assembled ornate words from foreign gardens, choosing instead to be content with my rustic style and 
my own pen. For if I had smeared my pages with bombastic language, I would have bored my readers, 
since it would have been necessary for them to spend more time parsing my words than understanding the 
history,” “Rogatu itaque illius ductus, tametsi infra alienos ortulos falerata uerba non collegerim, agresti 
tamen stilo propriisque calamis contentus codicem illum in Latinum sermonem transferre curaui; nam si 
ampullosis dictionibus paginam illinissem, taedium legentibus ingererem, dum magis in exponendis uerbis 
quam in historia intelligenda ipsos commorari oporteret” (Prol.2). I have provided the translation of this 
sentence to highlight some of the complexities about Geoffrey’s discussion of language, which are hidden 
from the standard scholarly translation. 
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preoccupation with chronology. In the beginning of book ix, his collection of miracles, he 
notes, “I have, therefore, collected together in a continuous sequence almost all the 
miracles which the great author Bede included, though in his work they were scattered 
according to the different periods of time” (“Igitur omnia fere miracula que Beda magnus 
auctor suo inseruit operi disperse quidem secundum temporis distinctionem, nos 
coagulate continuauimus,” ix.51). By using the verb “continuauimus,” Henry thus 
highlights the fact that he is actively compiling Bede, reordering the historical 
information he found in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica into a uniform, ‘continuous’ 
sequence. But continuity is defined here not by its ability to convey an unbroken 
narrative of history. Continuity refers instead to the complete and chronological 
representation of Bede’s work in Henry’s epitome of English saints. In other words, for 
Henry, continuity is chronological and textual. In practice, as we will see, Henry engages 
in complex non-chronological structures throughout his Historia Anglorum. Nevertheless, 
his definition of continuous history is one that embraces a chronological ordo. 
Thus, despite some important differences among the three writers, some key 
themes circle around the idea of continuity: the idea that sources must be selected and put 
in order, with Bede as the ultimate and originary source (William and Henry);50 the close 
relationship between continuous history and good style (William and Geoffrey); and the 
fact that a history should present a gapless, comprehensive narrative (all three, though 
they disagree whether the information contained in said narrative should actually be 
                                                             
50 Although Geoffrey does not mention Bede explicitly here, I would argue that he is implicitly present in 
the histories that Geoffrey looks through for the history of the early British kings. On Geoffrey and Bede, 
see Christopher N.L. Brooke, “Geoffrey of Monmouth as a Historian,” in The Church and the Welsh 
Border in the Central Middle Ages (Woodbridge, Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 1986), 105-6. 
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comprehensive or merely perform comprehensiveness). As a form, continuous history 
consists of a single strand of narrative, comprised of multiple narrative units that have 
been woven together to form a whole, like distinct links that together form a single chain. 
Continuous history acknowledges both the parts and the whole, finding sources and 
utilizing arrangement and style to harmonize (but not totally erase) their differences. I 
would argue then, that we do have reason to see “continuous history” as a coherent, 
shared concept among these twelfth-century writers.51 At this point, I will examine in 
greater detail how this concept is put into practice in their works.  
 
III. William of Malmesbury 
 
 William of Malmesbury is universally acknowledged as one of the greatest 
historians of twelfth-century Britain. However, if greatness were judged by the number of 
surviving manuscripts, William of Malmesbury would come in third place, behind 
Geoffrey of Monmouth and Henry of Huntingdon, the other two historians examined in 
this chapter. For example, William’s GRA is his most popular work in the Middle Ages 
and in the modern period. It survives in twenty-nine manuscripts, a very respectable 
number; but compare that number to the approximately forty-five surviving manuscripts 
                                                             
51 There may be some precedent for such an idea in classical historiography by writers such as Tacitus. But 
Tacitus’s work was lost to the Middle Ages, and he is more concerned with gaps of historical evidence, 
rather than gaps of historiography, which is the primary preoccupation of twelfth-century historians in 
Britain. Compare William’s, Geoffrey’s, and Henry’s descriptions of British historiography to Tacitus’s 
identification of a gap in the historical record after Actium. See The Histories: Books I-III, trans. Clifford 
H. Moore, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, Mass. and London: Harvard University Press, 1996), I.1.  
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of Henry of Huntingdon’s Historia Anglorum, and even more, the over two hundred of 
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae.52  
In the Middle Ages, William’s importance is discerned not through the 
widespread distribution of his works (which survive in substantial if not large numbers), 
but rather from the use of his texts as historical sources. The GRA and other works by 
William were widely used as sources by later historians; the GRA was first printed in 
1596.53 Even John Milton had good things to say about him: “Yet William of Malmsbury 
must be acknowledg’d, both for stile and judgment, to be by far the best Writer of them 
all: but what labour is to be endur’d turning over Volumes of rubbish in the rest, Florence 
of Worcester, Huntingdon, Simeon of Durham, Hoveden, Matthew of Westminster, and 
many others of obscurer note, with all their Monachisms, is a penance to think.”54 In the 
Middle Ages, William’s ‘greatness’ as a historian is therefore due to his swift 
transformation from historian to historical auctor, an acknowledged and trustworthy 
authority on the past. It is precisely because he became canonical so quickly that his 
                                                             
52 Mynors, Thomson, and Winterbottom count 29 surviving MSS of the GRA (introduction to Gesta regum 
Anglorum, ed. and trans. R. A. B. Mynors, Rodney M. Thomson, and Michael Winterbottom [Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1998], xiii-xxi); Greenway gives 45 surviving full manuscripts of all recensions, but she 
notes the survival of a large number of fragments (introduction, cxvii-cxliv; appendix 4, 839). It is very 
difficult to get an accurate count of the manuscripts of Geoffrey’s work. The most comprehensive list of the 
manuscripts of the Historia regum Britanniae is Julia C. Crick, The Historia Regum Britannie of Geoffrey 
of Monmouth, III: A Summary Catalogue of the Manuscripts (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1989). But there 
have been numerous additions and subtractions from that list since its publication. More recently, Jaakko 
Tahkokallio has undertaken a re-examination of these manuscripts, especially in comparison to those of 
William of Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon, in an unpublished PhD thesis. See “Monks, Clerks, and 
King Arthur: Reading Geoffrey of Monmouth in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries” (PhD diss., 
University of Helsinki, 2013). P. McGurk lists five manuscripts and one fragment surviving of John of 
Worcester’s chronicle (introduction to The Chronicle of John of Worcester, vol. 2, ed. R.R. Darlington and 
P. McGurk, trans. Jennifer Bray and P. McGurk [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995], xxi-lix).  
53 Mynors, Thomson, and Winterbottom, introduction, xxii. 
54 John Milton, “A History of Britain,” in The John Milton Reading Room, accessed 7 Oct 2015, 
https://www.dartmouth.edu/~milton/reading_room/britain/text.shtml, iv.135. 
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works were more likely to be plundered for information by later compilers, rather than 
copied out wholesale.  
Among twentieth- and twenty-first-century historians (and, more frequently, 
literary scholars), too, William of Malmesbury remains an important source. Thanks to 
his supposedly more ‘modern’ methods of writing history, such as rejecting sources he 
deems less accurate and arguing that human, rather than divine motivations drive 
historican events, William seems more acceptable, and his works more comprehensible, 
to a modern audience.55 Moreover, William has been frequently lauded for the breadth of 
his reading – it has been memorably said that he “may very well have been the most 
learned man in twelfth-century Western Europe” – and as a result, his work is often 
invoked by scholars studying the intellectual history of humanism and the twelfth-century 
renaissance.56  
But just as we must resist the urge to take descriptions of the Norman Conquest at 
face value, so too must we be cautious of placing William in the category of the moderni. 
For one thing, William’s source criticism, which seems so surprisingly ‘modern’ on the 
surface is actually solidly medieval in its preoccupations and approaches.57 Moreover, 
although the breadth of William’s reading is unique, neither his interest in reading itself, 
nor his humanist concern for the classical past, is particularly unusual in the twelfth 
                                                             
55 See Thomson, William of Malmesbury, 2nd ed. (Woodbridge, Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 2003), 14, 20-
25; and Sverre Bagge, “Ethics, Politics, and Providence in William of Malmesbury’s Historia Novella,” 
Viator 41, no. 2 (2010): 130. But Thomson also notes the strain of criticism for William’s inherent 
‘medievalness.’ For a useful summary of criticism on William and twelfth-century historiography more 
generally, see Sønnesyn 1-20. 
56 C. Warren Hollister, Henry I (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2001), 3. Thomson’s list 
of works known to William can be found in William, 202-14. See also his chapter “William’s Reading,” in 
William, 40-75.  
57 See Thomson, William, 20-25. 
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century. Thus, although scholars frequently imply that William is unique and readily 
distinguishable from his intellectually bereft peers, he is in fact a thoroughly medieval 
writer. 
 For these reasons, it is worth examining William’s own description of 
historiography more closely. In his prologue to the GRA, William takes on the role of a 
scrupulous researcher. Like his modern-day academic counterparts, he has a scholarly 
hero, Bede; he has some decent sources, although he asserts that they are not perfect; and 
he has a few disparaging words about other writers as well. About these other sources, 
William writes,  
The history of the English, from their arrival in Britain to his own time, has been 
told with straightforward charm by Bede, most learned and least proud of men. 
After Bede you will not easily, I think, find anyone who has devoted himself to 
writing English history in Latin. If others have discovered anything of the kind 
before now, or make the discovery hereafter, I wish them joy of it; for my own 
part I have kept continual watch, but hitherto my labours in the quest have been a 
waste of time. There are, it is true, some records in the form of annals in the 
mother tongue, arranged in order of date; and thanks to these the period since 
Bede has contrived to escape the dotage of oblivion. As for Æthelweard, a 
distinguished figure, who essayed an edition of these Chronicles in Latin, the less 
said of him the better; I would approve his intention, did I not find his language 
distasteful. Nor have I overlooked the careful work of Eadmer, sober and elegant 
in style, in which, after a rapid survey of the period from King Edgar to William I, 
he enlarges his scale, and provides students with a full and invaluable narrative of 
events down to Archbishop Anselm. But he thus omits two hundred and twenty-
three years after Bede which he thought unworthy of remark, and in that interval 
history limps along with no support from literature. (i.Prol.)58 
                                                             
58 “Res Anglorum gestas Beda, uir maxime doctus et minime superbus, ab aduentu eorum in Britanniam 
usque ad suos dies plano et suaui sermone absoluit; post eum non facile, ut arbitror, reperies qui historiis 
illius gentis Latina oratione texendis animum dederit. Viderint alii si quid earum rerum uel iam inuenerint 
uel post haec inuenturi sint; noster labor, licet in querendo sollicitas duxerit excubias, frustra ad hoc tempus 
consumpsit operam. Sunt sane quaedam uetustatis inditia cronico more et patrio sermone per annos Domini 
ordinate. Per haec senium obliuionis eluctari meruerunt quaecumque tempora post illum uirum fluxerunt. 
Nam de Elwardo, illustri et magnifico uiro, qui Cronica illa Latine aggressus est digerere, prestart silere, 
cuius michi esset intentio animo si non essent uerba fastidio. Nec uero nostram effugit conscientiam domni 
Edmeri sobria sermonis festiuitate elucubratum opus, in quo a rege Edgaro orsus usque ad Willelmum 
primum raptim tempora perstrinxit, et inde licentius euagatus usque ad obitum Anselmi archiepiscopi 
diffusam et necessariam historiam studiosis exhibuit. Ita pretermissis a tempore Bedae ducentis et uiginti 
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Here we may point out three issues that mark William’s medieval outlook on 
historiography. First, William reveals his preference for historiography written not in the 
vernacular, but in Latin. Though we are accustomed to thinking of writing in English as 
the fullest expression of English culture, for William, writing English history in Latin 
adds to, rather than detracts from or occludes, English culture. “To write English history 
in Latin, then, was not an expression of distaste for a barbarian culture; it was an act of 
patriotism,” which elevates English sources to a higher level of authority and creating 
valuable links between England and the continent.59 William’s dedication to Latin is 
characteristic of an earlier period of the Middle Ages, when Latin was considered a 
language that broadened rather than limited a text’s audience.  
Second, for William, the style of a text is as important as the language in which it 
is written. William does distinguish between historians with good methodology and bad 
style, and wholly bad historians in this passage.60 But he does not view their works as 
categorically different; only the intention differs (which might make a difference to God, 
if not William). Bede and Eadmer write well, making their histories valuable; 
Æthelweard’s good intentions unfortunately do not produce a worthy product. Good 
                                                             
tribus annis, quos iste nulla memoria dignatus est, absque litterarum patrocinio claudicate cursus temporum 
in medio.”  
59 Michael Winterbottom, “The Language of William of Malmesbury,” in Rhetoric and Renewal in the 
Latin West 1100-1540: Essays in Honour of John O. Ward (Disputatio, 2), ed. Constant J. Mews, Cary J. 
Nederman and Rodney M. Thomson (Turnhout: Brepols, 2003), 133. Gillingham makes a similar point 
about William’s role in the Europeanization of England, though he sees this process as happening through 
exposure to French culture, rather than by translating English into Latin (“Historian,” 45-63). Winterbottom 
ascribes a more purposeful, active approach to England and Europe than Gillingham, who attributes to 
William a more passive reception and appreciation of French culture. 
60 Thomson, “William of Malmesbury as Historian and Man of Letters,” The Journal of Ecclesiastical 
History 29, no. 4 (1978): 395. This article is later turned into a chapter in Thomson’s monograph William of 
Malmesbury, but his original discussion of this issue is worth citing here as well.  
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historiography, then, should be written using good style, in a language that advances an 
author’s preferred political agenda (in this case, improving English culture).  
Third, William offers a definition of what historia is. William’s GRA combines 
multiple sources and knits them together into a single historical narrative, which covers 
both the distant and the recent past. This distinguishes the GRA from its sources. The 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, William says, is comprised of “some records in the form of 
annals in the mother tongue, arranged in order of date” (“quaedam uetustatis inditia 
cronico more et patrio sermone per annos Domini ordinate,” i.Prol.). The Chronicle is 
thus very different from the GRA, in that it is sparse, strictly chronological, and in 
English. For these reasons, as Thomson and Michael Winterbottom comment, “it is 
uncertain whether William would have recognized a work in annalistic form as a serious 
rival for GR.”61 I would add, however, that it is not these elements in particular that make 
the Chronicle annalistic; sparse, chronological, vernacular histories can be considered 
‘national histories’ rather than annals, under the right circumstances. In contrast, the 
Chronicle is an annal because its ordo is determined by chronology, rather than an 
artificially imposed structure that creates a specific meaning. If chronology is treated as 
such a structure, it can become an artificial ordo; but in the case of the Chronicle, 
chronology is simply determined by nature, not the historian, ensuring that the Chronicle 
is classified as an annal.  
William thus seems to accept the divide between annales and historia proffered 
by influential sources of historiographical theory like Isidore of Seville, who 
                                                             
61 Rodney M. Thomson and Michael Winterbottom, William of Malmesbury, Gesta Regum Anglorum: The 
History of the English Kings, vol. 2: General Introduction and Commentary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1999), 397.  
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distinguishes between these two kinds of historical writing based on chronological versus 
literary ordo. History writing can be chronological, but its task is to transform annals into 
books – that is, into literary productions.62 Isidore also distinguishes between annals and 
history through temporality: according to the Etymologies, “history is of those times that 
we have seen, but annals are of those years that our age has not known” (“historia est 
eorum temporum quae vidimus, annales vero sunt eorum annorum quos aetas nostra non 
novit,” I.xliv). History, then, must be continued into the present; otherwise it remains a 
purely annalistic exercise. Although modern scholars have demonstrated that annals do 
possess narrative, William’s understanding of annalistic narrative is derived from late 
antique literary theorists who believe that chronology is only literary if it somehow posits 
itself as an artificial rather than natural ordo.63 
Isidore’s Etymologies thus provides the basis for what William attempts to 
achieve in the GRA. As Joan Gluck Haahr says, “What Bede had provided for the early 
years of English history, and what William wanted for later centuries, was a synthesis of 
the annal, of which the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle was the best example, with a more 
reflective and instructional narrative of past events.”64 William rejects the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle as annalistic, and thus non-literary. He also rejects Eadmer’s work, because it 
                                                             
62 “cuius diligentia annui commentarii in libris delati sunt,” “through the diligence of history annual records 
are reported in books.” See Isidore of Seville, Etymologiae I.xliv, in The Latin Library, 
http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/isidore/1.shtml, accessed 12 October 2015. His work has been translated in 
The Etymologies of Isidore of Seville, trans. Stephen A. Barney et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2006). I will use this edition and translation of Isidore throughout this dissertation.  
63 On the narrative quality of annals, see Sarah Foot, “Finding the Meaning of Form: Narrative in Annals 
and Chronicles,” in Writing Medieval History, ed. Nancy Partner (London: Hodder Arnold, 2005), 88-108.  
64 Joan Gluckauf Haahr, “William of Malmesbury's Roman Models: Suetonius and Lucan,” in The Classics 
in the Middle Ages: Papers of the Twentieth Annual Conference of the Center for Medieval and Early 
Renaissance Studies (Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 69), ed. Aldo S. Bernardo and Saul 
Levin (Binghamton, N.Y.: Center for Medieval and Early Renaissance Studies, State University of New 
York at Binghamton, 1990), 165. 
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is emphatically contemporary history. Neither of these histories offer a historia in 
Isidorean terms. 
William’s failed search for a satisfactory work of historiography covering the 
period after Bede thus sets up his scholarly intervention, which he provides in the next 
lines. As I quoted earlier in this chapter, William intends to “mend the broken chain of 
our history, and give a Roman polish to the rough annals of our native speech” 
(“interruptam temporum seriem sarcire et exarata barbarice Romano sale condire,” 
i.Prol.).65 Earlier I noted that these words demonstrate William’s combined interest in 
continuity and style. Certainly, we know that William does try to accomplish these two 
goals: the GRA, especially when combined with its continuation, the Historia novella, 
narrates English history from the origins to his present day.66 As for “Roman polish” (or, 
more literally, “Roman salt”), it is well-known that William loved and modelled his own 
works – stylistically and structurally – on classical literature.67 Indeed, William’s notable 
humanism is likely what inspired Milton’s praise (quoted above) for William’s “stile.”  
But there is more to be discovered about William’s conception of historiography 
from this phrase. First, the translation that the editors provide for “seriem,” “chain,” is 
metaphorical where the Latin is not; “series” can literally mean a continuous line of 
                                                             
65 GRA, i.Prol. 
66 All surviving manuscripts of the Historia novella exist alongside the GRA, but originally circulated 
independently (Edmund King, introduction to William of Malmesbury: Historia Novella, The 
Contemporary History, ed. Edmund King, trans. K.R. Potter [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998], lxviii. Still, 
the combination of the Historia novella with the GRA must surely be an obvious choice.  
67 On William and the classics, see especially Haahr, “Roman Models,” 165-73; Thomson, “William of 
Malmesbury and the Latin Classics Revisited,” Proceedings of the British Academy 129 (2005): 383-93; 
Winterbottom, “Language,” 129-47; and Thomson’s index (William, 202-14).  
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objects.68 Importantly, we can see in William’s use of this word another reference to 
Isidore of Seville.69 In his Etymologies, Isidore writes,  
This discipline [history] has to do with Grammar, because whatever is worthy of 
remembrance is committed to writing. And for this reason, histories are called 
‘monuments’ (monumentum), because they grant a remembrance (memoria) of 
deeds that have been done. A series (series) is so called by an analogy with a 
garland (serta) of flowers tied together one after the other. (I.xli)70  
 
If we were to choose a metaphorical translation for “series,” we might thus use “garland” 
instead of “chain,” because it captures more precisely Isidore’s statement of the 
etymological relationship between series and serta.  
I make this suggestion not because I am quibbling over a minor point of 
translation, but because this etymological relationship actually tells us something about 
William’s historiographical project. This reference to garlands and flowers echoes the 
standard medieval metaphor of the florilegium, a compilation of ‘flowers’ gathered from 
authorities. In this way, William considers the work of the historian to be the work of the 
compiler, who forges a new work from separate textual units spread across several texts. 
What distinguishes historiography from other kinds of compilations is its structure, which 
imposes an artificial order on the past. Note here the plural temporum – William is 
making a singular series out of a plural temporum. 
Syntactically parallel to this idea, and thus of equal importance to William, is the 
addition of “Roman salt.” Importantly, “condire” means “to season” but it also can mean 
“to preserve”; its cognate, “condere,” can mean “to store, to create, to compose,” among 
                                                             
68 The Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources, s.v. “series.” 
69 It is worth pointing out that, despite the amount of attention this phrase has received, no one to my 
knowledge has yet noticed this reference. 
70 “Haec disciplina ad Grammaticam pertinet, quia quidquid dignum memoria est litteris mandatur. 
Historiae autem ideo monumenta dicuntur, eo quod memoriam tribuant rerum gestarum. Series autem dicta 
per translationem a sertis florum invicem conprehensarum.” 
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other things.71 Like salt that preserves meat, using classical Latin as a model ensures the 
longevity of the Chronicle. The Chronicle, we remember, was “exarata,” not just 
“rough,” but scratched out – to be more etymologically precise, ploughed or furrowed.72 
It is “barbarice,” that is, written in the vernacular, but it is also “barbarous”; and it is 
“ornate” in its use of language – a point to which we will return later.73 The Chronicle 
plants the seeds; in William’s work, English historiography grows to full fruition.  
In sum, William’s prologue to the GRA reinforces my by-now familiar contention 
that structure and style – that is, form – determine how historiography preserves the 
past.74 As we should remember from the Introduction to this dissertation, and as Isidore 
of Seville reminds us, “A history is a narrative of a deed; through history, those things 
which have been done in the past can be discerned” (“Historia est narratio rei gestae, per 
quan ea, quae in praeterito facta sunt, dinoscuntur,” I.xli).75 History cannot be dissociated 
from the narrative that relates it. In this way, William’s reshaping of historiographical 
writing in the GRA purports to reshape English history itself. Moreover, in his prologue, 
William describes the form that will be used for writing gap-filling – that is, continuous – 
history. For William, continuous history takes its stylistic cues from classical Latin and 
                                                             
71 The Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources, s.v. “condire”; ibid., s.v. “condere.” 
72 The Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources, s.v. “exarare.” 
73 The Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources, s.v. “barbarice” and “barbaricus.” 
74 Thomson points out that this interest in style also appears in the prologue to Bede’s Historia 
Ecclesiastica, which is obviously one of William’s most important models (more on this below). William, 
like Bede, also lists his sources in his prologue (Thomson, “Man of Letters,” 395). Furthermore, it is worth 
noting that both intention and style are elements commonly discussed in accessus ad auctores, and that 
William is, for all intents and purposes, writing his own accessus in the prologue to book i. These elements 
hint at the highly-structured nature of the vision of his historical practice with which we are presented here. 
75 Isidore, Etymologiae, I.xli. The translation I provided above is mine, which is purposefully more literal 
than Barney et al.’s. Barney et al. translates this passage as “A history (historia) is a narration of deeds 
accomplished; through it what occurred in the past is sorted out.”  
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possesses a textual structure reliant on literary models rather than chronology.76 This is 
not to say that chronology is excluded from historiographical ordo. On the contrary, it 
can still serve as a major organizational structure. However, in such cases, the chronology 
must be understood as somehow artificially imposed, rather than as a ‘natural’ choice for 
organizational structure.   
Moreover, it is worth pointing out that, within this prologue, William has been 
subtly constructing a history of English historiography, and periodizing English history 
based on whether or not its writers produced continuous histories. To each of the writers 
and texts mentioned in the prologue, William assigns characteristic styles: Bede, of 
course, writes a continuous history in an excellent style; the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and 
Æthelweard’s Latin translation of it are both written barbarice; Eadmer writes well on a 
stylistic level, but not on a structual one, for he does not write continuous history. 
Eventually, the GRA provides a well-written, continuous history. When these texts are 
added together, they create a clear progression of English literary history: a decline after 
Bede to vernacular historiography, followed by incremental improvements – from Old 
English to Latin, from poor Latin to good Latin, from contemporary history to continuous 
history. William’s work thus presents his GRA as the full rejuvenation of English culture, 
back to the standards set by Bede.  
We do not need to look far to realize just how artificial this history of English 
historiography is. After all, there are many other kinds of historical writing produced in 
the centuries between Bede and William, as William knew quite well: elsewhere, with or 
                                                             
76 But see Winterbottom, “Language” on how William’s style is not necessarily as ‘classical’ as we usually 
think. Nevertheless, whether we call it classical is not the point; the point is that William deemed it 
classical. 
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without citation, William uses well-known works such as Asser’s Life of Alfred and 
pseudo-Nennius’s Historia Brittonum, post-Conquest texts such as the Vita Ædwardi 
Confessoris, various regnal lists, and numerous hagiographies and other forms of 
historical evidence as sources for his GRA.77 Although some modern scholars have 
argued that such complaints about a lack of sources represent a real response to a real gap 
in the historical record, the list I have just provided demonstrates that there are historical 
sources for this period, of which William was well aware.78 William is constructing 
literary history in this way to create the impression that his work is spurring a new 
renaissance of English historiography (which it did partly succeed in doing). Moreover, 
we can see that, for William, continuous history is the most elevated kind of 
historiography, after which all historians should strive.  
Nevertheless, William’s continuous histories – both his GRA and his history of 
historiography – are the products of discontinuity. Invasions by the Vikings and the 
Normans change the course of both political history and literary history, causing ruptures 
in what would be an otherwise smooth progression. William invokes these ruptures in his 
prologue through his identification of this ‘gap’ in historiography, which conveniently 
coincides with the timespan of these invasions. When William writes about the necessity 
of creating continuity from a discontinuous historiographical tradition, he is therefore 
also writing about the necessity of creating continuity from such discontinuous events. 
However, by couching the act of writing as a response to discontinuity, William 
                                                             
77 For a complete list of the sources used by William in the GRA, see the index of sources in Thomson and 
Winterbottom, GRA, vol. 2, 457-68.  
78 van Houts, “Historical Writing,” in A Companion to the Anglo-Norman World, ed. Christopher Harper-
Bill and Elisabeth van Houts (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell & Brewer, 2003), 107-12.  
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enshrines that discontinuity within continuous history. In this way, he makes it 
impossible for continuous history to exist without discontinuities, both literary and 
political. 
That said, scholarship has increasingly demonstrated how complex William’s 
writing is, and for this reason we should be leery of relying on William’s prologue to the 
GRA as indicating his whole attitude towards historiography.79 William frequently returns 
to the same subject or theme to imply his opinions through comparison, rather than 
stating them outright. For example, when criticizing Henry I, “William presents Henry’s 
actions without comment, or even with praise; but then, at other points in the book, he 
presents similar actions by paragons and by sinners, and allows us to judge whether 
Henry’s actions are closer to the former category or the latter. In every case he is closer to 
the latter.”80 This approach results in seemingly contradictory comments on the events of 
the day, which must be read together to approach some kind of understanding of 
William’s overall point.  
 This is true of William’s writing not just in the same text, but also across multiple 
versions of the same work, across different works, and even across genres. When William 
edits the GRA and its companion text, the Gesta pontificum Anglorum (henceforth GPA), 
he tones down his criticisms of the Normans, resulting in multiple interpretations of the 
                                                             
79 Rodney Thomson noted as much in his concluding comments at the recent “William of Malmesbury and 
His Legacy” conference (“On Knowing William of Malmesbury,” keynote address at William of 
Malmesbury and His Legacy, Oxford, United Kingdom, 5 July 2015).  
80 Alan Cooper, “‘The feet of those that bark shall be cut off’: Timorous Historians and the Personality of 
Henry I.” in Anglo-Norman Studies XXIII: Proceedings of the Battle Conference, 2000, ed. John 
Gillingham (Woodbridge, Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 2001), 61. 
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same events.81 For example, William changes his portrayal of William I in the GPA. 
Originally, William has Bishop Wulfstan (mentioned earlier) saying to complaining 
Englishmen, “Listen to a parallel. If you get angry and strike someone with a stick, you 
will not be too sorry if the staff is broken; for the stick is not of value to the beater: it is 
procured to discomfit him who is beaten” (“Attendie exemplum: Si aliquem baculo iratus 
impegeris, non multum de fractura baculi suspirabis, quia baculus non est flagellanti in 
pretium, sed comparator flagellati exitio”).82 When he edits the GPA, William cuts out 
the folio on which this passage was written, thereby eliminating this unfavorable 
comparison of the Normans to a stick.83  
Later in his career, William uses an incredibly similar image to describe 
persecutors in his Commentary on the Book of Lamentations, saying “God, finding a 
good use for their badness, uses them to chastize those He loves, because a father 
generally throws into the fire the stick he beats his son with, once the boy has been 
corrected” (“Deus, bene utens malitia eorum, per eos corripit quos diligit, quia quilibet 
uirgam qua filium percutit castigato puero plerumque in ignem proicit”).84 This passage 
does not name the Normans specifically; it simply discusses ‘conquerors’ in general. But 
the entire tone of the Commentary suggests that England’s troubles are never far from the 
                                                             
81 It has been suggested that he had suffered adverse consequences for his earlier criticisms (Cooper, 
“Timorous Historians,” 65). But this is speculation; it may very well be that William’s opinion on events 
had changed with time, especially when the relative security of Henry I’s reign was replaced with civil war. 
82 For this text and translation, see Michael Winterbottom, “William of Malmesbury and the Normans,” 
Journal of Medieval Latin 20 (2010): 74. 
83 Winterbottom, “Normans,” 73-74. 
84 Again, text and translation from Winterbottom, “Normans,” 72. This passage can also be found, edited 
and translated, in the CCCM series. The Latin text is in Liber super explanationem Lamentationum 
Ieremiae Prophetae, ed. Michael Winterbottom and Rodney Thomson, with the assistance of Sigbjørn 
Olsen Sønnesyn, CCCM 244 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2011), 85. Winterbottom has translated the text in 
William of Malmesbury: On Lamentations, Corpus Christianorum in Translation 13 (Turnhout: Brepols, 
2013), 124.   
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back of William’s mind, and the Commentary as a whole serves as a form of meditation 
on loss and conquest. Moreover, the Commentary’s editor has noted William’s use of 
first person pronouns in this passage, suggesting identification of the English with the 
conquered Jews.85 In this way, William’s portrayal of the Normans in his Commentary 
differs greatly from his balanced portrayal of the Normans in his historiographical 
works.86 Compare this treatment of the Normans in the GPA and the Commentary with 
the GRA, in which criticism of the Normans tend to be subtle, and balanced with criticism 
of the English.  
We can see, then, that William makes it difficult for readers to parse the various 
layers of subtlety, irony, contradiction, and overall ambiguity in his work.87 For this 
reason, I suggest that we look to other parts of the GRA to gain a fuller sense of 
William’s attitudes towards historiography, for they qualify William’s portrayal of 
literary history in his prologue. His discussion of hermeneutic Latin in particular sheds a 
great deal of light on what makes certain kinds of historiography acceptable or not, in 
each period.  
Hermeneutic Latin is a style of Latin, used in both prose and poetry, which is 
characterized by alliteration, puns, and most importantly, by archaic, obscure, and foreign 
diction.88 Its most famous early practitioner was Aldhelm, an eighth-century scholar, 
                                                             
85 Winterbottom, “Normans,” 73. 
86 Winterbottom, “Normans,” 74-75. 
87 For another useful demonstration of how William tailored each text’s themes differently based on his 
different expected audiences, this time in the Vita Dunstani and De Antiquitate Glastonie, see Nicola 
Robertson, “Dunstan and Monastic Reform: Tenth-Century Fact or Twelfth-Century Fiction?” in Anglo-
Norman Studies XXVIII: Proceedings of the Battle Conference, 2005, ed. C.P. Lewis (Woodbridge, 
Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 2006), 153-67. 
88 The classic description of hermeneutic Latin is Michael Lapidge, “The Hermeneutic Style in Tenth-
Century Anglo-Latin Literature,” in Anglo-Latin Literature, 900-1066 (London and Rio Grande: The 
Hambledon Press, 1993), 105-49. 
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saint, and abbot of Malmesbury Abbey, William’s own monastery.89 After the decline in 
Anglo-Saxon intellectual culture during the early days of the Viking invasions – the same 
gap that William of Malmesbury references when he talks about the decline of learning 
after Bede – the hermeneutic style became popular again during the Benedictine reforms 
of the tenth century, before fading away permanently during the eleventh century.90  
We have already seen examples of William’s attitude towards hermeneutic Latin, 
for Æthelweard’s Chronicon was written in this style. As we will remember, William 
believes Æthelweard to be well-intentioned, but the language of Æthelweard’s Chronicon 
he calls “distasteful” (“fastidio,” i.Prol.). But there are further examples of William’s 
negative opinion of hermeneutic Latin. Take the passage in which William discusses the 
state of English literature during the reign of Æthelstan, for example:  
Concerning this king here there is a vigorous tradition in England that he was the 
most law-abiding and best-educated ruler they have ever had; though it is only a 
very short time since I learnt the extent of his education, from an ancient volume 
in which the writer was at odds with the difficulty of his material, finding it hard 
to express his opinions as he would have wished. I would add his words here in an 
abbreviated form, except that in the praises of his prince he rambles beyond 
reason, in the style which Cicero, king of Roman eloquence, calls in his Rhetoric 
‘bombastic.’ His manner is excused by the practice of his time, and the excess of 
panegyric is countenanced by his enthusiasm for Æthelstan, who was then still 
living. I will therefore subjoin a few points in ordinary language which may 
perhaps make some contribution to the evidence for his good qualities. (ii.132)91 
 
                                                             
89 Michael Lapidge, “Aldhelm [St Aldhelm] (d. 709/10),” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
(London: Oxford University Press, 2004), http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/308, accessed 8 March 
2017. 
90 Lapidge, “Hermeneutic,” 105-49.  
91 “De hoc rege non inualida apud Anglos fama seritur, quod nemo legalius uel litteratius rempublicam 
amministrauerit. Quamquam litteras illum scisse pauci admodum dies sunt quod didicerim, in quodam sane 
uolumine uetusto, in quo scriptor cum difficultate materiae luctabatur, iuditium animi sui non ualens pro 
uoto proferre. Cuius hic uerba pro compendio subicerem, nisi quia ultra opinionem in laudibus principis 
uagatur, eo dicendi genere quod suffultum rex facundiae Romanae Tullius in rethoricis appellat. Eloquium 
excusat consuetudo illius temporis, laudum nimietatem adornat fauor Ethelstani adhuc uiuentis. Pauca 
igitur familiari stilo subnectam, quae uideantur aliquod conferre emolumentum ad dignitatis eius 
documentum.” 
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William makes several points in this passage. First, he suggests that this writer from the 
age of Æthelstan struggled with Latin, his lack of knowledge of the language interfering 
with his ability to say what he wished to say.  
Second, William implies that, no matter how educated Æthelstan himself may 
have been, he was unable to transfer his learning to his people with total success. This is 
hardly a critique of Æthelstan; even Alfred, praised highly by William (and most 
medieval historians) had to rely on the help of a Welsh bishop named Asser when 
translating Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy.92 Both these kings struggled with 
educating their peoples. However, these struggles affect the kinds of historical records 
produced by their peoples. Can we really say that Æthelstan was the best-educated 
Anglo-Saxon king, if the poet who makes this claim doesn’t seem to be that educated 
himself?93 What judge of learning could such an uneducated poet be?  
 Third, William argues that the Æthelstan-poet’s use of hermeneutic Latin creates 
problems for later historians. The Æthelstan-poet’s bombastic style only emphasizes his 
overblown praise, making it difficult to provide any kind of reliable historical 
information about Æthelstan. Is he really that great of a king? Or does the style of the 
poem demand that he be portrayed as one? Or does the poet’s praise come from his desire 
for advancement under Æthelstan? Unabashed praise and hermeneutic Latin thus bring 
                                                             
92 Although one could read Asser’s involvement as an example of a churchmen giving advice to a king (cf. 
below) I read it instead as an indication that Alfred’s Latin might not have been strong enough for 
translating Boethius directly. William writes, “Asser expounded with greater lucidity the meaning of 
Boethius’ books On Consolation, which the king himself translated into English,” “Hic sensum librorum 
Boetii De Consolatione planioribus uerbis enodauit, quos rex ipse in Anglicam linguam uertit,” GRA, 
ii.122.  
93 On a side note, he is also implicitly questioning whether Æthelstan is the most law-abiding – again, 
another moment of ambiguity from William. 
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the Æthelstan-poet’s entire work under suspicion, undermining whatever he had hoped to 
accomplish.  
 William’s reference to the Rhetorica ad Herennium in this passage only 
highlights the difference he perceives between his own learning and the learning of the 
Æthelstan-poet. The rhetorical treatise that William invokes here, which medieval writers 
believed came from the pen of Cicero, defines ‘bombastic’ writing by its use of 
neologisms and other grandiose vocabulary.94 But these elements are central to 
hermeneutic Latin.95 In fact, hermeneutic Latin is technically (in the literal sense) 
bombastic Latin. From William’s twelfth-century English perspective, it must have 
seemed as though Cicero himself were shaking his finger at the writers of hermeneutic 
Latin. William imagines that any writer who had access to the Rhetorica would recognize 
this, and would refrain from using such a style as a result. If the Æthelstan-poet writes in 
this bombastic fashion, it must be because of his poor knowledge of classical rhetoric. In 
this way, William attributes the Æthelstan-poet’s use of hermeneutic Latin to his lack of 
education. 
 But there are other reasons why English writers might be more prone to writing in 
hermeneutic Latin. When describing Aldhelm, one of the earliest (that is, pre-Bedan) and 
best-known practitioners of this style, William writes: 
Single-hearted in religion, in learning many-sided, he was a man whose reputation 
could not keep pace with his virtues; such was his thirst for the liberal arts that he 
was a master in each and unique in all. For the truth of my words, see those books 
                                                             
94 Rhetorica ad Herennium, ed. and trans. Harry Caplan, Loeb Classical Library no. 403 (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2014), IV.xii.17-18. Of course, the Rhetorica is not referring specifically to 
hermeneutic Latin, which only emerges centuries after this text was written. Still, given the similarities 
between the Rhetorica’s definition of “bombastic” Latin and Anglo-Saxon literary styles (in both Latin and 
in the vernacular), it is easy to see where William might have gotten this interpretation. 
95 Michael Lapidge, “Some Latin Poems as Evidence for the Reign of Athelstan,” in Anglo-Latin 
Literature, 900-1066 (London and Rio Grande: Hambledon Press, 1993), 63. 
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On Virginity, the evidence of his undying genius, than which in my judgment 
there is nothing more delightful nor more brilliant, although – such are the 
sluggish wits of our generation – some find they cloy, not observing how literary 
style is bound to vary with varying national characters. The Greeks, for instance, 
like an involved style, the Romans are lucid, the Gauls brilliant, the English 
rhetorical. Indeed so delightful is it to dwell upon our devout forebears, and to 
rekindle their memory by giving examples of what they did, that I would gladly 
tell at length of all the labours undertaken by this holy man for the privileges of 
our house, all the miracles that adorned his life, were I not summoned to other 
topics; and his acts appear clearer to the eye, even of the purblind, than from 
anything my pencil could sketch. (i.31)96  
 
Here William praises Aldhelm, who writes in a style that “the sluggish wits of 
[William’s] generation” simply cannot appreciate. Surprisingly, in this passage, William 
seems to be actively defending Aldhelm’s hermeneutic style against Aldhelm’s twelfth-
century detractors – the very critics whose ranks William had vocally joined elsewhere in 
the GRA, especially when discussing the works of Æthelweard and the Æthelstan-poet. 
Aldhelm’s hermeneutic Latin is here praised as the height of learning, and as the 
expression of his innate English identity, for the English, William says, are by nature 
“rhetorical,” or “pompatice.” This unusual comment is further underscored by William’s 
deployment of the humility topos at the end of this passage, in which he implies that his 
own classical- and Bede-inspired style is not learned or English enough, next to 
Aldhelm’s hermeneutic Latin.  
                                                             
96 “Erat enim uir ille cum religione simplex, tum erudition multiplex, et qui famam uirtute preiret, 
liberalium atrium epotatur, ut esset mirabilis in singulis et in omnibus singularis. Mentior, si non hoc 
testantur de Virginitate codices immortalis eius ingenii indices, quibus meo iuditio nichil dultius, nichil 
splendidius; quanuis, ut est nostri seculi desidia, quibusdam pariant nausiam non attendentibus quia iuxta 
mores gentium uarientur modi dictaminum. Denique Greci inuolute, Romani circumspecte, Galli splendide, 
Angli pompatice dictare solent. Sane, quoniam dulce est maiorum inherere gratiae, eorumque exemplis 
ignire memoriam, non inuitus euoluerem quantos hic sanctus pro aecclesiae nostrae priuilegio sudores 
insumpserit, quot miraculis uitam insignierit, nisi quia alias auocamur; et facta eius etiam lippienti meratius 
apparent oculo quam nostro possint adumbrari pincillo.” 
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What does William mean when he says that the English are “rhetorical”? He 
seems to be searching for a word that expresses the English propensity for ornate 
language, without sounding derogatory. Yet there is little difference between 
“pompatice” (“rhetorical”) and “suffultum” (“bombastic”) or even “barbarice,” the word 
William uses earlier to describe the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. This word can mean “in the 
vernacular,” but it can also mean “ornate.”97 Old English therefore provides further 
evidence for William’s belief in the inherent ‘rhetoricity’ of the English.  
There is in fact a great deal of overlap between hermeneutic Latin and Old 
English poetry in particular, some of it deliberate: Angelika Lutz has recently argued that 
Æthelweard’s translation of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle was influenced by Old English 
poetry, for example.98 A careful writer like William would have appreciated these 
similarities, and he likely views them as instantiations of the same “bombastic” style, but 
in different languages. For William, then, English writing, in both Latin and the 
vernacular, veers towards the “rhetorical,” and the rhetorical veers towards the 
overwrought. Since English writers are predisposed by nature to bombastic styles such as 
hermeneutic Latin, they must resist the temptation to fall into these kinds of styles all the 
more forcefully, because these styles cannot participate in the renewal of English culture.  
 But what distinguishes Aldhelm’s hermeneutic Latin from other English writers’? 
Why is his work acceptable, while others’ is not? For William, Aldhelm’s hermeneutic 
Latin is unique (“singularis” in the passage above) among English writers of hermeneutic 
                                                             
97 Cf. above. 
98 “Æthelweard’s Chronicon and Old English Poetry,” Anglo-Saxon England 29 (2000): 177-214; cf. 
Gillingham on Æthelweard’s linguistic barbarity, “The Context and Purposes of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s 
History of the Kings of Britain,” Anglo Norman Studies 13 (1990): 107-8. 
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Latin because of its efficacy. Unlike the poem about Æthelstan, De virginitate was 
actually useful to nuns living in multiple communities in GRA i.36, and William himself 
uses Aldhelm as a historical source in iv.354.99 Aldhelm’s hermeneutic Latin is 
acceptable because it is still effective, despite its style. (Perhaps William would have 
thought of this as yet another of St Aldhelm’s miracles.) In fact, William says that 
hermeneutic Latin is just one of the many styles over which Aldhelm has command; his 
learning is, after all, “many-sided” (“multiplex”). But Aldhelm’s use of this style is 
acceptable because it is as an expression of his natural English rhetoricity. William, in 
contrast, is not an Anglo-Saxon writer. As he notes in a famous passage, he is half 
English and half-Anglo-Norman.100 Moreover, he is writing in the post-Conquest period, 
after the Anglo-Saxon period has already ended. William’s attempts to revitalize English 
literary culture build primarily on Anglo-Norman contributions to English culture, and in 
this way, his work reinforces the sense of discontinuity from the Anglo-Saxon past.  
Certainly, William’s reliance on Bede creates a thread of continuity between 
Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman England. But two sets of invasions – Viking and 
Norman – separate Bede from William. By passing over hermeneutic Latin in his literary 
history of England, William forges a new continuous history of English historiography, 
one in which the emphatically Anglo-Saxon parts of the past are erased. As much as 
William admires Aldhelm, Aldhelm represents the distant past. The revival of 
                                                             
99 “Their enthusiasm for the holy life of celibacy was furthered by their reading of Aldhelm’s books On 
Virginity, dedicated specifically to the women of Barking but of service to all of the same profession,” 
“Accessit sacri celibatus studio librorum Aldelmi de Virginitate lectio, Berkingensium quidem nomini 
dedicate sed omnibus eandem professionem anhelantibus ualitura,” GRA, i.36; “The change of name was 
divinely inspired, as St Aldhelm tells us in his book On Virginity, and this is the story,” “Hanc diuinatus 
mutasse nomen sanctus Aldelmus auctor est in libro de Virginitate, huiusmodi sententia,” GRA, iv.354. 
100 On William’s parents, see GRA, iii.Pr.  
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hermeneutic Latin in the reign of Æthelstan is representative of everything that William 
was happy to see end with the arrival of the Normans.101 Only the “sluggish wits of our 
generation” (“nostri seculi desidia,” i.31) fail to distinguish between Aldhelm’s and 
others’ hermeneutic Latin, the products of two different eras of history, one the ‘true’ 
Anglo-Saxon past, the other, a failed revival after the Anglo-Saxons had been nearly 
wiped out by the Vikings. Unlike the Benedictine reforms of the tenth-century revival, 
which encouraged the production of hermeneutic Latin, William’s twelfth-century 
renaissance will instead find their origines in Bede and the classical auctores, and 
through them, will hopefully create a longer-lasting revival of learning and culture.102  
William’s treatment of hermeneutic Latin in the GRA thus returns us to my earlier 
point, that the continuity William creates in his continuous history cannot be separated 
from the discontinuity that has inspired it. William means to construct a continuity that 
ignores the tenth century in favor of the seventh and eighth centuries. But he must create 
a complicated literary history to explain why he treats the tenth century as a 
discontinuity. Continuity and discontinuity remain inextricably linked in William’s 
conception of history, and in how history is written. In William’s GRA, continuous 
history is both an abstract concept and a set of specific formal practices – structural and 
stylistic – that allow that concept to exist in a physical text.  
Of course, stylistic commentary is one of William’s primary methods of source 
criticism, throughout his entire corpus, leading to the question of whether we can really 
                                                             
101 For a discussion of how William avoids barbarisms and other things that could be read as hermeneutic 
Latin, see Winterbottom, “Language,” 132-33. One can only imagine what his response to Henry of 
Huntingdon’s translation of the Battle of Brunanburh would have been. 
102 On northern European thoughts about Latin in the twelfth century, especially with respect to 
historiography see Mortensen, “Roman Past,” 311-12, 319-20. 
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take William’s comments on various texts as meta-comments on English history or 
simply comments on style. For example, William critiques Paschasius Radbertus’s 
commentary on the Book of Lamentations, his main source for his own Commentary on 
the same text, by saying,  
For while Paschasius’ content is of unblemished piety and no one surpasses him 
there, he is unattractive, because he strove for what he regarded as verbal charm. 
That is why you want me to put into my own words choice extracts from his 
commentary; no one then will fail to reap the benefit just because he is offended 
by the harshness of the language. (Prol.2)103  
 
Compare this to his commentary on Æthelweard in the prologue of book i, of whom he 
says, “I would approve his intention, did I not find his language distasteful” (“cuius michi 
esset intentio animo si non essent uerba fastidio,” i.Prol.). Both authors receive very 
similar comments, emphasizing their good intentions but the failure of their styles. Style 
evidently forms one of William’s main ways of discussing texts, whether they are 
historiographical or exegetical; and in this approach he may have models in writers like – 
surprise – Bede, who similarly discusses his goal of writing history with good style in the 
prologue to the Historia Ecclesiastica.104  
But William’s discussion of style seems specifically pointed in the GRA, 
especially in its attitudes towards continuity and discontinuity.105 In the GRA, William 
uses style to write a continuous history of English historiography. First, Anglo-Saxon 
writers develop Anglo-Saxon (i.e. hermeneutic) Latin, which is later replaced by Bede’s 
more classically-inflected style; after the Viking invasions, they resort to writing history 
                                                             
103 “Est enim ille, sicut pietate sensuum integer et nulli secundus, ita quodam lepore (ut putabat) uerborum 
affectato parum iocundus. Quapropter desideras ex sensibus decerpi flosculos meis uerbis, ne quis 
sermonem asperitate offensus fructu utilitatis excidat.”  
104 Cf. Thomson, “Man of Letters,” 395.  
105 But cf. his periodization of Roman history with reference to style, Thomson, William, 33.  
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in the vernacular, and when their political situation stabilizes, they attempt to resurrect 
hermeneutic Latin under the kings of Wessex. But eventually, these attempts decline 
again, and do not revive until the new resurgence in English fortunes and learning under 
the Normans.  
For William, the revival of hermeneutic Latin in the tenth century is indicative of 
the downward fortunes of the English. In the wake of discontinuity from the Viking 
invasions, English writers turn to the wrong authors to create continuity. Those writers 
latch onto Aldhelm, rather than Bede, and in this way they step into the past, regressing 
backwards to Anglo-Saxon hermeneutic Latin rather than classical, Christian, 
ecclesiastical Latin. For his part, William is trying to correct their mistakes. In the wake 
of the discontinuity posed by the Norman Conquest, he seeks to shift English prose into a 
more Bedan, more classical, more European direction. Bede is William’s ideal because 
he manages to combine Englishness (à la Aldhelm) with the classical past (through his 
adherence to ecclesiastical history and thus the Roman past).  
 William’s insistence on roundabout arguments on continuity and discontinuity 
within historiographical tradition are echoed in his treatment of the Norman Conquest. As 
Monika Otter has noted of 1066 in the Vita Wulfstani, William uses digressions and 
overlapping organization to “circumvent it in such a way as to draw attention to it. [The 
Vita Ædwardi Regis and the Vita Wulfstani] anticipate and retrospect, they circle around 
it, but they seem to have trouble with the event, the moment of transition, itself.”106 The 
same can be said of the GRA: numerous digressions lead up to the narrative of Hastings, 
which is described twice, first in book ii and later in book iii. William acknowledges this 
                                                             
106 Otter, “1066,” 568. 
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newly circuitous and repetitive structure when, at the beginning of this section, he writes 
“I should like to warn the reader that here I perceive the course of my narrative [about the 
troubles between Edward the Confessor and Earl Godwin] to be somewhat in doubt 
because the truth of the facts is in suspense and uncertain” (“lectorem premonitum uolo 
quod hic quasi ancipitem uiam narrationis uideo, quia ueritas factorum pendet in dubio,” 
ii.198). In addition to narrating the circumstances leading up to the Battle of Hastings in a 
roundabout, repetitive way, William also includes a number of marvelous stories, most 
notably the double-bodied woman, whose one head represents England and the other 
Normandy.107 In the GRA, uncertain facts lead to an uncertain narrative, full of strange 
marvels and an elaborate structure. Here we can see the principles of continuous history 
at work: the Norman Conquest is a moment of continuity and discontinuity; hence, the 
structure of the narrative is both continuous (insofar as it does successfully narrate this 
event, within its larger, chronological narrative) and discontinuous (insofar as the 
structure of its narrative is non-linear and repetitive). Formal variation – either enacted or 
discussed – allows William to recreate this idea of continuity in his text. 
 In narrating historiographical tradition, and in narrating Hastings itself, William 
of Malmesbury thus conceptualizes continuity and discontinuity as mutually constitutive. 
As much as he strives to create continuity, he is always aware of the latent historical 
discontinuities presented by conquests. But for William, these discontinuities are 
opportunities as much as they are catastrophes, for they permit writers to choose the 
response that will continue into the future. William has chosen to follow in the footsteps 
of Bede, and by so doing, he hopes to create a continuous history of historians, who will 
                                                             
107 See GRA, ii.207. 
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follow his lead in eschewing the Anglo-Saxon past for the English future. For William, 
then, continuous history is as much about determining the future as it is about continuing 
the past. 
 
IV. Geoffrey of Monmouth 
 
Like William of Malmesbury, Geoffrey of Monmouth uses source criticism, 
centered on style and structure, to comment on historiographical tradition, and to 
highlight how changes in sovereignty over Britain result in historiographies that use form 
to argue for the mutually constitutive nature of continuity and discontinuity. However, 
the formal variation of Geoffrey’s national history relies heavily on invocations of the 
style and structure of other historiographical genres. In this way, he opens up new 
possibilities for historians seeking to use form to comment on (dis)continuity. 
As I discussed in the Introduction, Geoffrey’s Historia regum Britanniae 
(henceforth Historia), published c. 1138, was the most popular history of Britain 
produced during the Middle Ages. Among modern scholars, it is now famous for its 
pretense of translating a book from ‘British’ (that is, Welsh) into Latin, a book which has 
never been found and whose existence is now widely believed to be a lie. Searching for 
this book, or for other sources, has been a central preoccupation of Galfridian studies. 
The other main strand of scholarship on Geoffrey of Monmouth has tried to understand 
what exactly would have driven Geoffrey to feign a translation of a British book: parody, 
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love of his homeland (real or adopted), and any number of other reasons have been 
offered, though none has found universal acceptance.108 
Instead, I will focus on how Geoffrey deploys the style and structure of his 
Historia. Geoffrey’s Historia is often read as a linear narrative relating a continuous 
succession of kings, from Brutus, the eponymous founder of Britain, to Cadwaladr, the 
last king of (proto-Welsh) Britain. This reading is encouraged in part by Geoffrey’s own 
prologue, in which he writes: 
While my mind was often pondering many things in many ways, my thoughts 
turned to the history of the kings of Britain, and I was surprised that, among the 
references to them in the fine works of Gildas and Bede, I had found nothing 
concerning the kings who lived here before Christ’s Incarnation, and nothing 
about Arthur and the many others who succeeded after it, even though their deeds 
were worthy of eternal praise and are proclaimed by many people as if they had 
been entertainingly and memorably written down. I frequently thought the matter 
over in this way until Walter archdeacon of Oxford, a man skilled in the rhetorical 
arts and in foreign histories, brought me a very old book in the British tongue, 
which set out in excellent style a continuous narrative of all their deeds from the 
first king of the Britons, Brutus, down to Cadualadrus, son of Caduallo. (Prol.1-
2)109 
 
Note that Geoffrey seems to conceptualize both history and historiography as a series of 
kings – his research is imagined as a search for the ‘missing’ kings, and Walter’s book 
                                                             
108 Of the many articles examining Geoffrey’s possible reasons for writing the HRB, I offer a small 
sampling: Brooke, “Geoffrey of Monmouth,” 95-106; Faletra, “Narrating,” 99-118; Valerie I.J. Flint, “The 
Historia Regum Britanniae of Geoffrey of Monmouth: Parody and its Purpose. A Suggestion,” Speculum 
54, no. 3 (1979): 447-68; Gillingham, “Context and Purposes,” 99-118; David R. Howlett, “The Literary 
Context of Geoffrey of Monmouth: an Essay on the Fabrication of Sources,” Arthuriana 5, no. 3 (1995): 
25-69; Brynley F. Roberts, “Geoffrey of Monmouth, Historia Regum Britanniae and Brut y Brenhinedd,” 
in The Arthur of the Welsh: The Arthurian Legend in Medieval Welsh Literature, ed. Rachel Bromwich, 
A.O.H. Jarman, and Brynley F. Roberts (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1991), 97-116. 
109 “Cum mecum multa et de multis saepius animo reuoluens in hystoriam regum Britanniae inciderem, in 
mirum contuli quod infra mentionem quam de eis Gildas et Beda luculento tractatu fecerant nichil de 
regibus qui ante incarnationem Christi inhabitauerant, nichil etiam de Arturo ceterisque compluribus qui 
post incarnationem successerunt repperissem, cum et gesta eorum digna aeternitate laudis constarent et a 
multis populis quasi inscripta iocunde et memoriter praedicentur. Talia michi et de talibus multociens 
cogitanti optulit Walterus Oxenefordensis archidiaconus, uir in oratoria arte atque in exoticis hystoriis 
eruditus, quendam Britannici sermonis librum uetustissimum qui a Bruto primo rege Britonum usque ad 
Cadualadrum filium Caduallonis actus omnium continue et ex ordine perpulcris orationibus proponebat.” 
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provides that information, which Geoffrey then translates into Latin. This conception of 
history as a chronological series of kings is underscored by his colophon: 
The Welsh kings who succeeded one another from then on I leave as subject-
matter to my contemporary, Caradoc of Llancarfan, and the Saxon kings to 
William of Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon; however, I forbid them to 
write about the kings of the Britons since they do not possess the book in British 
which Walter, archdeacon of Oxford, brought from Brittany, and whose truthful 
account of their history I have here been at pains in honour of those British rulers 
to translate into Latin. (xi.208)110 
 
In addition to telling William and Henry to ‘keep off his turf,’ Geoffrey reveals here his 
interpretation of history, historical writing, and historiographical tradition as determined 
by a series of kings. For this reason, both the Historia and the many histories that 
translate or retell Geoffrey’s narrative have been sometimes called ‘genealogical’ or 
‘dynastic’ histories.111  
However, as Katherine McLoone has recently pointed out, Geoffrey’s text is 
actually quite discontinuous in its representation of royal genealogy: fraternal inheritance 
is common, and even Arthur’s claim to the throne rests on his status “as the only son 
(illegitimately conceived with the aid of Merlin) of the fourth son of a king.”112 In fact, 
the kings whose reigns pose genealogical questions are often those who receive the most 
attention from Geoffrey: Locrinus, Leir, Belinus and Brennius, Arthur, and Caduallo 
come immediately to mind as examples of this tendency. The kings with problematic – 
                                                             
110 “Reges autem eorum qui ab illo tempore in Gualiis successerunt Karadoco Lancarbanensi 
contemporaneo meo in materia scribendi permitto, reges uero Saxonum Willelmo Malmesberiensi et 
Henrico Huntendonensi, quos de regibus Britonum tacere iubeo, cum non habeant librum illum Britannici 
sermonis quem Walterus Oxenefordensis archidiaconus ex Britannia aduexit, quem de historia eorum 
ueraciter editum in honore praedictorum principum hoc modo in Latinum sermonem transferre curaui.”  
111 Cf. W.J.R. Barron, Françoise Le Saux, and Lesley Johnson, “Dynastic Chronicles,” in The Arthur of the  
English: The Arthurian Legend in Medieval English Life and Literature, ed. W.J.R. Barron (Cardiff: 
University of Wales, 1999), 11-46. 
112 Katherine McLoone, “Caesar’s Sword, Proud Britons, and Galfridian Myths of Discontinuity,” in 
Writing Down the Myths, ed. Joseph Falaky Nagy (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013), 187-91, quote 188. 
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or, to use the parlance of this dissertation, ‘discontinuous’ – accessions thus receive more 
attention from Geoffrey than those whose reigns exhibit perfect continuity.  
This correlation suggests that discontinuities, the moments of narrative rupture 
caused by succession crises, conquests, and so forth, play a productive role in 
historiographical narrative. Moreover, they are related to Geoffrey’s conception of 
historiographical narrative. The Historia only seems like a perfectly seamless, 
genealogical history because it combines and organizes a series of episodic units into an 
artificially “continuous history” relating the history of an entire people.113 Since each of 
these episodic units covers the reign of one king, they are notionally equivalent to each 
other, and resulting Historia has the feel of a steady march through time. In this kind of 
writing, narrative discontinuities arise when two individual narrative units are joined, 
when one king dies and another accedes to the throne. In this way, political and narrative 
discontinuities merge in the Historia, and both are intrinsic to regnal history. Although, 
as discussed above, Geoffrey privileges chronology as his organizing principle, here 
chronology is revealed to be just as ‘artificial’ as William’s use of Suetonian biography 
and his digressions around 1066.  
The artificiality (or ‘literariness’) of Geoffrey’s chronological ordo becomes even 
clearer in the ways in which some discontinuities are given greater weight than others. I 
noted above that kings with complex genealogical claims often receive more attention 
from Geoffrey. But that is not always the case. For example, only rarely have medieval or 
modern readers of the Historia noticed that the dynasty established by Brutus, the 
founder of Britain, ends early in the narrative with the deaths of Ferreux and Porrex; their 
                                                             
113 That is, “continue et ex ordine” (Prol.2).  
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successor Dunuallo Molmutius is the son of the king of Cornwall, and he becomes king 
over all of Britain only because he is able to defeat all of his opponents, not because his 
genealogical claim is superior to his rivals’. As a result, all the kings who reign after 
Dunuallo are not the direct heirs of Brutus. Yet because Geoffrey does not highlight 
Dunuallo’s accession as a discontinuity (even though it manifestly is), readers pay little 
attention to the significance of this figure. The case of Dunuallo shows that Geoffrey’s 
text is full of discontinuities that could provoke commentary, but that only some 
discontinuities are exploited for that purpose. In works like the Historia, writers choose 
which discontinuities to highlight and which to ignore, based on the political or moral 
points they aim to make.  
This conception of historiography, in which smaller narrative units create 
productive continuities and discontinuities within a larger narrative, is also visible in 
Geoffrey’s description of the relationship between the Historia and other insular 
histories. In his prologue, Geoffrey explains that his work will bridge the gap in historical 
knowledge stretching from the foundation of Britain by Brutus to the conversion of the 
English narrated by historians like Bede.114 He thus treats his own work as a discrete 
narrative that can be joined with other discrete narratives to create a comprehensive 
history of Britain. Similarly, Geoffrey’s colophon states that readers wishing to know 
what happens after the death of Cadwaladr can either turn to Caradoc of Llancarfan (for 
Welsh affairs) or to William of Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon (for English 
affairs).115 To Geoffrey, these three authors cover the same time period, but from 
                                                             
114 See Historia, Prol.2.  
115 See Historia, xi.208. 
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different perspectives, much as Geoffrey’s and Bede’s works cover the ‘early’ history of 
Britain from the British and English perspectives, respectively. Bede, Gildas, Geoffrey, 
the ‘very old British book’ that Geoffrey claims to have translated; Caradoc, William, 
Henry – they all offer alternatives for the reader who wishes to learn more about different 
periods of the island’s history. By providing choices to his readers, Geoffrey invites them 
to ‘choose their own adventure’ as they go about forming their own history of Britain, 
using as many or as few perspectives as they choose.  
Implicit in this substitutability is the idea that individual histories operate in the 
same way as the individual episodes of a long historical narrative. Just as individual 
episodes can stand alone or form part of a longer narrative, so too can individual histories 
operate as a single unit or be combined into a comprehensive account of the history of 
Britain. In both cases, chronological coverage, rather than linguistic choices or political 
perspectives, provides cohesion to the narrative. Geoffrey thus treats political and literary 
history as two separate instantiations of the same concept of narrative: chronological, 
politically-determined, and conceptualized as a series of individual units built into a 
longer narrative. 
Because the literary form of regnal history is partly defined by its reliance on 
regular chronological progress, any challenge to the steady march of time creates a 
formal discontinuity in the narrative. One such discontinuity can be found in the 
Prophecies of Merlin. These Prophecies, inserted at the halfway point of the narrative, 
break up the overarching chronology of the Historia by offering a glimpse into the future, 
which is in fact the past, present, and future from Geoffrey’s twelfth-century vantage 
point. In this way, the Prophecies offer an alternative narrative of the later events of the 
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Historia. By relating the British, Anglo-Saxon, and Norman periods, the Prophecies also 
undermine the clear distinction between these eras that Geoffrey had created in his 
prologue and colophon.  
This chronological discontinuity is echoed in the Prophecies’ stylistic 
discontinuities as well. Characterized by short declarative sentences full of enigmatic 
beast imagery, the Prophecies break from the expository narrative style usually employed 
by Geoffrey in the Historia. Similarly, their list-like form contrasts with the discursive 
structure of the regnal history that surrounds them. Compare Geoffrey’s regular style 
with Merlin’s ‘prophetic’ style:  
They will be succeeded by the lion of justice, whose roar will set trembling the 
towers of France and the island dragons. In his time gold will be extracted from 
the lily and the nettle, and silver shall drip from the hooves of lowing cattle. Men 
with curled hair will wear fleeces of varied hue, and their outer apparel will betray 
their inner selves. The paws of barking dogs will be cut off. Wild beasts will 
enjoy peace. Men will suffer punishment. The shape for trading will be cut; the 
half will be circular. The greed of kites will be ended, and the teeth of wolves 
blunted. The lion’s cubs will become fishes of the sea, and his eagle will nest on 
mount Aravius. (vii.113)116 
 
Here the paratactic, enigmatic, imagery-laden style of the Prophecies is on full display. 
When one reads the Prophecies, it is obvious that they are not ‘historical’ in a 
straightforward sense, and yet they are part of the historiographical narrative of the 
Historia. In this way, the Prophecies create a chronological, stylistic, and formal 
discontinuity within the larger Historia.  
                                                             
116 “Succedet leo iusticiae, ad cuius rugitum Gallicanae turres et insulani dracones tremebunt. In diebus eius 
aurum ex lilio et urtica extorquebitur et argentum ex ungulis mugientum manabit. Calamistrati uaria uellera 
uestibunt, et exterior habitus interiora signabit. Pedes latrantum truncabuntur. Pacem habebunt ferae. 
Humanitas supplicium dolebit. Findetur forma commercii; dimidium rotundum erit. Peribit miluorum 
rapacitas, et dentes luporum hebetabuntur. Catuli leonis in aequoreos pisces transformabuntur, et Aquila 
eius super montem Arauium nidificabit.” This prophecy refers to Henry I.  
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The discontinuity created by the Prophecies, like discontinuities of political 
history, adds to the Historia’s interpretive possibilities. As Caroline Levine notes, every 
form has “particular constraints and possibilities,” what Levine calls “affordances,” that 
dictate what each form is capable of doing, no matter its temporal, social, or literary 
situation.117 The literary form of regnal history thus “affords” a certain network of 
possible connections; the literary form of prophecy “affords” another. Shifting from one 
form to another, and back again, therefore expands the range of the text’s affordances, 
creating new opportunities for commenting on politics and reflecting on history. 
Although Geoffrey’s own politics remain an active topic of debate, it is clear that later 
readers did use the Prophecies to meditate on politics, as testified by the Latin 
commentaries that Merlin’s Prophecies generated in the Middle Ages.118 The collapse of 
the division between past and present enacted by the Prophecies also encourages 
reflection on history: by reminding readers that history is both continuous and 
discontinuous, Geoffrey provokes contemplation on what has changed and what has 
remained the same.119 
The accordion-like structure of the Historia can also be read as creating formal 
discontinuities that prompt historical reflection. In the Historia, some kings receive an 
                                                             
117 Caroline Levine, Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 2015), 6. 
118 Cf. Jean Blacker, “Where Wace Feared to Tread: Latin Commentaries on Merlin’s Prophecies in the 
Reign of Henry II,” Arthuriana 6, no. 1 (1996): 36-52.  
119 Thorlac Turville-Petre makes the opposite case for Geoffrey of Monmouth, stating that Geoffrey of 
Monmouth, Wace, and Laȝamon “present history as structured narrative… a shaped and completed 
account, with not only a beginning and a middle, but also an end” (England the Nation: Language, 
Literature, and National Identity, 1290-1340 [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996], 73). I would agree that this 
is the case for Wace, but as I will argue here, this is not true for Geoffrey and Laȝamon, both of whom 
create both continuity and discontinuity between the past, present, and future. 
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inordinate amount of attention, while others receive very little. The reigns of Rivallo and 
his heirs, for example, read more like annals than regnal history:  
When Cunedagius finally died, he was succeeded by his son Rivallo, a peaceful 
and fortunate youth, who ruled the kingdom well. While he was king, it rained 
blood for three days and people died from a plague of flies. He was succeeded by 
his son Gurgustius; next came Sisillius, next Iago, Gurgustius’ nephew, then 
Kinmarcus, Sillius’ son, and finally Gorbodugo. (ii.33)120  
 
This passage’s evocation of annals, through its sparse, swift, paratactic, and 
chronological narrative, creates another formal break with the regnal history of the 
Historia. Here, annals afford Geoffrey the opportunity to comment on the relationship—
or lack thereof—between marvelous happenings and political history. Rivallo’s otherwise 
effective reign is accompanied by portents often seen as signs of divine displeasure. But 
here, the portent is emphatically meaningless, and it passes without remark, as so often 
happens in annals. This absence of commentary leads to a disconnect between political 
history and marvelous events, allowing Geoffrey to argue against interpreting history as a 
direct expression of God’s will. Once again, formal discontinuities contribute to the 
overall historical argument. 
In another invocation of non-regnal history, Geoffrey creates the feeling of a 
mystical past by writing Brutus’s and the goddess Diana’s conversation about founding 
Britain in poetry, specifically elegiac couplets. Diana’s instructions to Brutus invoke the 
past, the present, and the future: 
                                                             
120 “Postremo defuncto Cunedagio successit ei Riuallo filius ipsius, iuuenis pacificus atque fortunatus, qui 
regnum cum diligentia gubernauit. In tempore eius tribus diebus cecidit pluuia sanguinea et muscarum 
affluentia homines moriebantur. Post hunc successit Gurgustius filius eius, cui Sisillius, cui Iago Gurgustii 
nepos, cui Kinmarcus Sisillii filius, post hunc Gorbodugo.” While I recognize that the medieval definition 
of an ‘annal’ is vague, I use the word here to denote a form of historical writing, organized by chronology, 
which restricts itself to only the basic details of political events, and which does not comment explicitly on 
the causes and effects of those events. In this way, ‘annals’ are different from what I call ‘regnal history,’ 
like the Historia, which uses long prose narratives to describe historical processes. 
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“Brutus, to the west, beyond the kingdoms of Gaul, 
     lies an island of the ocean, surrounded by the sea; 
an island of the ocean, where giants once lived, 
     but now it is deserted and waiting for your people. 
Sail to it; it will be your home for ever. 
     It will furnish your children with a new Troy. 
From your descendants will arise kings, who 
     will be masters of the whole world.” (i.16)121 
 
The style of these lines is not unlike speeches made by characters throughout the book. 
What distinguishes this passage from the rest of the Historia is its poetic form. 
Foundation myths are, of course, common in classical epic, and so we might have 
expected Geoffrey to use hexameters for these poems. But elegiac couplets are a common 
meter for many medieval hymns, and their use here allows Geoffrey to associate 
enigmatic mysticism with the ancient foundation of Britain. This characterization of 
Britain’s foundation prepares readers to accept Geoffrey’s portrayal of the Britons as 
worthy adversaries of the Romans later in the narrative, while insinuating that the Britons 
will be subject to the same moral failings that had plagued their pagan ancestors. The 
relative attention dedicated to the different parts of Brutus’s life also contributes to the 
formal discontinuity of Geoffrey’s foundation narrative: his long, epic-tinged account of 
the foundation of Britain contrasts with his description of Brutus’s actual reign, which is 
very short.  
Throughout the Historia, then, Geoffrey uses a variety of techniques to create 
resonances between the Historia and other genres of historical writing, which shape how 
readers interpret the text. These resonances between Geoffrey’s regnal history and other 
                                                             
121 “Brute, sub occasu solis trans Gallica regna / insula in occeano est undique clausa mari; / insula in 
occeano est habitata gigantibus olim, / nunc deserta quidem gentibus apta tuis. / Hanc pete; namque tibi 
sedes erit illa perhennis. / Hic fiet natis altera Troia tuis. / Hic de prole tua reges nascentur, et ipsis / tocius 
terrae subditus orbis erit.” 
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genres of historical writing, especially prophecy, are created through formal variation. In 
these moments, structure and style work together to stretch and contract time, 
undermining the steady progression of the narrative, subverting the supposedly 
straightforward chronology of the text, and ultimately, enabling new interpretations of 
history.122 Importantly, Geoffrey’s formal variations are predicated on generic 
conventions in particular. Eventually, as Geoffrey’s narrative gains in popularity, the 
forms he employs for his narrative (chronological ordo, straightforward yet discursive 
style) are taken up as the standard forms for national histories, especially those of the 
Brut tradition. In this way, Geoffrey’s Historia is as influential for its forms as it is for its 
content. 
 
V. Henry of Huntingdon 
 
 The HA is Henry of Huntingdon’s his sole surviving, and likely only, work of 
history. Indeed, “[w]ere all his lost works to survive, Henry would be considered first and 
foremost a poet (as he considered himself), who also wrote a history of the English.”123 
Henry was the archdeacon of Huntingdon, an office he inherited from his father, and 
which he passed onto his own son. As Nancy Partner has discussed at length, Henry was 
among the final generations of married clerics, and his HA reflects his uneasiness with 
                                                             
122 On the long classical and medieval history of questioning straightforward narrative and chronological 
time, see Carolyn Dinshaw, How Soon is Now?: Medieval Texts, Amateur Readers, and the Queerness of 
Time (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2012), esp. 3-21.  
123 Winston Black, introduction to Anglicanus ortus: A Verse Herbal of the Twelfth Century, ed. and trans. 
Winston Black (Pontifical Institute for Medieval Studies: Toronto, 2012), 8. See also Howlett’s reading of 
Henry’s prologue (“Literary Context,” 34). 
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the increasing implementation of a rule with which he clearly did not agree.124 But 
investments like these cannot be resolved through writing history. Despite the high 
position enjoyed for a time by Henry’s patron, Alexander, bishop of Lincoln, Alexander 
would have had little ability (or inclination) to fight a losing political battle over clerical 
marriage. Moreover, Henry continues writing the HA even after Alexander’s death in 
1148, suggesting that there is more to the HA than this issue. Indeed, despite the vast 
amount of scholarly attention paid to Henry’s feelings about clerical marriage, this topic 
only arises a few times in a history comprised of ten books.  
More central to the HA is Henry’s general despondent acceptance of the changing 
nature of the English church, which is increasingly evident as the HA progresses.125 
Indeed, that despondent acceptance of change is one of the most salient features of the 
HA. Henry takes as his theme contemptus mundi, the contempt of the world – an 
acknowledgement of the transience of this world, and an exhortation to pursue the 
intransience of the next. This idea permeates Henry’s work on many levels. Most notably, 
the third revision of the HA includes a treatise, De contemptus mundi, which uses 
examples from recent history to exemplify the eternal fact that all the good things of this 
world come to nothing, and that we will all be rotting in our graves before long, with 
nothing but an increasingly insignificant legacy that will eventually disintegrate into 
oblivion.126  
                                                             
124 See Nancy Partner, Serious Entertainments: The Writing of History in Twelfth-Century England 
(Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1977), 38-47. 
125 On Henry’s acceptance of changing attitudes towards clerical marriage, see Partner, Serious 
Entertainments, 47-48. 
126 For a discussion of the various editions and revisions made in the course of producing the HA, see 
Greenway, introduction, lxvi-lxxvii.  
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But this idea shows up in numerous references throughout the main historical 
narrative as well. Henry’s famous anecdote about King Cnut and the sea teaches Cnut 
(and the reader) that “the power of kings is empty and worthless, and there is no king 
worthy of the name save Him by whose will heaven, earth and sea obey eternal laws” 
(“uanam et friuolam regum esse potentiam, nec regis quempiam nomine dignum, preter 
eum cuius nutui celum, terra, mare, legibus obedient eternis,” vi.17). Likewise, Henry 
writes about the holiness of Cædwalla and Ine, and encourages kings to follow their 
examples, rather than the examples of “raging and calamitous kings.” He continues, 
“Their rank is shown in the present treatise by their deeds and the ends of their lives.” 
Finally, he admonishes, “You also who are not kings, imitate those kings, that you may 
become kings in heaven. As they resigned their greater goods, if you refuse to resign your 
lesser, those holy kings will be the judges of your damnation” (“Reges ergo terre 
presentes imitamini reges predictos, sapientes et beatos, non furiosos et infelices. Quorum 
distinctionem opera et finis operum in presenti tractatu demonstrant… Vos etiam qui 
reges non estis, reges predictos imitemini, ut celi reges efficiamini. Si enim cum illi 
maiora reliquerint, uos minora relinquere nolueritis, sancti reges predicti uestre 
dampnationis iudices erunt,” iv.10).  
These words neatly summarize Henry’s approach to writing history: the kings of 
the past are examples for all people to follow. In this way, although Henry’s treatise 
focuses on kings, he writes, as Diana Greenway notes, for the moral benefit of all.127 He 
argues that works like the Historia Anglorum can hold back oblivion at bay for a time, by 
taking kings and transforming them into exempla; but eventually even these exempla will 
                                                             
127 Greenway, introduction, lviii-lix, lxi-lxiii, and lxvi. 
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succumb to the “eternal laws” (“legibus… eternis,” vi.17). In the end, the only thing that 
survives is each person’s (hopeful) place in the eternal kingdom. Still, the exempla 
provided by these kings can help all humankind, both high and low, claim their places in 
that kingdom. 
Comments like these are peppered throughout the HA, and they have contributed 
to the general opinion among scholars that Henry is a bit of a stick in the mud. But this is 
a rather unfair view. Henry is an accomplished and engaging poet, for one, and his HA 
innovatively takes the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and other histories as models for 
incorporating poetry into the main narrative of a historical text. Moreover, Henry is very 
capable of source criticism, as is revealed in his other surviving work, now called the 
Anglicanus ortus.128 At one point, while discussing lovage, Henry quotes Walahfrid 
Strabo; but he adds,  
So there are those who doubt whether [Strabo] said such things himself  
about this or if it came from another, but leafing through many books  
I find no one who agrees with such things,  
while I find many who deny this very thing. (lines 22-25)129  
 
Such a comment would not be out of place in the writings of William of Malmesbury, 
although here it has been cleverly and artfully put into dactylic hexameter. We can see 
how easily our impressions of Henry have been formed by his focus on contemptus 
mundi in the HA, an idea without much traction in the present day.130  
                                                             
128 Black notes that this was not the original title for the work, as it is a continental description, but he has 
adopted it for the sake of convenience and its ability to describe the work fairly well (introduction, 11-12). 
129 “Hinc igitur sunt qui dubitant an dixerit ex se / Tanta uel ex alio, sed plura uolumina uoluens / Inuenio 
nullum qui talibus astipuletur; / Inuenio multos qui tale quid infitiantur,” Anglicanus ortus: A Verse Herbal 
of the Twelfth Century, ed. and trans. Winston Black (Toronto and Oxford: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval 
Studies and The Bodleian Library, 2012), 2.25.22-25.   
130 Indeed, as Black points out, the Anglicanus ortus actually provides a glimpse into a whole other side of 
Henry – a side which delights in clever Latin wordplay and amusing, self-deprecating conversations with 
various classical mythological figures (introduction, 14-59). Neil Wright has also demonstrated Henry’s 
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Henry also combines his contemptus mundi with his knowledge of classical 
literature, resulting in some of the most thoughtful reflections from the twelfth century on 
the purpose of historiography. In the prologue to the HA, Henry lays out his 
historiographical vision, writing,  
Yes, indeed, in the recorded deeds of all peoples and nations, which are the very 
judgements of God, clemency, generosity, honesty, caution and the like, and their 
opposites, not only provoke men of the spirit to what is good and deter them from 
evil, but even encourage worldly men to what is good and deter them from evil, 
but even encourage worldly men to good deeds and reduce their wickedness. 
History therefore brings the past into view as though it were present, and allows 
judgement of the future by representing the past. The knowledge of past events 
has further virtues, especially in that it distinguishes rational creatures from 
brutes, for brutes, whether men or beasts, do not know – nor, indeed, do they wish 
to know – about their origins, their race and the events and happenings in their 
native land. Of the two, I consider those brutish men from their own 
mindlessness, and what beasts would not be capable of, even if they wished to be, 
such men, even if capable, do not desire. But now we must pass over those whose 
life and death are to be consigned to perpetual silence. (Prologue)131  
 
We can see in this passage the repetition of the usual idea that the good examples of 
history can help lead us to good behavior, an idea that Henry, William of Malmesbury, 
and many other medieval historians seem to have espoused.132 Henry’s statement that 
                                                             
careful reading of Geoffrey of Monmouth in “The Place of Henry of Huntingdon’s Epistola ad Warinum in 
the Text-History of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britannie: a Preliminary Investigation,” in 
France and the British Isles in the Middle Ages and Renaissance: Essays by Members of Girton College, 
Cambridge, in Memory of Ruth Morgan, ed. Gillian Jondorf and D.N. Dumville (Woodbridge, Suffolk: The 
Boydell Press, 1991), 71-113.   
131 “Sic etiam in rebus gestis omnium gentium et nationum, que utique Dei iudicia sunt, benignitas, 
munificentia, probitas, cautela et his similia, et contraria, non solum spirituales ad bonum accendunt et a 
malo repellunt, sed etiam seculares ad bona solicitant et in malis minuunt. Historia igitur preterita quasi 
presentia uisui representat, futura ex preteritis imaginando diiudicat. Habet quidem et preter hec illustres 
transactorum noticia dotes, quod ipsa maxime distinguat a brutis rationabiles. Bruti namque homines et 
animalia unde sint nesciunt, genus suum nesciunt, patrie sue casus et gesta nesciunt, immo nec scire uolunt. 
Quorum homines quidem illos infeliciores iudico, quia quod bestiis ex creatione, hoc illis ex propria 
contingit inanitione, et quod bestie si uellent non possent, hoc illi nolunt cum possint. Sed de his iam 
transeundum est, quorum mors et uita, sempiterno dotanda est silentio.” 
132 Antonia Gransden has drawn attention to this idea as one of the usual tropes found in twelfth-century 
historiography (“Prologues in the Historiography of Twelfth-Century England,” in England in the Twelfth 
Century: Proceedings of the 1988 Harlaxton Symposium, ed. Daniel Williams [Woodbridge: The Boydell 
Press, 1990], 56, 66); but see in particular Sønnesyn’s recent monograph for “a recovery of the medieval 
practice of writing history,” i.e. a demonstration that medieval history is centered around moral 
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history is what separates humans from beasts comes from Sallust, but he applies it here to 
a Christian context, arguing that the human soul’s ability to appreciate and learn from 
history is one of the characteristics that make it the image of God.133 Thus, Henry imbues 
a previously-existing classical idea with a Christian flavor, arguing that historical 
exemplarity is a primary way in which humans apprehend God’s hand in the world.  
Moreover, contemptus mundi is not the dull “Monachism” that Milton called it. 
Indeed, this theme inspires one of Henry’s most unique reflections on history.134 In his 
original plan for the HA, Henry had included an epilogue on contemptus mundi, which he 
later incorporates into the beginning of book viii, his collection of epistles.135 After 
calculating the number of years to the present day from various historical events, Henry 
notes that he is writing in the year 1135:  
The 1,135th year of grace. This, then, is the year from which the writer of the 
History wished his age to be reckoned by posterity… We are leading our lives, or 
– to put it more appropriately – we are holding back death, in what is evidently 
the 135th year of the second millennium. (viii.Epi.1-2)136  
 
                                                             
exemplarity, not modern historiographical practices (Ethics, quote 19). Though Sønnesyn’s work concerns 
itself primarily with William of Malmesbury’s GRA, I believe his main argument – that the idea of history 
as useful for exempla is a true belief held by William of Malmesbury, and not just a mindlessly echoed 
trope – is equally applicable to Henry of Huntingdon. Cf. Greenway, “Authority, Convention and 
Observation in Henry of Huntingdon’s Historia Anglorum,” in Anglo-Norman Studies XVIII: Proceedings 
of the Battle Conference, 1995, ed. Christopher Harper-Bill (Woodbridge, Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 
1996), 114-15. 
133 Greenway, “Henry of Huntingdon and Bede,” in L’Historiographie Médiévale en Europe: Actes du 
colloque organisé par la Fondation Europeenne de la Science au Centre de Recherches Historiques et 
Juridiques de l’Université Paris I du 29 mars au 1er avril 1989, ed. Jean-Philippe Genet (Paris: Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1991), 43.  
134 See Monika Otter, “Prolixitas Temporum: Futurity in Medieval Historical Narratives,” in Reading 
Medieval Culture: Essays in Honor of Robert W. Hanning, ed. Robert M. Stein and Sandra Pierson Prior 
(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2005), esp. 55-61.  
135 Greenway, introduction, lxx-lxxi.  
136 “Annus gratie MCXXXV. Hic est igitur annus ille a quo scriptor historie suam uoluit etatem a 
sequentibus computari… In secundo quidem millenario ut liquet in centesimo tricesimo Quinto anno uitam 
ducimus, uel – quod dignius dicitur – mortem sustinemus.”  
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He then discusses the people living around the year 135, challenging various types of 
powerful men, secular and religious, and then finally himself, to give the names of the 
movers and shakers from that era, beyond the emperors whose bare deeds he listed above. 
This is, of course, impossible. He concludes,  
What does it matter whether they were individually noble or ignoble, renowned or 
unknown, praiseworthy or disreputable, exalted or cast down, wise or foolish? If 
any of them undertook some labour for the sake of praise and glory, when now no 
record of him survives any more than of his horse or his ass, why then did the 
wretch torment his spirit in vain? What did it avail them, who came to this? 
(viii.Epi.3)137  
 
In this passage, Henry echoes the themes he has been developing throughout the HA: that 
knowledge of the past may survive for a time, but it will eventually fade. History is about 
and by mortals, and its only useful purpose is to encourage people towards the good 
actions that will gain them immortality. It should not be guided by the desire to create 
lasting fame, for either its subjects, or its writer.  
Henry thus takes a more pessimistic view of the work of history writing. William 
and Geoffrey both posit their works as ‘filling in gaps’ in history, which suggests that 
history, even once it has been lost, can be recuperated. But Henry rejects this principle by 
taking a longer view, saying that even these recuperations will eventually be lost. 
Moreover, Henry undermines the purpose of writing specifically English or British 
history. The project of ‘national’ history or gens history has specific political valences in 
both William’s and Geoffrey’s works. The HA seems to say that all those political issues 
are ultimately pointless. In fact, the HA questions the need for writing English history: if 
                                                             
137 “Quilibet eorum siue fuerit nobilis uel ignobilis, clarus uel fama obscurus, laudabilis uel infamis, elatus 
uel oppressus, sapiens uel indiscretus, quid refert? Si aliquis eorum causa laudis et glorie aliquid laboris 
presumpserit, cum iam nulla super eo possit esse memoria maior quam super equo uel asello suo, cur in 
uanum miser animum suum afflixit? Quid ualuerunt qui ad hoc deuenerunt?” 
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all we need from history is a set of exempla, there is little need for specifically English or 
British exempla. Surely moral lessons from the Roman past, for example, can be as 
effective as moral lessons from the English or British past. In this way, Henry’s focus on 
contemptus mundi actually shifts his entire focus onto salvation rather than ‘national’ 
history, whatever the title of his work may suggest.  
That focus on salvation history is expressed even more clearly when Henry looks 
to the future in this epilogue on contemptus mundi. He turns to address his reader, saying 
Now I speak to you who will be living in the third millennium, around the 135th 
year. Consider us, who at this moment seem to be renowned, because, miserable 
creatures, we think highly of ourselves. Reflect, I say, on what has become of us. 
Tell me, I pray, what gain has it been to us to have been great or famous? We had 
no fame at all, except in God. For if we are famed now in Him, we shall still be 
famed in your time, lords of heaven and earth, worthy of praise, with our Lord 
God, by the thousands of thousands who are in the heavens. Now, however, I, 
who will already be dust by your time, have made mention of you in this book, so 
long before you are to be born, so that if – as my soul strongly desires – it shall 
come about that this book comes into your hands, I beg you, in the 
incomprehensible mercy of God, to pray for me, poor wretch. In the same way, 
may those who will walk with God in the fourth and fifth millennia pray and 
petition for you, if indeed mortal man survives so long. (viii.Epi.4)138 
 
Henry addresses readers living in 2135 in the same way as he had addressed people living 
in 135 and 1135. Once again, he argues that history is useful for providing examples, not 
for making its writers or its subjects famous. Here, he adds another benefit of history 
writing: it gives him the opportunity to seek prayers for himself. This practical benefit 
                                                             
138 “Ad uos igitur iam loquar qui in tercio millenario, circa centseimum tricesimum quintum annum, eritis. 
Cogitate de nobis, qui modo clari uidemur, quia scilicet, quidam miseri, nos reuerentur. Cogitate, inquam, 
quo deuenerimus. Dicite, precor, quid nobis profuerit, si magni uel clari fuerimus? Nichil prorsus nisi in 
Deo claruerimus. Si enim nunc in eo claremus, et uestro tempore clarescemus, cum Domino nostro domini 
celi et terre, milibus milium qui in celis sunt collaudabiles. Nunc autem qui tanto tempore antequam 
nascamini de uobis mentionem iam uestro tempore puluis in hoc opera feci, si contigerit – quod ualde 
desiderat anima mea – uestras ut in manus hoc opus meum prodeat, precor ut Dei clementiam 
inexcogitabilem pro me miserrimo exoretis. Sic et pro uobis orent et impetrent qui quarto uel quinto 
millenario cum Deo ambulabant, si generatio mortalium tamdiu protelabitur.”  
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transforms the relationship between the historian and his audience. Prayers become a new 
form of remuneration and favor, and the audience replaces the (by now) long-dead 
Alexander as Henry’s new patron.139 But so too does Henry make himself his readers’ 
patron, when he asks the fourth and fifth millennia to pray for those in the third. In this 
way, Henry presents himself and his readers as participating in a symbiotic relationship 
of reading and prayer, centered on a book of history.  
 I would suggest that Henry’s comments create a pan-historical community of 
readers, writers, and historical actors, all of whom acknowledge the arbitrary nature of 
history writing, while still participating in it. Contemptus mundi thus allows Henry to 
escape the temporality of his own text and his place within historiographical tradition, by 
contrasting human time with eternal time. Despite the seemingly pessimistic, even 
nihilistic attitude towards historiography, Henry suggests that historiography (and other 
exempla-driven genres) actually transcend time, rather than being subjected to it, if they 
are read with the proper goals in mind. Henry is aiming for true continuity, which for him 
can only be achieved in the timelessness of heaven. Earthly continuity will always be 
tainted by mortal discontinuity.  
The mutable location of this passage – it first appears as an epilogue to the whole 
history, and then as the prologue to a collection of epistles – suggests that 
historiographical form, especially structure, plays a key role in readers’ ability to 
transcend both historical and historiographical time. As Otter has pointed out, this 
                                                             
139 I do not mean to say that Henry is asking for prayers to ensure his passage through purgatory (a concept 
not codified by the Roman Catholic church until after Henry’s lifetime); I suggest that he is only following 
the time-honored practice of offering prayers on behalf of the dead. The point for Henry is that he is 
directing his readers towards God, not towards himself.  
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passage corresponds to attempts by other historians like Geoffrey of Monmouth to reach 
into the future, to create a narrative where there is none yet, to avoid talking about the 
end of the present, by which we are to understand the life of the historian himself. In 
these histories, gestures toward the future are a way of continuing the historical narrative 
past the inevitable ‘end’ of the present, even as they break the structural continuity of the 
historical narrative.140 Just as she did with William of Malmesbury and his depiction of 
1066, Otter draws attention to the way that breaks in the structural continuity of a history 
can point to places where the writer felt uncomfortable with his subject matter.141 Rather 
than revealing a historians’ discomfort with historical events, though, I would argue that 
these moments represent a discomfort with the discontinuity inherent in continuous 
history, a discomfort registered in formal variation – that is, in structural disformity and 
stylistic change. 
 Such structural discontinuities occur in various different forms throughout the 
HA. For example, Henry uses multiple systems to count years in his text, often changing 
his reckoning of time when he begins a new book of the HA. Book i mostly consists of a 
list of the Roman emperors, whose reigns are only given lengths of years, not specific 
dates. The list of Roman emperors is continuous, but it is not contextualized with British 
or Christian history in any consistent way, making it difficult for him to relate this 
information to the rest of his history. This difficulty becomes even clearer when the 
reader reaches book viii, in which Henry includes a Letter to Henry I about “the 
succession of the most powerful kings who have existed throughout the whole world 
                                                             
140 Otter, “Prolixitas,” 45-47, 61-62.  
141 See above. 
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down to the present time” (“de serie regum potentissimorum qui per orbem terrarum 
hucusque fuerunt,” viii.Ep1.Prologue), ending with “Conrad, the ninety-ninth emperor” 
(“Conradus undecentisimus imperator,” viii.Ep1.177). But not all of the powerful kings 
Henry lists are Roman emperors: Henry begins with the biblical kings of Israel, before 
proceeding to the kings of Persia, Greece, the Roman empire, the western Roman empire, 
and finally to the present emperors in Germany.142 The Letter to Henry I essentially 
offers a history of translatio imperii from the Flood to his present day. Henry thus offers 
two competing visions of the history of translatio imperii, one which is strictly Roman 
(and which passes by extension to western Europe), and one which is determined by 
power rather than nation. Henry’s competing lists of emperors, based on different 
temporal and dynastic parameters, thus complicate the seemingly straightforward 
construction of king lists in the HA.  
Similarly, Henry’s list of the kings of early Britain, a paraphrase of Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae, exhibits structural discontinuity. Henry’s 
account of these kings appears in his Letter to Warin in the epistolary book viii. As in 
Geoffrey’s original text, Henry’s history of early Britain includes very few references to 
specific dates or events outside Britain – the focus is simply on the progression from one 
king to the next. But in the HA, the lack of concordance of British happenings with other 
events is in direct contrast to the careful dating practices that Henry employs when 
discussing Anglo-Saxon and post-Conquest history. In this way, listing the kings of early 
Britain transforms this distant British past into a legendary history, more than a regnal 
history.  
                                                             
142 See “Letter to Henry I,” HA, book viii. 
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 Although Henry is much more careful with his dating of Anglo-Saxon and post-
Conquest history, in fact, these dating systems are just as confusing as the dating of 
Henry’s various king lists. In book ii, Henry asserts that the dating of English history is 
based off the years since Wessex was founded, because Wessex eventually absorbed the 
other kingdoms.143 This dating system reflects Henry’s conception of the heptarchy, 
whose slow but steady consolidation led to a single English nation, another key theme of 
Henry’s that maintained its popularity well into the twentieth century.144 Since this idea is 
so important to both the structure and the themes of the HA, it is perhaps not particularly 
surprising that Henry would devise a dating system based off of it. Henry does impose 
this dating system on his narrative by placing the rulers of Wessex at the heart of the 
narrative in book ii.  
But that Wessex-based counting system breaks down in book iii, which covers the 
conversion of the English. This book starts out with a dating system reckoned by the 
“year of grace 582” (“Anno gratie quingentesimo octogesimo secondo,” iii.1) not the year 
of Wessex; and the thread of dating never latches onto Wessex in book iii. Indeed, book 
iii has few precise dates, and the dates that are given are usually given as ‘years of grace.’ 
Of course, it is more difficult for Henry to assert the primacy of Wessex in the conversion 
narrative, since West Saxon history is not as important as the history of other Anglo-
Saxon kingdoms in this process. Moreover, books iv and v return to reckoning events by 
                                                             
143 “That kingdom, in the course of time, subjected all others to itself and obtained the monarchy in all 
Britain. On account of this, the dates of all the other kingdoms are measured relative to those kings. So in 
the same way that their power grew, the dates of the kingdoms may be reckoned by reference to them,” 
“Quod scilicet regum cetera omnia sibi processu temporum subiugauit et monarchiam tocius Britannie 
optinuit. Quam ob causam omnium aliorum tempora regnorum ad hos reges applicare libet. Vt sicut horum 
potentia creuit, ita tempora regnorum per eos dinoscantur,” HA, ii.16. 
144 Greenway, HA, 97 n. 60; for a discussion and bibliography of scholarship about the heptarchy, see 
Greenway, introduction, lx-lxi, lxi n. 25, lxi n. 26. 
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the regnal year of a given king of Wessex. Nevertheless, the switch from counting years 
based on secular, then spiritual, then secular history, underscores even further the 
structural variation of the HA. 
 Book vi demonstrates the extent to which Henry uses different temporal structures 
to represent his interpretation of history. Just as Geoffrey of Monmouth avoids focusing 
on dynastic break posed by Dunuallo, Henry skims over Wessex’s submission to the 
Danes, in vi.10, willfully ignoring the ramifications of the fall of this Anglo-Saxon 
kingdom for both his Heptarchy and his counting of history. At the same time, he uses 
different reckonings of time to draw attention to specific events. For example, he counts 
years by the number of years since the 1000th year after the Incarnation up to his account 
of the reign of Edmund Ironside, at which point he counts by regnal years until he 
reaches 1066. This counting system suggests that, in book vi at least, he gives regnal 
years when kings are strong and their kingdoms are in (relative) peace; but he uses ‘years 
of grace’ to represent times of upheaval or to foreshadow future disruptions to history, 
such as the marriage of Emma and Æthelred, or 1066. Thanks to this association with 
regnal years and stability and ‘years of grace’ with instability, when Henry later describes 
the deeds of Norman kings in regnal years, he is able to suggest that their reigns enjoy 
stability and, by extension, legitimacy.  
 Henry’s use of competing temporal structures can also be seen in yet another 
system, where he counts not the regnal years of kings, or even the kings themselves, but 
rather the number of kings who have given up their crown willingly in order to become 
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monks (eight in total).145 This theme shows up again indirectly in the Letter to Henry I, 
when Henry encourages Henry I to seek a higher kingdom, rather than a worldly one.146 
Just as Bede had written a history, providing such excellent examples of behavior that 
Ceolwulf entered a religious life, so too does Henry hope his work will lead to such acts 
of religious devotion.147 Again, we can see that Henry is providing multiple ways of 
determining the year in which any given event took place. These systems can be 
Christian, political, or some combination thereof. Whatever their bases, they work 
together to create a rather complicated depiction of the chronology of both English and 
human history. 
Henry’s complex and contradictory dating systems have led to the scholarly 
opinion that Henry is ambivalent about dating. For example, Otter asserts that “[i]t 
scarcely matters that, according to the editor’s notes, not all the figures [in the Epilogue] 
make sense. What matters is the grand gesture of dating, the more noteworthy because 
Henry is not normally very interested in dates, tending to suppress the A.D. dating even 
where his sources have it.”148 In the HA, the reader has supposedly learned the entire 
history of the island of Britain, from its earliest settlement to the present day, but he has 
                                                             
145 Greenway, introduction, lxv. Henry comments on the heavenly crown these kings will achieve in HA, 
iv.21.  
146 “Consider this carefully: so that the last things agree with the first – consider whether this transient, 
indeed vanishing, kingdom, whose final end you are already approaching, should be lovingly cherished, or 
should the other, which is by far the better and never passes away, be sought and this one despised? 
Farewell, king, and desire with sighs that you may be worthy of that other kingdom,” “Quibus intente 
consideratis, ut ultima consonent primis, considera utrum regnum hoc transiens – immo, fugiens – quod 
iam prope terminos exitus est, tibi sit diligentissime complectendum, an aliud longe prestantius, quod 
numquam transeat, hoc spreto perquirendum. Vale, rex, et ut ualeas ad hoc suspire,” HA, viii.Ep1.177.  
147 For Bede’s inspiration of Ceolwulf, see HA, iv.16.  
148 Otter, “Prolixitas,” 56. 
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read this history in a way that leaves him without a clear sense of the actual progression 
of these events. The chronology of events is clear, but the timing of those events is not.149  
But I would suggest that this impression is intentional. If anything, these dating 
systems demonstrate that Henry is actually very interested in dates – not necessarily for 
clarity or accuracy, but for their ability to convey the messiness of time and the 
pointlessness of reckoning dates in a history driven by moral exempla rather than 
political facts. Indeed, I would argue that the overlapping and contradictory dating 
systems used in the HA are actually aimed at implementing in writing the theory that 
continuous histories are characterized by the interplay of political continuity and 
discontinuity. Varying structure, through these dating systems, becomes a key mode of 
embodying discontinuity in the text itself.  
Thus, we can see that Henry utilizes a number of reckoning systems to reinforce 
his views on various stretches of English history.150 These systems, rather than creating a 
sense of continuity, actually create a sense of brokenness, rather than continuity. It would 
seem that the clear organization for which Henry is often admired is actually far less 
organized than it seems on the surface.151 This brokenness fits in with Henry’s overall 
theme of contemptus mundi – why try to date a series of events that are only useful when 
                                                             
149 Cf. Greenway, introduction, lxiv-lxv: “The whole HA is framed by synchronisms of this sort, rather than 
by a framework of years of grace. This is all the more remarkable in the light of Henry’s heavy 
dependence, in the central books of the HA, on the annalistic material that he took and translated from the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, but with the dates taken out. A partial explanation of the absence of dates may be 
that they were omitted to avoid interrupting the narrative when the HA was read aloud. Synchronisms were 
also an essential part of Henry’s understanding of the web of history: in the history of England their use 
strengthens the thematic focus on the development of the monarchy.” I would go further, and stress that 
these synchronisms are ways of fragmenting what might otherwise seem a continuous history. 
150 Greenway notes some of these different systems but does not notice their political tinge or interpretive 
possibilities. See “Authority,” 109, 112-13. 
151 For example, Partner has said “Henry of Huntingdon is a writer who persists – almost to the point of 
insult – in telling his readers what they are reading” (Serious Entertainments, 22).  
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they are understood in their moral rather their temporal context? Nevertheless, despite 
Henry’s contempt of worldly affairs, his HA maintains a strong political valence, because 
these overlapping methods of counting time enable deeply political events like the 
Norman Conquest to stand out from the rest of Henry’s history. Thus, structural – that is, 
formal – variation undermines the seeming continuity of Henry’s continuous history, 
enabling him to create political arguments about the past. 
We can see this in the prologue to book v, where William the Conqueror is 
portrayed as continuing the line of the last Anglo-Saxon king, even though the arrivals of 
the Danes and Normans are presented as plagues, “plagis.” Henry writes that the 
Scandinavian invaders “desolated this land for 230 years, from the beginning of the reign 
of King Æthelwulf to the coming of the Normans under the leadership of King William. 
They also, acting as God’s avengers and goads, sometimes cruelly invaded Gaul, 
deservedly because of its connection with Britain” (“qui ab exordio regni Ædelwlfi regis 
usque ad aduentum Normannorum Willelmi regis, ductu ducentis triginta annis, terram 
hanc desolauerunt. Qui etiam nonnumquam ex affinitate Britannie Dei uindices et stimuli 
Galliam pro meritis crudeliter inuaserunt,” v.Prol.). William the Conqueror is thus the 
representative of the Norman plague – but the Norman plague at least has the benefit of 
ending the Viking one. Moreover, Henry takes the opportunity to associate Gaul (that is, 
France) with the English, allowing him to emphasize William’s ‘Englishness.’ In this 
way, William the Conqueror becomes the English king who finally defeats the Vikings.  
Henry thus uses the two-sided nature of continuity and discontinuity to make a 
series of statements about the English, the Normans, and the Vikings, in which all three 
parties are portrayed as both positive and negative. The English are weak, but eventually 
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find redemption in William; the Normans are a plague, but they are God’s plague and 
therefore acceptable; the Vikings are God’s plague as well, but their heathenism 
eventually ensures their defeat and the triumph of Christianity. The Vikings are also the 
discontinuity that makes the necessary continuity between the English and the Normans. 
In this way, Henry continues to rely on the interplay of continuity and discontinuity to 
forward his interpretations of history. Henry’s embrace of continuous history allows him 
to make complex thematic links where others might not.152  
We can see this same method in Henry’s occasional inclusion of ‘recaps’ of 
history as quasi-epilogues at the end of books ii, iv, and v. Here, Henry provides lists of 
the kings of each of the seven ‘kingdoms’ of the English, saying that it “will not be 
tedious but will be clearer and more agreeable for the reader” (“non tediosus ut estimo 
sed apertior et lectori gratior existam,” ii.40) to have “those matters which have been 
described in this book… recapitulated briefly and the progression of the separate 
kingdoms arranged in sequence, so that this summary may carefully distinguish what was 
confused by the intermingling of so many kings” (“ea que in hoc libro dicta sunt breuiter 
repetenda sunt et regnorum singulorum progressio ex ordine dirigetur, ut quod confusum 
est in tot regum commixtionibus, hec adbreuiatio diligenter elucidet,” iv.31). Certainly, 
these ‘recaps’ are effective at presenting the information from the narrative quickly and 
clearly, as Henry says. But their placement at the end of these books retrace the 
chronological footsteps that Henry already traced in the main narrative, emphasizing the 
                                                             
152 Catherine A.M. Clarke makes a similar point about the structure of the HA, that Henry desires continuity 
while making it impossible to achieve. She argues that this is a function of his writing about civil war. 
However, I argue instead that it is part of Henry’s overall interpretation on what it means to write a 
continuous history. See Clarke, “Writing Civil War in Henry of Huntingdon’s Historia Anglorum,” in 
Anglo-Norman Studies XXXI: Proceedings of the Battle Conference, 2008, ed. C.P. Lewis (Woodbridge, 
Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 2009), 31-48. 
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fact that a book has come to an end, just as a period of time has come to an end. As much 
as these genealogies artificially create an unbroken course of political history, defined by 
the discrete reigns of individual kings, they also offer reduplicated histories – but they are 
stripped down, like the histories of the emperors, giving yet another example of how all 
the deeds of history will eventually fade away into a simple regnal list. 
These reduplications occur on the scale of multiple books in the HA as well. 
Basing his structure on Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica, Henry centers book ii on the 
consolidation of the heptarchy and the emergence of Wessex into a single kingdom, 
Wessex; while he writes book iii about the same time period, around the theme of the 
development of the conversion of the English to Roman (rather than Celtic) Catholicism. 
At the beginning of book iv, Henry returns to the political history of the English, saying, 
“Having studied these affairs, I must now return to the thread of the history of the English 
kings, which I broke off at the end of the second book. This account must be linked to 
that one, so that the narrative may be directly continuous” (“Nunc igitur his ita pertractis, 
redeundum est ad contextum historie regum Anglorum, quem in fine libri secondi 
desecuimus. Connectendusque est illi tractatui tractatus iste ut in directum protendatur 
narratio,” iv.3). Although Henry says that he is trying to make a narrative that is “directly 
continuous” (“in directum”), he draws attention to the structural layout of the history that 
works against that very impetus, i.e. the fact that he has to link the two parts at all. Here 
again we can see Henry explicitly playing with structural continuity for thematic 
purposes. Dating systems and repetition thus contribute to Henry’s reflection on the 
relationship between continuity and discontinuity.  
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Importantly, Henry implies that competing historical narratives occur within 
historiographical tradition itself. His most obvious elision of history and historiographical 
writing occurs in his transformation of himself into an eyewitness source for history. In 
book vi he makes several references to his own personal geographical knowledge: the 
battlefield outside York is still visible in vi.27; William the Conqueror’s castle at Ely is 
observable to this day in vi.33; a church in London was started in 1085 but is still not 
finished in vi.36. Henry also remembers listening to the reminiscences of old men about 
the St Brice’s Day massacre in vi.2, and he notes that the Domesday Book was preserved 
in his time in vi.36. Yet despite these references to Henry’s personal testimony in book 
vi, Henry opens book vii by saying that he will now use his own or others’ eyewitness 
accounts for his sources, not books.153  
Although it has been suggested that this statement is simply Henry’s way of 
marking his own year of birth, many historians use phrases like this, making unlikely that 
he is referring to himself in such a personal way without a ‘literary’ reason.154 I would 
suggest instead that this self-contradictory depiction of sources is just another method of 
structural variation, which here creates a tangled web of historical sources as well as 
                                                             
153 “Down to this point the matters discussed have been those that I have either discovered from reading the 
books of the ancients or learned from common report. Now, however, the matters to be studied are those 
that I have either seen for myself or heard about from those who did see them. It has already been made 
very clear how the Lord deservedly took away from the English race their safety and honour, and 
commanded that they should no longer exist as a people. From this point it will be shown how He began to 
afflict the Normans themselves, His own avengers, with various disasters,” “Hactenus de his, que uel in 
libris ueterum legend repperimus, uel fama uulgante percepimus, tractatum est. Nunc autem de his, que uel 
ipsi uidimus, uel ab his qui uiderant audiuimus, pertractandum est. Declaratum quidem constat quomodo 
Dominus salute et honorem genti Anglorum pro mereitis abstulerit, et iam populum non esse iusserit. 
Patebit amodo quomodo et ipsos Normannos uindices quidem suos uariis cladibus afficere inceperit,” HA, 
vii.1. 
154 Greenway, introduction, xxvi-xxvii. 
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historical information. In this way, Henry applies the same practices of continuous 
history to constructing historiographical tradition as well as writing history.  
Henry’s repetition of historical narrative also occurs at the level of 
historiographical tradition. The addition of the Letter to Warin, paraphrasing Geoffrey’s 
Historia, may indeed have been driven by Henry’s excitement at discovering a 
manuscript of Geoffrey’s work at Le Bec; but its effect is to redouble history, much like 
the genealogies at the end of books ii, iv, and v, and the extended history of powerful 
kings in the Letter to Henry I.155 The digressions on the Crusades (vii.5-8) and the history 
of the Franks (vii.38) fulfill much the same function as well. But by adopting Geoffrey’s 
alternative historical narrative and placing it right in the middle of his own, Henry offers 
conflicting historical narratives in his HA.156  
Given later scholarship on Geoffrey of Monmouth, we might be tempted to 
interpret these competing narratives as Henry’s way of offering his history as the ‘truth’ 
to Geoffrey’s ‘lies.’ But in fact, Henry also treats the work of his (and William of 
Malmesbury’s) idol, Bede, as a competing narrative. Like William, Henry relies heavily 
and explicitly on Bede throughout the Historia. In the prologue, he describes that reliance 
as part of his commission:  
On your [Alexander’s] advice I have followed the Venerable Bede’s 
Ecclesiastical History where I could, selecting material also from other authors 
and borrowing from chronicles preserved in ancient libraries, and I have described 
                                                             
155 The fact that both Henry and Geoffrey wrote for the same patron, and both knew Archdeacon Walter, 
makes it incredibly surprising that Henry had not heard anything about Geoffrey’s work until he traveled to 
Le Bec. This fact has been an object of some speculation: see Wright, “Place,” 72, 90-91; and Brooke, 
“Geoffrey of Monmouth,” 99-100.   
156 Of course it may be that he simply did not bother to rewrite the entirety of the beginning of the book; but 
he could just as easily circulated his Letter to Warin independently. His choice to add it to the HA results in 
the presentation of alternate, ultimately conflicting, narratives for the same period of time. 
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past events down to the time of our own knowledge and observation. 
(Prologue)157  
 
Henry seems to have abided by that command: he quotes whole sections of Bede’s work 
verbatim, and rewords others to emphasize Henry’s desired themes.158 He even says that 
Bede was like a king, and ought to be placed as such in the narrative; and that he does, 
mentioning him in the list of kings at the end of book iv.159 In this way, Henry makes his 
devotion to Bede clear.  
Aside from asserting Bede’s importance as a historical source (and giving his own 
HA authority by touting his reliance on Bede’s work), Henry also emphasizes that Bede 
has influenced his historiographical method. When Henry reaches the end of Bede’s 
narrative in iv.14, he says that until this point he had used Bede, but now he must start 
using other sources; even though these other sources are not Bede’s work, he says, he has 
learned how to read them from Bede.160 He seems to present his continuation of English 
history in the HA as an actual continuation or even replacement of the Historia 
ecclesiastica (HE). After all, with the beginning so heavily reliant on Bede, the reader 
need not even look for Bede’s HE – he has Henry’s HA. Not only, then, has Bede taught 
him how to read; he has taught him how to write. But Bede’s very usefulness to Henry 
                                                             
157 “Tuo quidem consilio Bede uenerabilis ecclesiasticam qua potui secutus historiam, nonnulla etiam ex 
aliis excerpens auctoribus, inde cronica in antiquis reseruata librariis compilans, usque nostrum ad auditum 
et uisum preterita representaui.”  
158 Greenway, “Bede,” 46-47. 
159 “Since he who restrained the vices of others by his own regal virtue is not inferior to the kings 
themselves, he should be placed as a king, most deservedly in the sequence of kings,” “Qui regia uirtute sua 
et aliorum uicia compescens, cum regibus ipsis inferior non sit, dignissime regum in ordine quasi rex 
ponatur,” HA, iv.12. Bede’s death is noted under Ceolwulf’s reign in the summary of the kings of 
Northumbria in HA, iv.33: “In his time Bede, the venerable priest and philosopher of Christ, met his 
blessed death,” “Cuius tempore Beda presbiter uenerabilis et Christi philosophus feliciter decessit.” 
160 It is tempting to read Henry’s interpretation here as a medieval appreciation for Bede’s construction of a 
“true law of history,” his most famous phrase, at least among modern scholars of historiography. 
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also results in Henry’s ability to sideline him from historiographical tradition.161 As much 
as Henry’s HA coheres with Bede’s HE, then, these two texts nevertheless offer 
competing narratives of English history. 
We see another example of this attitude in book ix of the HA, a chronological 
collection of saints’ lives, which Henry again notes is heavily reliant on Bede: 
In fact, in this little book I have added none, or nearly none, to the miracles which 
that man of the Lord, the venerable Bede, whose authority is completely secure, 
has written in his History. Although wonderful and magnificent men have lived in 
subsequent ages, yet their deeds lack either a known author or one so trustworthy 
as Bede, the servant of God. But the moderns do not shine any less than the 
ancients, as writings in churches dedicated to God in their name gloriously attest. 
And now, as I have promised the flourishing and luminous activity of illustrious 
men shall be made public. (ix.1)162  
 
He echoes these words later, when he reaches the end of his use of Bede as a source for 
hagiography in ix.51:  
I have, therefore, collected together in a continuous sequence almost all the 
miracles which the great author Bede included, though in his work they were 
scattered according to the different periods of time. On the subject of the 
illustrious men who have performed miracles since the age of Bede, I have 
decided to say nothing, although they are not inferior or more infrequent, but, as I 
said above, they lack either a known author or one so trustworthy as Bede, the 
servant of God. But recent saints do not shine any less brightly than the ancients. 
If anyone should wish to put this to the test of impartial enquiry, he should seek 
the churches dedicated in their names, where he will see the miraculous deeds of 
these miraculous men. (ix.51)163 
 
                                                             
161 Cf. above on the process by which William of Malmesbury becomes an auctor. 
162 “In hoc siquidem libello, exceptis miraculis que uir Domini Beda uenerabilis, cuius auctoritas 
firmissima est, in historia sua conscripsit, nulla uel fere nulla apposuimus. Quia quamuis succedentium 
temporum uiri mirabiles et magnifici fuerint, tamen eorum gesta uel auctore carent certo, uel quantum 
seruus Dei Beda probato. Nec tamen minus antiquioribus refulserunt moderni, sicut in ecclesiis ex eorum 
nomine Deo dicatis scripta gloriosa testantur. Et iam florens et luciflua uirorum illustrium, secundum quod 
promisimus, propalabitur operatio.”  
163 “Igitur omnia fere miracula que Beda magnus auctor suo inseruit operi disperse quidem secundum 
temporis distinctionem, nos coagulate continuauimus. De uiris autem illustribus qui post tempora Bede 
miracula fecerunt, his non inferior uel rariora silere disposuimus. Quia, ut prediximus, uel auctore carent 
certo, uel quantum Beda Dei seruus probato. Nec minus antiquioribus effulsere moderni. Quod si quis 
libratim examinare pertemptet, petat ecclesias ex eorum nominibus dedicatas, ubi mirabilium uirorum 
mirabilia gesta uidebit.” 
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Of course, Henry does just as his last sentence suggests, taking narratives from these 
churches and turning them into written historical narrative.164 In this way, Henry is able 
to improve on Bede’s work by adding new information. He also restructures Bede’s 
work, as I noted earlier, by compiling miracles that had been spread across the HE into 
one “continuous sequence” (“continuauimus”). By assembling miracles in this way, 
Henry is forced to acknowledge the relative scarcity of miracles in modern times, and he 
wonders what significance this has for the revelation of God’s plan in the world.165 The 
effect is to draw attention to the discontinuities of Henry’s “continuous sequence,” which 
is revealed to be continuous only insofar as it can be, given the lack of recent miracles. 
Only God’s renewed favor can grant renewed continuity.  
The artificiality of Henry’s narrative in this book is further underscored by his 
explicit decision not to repeat stories about saints that he had already covered in the 
course of earlier books of the HA. In another example of repetitive chronology, Henry 
dedicates several chapters to a quick summary of the saints in his earlier books, before 
giving a chronological succession of other saints in England since their time. The binary 
chronologies reinforce the fact that both Bede and Henry are present here – but Henry has 
essentially replaced his source, so that his readers have no need to seek more information 
in Bede, since Henry has included it all.166  
Henry thus sets up both the content and the narrative of the HA as an 
improvement on the HE. At the same time, Henry also undermines both the HA’s content 
                                                             
164 Greenway suggests that he is talking about stained glass windows here (Greenway, HA, 686-88 n. 130); 
but he also has mentioned the fact that he used church’s individual records as sources, a fact that 
Greenway’s research bears up (introduction, c-ci).  
165 HA, ix.53-54. 
166 Cf. Greenway, introduction, lxi. 
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and the narrative. The prologue to book ix emphasizes this book’s discontinuities, which 
exist due to lack of information. As Henry puts it, “Although wonderful and magnificent 
men have lived in subsequent ages, yet their deeds lack either a known author or one so 
trustworthy as Bede, the servant of God,” (“Quia quamuis succedentium temporum uiri 
mirabiles et magnifici fuerint, tamen eorum gesta uel auctore carent certo, uel quantum 
seruus Dei Beda probato,” ix.1).167 Thus there is a gap in history – but Henry does not try 
to fill it. Just as he had done for in his collection of saints’ lives, he leaves his narrative 
discontinuous and waits for God to make it whole. 
Thus far, we have seen how Henry varies the structure of the HA. Moreover, we 
have seen how Henry extends these variations into historiographical tradition itself. Like 
William and Geoffrey, Henry considers history and historiography to be the product of 
the same kind of narrative theory, and thus subject to the same kind of narrative products. 
But what about style, the other part of form?  
Predictably, Henry varies the style of the HA as much as he varies its structure. 
Though Henry never discusses style explicitly, he is clearly an excellent and observant 
stylist, translating Anglo-Saxon verse forms into Latin prose, and composing rhetorically 
sophisticated battle speeches, most notably for the Battle of Lincoln.168 These poems hint 
at Henry’s larger project of using poetry to vary the form of his work. Occasionally, 
Henry will translate a short line of (now lost) Anglo-Saxon poetry into Latin, to serve as 
a kind of descriptive evidence for how brutal a particular historical figure was, for 
                                                             
167. 
168 A.G. Rigg, “Henry of Huntingdon's Metrical Experiments,” Journal of Medieval Latin 1 (1991): 65-69; 
John R.E. Bliese, “Rhetoric and Morale: a Study of Battle Orations from the Central Middle Ages,” 
Journal of Medieval History 15, no. 3 (1989): 201-226.  
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example.169 Famously, Henry translates one of the great works of Anglo-Saxon poetry, 
the Battle of Brunanburh, into a prose style that attempts to emulate Old English poetic 
forms in Latin.170 The purpose of this emulation is practical, Henry tells us: 
The English writers describe the magnitude of this battle in a kind of song, using 
strange words and figures of speech, which must be given a faithful translation, 
rendering their eloquence almost word for word, so that from the solemnity of the 
words we may learn of the solemnity of the deeds and thoughts of that people. 
(v.18)171 
 
Henry thus rejects the typical trope of translating ‘sometimes word-for-word, sometimes 
sense-for-sense,’ drawn from Jerome, in favor of translating “almost word for word” 
(“pene de uerbo in uerbum”). For Henry, the eloquence of the words themselves are what 
give the poem meaning; they are the ‘emotional’ evidence for the significance of this 
battle. The Battle of Brunanburh’s poetic form is what allows it to serve as historical 
evidence. At the same time, within the HA, the formal variation created by shifting from 
descriptive prose to this elaborate, non-Latinate poetry serves the same function: it 
highlights the significance of the battle. Henry thus reads the Battle of Brunanburh 
through the lens of continuous history, and then uses continuous history to incorporate 
the poem into his own work.  
                                                             
169 The poems circling around Penda are a particular good example. One is a Latin poem, likely of Henry’s 
own composition (HA, ii.33); the others are short translations of Anglo-Saxon poetry describing the 
carnage of battle. See HA, ii.33, ii.34, iii.33, and iii.39.  
170 For fuller discussions of Henry’s translation of Brunanburh, see Rigg, “Metrical Experiments,” 60-72; 
and Kenneth Tiller, “Anglo-Norman Historiography and Henry of Huntingdon’s Translation of The Battle 
of Brunanburh,” Studies in Philology 109, no. 3 (2012): 173-91. Although it is beyond the scope of this 
piece, it would be worth comparing William of Malmesbury’s and Henry of Huntingdon’s approaches to 
Old English in greater depth. 
171 “De cuius prelii magnitudine Anglici scriptores quasi carminis modo proloquentes, et extraneis tam 
uerbis quam figuris usi translatione fida donandi sunt. Vt pene de uerbo in uerbum eorum interpretantes 
eloquium ex grauitate uerborum grauitatem actuum et animorum gentis illius condiscamus.” 
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Poetry also allows Henry to reflect on key historical figures, especially during his 
narrative of the twelfth-century civil war between King Stephen and the Empress 
Matilda, the dueling heirs of Henry I. The increasing frequency with which Henry 
includes poetry in these later sections of the HA has led some scholars to characterize 
some parts of the HA as prosimetrum, rather than prose, and to argue that the fractures of 
the mixed form is meant to emulate the fractures of civil war.172 But while Henry’s use of 
prosimetrum certainly adds to his portrayal of civil war, it is only one example of formal 
variation within a text full of structural and stylistic shifts. Indeed, the last two books of 
the HA, added at the end of Henry’s lifetime, are collections of verse, on topics related 
not to specific historical events but rather to philosophy and universal laws of human 
behavior. They are not occasional poems, but they do reflect some of the themes that 
permeate the HA, suggesting that they, like the prosimetrum and the translations from 
Old English poetry, have a role to play within the framework of the larger 
historiography.173 
These stylistic variations also intersect with generic variations, in a manner 
similar to Geoffrey of Monmouth. The epistolary form of the three letters – to Henry I, 
Warin, and Walter (De contemptus mundi) – echoes the epistolary form found in some of 
the earlier parts of the HA copied from Bede, where letters are included into the main 
narrative. Henry’s summaries of English history in certain books do more than 
reduplicate his narrative – they quietly reference annalistic genres of historiographical 
                                                             
172 Clarke, “Writing Civil War,” 31-48.  
173 These poems are woefully understudied; to my knowledge, only Otter has examined one of these poems 
at length. See Otter, “Sufficientia: A Horatian Topos and the Boundaries of the Self in Three Twelfth-
Century Poems,” in Anglo-Norman Studies XXXV: Proceedings of the Battle Conference, 2012, ed. David 
Bates (Woodbridge, Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 2013), 253-55. 
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writing, such as the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Certain sections of the Chronicle are also 
prosimetrical, and if Henry is thinking of the Chronicle as his narrative model for his own 
prosimetrum, then his description of the English civil war would be another kind of 
generic variation, created through stylistic and structural variation.  
In sum, Henry of Huntingdon’s HA presents a dizzying whirl of formal variations, 
on the level of both structure and style. The number of these variations is as incalculable 
as the years of history in the HA. Nevertheless, the variations create a cohesion of their 
own, encouraging the reader to simply absorb exempla without dwelling too closely on 
the details of historical events. Moreover, Henry treats his own sources much as he treats 
historical figures – texts to be read against each other, not to provide additional 
knowledge of the past, but to reinforce the ways in which historiography is as 
simultaneously continuous and discontinuous as history itself. While this may seem a 
devaluation of canonical authors like Bede, in fact, participation in this historiographical 
record is the greatest value any historian can hope to achieve. Neither history nor 
historiography will last; but by influencing how history is written, authors like Bede play 
a real role in determining whether a reader will be able to achieve salvation.  
 
VI. Conclusion 
 
 I began this chapter by distinguishing between the (dis)continuity of the Norman 
Conquest, which is perceived (or desired) by modern historians and literary scholars, and 
the conception of historical continuity espoused by twelfth-century historians. 
Throughout this chapter, I have demonstrated the existence of a paradigm of continuous 
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history, shared among twelfth-century historians, that governs both history and 
historiography. Continuous history places historical events into a linear narrative 
progression so that humans can comprehend these events’ significance. Readers 
understand events either by studying the cause-and-effect process of adjacent units of 
episodic narrative, or by comparing narrative units spread across the whole text, or both.  
At the same time, continuous history assumes that both historical events and 
historiographical narratives are both continuous and discontinuous. In fact, in continuous 
history, continuity and discontinuity are mutually constitutive; continuity is defined by 
discontinuity, and vice versa. Narrative units can be built into a continuous narrative, but 
the latent discontinuities between these units will remain, to remind the reader that the 
fissures in continuous history coincide with the fissures in the supposedly seamless 
progression of sovereignty from one king or people to another. As much as rulers may 
want that progression to be seamless, twelfth-century historians ensure that the forms of 
their histories will always remind readers of the complications of that process. William, 
Geoffrey, and Henry all use form – that is, structure and style – to draw readers’ attention 
to moments of discontinuity such as the Norman Conquest. Occasionally, these formal 
variations will result in generic variation as well, in which the text will emulate the 
formal conventions of other genres of literature, including other genres of historiography.  
 In conclusion, continuous history can be understood as a theory and practice of 
historiography. At its heart, it is a theory of narrative, which operates both within the 
minds of historians on the pages of their books. Importantly, by highlighting moments of 
discontinuity, continuous history encourages historians to smooth over these ruptures by 
adding their own commentary. To provide this commentary, historians must conduct new 
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research, formulate new source criticism, and write an increasing amount of 
historiography. Furthermore, every time a historian fills one gap, he draws attention to 
another, inspiring yet another historian to write a new history, and so forth. In this way, 
the concept of continuous history provokes exactly the kind of historiography for which 
the twelfth-century renaissance in Britain is noted.  
The rapid growth of historiography in twelfth-century Britain can thus be 
understood as the product not just of individual historians, responding to events around 
them, but of their shared attitudes towards the role of historiography in society. For 
twelfth-century historians, new historical writing is always a universal good. It furthers 
human knowledge of history and of God’s workings in the world, while providing ever 
more examples of good and bad behavior, and the consequences of individual behavior 
on society at large. Despite Henry’s seeming contemptus mundi and contemptus 
historiae, he, like William and Geoffrey, is in favor of new histories. As we will see, 
Middle English writers heed their call, though not in the way that they perhaps intended. 
The twelfth-century concept of continuous history thus contributes to wider-reaching 
changes in the ways in which history is written in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century 
Britain. 
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Chapter Two 
Continuous History, Continued: The ‘Quante Inglis’ of  
Middle English Verse Chronicles 
 
I. Introduction: The Problem with Poetry in Medieval Historiography 
 
 At the turn of the twelfth century, Reginald of Canterbury composed a verse Life 
of St Malchus, in which he transforms Malchus’s first-person narrative, recorded by 
Jerome, into a third-person action-packed poem, complete with new plot elements and a 
newly vivid tone.174 To address the possible criticism arising from such drastic changes to 
Jerome’s sober eyewitness account, Reginald sent a prefatory prose letter along with the 
vita to Baldwin of Canterbury, one of the work’s recipients. In this letter, Reginald gives 
us some insight into his attitudes on the relationship between history and poetry: 
The author also heartily asks and beseeches the reader not to seek the truth of 
history in individual verses or words. Whether he shows what he intends to show 
through truth, or through a resemblance to truth, ought to be judged of little 
importance, or of no importance whatsoever. Yet if the reader still considers the 
author’s work inappropriate, he says: we send the reader to the book which 
Jerome wrote about this same Malchus; let him obtain and read the book, and 
compare our work and Jerome’s. Wherever it seems that the story agrees, let him 
believe us both. Wherever it seems that our works disagree, he is not compelled to 
believe us; rather, he ought always to believe Jerome. [Jerome] follows the noble 
path, and does not turn away from the course of history. We followed that current, 
sometimes holding to the banks, sometimes watering the fields, when we related 
those matters which exist not through history but through art. Yet if you praise 
any of the parts that the hand of no student of the past has ever shown before, but 
that we have shown about Malchus, we have defended those parts in this way. (p. 
40, lines 35-49)175  
                                                             
174 For a discussion of the changes made by Reginald to Jerome’s text, see A.G. Rigg, A History of Anglo-
Latin Literature, 1066-1422 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 24-25. 
175 “Item rogat auctor multumque precatur lectorem ne in singulis versibus aut verbis aucupetur historiae 
veritatem. Minimum plane, aut omnino nichil referre arbitratus est utrum ea quae ostendere intendebat per 
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Reginald then uses the human body and the body of the Church as metaphors to defend 
his characterization of Malchus, arguing that because all good things are shared within 
the body of the Church, the virtue possessed by one person is also possessed by all. By 
extension, since Malchus was a holy person, one can assume that he possessed all virtues 
it is possible for any human to possess. Reginald says his text portrays Malchus in this 
way, and as a result his account can be called truthful. In other words, since his work 
follows the general course of history, it can be considered ‘historical,’ even if he 
occasionally moves beyond history into verisimilitude. 
Reginald thus acknowledges the fact that his poem is not literally true, but he 
sidelines possible criticism by arguing that its verisimilitude and allegorical truth makes 
these changes to Jerome’s narrative acceptable. Although it is rare for an author writing a 
work of ‘history’ like a saint’s life to explicitly address his historical inventions, we could 
easily see Reginald’s defense of historical invention and deductive logic being voiced by 
most other medieval historians. Medieval historiography abides by medieval rather than 
modern conceptions of historical ‘truth,’ and among these conceptions is the idea that, if 
historical truth lies behind a literary un-truth, that literary un-truth is nevertheless true on 
some level. In the past, medieval historians were criticized for the ‘inaccuracies’ and 
                                                             
vera an per veri similia ostenderet. Tamen si adhuc improbus est, ait: mittimus eum ad librum quem 
Hieronimus de eodem Malcho scripserit; quem assumens ac legens conferat hunc nostrum et illius. Ubi eos 
concordare in historia viderit, credat ambobus. Ubi discordare, non cogitur ut credat nostro; cogitur autem 
ut semper credat Hieronimo. Cucurrit ille via regia nec ab alveo declinavit historiae. Nos istar rivuli 
currentes, modo ripas tenuimus, modo arva rigavimus, dum ea quae per historiam non erant, per artem 
edidimus. Si quas tamen laudes, quas nullius antiquarii manus antea depromsit, in Malchum depromsimus, 
eas ita defendimus,” Reginald of Canterbury, “Letter of Reginald to Baldwin, Prior of St Andrew’s, 
Rochester,” in The Vita Sancti Malchi of Reginald of Canterbury: A Critical Edition, with Introduction, 
Apparatus Criticus, Notes, and Indices, ed. Levi Robert Lind, Illinois Studies in Language and Literature 
XXVII, nos. 3-4 (Urbana: The University of Illinois Press, 1942). Translation mine. Rigg offers a 
translation of part of this passage on 25-26, but for the sake of consistency throughout all parts of the 
translation, I have used my own translation of Reginald’s letter. 
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‘lies’ resulting from this idea, but there are few nowadays who would criticize medieval 
historians for writing history according to the medieval rather than modern definition of 
historical ‘truth.’ 
Nevertheless, this recent willingness to read medieval historiography on its own 
terms has not led to a wider acceptance of historians’ use of literary forms that do not 
abide by modern standards of what history writing should be (typically, sober, 
professional prose, much like Jerome’s original Life of Malchus). Modern readers view 
unfamiliar medieval historiographical forms, especially verse chronicles, with suspicion, 
and they usually assume that medieval readers shared those apprehensions and even 
criticisms. Nor do medieval historians offer many reasons to do otherwise. Living in an 
age in which ‘history’ (and not just historical writing more broadly) could be written in 
either poetry or prose, they do not offer apologia on behalf of verse history, for the most 
part. Why should they? For them, the multiple formal options available for writing 
history are a given, not something that needed justification. For example, Reginald’s 
defense of poetry is rather bare next to the multilayered spiritual metaphors he employs to 
defend historical verisimilitude: 
But as for the rest, we do not deny that we have constructed many things in our 
role as a versifier. But those who wish to humor us will pardon us for the 
inventions, as we pray God also will, Amen. There is also one further thing which 
the writer of the present text very much asks, that one who has skill in versifying 
read these verses made by us. Let those who have not practiced this art, or who do 
not know why syllables are called long or short, stay away from these verses, and 
let devouring envy be henceforth put away, lest it be fitting for them to be called 
OΓOCAYPAC. (p. 41, lines 61-70)176  
                                                             
176 “At in reliquis, multa nos ut suum est versificantium confinxisse non negamus. Sed dabunt ii nostris 
veniam figmentis qui nos volunt dare suis, Deus autem et ipsis, Amen. Est unum praeterea quod 
summopere praesentium scriptor rogat ut hos versus a se factos is qui peritiam versificandi habet legat. Is 
aut qui in hac arte exercitatus non est, sillaba qui nescit cur longa brevisque vocatur, absit ab his et livor 
edax hinc ammoveatur, ne sibi conveniat quod dicitur OΓOCAYPAC,” Reginald of Canterbury, “Letter of 
Reginald to Baldwin, Prior of St Andrew’s, Rochester,” in The Vita Sancti Malchi of Reginald of 
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As this passage reveals, Reginald offers hardly any defense at all for writing history in 
poetry, asking instead for his readers’ and God’s indulgence, as is typical for medieval 
writers of both poetry and prose. If we look harder for the criticism of the Life of St 
Malchus to which Reginald is responding, we find a concern with pride, rather than 
untruthfulness. Reginald’s request for a wise and educated audience may warn against a 
careless audience reading his work improperly, but it also could be interpreted as a sign 
of his own overweening pride in his poetic accomplishments and sophistication, which he 
believes ought not to be wasted on the uneducated.177 As Reginald’s correspondence 
shows, Reginald’s attitude actually alarms some of his contemporary readers. Thomas, 
archbishop of York, warns Reginald against that very danger in a couplet of his own, 
written in response to Malchus: “My only fear is that you will, rejoicing in your epic’s 
skill, / Fall prey to boastfulness, thus causing God’s distress” (“Hoc solum timeo, ne 
mens tua leta tropheo / Glorificetur eo displiceatque Deo”).178 
 Even so, modern scholars continue to read in verse chronicles the danger not of 
pride, but of untruthfulness.179 The general scholarly consensus can be summarized as 
follows: 
Associated with the question of whether or not to write in the vernacular (and, if 
so, which vernacular) was the question of whether to write in verse or prose. To a 
certain degree, the point at issue was a similar one: prose, like Latin, was 
generally portrayed as a more ‘serious’ form than verse. After all, devotional 
                                                             
Canterbury: A Critical Edition. See Lind’s apparatus for the cross-references to the relevant Greek and 
Latin sources. This last line seems to be a version of one of Reginald’s couplets, which refers to the first 
line of Ovid’s Amores, i.xv.  
177 On Reginald’s mastery of a number of rare poetic meters, including sapphics, see Rigg, History, 24-30.  
178 See Rigg, History, 29. 
179 Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of this chapter to examine medieval attitudes towards the ‘fiction’ 
supposedly inherent in poetry; however, it is worth noting that this belief that lies at the heart of medieval 
and modern objections to verse chronicles. However, I focus only on criticisms of the truthfulness of poetry 
as it specifically relates to history. 
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works (than which nothing could be more serious) were almost invariably in 
prose, whereas fabliaux and romances – forms of entertainment – were usually in 
verse. When it came to history, moreover, the argument was taken a step further: 
not only was prose more serious than verse, it was also more ‘truthful.’ Rhyme 
and metre were the problem here: how was it possible, given the requirements of 
versification, to be sure that a poet always meant exactly what he said, for there 
must always have been a temptation to add, omit or change more ‘truthful’ (that 
is, more precise) words or phrases for the sake of rhyme or cadence (or, indeed, of 
alliteration, assonance and so forth)?180 
 
Arguments against writing history in verse thus tend to rely on two main contentions: that 
verse is not serious, and that verse is deceptive. 
Of course, these concerns are not purely modern. Numerous medieval historians 
make a similar case against writing history in verse. Jean le Bel, for example, dismisses a 
prior historical account written in poetry, stating that “[s]uch a fanciful versified history 
is unlikely to please or appeal to people of wit and reason; for, by writing so 
extravagantly, it’s possible to claim such outlandish deeds of prowess by certain knights 
and squires that their valour is diminished, for their true feats are less likely to be 
believed.”181 Le Bel’s dismissal of verse history is not an isolated example; in fact, “the 
‘mendacity’ of verse historians became something of a topos among continental authors 
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.”182 In England, historians like John Trevisa 
sometimes stated or implied that prose was clearer, more serious, more precise than 
poetry.183  
                                                             
180 Chris Given-Wilson, Chronicles: The Writing of History in Medieval England (London and New York: 
Hambledon and London, 2004), 143-44. 
181 The True Chronicles of Jean le Bel, 1290-1360, trans. Nigel Bryant (Woodbridge, UK: The Boydell 
Press, 2011), 21. Cf. Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 144.  
182 Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 144. 
183 Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 144-46. Trevisa’s attitude towards poetry will be examined in greater detail 
in chapter 3. 
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But despite these objections, numerous English writers, working in Anglo-
Norman, English, and Latin, use poetry as the medium for history in the later Middle 
Ages. Verse was evidently not just acceptable but even desirable to some English 
historians, in certain circumstances at least.184 In fact, verse chronicles were common 
throughout medieval Europe, in both Latin and a number of vernaculars, and many of 
these chronicles reach a high level of literary complexity. Much early German historical 
writing is in verse, with composers often employing intricate metrical and structural 
forms to create large universal histories.185 Verse chronicles could also have wider 
political and social implications, as demonstrated by Gabrielle Spiegel’s well-known 
work on the transition from verse to prose in French vernacular historical writing. Spiegel 
demonstrates the close relationship between contemporary politics and historiographical 
form in medieval France, and her work remains among the most thorough scholarship on 
verse chronicles.186 The production of these French and German verse histories suggests 
that Middle English verse chronicles may engage with the literary, political, social, and 
cultural issues of their day, in a similar way. 
Modern scholarship has thus been too quick to accept criticisms like le Bel’s at 
face value, simply because they reflect modern attitudes towards verse history. Indeed, 
upon closer examination, le Bel’s oft-cited criticism seems more a way of propping up 
his own account by denigrating another’s, than a commentary on verse chronicles as a 
                                                             
184 Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 144. We might even think of an eighteenth-century work like James 
Thomson’s Liberty as belonging to this tradition, suggesting that the appeal of the verse chronicle continues 
through the early modern period and into the eighteenth century. 
185 For a brief discussion and a few examples of these characteristics, see R. Graeme Dunphy, introduction 
to History as Literature: German World Chronicles of the Thirteenth Century in Verse (Kalamazoo: 
Medieval Institute Publications for TEAMS, 2003), 2-3, 8-9, 16, 17-18.  
186 See Gabrielle M. Spiegel, Romancing the Past: The Rise of Vernacular Prose Historiography in 
Thirteenth-Century France (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993).  
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form. Le Bel does not say that all verse histories are extravagant; he merely explains that 
the verse history he is trying to supplant is extravagant and therefore poorly written, 
because it undermines its own argument.187 There is no implication that verse chronicles 
always involve more “outlandish deeds of prowess” than prose chronicles; le Bel’s 
objection is to this particular verse chronicle’s content, not its form. Certainly, its poetic 
form may encourage its outlandish content. But prose chronicles are equally likely to be 
outrageous in their portrayal of the past (see: Geoffrey of Monmouth). Thus, poetry may 
have a greater potential for disrupting proper historical interpretation, but that potential 
does not absolve prose histories from the necessity of writing responsible narrative, nor 
does it suggest that history ought never to be written in poetry.  
Moreover, we should not assume that Middle English historians would agree with 
le Bel. Le Bel is writing in response to French literary history, not European literary 
history, and it is doubtful whether he is thinking about English historiography in this 
passage. Furthermore, Spiegel’s own work has demonstrated how attitudes towards verse 
history change over time, and so we cannot take one fourteenth-century French writer’s 
criticism as indicative of attitudes towards Middle English verse chroniclers produced a 
century earlier. Indeed, the critique of verse chronicles in Middle English is less strident 
than in French, suggesting that Middle English writers may have approached this issue 
differently, given the unique characteristics of the British historiographical tradition, in 
which poetry had always played an important role, in the Anglo-Saxon period and 
beyond.188   
                                                             
187 Le Bel, 21. 
188 Compare, for example, John Trevisa’s statement that he translated Ranulph Higden’s chronicle into 
English prose because his lord believed that prose was clearer and easier to understand than poetry. 
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 Yet Middle English verse chronicles continue to be neglected. Too ‘historical’ for 
scholars of literature, too ‘literary’ for modern historians, and too ‘derivative’ for both, 
verse chronicles sit awkwardly on a modern disciplinary divide that has left these texts in 
critical blinders.189 To add insult to injury, the poetry of these verse chroniclers is often 
considered lackluster: “No one has admired the chronicle as poetry,” Edward Donald 
Kennedy has said of Robert of Gloucester; elsewhere Kennedy, who has done the most 
work on Middle English verse chronicles, writes that John Hardyng’s poetry (discussed 
in chapter 5) was so terrible that he gave the entire fifteenth century a bad name.190 Most 
of the attention paid to verse chronicles has been driven by interest in English national 
identity and the rise of English as a literary vernacular (usually in relation to each other), 
while the literary attributes of these verse chronicles receive little notice. Any 
examination of the form of Middle English verse chronicles is often reduced to a binary 
of ‘good’ versus ‘bad’ poetry, and any examination of the political or social context of 
these verse chronicles becomes a commentary on English reactions to ‘the Norman yoke’ 
and ‘the Church.’ 
                                                             
Trevisa’s Polychronicon will be discussed in chapter 3. For a brief discussion of Trevisa in the context of 
verse and prose, see Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 144. The inclusion of poems in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 
is well-known; on poetry in Middle English verse chronicles, see Julia Boffey and A.S.G. Edwards, 
“Middle English Verse in Chronicles,” in New Perspectives on Middle English Texts: A Festschrift for R.A. 
Waldron, ed. Susan Powell and Jeremy J. Smith (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2000), 119-28. See also the 
discussion of Henry of Huntingdon in chapter 1. 
189 Lesley Johnson has made this point specifically in reference to Robert Mannyng (“Robert Mannyng of 
Brunne and the History of Arthurian Literature,” in Church and Chronicle in the Middle Ages: Essays 
Presented to John Taylor, ed. Ian Wood and G.A. Loud [London and Rio Grande: The Hambledon Press, 
1991], 146-47).  
190 Edward Donald Kennedy, “Gloucester, Robert of (fl. c.1260–c.1300),” Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography (London: Oxford University Press, 2004), accessed 10 February 2016, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/23736; Kennedy, “Visions of History: Robert de Boron and 
English Arthurian Chroniclers,” in The Fortunes of King Arthur, ed. Norris J. Lacy (Cambridge: D.S. 
Brewer, 2005), 43-44. 
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 One reason for this oversimplification is that Middle English verse chronicles do 
not fit neatly into standard literary histories. Post-Conquest historical writing in English 
usually followed the trends set by Latin and Anglo-Norman historiography; as is true for 
much of medieval English literature, Middle English histories are nearly always 
translations of a Latin or Anglo-Norman source. As a result, they seem to lag behind 
developments in Latin and Anglo-Norman historical writing, making them perpetually 
old-fashioned, even in their own day; and this perception of verse chronicles is reinforced 
further by the repetitive nature of the Brut tradition itself, in which the same narrative of 
history was recycled over and over, in different variations, but with the same conclusion. 
At the same time, the modern scholarly desire to find something special in the 
development of the English vernacular, and to view Middle English historians as 
champions of the common people, ignores the extent to which these texts are highly 
literate responses to a historiographical tradition that includes both Latin and Anglo-
Norman texts. 
For example, Idelle Sullens, the editor of Robert Mannyng of Brunne’s Chronicle, 
has argued that Mannyng’s Chronicle was unpopular because “the taste for history (or 
fiction that passed for history) was shifting to works in prose in the later fourteenth 
century.”191 According to this argument, Anglo-Norman verse chronicles set the stage for 
the writing of vernacular history, and encouraged English writers to emulate them in 
English. Unfortunately, there was simply not a large enough audience of readers who 
were interested in reading history written in English. By the time that such an audience 
                                                             
191 Idelle Sullens, introduction to Robert Mannyng of Brunne: The Chronicle (Binghamton: Medieval and 
Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1996), 66-67, quote 66.  
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existed, the English readers of vernacular historiography had started to crave the 
authority of history written in prose (the other common scholarly argument about verse 
chronicles) – hence the relative obscurity of verse chronicles and the explosive popularity 
of the Middle English Prose Brut. Written by bad poets, passé even in their own day, 
Middle English verse chronicles thus seem to have been something of a failed genre. And 
yet, as Sullens notes, Mannyng’s fellows at his monastery “doubtless appreciated 
Mannyng’s long historical narrative,” and many arguments have been made about the 
powerful Englishness of Mannyng’s text.192 Criticism on Mannyng (and on other verse 
chroniclers) is thus somewhat contradictory, in its insistence that these works were 
simultaneously powerful but also unpopular even in their own day.  
Moreover, since verse chroniclers make the same claims towards truth as their 
Latin prose counterparts, we have all the more reason to study Middle English verse 
chronicles alongside other kinds of later medieval historiographical production. Laȝamon 
states in his prologue that he gathered together “þa soþere word” (“the truer words,” line 
27 [translation mine]) from his sources, and that he hopes his reader will “þeos soðfeste 
word     segge to-sumne” (“these truth-fast words say together,” line 32 [translation 
mine]) for the sake of the souls of his father, mother, and himself.193 Laȝamon thus 
emphasizes that his sources texts have been weighed for their truthfulness, and that his 
own history is truthful as a result. Similarly, Robert Mannyng discusses his sources in 
                                                             
192 Sullens, introduction, 16.  
193 Laȝamon, Brut, Edited from British Museum MS Cotton Caligula A. IX and British Museum MS. Cotton 
Otho C. XIII, ed. G.L. Brook and R.F. Leslie, Early English Text Society, vols. 250, 277 (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1963-78). All quotations are from the Caligula manuscript unless otherwise stated; see 
below for a discussion of the two extant manuscripts of the Brut. The above translations are mine, but 
elsewhere throughout this chapter, unless otherwise noted, translations are from Lawman, Brut, trans. by 
Rosamund Allen (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1992). 
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great detail, explaining why he favored some over others in a way that makes him appear 
to be a careful historian.194 Robert of Gloucester emphasizes his claims to authority by 
portraying himself as an eyewitness to the “morþre” (line 11757) at the Battle of 
Evesham.195 These and other similar claims to authority were integral to writing long 
historical narratives in the Middle Ages, and their presence in Middle English verse 
chronicles suggests first that these texts are meant to be understood as serious works, and 
second, that they were reliant on their broader British historiographical tradition, 
including texts in other languages, to define what it meant to write history in English 
poetry.196  
This chapter will reexamine the relationship between history and poetry in Middle 
English verse chronicles.197 In particular, I will explore how some historians of the 
thirteenth- and early fourteenth-century write continuous histories using Middle English 
poetry rather than Latin prose. Like their twelth-century predecessors, these writers 
believe that the historical paradigm driving their interpretations of history should govern 
the styel and structure of their texts. In poetry, style and structure take the form of meter, 
                                                             
194 See, for example, lines I.57-70 from his prologue, or his discussion of Havelok the Dane in lines II.519-
38. All text from Mannyng’s Chronicle from Robert Mannyng of Brunne: The Chronicle, ed. Idelle Sullens 
(Binghamton: Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1996). All translations are mine. 
195 All quotations from Robert of Gloucester’s Chronicle from The Metrical Chronicle of Robert of 
Gloucester, ed. William Aldis Wright, 2 vols. (London: Printed for Her Majesty’s Stationery Office by 
Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1887). All translations are mine.  
196 The means by which historians throughout the Middle Ages developed their authority has been one of 
the central concerns of modern scholars of historiography. Particularly relevant to the authors under 
consideration in this chapter is Nicole Nyffenegger’s discussion of what she calls the “gestures of 
authority” used by Robert of Gloucester and Robert Mannyng (as well as by the authors of the two versions 
of the Cursor Mundi). See Authorising History: Gestures of Authorship in Fourteenth-Century English 
Historiography (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013).  
197 For a general discussion of Middle English chronicles, see Kennedy, “Romancing the Past: A Medieval 
English Perspective,” in The Medieval Chronicle 1: Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on the 
Medieval Chronicle, Driebergen/Utrecht 13-16 July 1996, ed. Erik Kooper (Amsterdam; Atlanta: Rodopi, 
1999), 13-39; Kennedy discusses the issue of verse and prose histories on “Romancing the Past,” 13-23, 
though he does not develop an overarching argument of why English writers chose to write in verse or 
prose. 
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rhyme, and other ‘poetic’ elements – the same elements that are typically dismissed as 
extravagant and untruthful. As we will see, formal variations in Middle English poetry 
perform essentially the same function as formal variations in Latin prose: they align with 
political discontinuities to make political arguments, and they show how history is 
simultaneously continuous and discontinuous. However, by writing Middle English 
historiography and Latin historiography in the same way, Middle English verse 
chroniclers make a series of claims about the value of the vernacular and the benefits of 
translation, which contribute to the increasing amounts of historical writing produced in 
Middle English in the later Middle Ages.  
 
II. Verse Chronicles and Historical Romance 
 
But before examining how verse chronicles become continuous histories, first we 
must consider whether we can even categorize texts as ‘verse chronicles,’ since this 
phrase – unlike continuous history – does not receive any explicit theorization from 
medieval writers. At its most basic level, a verse chronicle is a narrative, written in 
poetry, about a period of time in the past. Yet the ‘verse’ part of the phrase ‘verse 
chronicle’ presents problems for literary scholars who associate poetry (especially 
vernacular poetry) about the past with medieval romances, rather than medieval 
chronicles. The word ‘chronicle’ is equally notorious for being used without much 
reflection, in both the medieval and modern periods. How, then, ought we to define a 
‘verse chronicle’? Should we?  
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As is well known, the border between saints’ lives, romances, and history was 
very blurry in the Middle Ages, and the boundaries (or lack thereof) of these genres has 
been the subject of much scholarly debate.198 This blurring is particularly prevalent in 
Britain, thanks to the shared interest among these genres in issues of sovereignty and 
succession.199 Rosalind Field has noted that insular romance “persuades not by its truth to 
personal experience and emotion but by its resemblance to external encounters with 
authority, geography, warfare or social relationships,” making it that much more 
conducive to being viewed as ‘historical.’200 Romance’s way of authorizing itself thus 
allows it to make the same claims on ‘truthfulness’ as chroniclers who prized eyewitness 
accounts of history.201 Further overlaps between history and romance are evident in 
English Arthurian romancers’ propensity for writing in verse and following the 
Galfridian narrative derived from later chronicle adaptations of Geoffrey’s Historia, 
rather than writing in prose and following the French ‘Vulgate’ cycle. The form and 
narrative of English Arthurian romance thus resembles closely the form and narrative of 
English verse chronicles, at least until romances and chronicles begin to diverge more 
rapidly in the mid-fifteenth century.202 History and romance were thus even more 
                                                             
198 For a helpful (though romance-centric) review of the relevant scholarship on this issue, see K.S. 
Whetter, Understanding Genre and Medieval Romance (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 3-6.  
199 See Raluca L. Radulescu, “Genealogy in Insular Romance,” in Broken Lines: Genealogical Literature in 
Late-Medieval Britain and France, ed. Raluca L. Radulescu and Edward Donald Kennedy (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 2008), 7, 12-13; and Rosalind Field, “Romance as History, History as Romance,” in Romance in 
Medieval England, ed. Maldwyn Mills, Jennifer Fellows, and Carol M. Meale (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 
1991), 169.  
200 Field, “Romance as History,” 169. 
201 On truth claims and romance, see Melissa M. Furrow, Expectations of Romance: The Reception of a 
Genre in Medieval England (Woodbridge, UK: Boydell and Brewer, 2009), 177-221, esp. 177-79, 185-86.  
202 Helen Cooper, The English Romance in Time: Transforming Motifs from Geoffrey of Monmouth to the 
Death of Shakespeare (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 33-34. See also W.R.J. Barron, “Bruttene 
Deorling: An Arthur for Every Age,” in The Fortunes of King Arthur, ed. Norris J. Lacy (Cambridge: D.S. 
Brewer, 2005), 64-65; Dennis Green, “King Arthur: From History to Fiction,” in The Fortunes of King 
Arthur, ed. Norris J. Lacy (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2005), 66-76; Kennedy, “The Prose Brut, Hardyng’s 
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intricately tied in medieval Britain than on the continent, increasing the difficulty of 
distinguishing between romance and verse chronicle.  
Modern scholars have struggled with this issue for some time, sometimes making 
arbitrary decisions about whether a text is a ‘romance’ or a ‘chronicle’ – the Short 
English Metrical Chronicle, for example, has been classified as both.203 Indeed, medieval 
writers themselves do not often distinguish between chronicle and romance on this issue: 
Robert Mannyng, for example, cites romances about Richard I, Havelok the Dane, and 
Engle and Scardyng as historical sources, alongside historians like Bede and Henry of 
Huntingdon.204 Mannyng also claims that romances, like histories, have ethical value.205 
We may well wonder whether it is wise to refer to ‘verse chronicles’ as a coherent 
category or genre at all. 
Nevertheless, there is cause for distinguishing between verse chronicles and 
romances. The distinction between these two traditions is evident in the reception of 
Wace’s foundational vernacular account of early British (and Arthurian) history, the 
Roman de Brut, which forks in two directions, one towards Arthurian romance and the 
                                                             
Chronicle, and the Alliterative Morte Arthure: The End of the Story,” in Romance and History: Imagining 
Time from the Medieval to the Early Modern Period, ed. Jon Whitman (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2015), 107, 109; and Kennedy, “Visions,” 37-39. 
203 For its classification as a romance, see Furrow, Expectations of Romance, 231. For its classification as a 
chronicle, see Kennedy, “Romancing,” 19. 
204 On Richard I, see Chronicle, lines II.3870-78 and the interpolation in L at line II.3880; on Havelok, see 
Chronicle, lines II.519-38; on Engle and Scardyng, see Chronicle, lines I.14173-14218. Cf. Furrow, 
Expectations, 14-16. For a discussion of Mannyng’s treatment of the Engle and Scardyng story, see Don C. 
Skemer, “The Story of Engle and Scardyng: Fragment of an Anglo-Norman Chronicle Roll,” Viator 40, no. 
2 (2009): 257-61.  
205 Furrow, Expectations of Romance, 16-22. On Mannyng’s opinion of Sir Tristrem, see also Dana M. 
Symons, “Does Tristan Think or Doesn’t He? The Pleasures of the Middle English Sir Tristrem,” 
Arthuriana 11, no. 4 (2001): 8-10; and Rhiannon Purdie, Anglicising Romance: Tail-Rhyme and Genre in 
Medieval English Literature (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2008), 135. 
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other towards the histories of the Brut tradition.206 As Melissa Furrow has noted, “An 
Arthurian story could be either a romance or part of a chronicle quite easily, but will send 
out signals of scope, of narrative shape, of focus, that align it with one or the other 
genre.”207 I would suggest that verse chronicles’ approach to continuity constitutes a 
principal “signal,” what Levine would call an “affordance.” Indeed, what differentiates 
the Middle English verse chronicles of the Brut tradition from these other romances is not 
their poetic form, their ability to entertain, or even their potential use as political 
commentary or propaganda, all of which is shared by romances and verse chronicles.208 
Rather, it is the different conception of historical continuity in verse chronicles and 
romances, which is derived from the continuous historians of the twelfth century, rather 
than from any romance text.  
The extent to which Middle English verse chroniclers consider themselves part of 
historiographical tradition has yet to be fully appreciated. Certain Middle English 
chronicles have occasionally been called “dynastic chronicles” because they create long, 
unbroken lines of kings, just as Geoffrey of Monmouth did.209 But there is more to these 
                                                             
206 See Barbara N. Sargent-Baur, “Veraces Historiae aut Fallaces Fabulae?,” in Text and Intertext in 
Medieval Arthurian Literature, ed. Norris J. Lacy (New York and London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1996), 
29-31; Peter Damian-Grint, The New Historians of the Twelfth-Century Renaissance: Inventing Vernacular 
Authority (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1999), 55-56. 
207 Furrow, Expectations of Romance, 48-49. Conceptualizing romance as more concerned with the 
individual than verse chronicles (as I discuss below) may clarify some of Furrow’s discussion of the many 
romance elements in John Barbour’s Bruce, which presents some difficulty for her understanding of the 
relationship between romance, history, and truth. She argues that romance had its own claims to truth value 
(185-86), but that chronicles needed to hold to a higher level of truth (184). Since Bruce is about a 
historical figure and according to her interpretation must be ‘history,’ she is therefore forced to interpret 
Barbour’s romance-driven approach to Bruce as a “tremendous risk” (188). However, Barbour does not 
seem to be particularly troubled by this risk, considering he refers to his own work as a “romanys,” as 
Fuller notes (177-78). It may very well be that Barbour did simply intend his work to be a romance simply 
because it told the deeds of an individual. 
208 But Cooper suggests that romances are inherently ahistorical (English Romance, 4). 
209 See for example W.R.J. Barron, Françoise Le Saux, and Lesley Johnson, “Dynastic Chronicles,” in The 
Arthur of the English: The Arthurian Legend in Medieval English Life and Literature, ed. W.R.J. Barron 
(Cardiff: University of Wales, 1999), 11-46. Under this title, they discuss Geoffrey of Monmouth, Wace, 
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chronicles than simply their dynastic approach to history. Just as William of Malmesbury, 
Geoffrey of Monmouth, and Henry of Huntingdon did before them, Middle English verse 
chroniclers use complex narrative structures and discussions of literary style to reinforce 
the continuities and discontinuities of history. These same structures and discussions are 
also used to position the author in relation to his larger historiographical tradition, itself 
perceived as a linear history, albeit a literary one.210 Since the Brut tradition is derived 
from Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae, this may not be entirely 
surprising; however, these writers’ use of Middle English poetry to accomplish the goals 
of Latin prose history makes their contribution to English literary history unique, and 
suggest that they see themselves as participants in the genre of historiography rather than 
romance, hagiography, etc. 
 Middle English verse chronicles also adopt other historiographical rather than 
romantic approaches to the past. Romances and histories (and other genres) rely on 
continuity to legitimize contemporary politics, often by focusing on genealogy.211 As 
                                                             
Laȝamon, Geffrei Gaimar, the Anglo-Norman prose Brut, the Middle English prose Brut, Ranulph Higden, 
John Trevisa, Peter Langtoft, Robert of Gloucester, the Short Metrical Chronicle, Robert Mannyng, and 
Thomas (Bek) of Castleford. Damian-Grint uses the term “dynastic histories” as the title for a chapter in 
which he either mentions or discusses at length a list of historians and texts including Dudo of Saint-
Quentin, William of Poitier, William of Jumièges, Orderic Vitalis, Robert of Torigni,  William of 
Malmesbury, Henry of Huntingdon, Geoffrey of Monmouth, William of Newburgh, Ælred of Rievaulx, 
Gerald of Wales, Ralph Diceto, Gervase of Canterbury, Geffrei Gaimar, Wace, the Royal and Harley Bruts, 
the Harley and Bekker Fragments, Benoît de Sainte-Maure, the Description of England, and Guillaume de 
Saint-Pair (New Historians, 43-67). 
210 As Andrew Galloway points out, Middle English writers often “commence [their works] by defining 
some intimate connection to a living world, stressing continuities with history (however understood) and 
with an immediate community of listeners (however defined)”; but since Middle English verse chronicles 
resemble Latin historiography so closely, I would suggest that these Latin (and Anglo-Norman) histories 
provide an immediate model (“Middle English Prologues,” in Readings in Medieval Texts: Interpreting Old 
and Middle English Literature, ed. David F. Johnson and Elaine Treharne [Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2005], 294).  
211 Cf. Raluca L. Radulescu and Edward Donald Kennedy, introduction to Broken Lines: Genealogical 
Literature in Late-Medieval Britain and France, ed. by Raluca L. Radulescu and Edward Donald Kennedy 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2008), 3. 
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Raluca L. Radulescu has noted, “Genealogy is more than a recognizable concern in both 
chronicles and romances: it appears to function as an organizing principle in these 
narratives, one which guides the audience’s attention to crises of succession as well as 
their resolution.”212 However, the gap between romance narratives and contemporary 
politics allows readers to consider issues of sovereignty and succession in the abstract, 
from a safe distance. Historiography, on the other hand, faces direct pressure from 
contemporary politics, which can influence the kind of debate or reflection it inspires.213 
This pressure gives it an immediacy that romance lacks.  
Even more importantly, verse chronicles (or dynastic chronicles, or genealogical 
chronicles) subordinate the individual heroes of romances to the larger narrative of 
history. “As a formal structure, genealogy deploys history as a series of biographies 
linked by the principle of hereditary succession, which succession stands as much for the 
passing of time as for a legal notion of transference.”214 While a genealogically-oriented 
romance consists of a small number of biographies, or even just one biography, a verse 
chronicle places a large number of these biographies together. Though it could be argued 
that verse chronicles simply replace the single biography of the individual for the single 
biography of Britain or a particular gens, genealogical chronicles still rely on human 
biology to periodize their narrative – individual human lifetimes remain the basic 
                                                             
212 Radulescu, “Genealogy,” 7; see also 12-13. 
213 Radulescu, “Genealogy,” 8, 20-21. I would add, though, that all historians are not slavish propagandists, 
fearful of retribution for an occasional amiss word (one would imagine more examples of historians who 
were punished for criticizing a king, if real retribution were frequently involved). Rather, historians develop 
different techniques to encourage debate and offer opinion – in fact, their use of stylistic discontinuity is 
one such technique. Romance and chronicles share an investment in encouraging debate over difficult 
issues, but they use different mechanisms to arouse that reaction in their audience.  
214 Spiegel, “Genealogy: Form and Function in Medieval Historiography,” in The Past as Text: The Theory 
and Practice of Medieval Historiography (Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1997), 106. 
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narrative unit of these texts (as it is the basic unit of romance).215 Verse chronicles simply 
contain more of these units, strung into a long chain. 
Importantly, the larger number of figures in the genealogical verse chronicles also 
has implications for their interpretive power. In verse chronicles, each individual king is a 
historical exemplum, typologically echoed in other kings whose deeds are recounted 
elsewhere in the chronicle.216 Whether exempla are read adjacently or across a broad 
expanse of the text, the audience’s ability to make interpretive typological connections 
between kings like Cadwaladr and Harold depends on their placement in a specific 
historical narrative. The narrative thus imparts meaning to the exempla. Although all 
exempla possess some kind of narrative, when read within the narrative of a verse 
chronicle, the narrative or generic context in which readers encounter the exempla 
determines how they will interpret it. In this way, historiographical exempla can be 
differentiated from exempla in romance, sermon collections, and so forth.217 For this 
reason, a manuscript compilation of chronologically-ordered romances may invoke verse 
chronicles but they would not constitute a verse chronicle, as such a compilation would 
still lack the structural and conceptual unity of verse chronicles.218 Verse chronicles – 
whether termed continuous histories, verse chronicles, dynastic chronicles, or 
genealogical chronicles – are given narrative unity by the linear thread of history. In 
essence, they construct the structural forms of historical continuity differently than 
romances do. 
                                                             
215 Cf. Spiegel, “Genealogy,” 105-10. 
216 On typology and genealogy, see Spiegel, “Genealogy,” 103. 
217 Cf. J. Allan Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative in Chaucer and Gower (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 
2004), esp. 14-17. 
218 For a more comprehensive discussion of historiographical compilations, see chapter 5.  
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They also construct the structural forms of historical discontinuity differently 
from romances. Historiography – especially continuous history – and romance both use 
overlapping chronologies in their narratives. I have already shown how some twelfth-
century medieval historians create complex chronological structures. Similarly, when 
narratives overlap or pile together in romance, an “interlace” pattern can emerge.219 Yet 
the interlace pattern of romances differs from the overlapping chronologies of histories, 
because the unifying thread of the chronological overlaps in romance is thematic, while 
the unifying thread in verse chronicles is historical, relating in particular to the social, 
cultural, political, and ethnic history of a gens or ‘nation.’220 Although the interlace 
pattern of some romances displays “a highly developed sense of linear growth, an 
understanding of the great aesthetic possibilities of digression and recurrence, and the 
feeling of continuity and movement maintained throughout the vicissitudes of individual 
adventures,” romances’ focus on “individual adventures” produces a narrative focused on 
individual actors rather than the broader scope of gens or ‘national’ history.221 The 
structural discontinuities of romance and history focus on different narrative scales, with 
romance focusing on the individual unit (subdivided into adventures) and the gens unit 
(subdivided into individual kings).  
I am not arguing that romances are only individualist, or that romances are not 
concerned with politics or community; indeed, concerns with rights and the problems of 
succession are common in both romances and chronicles.222 However, I am arguing that 
                                                             
219 This is the well-known term coined by Eugène Vinaver in The Rise of Romance (Cambridge: D.S. 
Brewer, 1971), 68-98. 
220 Cf. Vinaver, Rise of Romance, 81-83. 
221 Vinaver, Rise of Romance, quote 92.  
222 Cf. Whetter’s arguments again R.W. Southern and Geraldine Heng (Understanding Genre, 62). Whetter 
herself argues that romance is closest to epic, and that epic is about the individual, rather than the nation 
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verse chronicles and romances function differently as narratives. Continuous history 
operates less on interweaving and more on parataxis, juxtaposition, and typologically-
driven arguments about sovereignty, succession, and so forth.223 Interlaced romances may 
be compared instead to a braid, where various narrative threads take turns in being 
brought to the fore: the romance only achieves its full meaning when its parallel threads 
are brought together. In contrast, verse chronicles keep one thread at the forefront of its 
narrative, the gens; but they allow for the possibility for each individual narrative unit to 
stand as an exemplum on its own.  
These different approaches also characterize how writers of romance and writers 
of continuous history conceptualize their relationship to other works. Historians can 
insert an infinite number of events into the historical narrative, constantly finding, noting, 
and then filling in an infinite number of breaks in the linear “chain” of history.224 In this 
way, they add themselves as a new link in the “chain” of literary history, that is, 
historiographical tradition. Of course, romances can behave in the same way. But these 
new additions to histories and romances affect the temporality of the main narrative in 
                                                             
(Understanding Genre, 6, 56-58). Cooper, however, suggests that epic and romance differ in that epic is 
concerned with the nation, while romance is concerned with individuals’ internal lives (English Romance, 
24-25). On the role of individual perspectives in the development of romance and historiography, see also 
Robert M. Stein, Reality Fictions: Romance, History, and Governmental Authority, 1025-1180 (Notre 
Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2006). 
223 Radulescu uses the term “paratactic style” to discuss this characteristic as it appears in Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae (Radulescu, “Genealogy,” 9); Spiegel notes that parataxis is the 
basic syntax of genealogy (Spiegel, “Genealogy” 108-10). 
224 Cf. William of Malmesbury, “It was therefore my design, in part moved by love of my country and in 
part encouraged by influential friends, to mend the broken chain of our history, and give a Roman polish to 
the rough annals of our native speech. To make clear the sequence of events, I will give a selection from 
the work of Bede, to whom I shall often have to refer, touching on a few points and letting most go by,” 
“Vnde michi cum propter patriae caritatem, tum propter adhortantium auctoritatem uoluntati fuit 
interruptam temporum seriem sarcire et exarata barbarice Romano sale condire; et, ut res ordinatius 
procedat, aliqua ex his, quae saepe dicendus Beda dixit, deflorabo, pauca perstringens, pluribus 
valefaciens,” William of Malmesbury, Gesta regum Anglorum: The History of the English Kings, vol. 1., 
ed. and trans. R. A. B. Mynors, Rodney M. Thomson, and Michael Winterbottom (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1998), i.Prol. 
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different ways. When romances accrue around a figure like King Arthur, adding new 
characters and new adventures, they aim to entertain readers by filling in gaps in the life 
of the central hero and his associates, in an ever-increasing number of stories.225 In order 
to constantly add more tales to the legend of Arthur’s court, Arthurian romances must 
‘pause’ the life of Arthur before his inevitable fall. In contrast, Arthurian histories must 
move forward into the post-Arthurian world, reckoning with its implications for the 
larger narrative of British history.226 Kathryn Marie Talarico has characterized this 
difference as a question of historical vertical “continuity” versus romantic horizontal 
“continguity.”227 To use Talarico’s terms, since they participate in continuation rather 
than continguity, thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Middle English verse chronicles have 
more in common with twelfth-century Latin historiography than Middle English 
romances.228  
In structure, style, and conceptualization of narrative, verse chronicles and 
romances differ widely, with both groups possessing distinct if similar characteristics. 
Nevertheless, we can distinguish a category of ‘verse chronicles,’ and use that term to 
define the texts discussed in this chapter. There were, of course, many other kinds of 
historical poetry that enjoyed great popularity in the Middle Ages, such as genealogical 
rolls (which will be examined in chapter 5) and simple school texts, like the Latin 
                                                             
225 Kathryn Marie Talarico, “The Sounds of Silence: Rewriting, Rereading, and Retelling the Arthurian 
Legend,” in Satura: Studies in Medieval Literature in Honour of Robert R. Raymo, ed. Nancy M. Reale and 
Ruth E. Sternglantz (Donington: Shaun Tyas, 2001), 48-68.  
226 Talarico, “Sounds of Silence,” 67-68. Cf. Green, “King Arthur,” 76; and Ad Putter, “Finding Time for 
Romance: Mediaeval Arthurian Literary History,” Medium Ævum 63, no. 1 (1994): 1-16. 
227 Talarico, “Sounds of Silence,” 68. 
228 On the closer affinity between Anglo-Norman verse histories and Latin histories, rather than chansons 
de geste, see Damian-Grint, New Historians, 204-5. It is worth noting that the word “continuous,” so often 
applied by modern scholars to twelfth-century historiography, is also often used to describe verse histories. 
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Metrical History, a versified version of an abbreviation of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s 
Historia.229 Even the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle contains several examples of historical 
poetry, as I noted above. However, verse chronicles are different from these other kinds 
of verse historiography: they are standalone texts, the products of sustained, methodical 
reflection on political and literary issues in the mode of a lengthy, cohesive narrative 
covering a long period of time.  
 My focus in this chapter will be the ways in which Middle English verse 
chroniclers adopt and adapt Latin prose historiographers’ concept of continuous history 
into their vernacular poetry. Although the combination of continuity and discontinuity 
has been called a “paradox” particularly well-suited to its twelfth-century context, I will 
here argue that continuous history is a historiographical theory and historiographical 
practice that maintains its appeal long after the twelfth-century renaissance.230 This 
chapter will examine how Middle English verse chroniclers use Middle English poetry to 
achieve the same ends as their predecessors writing in Latin prose. These writers have 
been interpreted striving “to create for the island a genealogy of historical and political 
English overlordship, unaffected by the discontinuities inscribed by earlier history 
writing,” but I will argue instead that Middle English verse chroniclers were just as 
                                                             
229 The Metrical History can be found in A Book of British Kings, 1200 BC-1399 AD: Edited from British 
Library MSS Harley 3860, Cotton Claudius C. vii, and Harley 1808, ed. A.G. Rigg (Toronto: Pontifical 
Institute of Mediaeval Studies for the Centre for Medieval Studies, 2000). Rigg argues that the Metrical 
History is an example of the mnemonic poetry composed for pedagogical purposes in the Middle Ages 
(introduction, 3-4, 9-10). 
230 Radulescu uses this phrase to describe Geoffrey’s works, suggesting that it is particularly well-suited to 
“twelfh-century aristocratic concerns” (“Genealogy,” 10); however, as we will see, this paradox is evident 
beyond Geoffrey and beyond the twelfth century. 
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invested as their Latin predecessors in creating both textual and historical 
discontinuities.231 
 
III. Laȝamon’s Brut and the Archaicization of History  
 
 The earliest extant Middle English verse chronicle is Brut, which was written by a 
priest known as Laȝamon or Lawman at the turn of the thirteenth century, and which 
narrates the history of Britain from its foundation to the death of Cadwaladr in the year 
682. Laȝamon’s Brut is a translation of Wace’s Anglo-Norman French verse chronicle, 
the Roman de Brut (A History of the British), which is itself a translation of Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s twelfth-century bestseller, the Latin prose Historia regum Britanniae 
(History of the Kings of Britain). As I noted earlier, Wace’s Roman de Brut spawned two 
traditions, one historiographical, one romance. Laȝamon’s Brut fits firmly into the 
former. But his work is not particularly known for its historical focus. Rather, Laȝamon’s 
Brut is best known for its archaic style, which combines Anglo-Saxon, Middle English, 
and Anglo-Norman French poetic elements into a suitably ‘epic’ style. 
But to understand Laȝamon’s approach to writing history, we must first look 
briefly examine Wace’s, so that we can appreciate just how closely Laȝamon aligns 
himself with Geoffrey of Monmouth. Wace, a cleric from the Channel island of Jersey, 
produced the Roman de Brut around 1155.232 For much of his translation, Wace relies not 
                                                             
231 Matthew Fisher, “Genealogy Rewritten: Inheriting the Legendary in Insular Historiography,” in Broken 
Lines: Genealogical Literature in Late-Medieval Britain and France, ed. Raluca L. Radulescu and Edward 
Donald Kennedy (Turnhout: Brepols, 2008), 123.  
232 Judith Weiss, introduction to Wace’s Roman de Brut: A History of the British, Text and Translation, ed. 
and trans. Judith Weiss (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1999), xii.  
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on the Historia itself, but on the First Variant Version, a streamlined version of the 
Historia produced soon after the Historia was first published.233 Since the First Variant 
Version lacks Geoffrey’s prologue, Wace composes a short prologue of his own:  
Whoever wishes to hear and to know about the successive kings and their heirs 
who once upon a time were the rulers of England – who they were, whence they 
came, what was their sequence, who came earlier and who later – Master Wace 
has translated it and tells it truthfully. (lines 1-8)234 
 
Wace’s short prologue adds a new focus on genealogical connections between kings and 
heirs. In his Historia, Geoffrey had made no claims about whether the relationships 
between kings in his prologue were genealogical, purporting instead to simply provide a 
“continuous narrative” (“continue et ex ordine”); but in his Roman de Brut, Wace treats 
Geoffrey’s “order” (“ordre”) as a specifically genealogical sequence, thanks to his 
emphasis on “heirs” (“eir”). While the Historia offers a continuous history of kings, the 
Roman de Brut provides a genealogical chronicle of British royalty.  
 This difference reflects other shifts that occur during Wace’s composition of the 
Roman de Brut. Unlike Geoffrey, Wace makes no attempt to situate his text within a 
larger British historiographical tradition. The closest he comes to any reflections about 
historiographical writing appears in his treatment of the Prophecies of Merlin:  
Then Merlin made the prophecies which I believe you have heard, of the kings 
who were to come and who were to hold the land. I do not wish to translate his 
book, since I do not know how to interpret it; I would not like to say anything, in 
case what I say does not happen. (lines 7535-42)235 
 
                                                             
233 Weiss, introduction, xviii.  
234 “Ki vult oïr e vult saveir / De rei en rei e d’eir en eir / Ki cil furent e dunt il vindrent / Ki Engleterre 
primes tindrent, / Quels reis i ad en ordre eü, / E qui ances e ki puis fu, / Maistre Wace l’ad translaté / Ki en 
conte la verité.” All text and translation from Wace’s Roman de Brut: A History of the British, Text and 
Translation, ed. and trans. Judith Weiss (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1999). 
235 “Dunc dist Merlin les prophecies / Que vus avez, ço crei, oïes, / Des reis ki a venir esteient, / Ki la terre 
tenir deveient. / Ne vuil sun livre translater / Quant jo nel sai interpreter; / Nule rien dire nen vuldreie / Que 
si ne fust cum jo dirreie.”  
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Wace’s reasons as stated here are pragmatic, and abide by the common historiographical 
trope of asserting one’s truthfulness and one’s unworthiness in the same breath. Politics 
(rather than circumspection) may also have provided impetus for avoiding the 
Prophecies.236 Regardless of Wace’s reasons, the omission of the Prophecies from the 
Roman de Brut removes a key instantiation of Geoffrey’s association of discontinuous 
political history and discontinuous form, style, and structure. For Geoffrey, formal, 
stylistic, and structural variation is an intrinsic and valuable part of historiographical 
narrative. Yet Wace’s lack of interest in such variation, and his lack of references to other 
historians, suggest that Wace does not see his vernacular verse chronicle as performing 
the same function as Geoffrey’s Latin prose Historia. Whether that difference results 
from the Roman de Brut’s form, language, or theoretical paradigm is unclear. What is 
clear is that Wace’s Roman de Brut diverges from Geoffrey’s conception of both history 
(the sequence of events) and historiography (the representation of those events in 
writing). 
In contrast, Laȝamon returns to Geoffrey’s conception of historiographical 
narrative. Laȝamon’s verse chronicle, Brut, was likely produced sometime between 1185 
and 1216.237 It was therefore written not long after the Roman de Brut, at a time when 
Anglo-Norman verse chronicles like Wace’s were a standard form of historiographical 
writing.238 Although Laȝamon’s Brut is a fairly faithful translation of the Roman de Brut, 
                                                             
236 Jean Blacker, “‘Ne vuil sun livre translater’: Wace’s Omission of Merlin’s Prophecies from the Roman 
de Brut,” in Anglo-Norman Anniversary Essays, ed. Ian Short (London: Anglo-Norman Text Society, 
1993), 49-59; cf. Barron et al., “Dynastic Chronicles,” 21-22. Of course, many later scribes insert 
translations of the Prophecies back into Wace’s text. See Blacker, “The Anglo-Norman Verse Prophecies 
of Merlin,” Arthuriana 15, no. 1 (2005): 1-26.  
237 For a full discussion of the scholarly arguments about the dating of the Brut, see Françoise H.M. Le 
Saux, Laȝamon’s Brut: The Poem and Its Sources (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1989), 1-10.  
238 Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 138. 
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Laȝamon does make a number of changes to Wace’s history.239 For one thing, he adds a 
great deal of direct speech, introducing speech-giving messengers into the narrative, and 
converting many of Wace’s descriptions of indirect speech into emotional monologues 
and dialogues.240 Laȝamon’s text also demonstrates greater investment in the purpose and 
implications of translation. Through extended place-name histories and changes to the 
plot, Laȝamon displays his unease with the process by which one language replaces (or, 
as some have argued, conquers) another.241 This linguistic replacement both presages and 
enables the territorial conquest of the Britons by the English – and, by implication, the 
English by the Normans. Certainly, every translation represents a new text; but through 
such adjustments to Wace’s narrative, Laȝamon carves out an unabashedly prominent 
role for himself in creating his Brut.  
Nowhere is this more evident than in Laȝamon’s recasting of Wace’s prologue, 
where Laȝamon reintroduces a sense of shared historiographical tradition: 
 Laȝamon gon liðen     wide ȝond þas leode, 
& bi-won þa æðela boc     þa he to bisne nom. 
He nom þa Englisca boc     þa makede Seint Beda. 
An-oþer he nom on Latin     þe makede Seinte Albin 
& þe feire Austin     pe fulluht broute hider in. 
Boc he nom þe þridde     leide þer amidden, 
þa makede a Frenchis clerc; 
Wace wes ihoten     þe wel couþe writen. 
& he hoe ȝef þare æðelen     Ælienor 
                                                             
239 The most comprehensive treatment of the relationship between Laȝamon and Wace (and French 
literature more generally) remains Le Saux, Poem and Its Sources, 24-93. 
240 On Laȝamon’s changes to the emotional quality of Wace’s work, see also Rosamund Allen, “Did 
Lawman Nod, or Is It We that Yawn?,” in Reading Laȝamon’s Brut: Approaches and Explorations, ed. 
Rosamund Allen, Jane Roberts, and Carole Weinberg (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi B.V., 2013), 44-
50. On messengers, see Joseph D. Parry, “Narrators, Messengers, and Lawman’s Brut,” Arthuriana 8, no. 3 
(1998): 46-61, esp. 46-47.  
241 This is a common refrain in recent studies on Laȝamon. See in particular Hannah McKendrick Bailey, 
“Conquest by Word: The Meeting of Languages in Laȝamon’s Brut,” in Reading Laȝamon’s Brut: 
Approaches and Explorations, ed. by Rosamund Allen, Jane Roberts, and Carole Weinberg (Amsterdam 
and New York: Rodopi B.V., 2013), 269-86; and Kenneth J. Tiller, Laȝamon’s Brut and the Anglo-Norman 
Vision of History (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 2007).   
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þe wes Henries quene     þes heȝes kinges. 
Laȝamon leide þeos boc     & þa leaf wende. 
he heom leofliche bi-heold     liþe him beo Drihten. 
Feþeren he nom mid fingren     & fiede on boc-felle, 
      & þa soþere word     sette to-gadere, 
& þa þre boc     þrumde to are. (lines 14-28)242 
 
Even though Laȝamon explicitly lists his sources in this passage, identifying these texts 
has proven difficult. Wace, obviously, is Laȝamon’s main source, and Bede’s presence in 
the prologue (even though his work exerts little or no influence on the Brut) is not 
particularly surprising in a work about early British and English history.243 However, the 
reference to Albin and Austin has not been identified concretely. These names likely refer 
to early insular saints, possibly to books written about them or attributed to them; it has 
even been suggested that, like Geoffrey of Monmouth’s reference to a ‘very old British 
book,’ these lines are a red herring, referring to an imaginary source.244  
 Regardless, by referencing other histories by name, Laȝamon’s prologue signals a 
return to the form of regnal histories like Geoffrey’s Historia, which often begin by 
commenting on earlier historical sources and describing the new text’s intervention 
within its broader historiographical tradition. Yet Laȝamon’s prologue differs from 
                                                             
242 “Lawman went travelling the length of this whole land, / And secured the splendid book which he took 
as source-text; / He took up the ‘English Book’ which Saint Bede had created, / A second he took in Latin 
created by Saint Albin, / And our dear Augustine who brought the Christian faith in, / A book he took as 
third source, and set by this his whole course: / A French cleric composed it, / Wace was what they called 
him, and very well he wrote it, / And he gave it to her highness, Eleanor of Aquitania; / She was the queen 
of Henry, the king of such high fame. / Lawman laid out these books, and he leafed through the, / Gazing at 
them gratefully – the Lord be gracious to him! / Quill pens he clutched in fingers, composing on his 
parchment, / And the more reliable versions he recorded, / Compressing those three texts into one complete 
book.”   
243 Le Saux, Poem and Its Sources, 15-16.  
244 For the suggestion that Laȝamon is not referring to a real source in this passage, see P.J. Frankis, 
“Laȝamon’s English Sources,” in J.R.R. Tolkien, Scholar and Storyteller: Essays in Memoriam, ed. Mary 
Salu and Robert T. Farrell (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1979), 64-75. For a discussion of 
the scholarship on this source, see Le Saux 16-23. Le Saux refutes Frankis’s suggestion in Poem and Its 
Sources, 22. See also Galloway, “Laȝamon’s Gift,” PMLA 121, no. 3 (2006): 721.  
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Geoffrey’s as well. Laȝamon portrays his work as uniquely combining these three 
sources, which he has gathered during the course of his travels throughout the land. He 
selects and combines multiple sources in the Brut, rather than translating one book 
wholesale, as Geoffrey claims to have done. Moreover, he places himself in a 
historiographical tradition shared by English and Anglo-Norman writers – not in 
Geoffrey’s emphatically British tradition.245  
Despite these differences, Geoffrey’s and Laȝamon’s discussions of 
historiographical tradition both assume that historiographical texts represent discrete 
units, which historians can re-assemble into a new, cohesive narrative. On the surface, 
this argument would seem to resemble Christopher Cannon’s assertion about all Brut 
narratives, that they have “more or less the same form”; and that “the fundamental unit of 
that form is the reign of a king, and, since these units are themselves formally identical (a 
ruler gains then loses the land, either by conquest or death), the sequence might also be 
described as a cycle, a story which extends itself, in large part, by retelling the same story 
over and over again” (his emphasis).246 Yet Cannon also argues that the land of Britain 
itself is the “real hero” of Laȝamon’s Brut.247 Implicit in Cannon’s argument is the idea 
that the land transcends the repetitive historical events narrated by the text; in other 
words, that the actual focus of the narrative exists outside of its literary form. Similarly, 
Cannon sees in Laȝamon’s Brut an attempt to reinscribe new emphases (or “subsidiary 
patterns”), already latent in his source text, that “are sufficient to reorient the thinking of 
                                                             
245 Cf. Galloway, “Laȝamon’s Gift,” 721.  
246 Christopher Cannon, The Grounds of English Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 56. 
247 Cannon, Grounds, 50. 
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the whole cycle.”248 To Cannon, Laȝamon is trapped within the range of possibilities 
afforded by the literary form of regnal history. But he does what he can to escape those 
limitations, by finding and activating latent meanings in his source texts.249 
Cannon’s conception of historiographical narrative thus differs from the one laid 
out here, in that Cannon sees literary form and historical argument as operating at odds 
with each other, while this essay argues that literary form and historical argument go 
hand-in-hand in both Geoffrey’s Historia and Laȝamon’s Brut. Certainly, Cannon is 
correct in pointing to the contrast Laȝamon develops between the fragmented nature of 
regnal history and the permanence of the land and the law. But this contrast is essentially 
the same as the contrast that already exists between continuity and discontinuity in the 
literary form of the text. As John P. Brennan has recently noted, in the Brut, “fixed 
reference points [such as the land] take their meaning and their strength from being 
tempered in the crucible of history” – that is, political discontinuities (such as succession 
crises) work with continuities represented by the land, the law, and so forth, to offer 
interpretations of history.250 For this reason, Laȝamon does not seek to escape his literary 
form; on the contrary, he recognizes and exploits its potential. 
Laȝamon’s prologue underscores this point. In the Historia, Geoffrey had implied 
that readers can select individual texts from a variety of alternative political perspectives, 
to create their own narrative of the development of British history. In the Brut, Laȝamon 
performs that action himself, by pressing three sources into one, in an action heavily 
                                                             
248 Cannon, Grounds, 56. 
249 Cf. Caroline Levine, Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 2015), 6-7.  
250 John P. Brennan, “Myth, Marriage, and Dynastic Crisis in Laȝamon’s Brut,” Arthuriana 26, no. 1 
(2016): 56. 
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tinged with religious imagery.251 Just as the Trinity is three-in-one, so too are 
historiographical narratives both individual entities and a single story. But rather than 
choose one source for each period of history, as Geoffrey recommends, Laȝamon instead 
combines three sources that narrate the same time period. His text thus folds different 
temporalities together: the ancient and the modern (through the text’s subject and original 
dedicatee, Queen Eleanor); pagan time and Christian time (through references to Albin, 
the first British martyr, and Austin, the so-called Apostle to the English); and the Anglo-
Saxon and post-Conquest periods of history (through the different languages of the 
sources). In this way, Laȝamon steps away from limiting his narrative to one perspective, 
as Geoffrey had done. The religious imagery in the prologue further reinforces 
Laȝamon’s belief that historiographical narrative can transcend political history, even 
while being bound to it.252  
At the same time, the miraculous melding of sources counteracts its own 
transcendent narrative by reminding readers of the divisions between the Brut’s sources. 
After all, the traditions that he miraculously combines in his work actually compete with 
each other: Wace and Bede both relate the early history of Britain, but from different 
perspectives; moreover, since Wace’s work is a translation of Geoffrey’s, it also 
preserves the factual details in Geoffrey’s narrative that conflict with Bede’s.253 
Ecclesiastical and secular histories compete here too: Geoffrey’s Historia is a secular 
                                                             
251 Galloway, “Laȝamon’s Gift,” 722. 
252 Galloway, “Laȝamon’s Gift,” 722; Le Saux, Poem and Its Sources, 139.   
253 Some of Laȝamon’s contemporaries noticed these conflicts, William of Newburgh most prominently 
among them, whose Historia rerum Anglorum contains a famously scathing critique of Geoffrey’s Historia. 
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regnal history that relates the history of a people descended from non-biblical ancestors, 
while Bede’s Historia tells the story of the English church, not the English people.254  
Laȝamon’s Brut thus combines a number of contradictory histories told from 
different perspectives into a single text. As a result, his Brut is both a supernaturally 
perfect object and an acknowledgement of the inherent imperfections in every human-
authored history. God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit do not disagree; 
Bede, Wace, and Geoffrey do. As much as Laȝamon portrays a triumphalist narrative of 
historiographical writing in his prologue, he also acknowledges the friction that lies 
beneath the smooth surface of his text. That tension between cohesion and fragmentation 
echoes the tension between continuity and discontinuity found in regnal histories like 
Geoffrey’s Historia. 
Absent from Laȝamon’s portrayal of this transcendent narrative is, of course, the 
British perspective. He states his intention “of Engle     þa æðelæn tellen, / wat heo ihoten 
weoren     & wonene heo comen, / þa Englene londe     ærest ahten / æfter þan flode     þe 
from Drihtene com,” (“that he would tell of England’s outstanding men: / What each had 
as name and from what place they came, / Those earliest owners of this our England, / 
After the great Flood that came from the Lord God” lines 7-10). Laȝamon’s explicit 
intent to write the history of the English, rather than the Britons, has caused a great deal 
of debate among modern scholars. After all, the Britons were the first humans to inhabit 
Britain after the flood described in Genesis, and the majority of the work is in fact about 
                                                             
254 Although the ‘sacred’ and ‘secular’ qualities of both Geoffrey’s and Bede’s works remain active sites 
for scholarly debate, here I refer simply to their topics as professed in their prologues: for Geoffrey, the 
kings of Britain from Brutus to Cadwaladr; for Bede, the history of the Church in England.  
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the deeds of the Britons, not the English.255 A similar shift of focus from the British to the 
English is also visible in Merlin’s prophecy about Arthur’s return, which asserts “þat an 
Arður sculde ȝete     cum Anglen to fulste” (“Of how an Arthur once again would come 
to aid the English,” line 14297). 
For some, this topical shift from the Britons to the English is a sign of Laȝamon’s 
role as a conquering translator.256 From this perspective, the Britons are only relevant to 
the English because they have been conquered by them, and have therefore provided the 
English with a claim on the Trojan past. But the literary form of the Brut leads us to 
another possible explanation: perhaps Laȝamon did not mention the Britons in this 
passage because the continuity between early and contemporary British history is so 
obvious that it does not warrant mentioning. Demonstrating the relevance of early British 
history to a thirteenth-century English audience, however, requires overcoming the 
discontinuity presented by the Anglo-Saxon conquest of Britain. Laȝamon’s comments 
perform precisely that function. They simultaneously acknowledge that a rupture exists 
between the ancient and modern pasts, but they create continuity between those pasts by 
claiming Arthur for the English. In this way, Laȝamon’s prologue reveals his belief that 
historiographical narrative is formed and given meaning by developing continuity across 
texts, while simultaneously developing discontinuities between them.  
                                                             
255 This was the basis of Daniel Donoghue’s argument in favor of “Laȝamon’s Ambivalence” (Speculum 
65, no. 3 (1990): 537-63), which has been rebuffed by a number of scholars. See for example Kelley 
Wickham-Crowley, who dedicates much of the introduction to her monograph to arguing against 
Donoghue’s “ambivalence,” while arguing for her own interpretation, that Laȝamon’s perspective is 
“Christian and ethical” (Writing the Future: Laȝamon’s Prophetic History [Cardiff: University of Wales 
Press, 2002], 8-13, quote 13). James Noble also tackles Donoghue’s argument head-on in “Laȝamon’s 
‘Ambivalence’ Reconsidered,” The Text and Tradition of Laȝamon’s Brut, ed. Françoise Le Saux 
(Woodbridge, UK: D.S. Brewer, 1994), 171-82.  
256 Cf. Tiller, Anglo-Norman Vision and Wickham-Crowley, Writing the Future.  
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Laȝamon works hard to embody this concept in the literary style of his Brut. As 
noted earlier, Laȝamon’s style is typically called ‘archaic’ because it emulates the 
alliteration and vocabulary of Old English heroic poetry. To modern eyes, and especially 
in comparison with poets like Chaucer, Laȝamon’s style does indeed ‘feel’ older than the 
style of many Middle English writers, even though a space of only one hundred seventy 
years or so separates the Brut from the publication of Chaucer’s first major poem, The 
Book of the Duchess. However, Laȝamon also employs Anglo-Norman metrical forms 
like rhyme and assonance alongside his archaic English alliterative meter and diction. 
This combination has led to a number of recent studies of the Brut’s manuscripts and 
literary context, which have qualified the degree to which Laȝamon’s style can rightly be 
called ‘archaic.’  
Only two manuscripts of the Brut survive: British Library MS Cotton Caligula A. 
ix (henceforth Caligula) and British Library MS Cotton Otho C. xiii (henceforth Otho). 
Both were written much later than the Brut itself, probably in the third quarter of the 
thirteenth century.257 Despite their temporal proximity to each other, Caligula and Otho 
represent two very different versions of the Brut. Caligula is far more stylistically 
‘archaic’ than Otho, especially in its diction, which eschews French cognates in favor of 
Old English poetic vocabulary.258 Furthermore, while both versions are less ‘courtly’ than 
                                                             
257 Le Saux, Poem and Its Sources, 2, 6-7, and 13.   
258 This contrast was first made by A.C. Gibbs, “The Literary Relationships of Laȝamon’s Brut” (Ph.D. 
diss., Cambridge University, 1962), 245. Cannon has suggested that the Otho version is actually the work 
of Laȝamon himself, rather than a modernizer, and that he was attempting to redirect his work to fit into the 
newly popular genre of medieval romance (“The Style and Authorship of the Otho Revision of Laȝamon’s 
Brut,” Speculum 62, no. 2 [1993]: 187-209); however, the suggestion that Laȝamon authored the Otho 
version as well has been dismissed on linguistic grounds by Christine Elsweiler in Laȝamon’s Brut: 
Between Old English Heroic Poetry and Middle  English Romance: A Study of the Lexical Fields ‘Hero,’ 
‘Warrior’ and ‘Knight,’ (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2011), esp. 2-3, 369-75. Elsweiler does suggest 
that the style of the Otho revision could have been influenced by Middle English romance.  
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the Roman de Brut, Caligula contains fewer characteristics of courtly romance than Otho; 
it represents instead a “conscious adaptation of the Anglo-Saxon heroic tradition.”259 
Caligula is also more moralizing, more dramatic, and much longer.260 For these reasons, 
it has long been assumed that Caligula is closer to Laȝamon’s original text.261 However, 
several scholars, especially Lucy Perry, Elizabeth J. Bryan, and Rosamund Allen, have 
successfully rehabilitated Otho’s reputation in the last few years, by deepening scholarly 
appreciation for Otho’s unique contributions to the Brut tradition and by arguing against 
prioritizing ‘what the author really wrote’ over what textual variation can reveal about 
medieval historiographical and scribal practices.262 Their arguments are an important 
reminder that our modern impression of Caligula as ‘archaic’ may not have been shared 
by Laȝamon’s thirteenth-century audience.  
Contrary to scholarly expectations, recent work has also suggested that Caligula 
largely conforms to literary conventions popular in early Middle English texts written 
                                                             
259 Elsweiler, Study of Lexical Fields, 369. Barron and Le Saux note that Laȝamon shifts the meaning of 
Wace’s ‘courtesie’ to focus on the dangerous side of courtly love, a decision that could be equally 
attributed to moralizing or a lack of interest in French romance (W.J.R. Barron and Françoise Le Saux, 
“Two Aspects of Laȝamon’s Narrative Art,” in Arthurian Literature IX, ed. Richard Barber [Cambridge: 
D.S. Brewer, 1989], 55). 
260 On morality and drama, see Le Saux, Poem and Its Sources, 13 and Allen, “Did Lawman Nod,” 41. 
Both Le Saux and Allen admit that these are only generalizations, as it is difficult to characterize Caligula 
and Otho. On the comparative lengths of the two versions, see Elizabeth J. Bryan, Collaborative Meaning 
in Medieval Scribal Culture: The Otho Laȝamon (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1999), 48. 
On the Otho reviser’s tendency to compress the lines of Caligula, see Cannon, “Style,” 193. 
261 See Le Saux, Poem and Its Sources, 10-13 for a discussion and bibliography. The linguistic evidence 
assembled by Elsweiler and Erik Kooper (cf. below) is also compelling. See also Ewa Ciszek, “Middle 
English Decline of the Old English Word lēode: a Case Study of the Two Manuscripts of Laȝamon’s Brut,” 
in Historical English Word-Formation and Semantics, ed. Jacek Fisiak and Magdalena Bator (Frankfurt am 
Main: Peter Lang, 2013), 229-43.  
262 See in particular Allen, “Did Lawman Nod,” 41-42; Bryan, Collaborative Meaning, 48; and Lucy Perry, 
“Origins and Originality: Reading Lawman’s Brut and the Rejection of British Library MS Cotton Otho C. 
xiii,” Arthuriana 10, no. 2 (2000), 50-65.  
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around the same time.263 At the same time, Erik Kooper’s analysis of the scribal pointing, 
meter, and enjambment used in both the Caligula and Otho versions has provided solid 
manuscript and textual evidence to show that Caligula closely resembles its 
contemporaries, further undermining the notion that Caligula is archaic.264 Kooper has 
further demonstrated that Laȝamon’s use of ‘archaic’ alliterative English meter in the 
Brut decreases as the text progresses; he concludes that, like other early Middle English 
writers, Laȝamon’s writing becomes more individualized, more interested in newly-
popularized poetic forms like rhyme and assonance, and less reliant on the shared 
conventions of early Middle English, as he continues to write.265 From this perspective, 
Laȝamon appears to be more of a poetic experimenter than a writer beholden to 
“antiquarian sentiments.” 
Nevertheless, one aspect of Caligula can still rightly be called archaic: its 
vocabulary. As noted earlier, Laȝamon seems specifically to have avoided French 
cognates in the Brut, and he is also fond of formulaic phrases similar to those found in 
Old English poetry and prose.266 There are other hints of Old English poetic influence as 
well: his battle sequences are particularly Anglo-Saxon in tone, even if they are shorter in 
                                                             
263 For example, see M. Leigh Harrison, “The Wisdom of Hindsight in Laȝamon and Some 
Contemporaries,” in Reading Laȝamon’s Brut: Approaches and Explorations, ed. Rosamund Allen, Jane 
Roberts, and Carole Weinberg (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi B.V., 2013), 623-41.  
264 See Erik Kooper, “Laȝamon and the Development of Early Middle English Alliterative Poetry,” in Loyal 
Letters: Studies on Mediaeval Alliterative Poetry and Prose, ed. L.A.J.R. Housen and A.A. MacDonald 
(Groningen: Egbert Forsten, 1994), 113-29; and Kooper, “Laȝamon’s Prosody: Caligula and Otho – Metres 
Apart,” in Reading Laȝamon’s Brut: Approaches and Explorations, ed. Rosamund Allen, Jane Roberts, and 
Carole Weinberg (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi B.V., 2013), 419-41. 
265 Kooper, “Prosody,” 435. See also Kooper, “Development,” 123; and Douglas Moffat, “The Intonational 
Basis of Laȝamon’s Verse,” in Prosody and Poetics in the Early Middle Ages: Essays in Honour of C.B. 
Hieatt, ed. M.J. Toswell (Toronto; Buffalo; London: University of Toronto Press, 1995), 143. Otho uses 
less alliteration overall, and decreases its frequency at a faster rate than Caligula (Kooper, “Prosody,” 431-
32). 
266 Bryan, Collaborative Meaning, 48; W.J.R. Barron, “Bruttene Deorling: An Arthur for Every Age,” in 
The Fortunes of King Arthur, ed. Norris J. Lacy (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2005), 49. 
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the Brut than in Wace’s Roman de Brut.267 Although Laȝamon’s attitude towards 
violence is somewhat ambiguous, it is clear that when he does write about violence, he 
turns to Anglo-Saxon vocabulary.268 But he deploys that vocabulary in compounds and 
idioms of his own creation, rather than using the compounds and idioms developed by his 
antecedents.269 He has obviously read enough Old English heroic poetry to know how to 
write in that fashion, but he does so by creating the textual building blocks himself.270  
Laȝamon’s selective approach to Old English suggests that he is interested in 
creating only the veneer of a heroic past in Caligula, rather than in continuing the Anglo-
Saxon poetic tradition in a pristine, unadulterated state. Derek Brewer’s description of 
one scene in the Brut could easily be applied to the text as a whole: “though there may be 
a light veil of archaizing and anglicizing diction… cast over the narrative, the narrative 
structure of this little episode, its directness and significant realistic detail, are ‘modern’ 
in spirit.”271 For Brewer, Laȝamon “foreshadows late twentieth-century Arthurian stories, 
which always attempt to place Arthur in a ‘genuine’ sixth-century setting, in a kind of 
late Iron Age, in all its primitive ferocity.”272 This is what constitutes “The Paradox of the 
Archaic and the Modern” in the Brut, to quote the title of Brewer’s essay.  
                                                             
267 See Donoghue, “Laȝamon’s Ambivalence,” 550 and Allen, “Did Lawman Nod,” 47-50.  
268 Allen notes that Laȝamon’s Anglo-Saxon battle elements often focus on the grim aftermath of warfare, 
rather than exciting battle sequences (Allen, “Did Lawman Nod,” 47-49, esp. 49). It is difficult to say 
whether Laȝamon is commenting negatively on warfare for moral reasons, or simply using these elements 
to heighten the pathos of the scene.  
269 That is, the compounds and idioms are Laȝamon’s own, as far as we can tell from the surviving 
examples of heroic poetry from the Anglo-Saxon period. See Barron, “Bruttene Deorling,” 49-50. 
270 Cf. Barron: “The overall effect is not of antiquarian pastiche but of a medium rooted in tradition, 
individually and experimentally extrapolated, consciously archaistic rather than merely archaic” (“Bruttene 
Deorling,” 50). 
271 Derek Brewer, “The Paradox of the Archaic and the Modern in Laȝamon’s Brut,” in From Anglo-Saxon 
to Early Middle English: Studies Presented to E.G. Stanley, ed. Malcolm Godden, Douglas Gray, and Terry 
Hoad (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 198-99.   
272 Brewer, “Paradox,” 204. 
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Brewer’s interpretation relies on Laȝamon’s creation of what might be called the 
‘pastness’ of the Anglo-Saxon period. For Laȝamon, the Battle of Hastings caused Anglo-
Saxon culture to become frozen in time and separated from post-1066 English culture. As 
a result, invoking any elements of Anglo-Saxon culture, such as its poetic vocabulary, 
creates a feeling of ‘pastness’ that reinforces the distance between the Anglo-Saxon and 
post-Conquest periods. At the same time, Laȝamon’s use of these trappings reanimates 
them in the present, and that reanimation is part of what makes the language of the Brut 
so vivid. Laȝamon’s archaism thus relies on casting the Anglo-Saxon period as ‘other,’ 
but then incorporating that ‘other’ back into his Brut.273 
But he does not do so in any regular pattern. In fact, Laȝamon relies on an ever-
changing ratio of Anglo-Saxon to Anglo-Norman poetic elements throughout the Brut: 
there is no standard meter, rhyme scheme, or set of figures of speech used systematically 
throughout the poem. Similarly, he constantly varies the tone of his poem, making some 
parts of the poem more ‘heroic,’ and others more ‘courtly.’ These kinds of variations 
amplify the overall effect of contrasting cohesion and fragmentation within the Brut. Just 
as Laȝamon presses three books into one in his prologue, so too does the Brut press 
different styles and metrical forms into a single text, and the unevenness of that 
combination underscores its very constructedness. The irregular variation of Anglo-
Saxon and Anglo-Norman poetic elements thus furthers Laȝamon’s overall project of 
                                                             
273 As Renée R. Trilling has shown, Anglo-Saxon poets perform a similar activity in their own works, 
simultaneously evoking and othering the past to create what she calls an “aesthetics of nostalgia.” But 
Laȝamon’s archaism is not a continuation of Anglo-Saxon poetic nostalgia; unlike Anglo-Saxon poets, he 
does not “[attempt] to reconstruct the lost past in the present moment.” See The Aesthetics of Nostalgia: 
Historical Representation in Old English Verse (Toronto; Buffalo; London: University of Toronto Press, 
2009), 4-5. Carolyn Dinshaw also describes nostalgia as operating in multiple temporalities; see How Soon 
is Now?: Medieval Texts, Amateur Readers, and the Queerness of Time (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2012), 34-36. 
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archaicizing the past – or, of temporally ‘othering’ the past, while showing its 
connections to the present.  
Laȝamon’s archaism is only one part of his larger strategy of using stylistic 
variation to create productive tension between continuity and discontinuity in the Brut. 
As we have already seen, his treatment of the British historiographical tradition creates a 
similar effect. But while Geoffrey and many other historians also write texts that function 
in a similar way, Laȝamon’s Brut stands out for its use of archaic style to achieve this 
result. In many ways, archaic style is ideal for representing this kind of narrative theory. 
Archaism is discontinuous, in that it emphasizes the differences between English writing 
of the past and English writing of the present. But archaism also revives earlier English 
styles and idioms in the present, and in that sense, it is invested in the project of historical 
continuity.274 Archaism thus allows Laȝamon to argue for the relevance of the British past 
to the post-Conquest present, while leaving open the possibility that the present is 
different from the past – that is, that the Norman conquest need not have the same effect 
on the English, as the Anglo-Saxon conquest had on the Britons. 
In addition to making this political argument, Laȝamon’s archaism makes a 
literary argument as well. For Laȝamon, Middle English (and indeed every language) has 
its own unique literary history and set of literary forms, and the ‘uniqueness’ of Middle 
English grants it the ability to convey historical information uniquely as well. Since 
forms participate in making arguments about history, only the English language – a 
                                                             
274 Cf. Lucy Munro on early modern writers who used archaisms to preserve the continuity of the English 
language (Archaic Style in English Literature, 1590-1674 [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013], 
23). Although Munro argues that archaism differs from nostalgia in its lack of break between the past and 
the present, I would argue that archaism, especially as employed in the Brut, both creates and undermines 
breaks between the past and the present. 
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language of both conqueror and conquered – can write British history as it appears in the 
Brut.  
The Brut thus argues that the literary and linguistic resonances (or, to use 
Levine’s term, “affordances”) of every text determine the cultural work that text is able to 
perform. For this reason, Laȝamon sees significance in every text and in every 
translation: each new text or translation operates within its own unique network of 
literary and linguistic references, and is therefore able to afford unique historical 
interpretations. While Geoffrey had believed his sources could be substituted for each 
other, Laȝamon sees each source as indispensable for achieving ever-more perfect 
knowledge of the past. Laȝamon’s conception of the literary forms of each language 
allows him to argue for the value (and perhaps even the imperative) of translating history. 
It also allows him to argue for the value of the verse chronicle as a literary genre. 
This is especially true in the context of the medieval commonplace that poetry is less 
truthful than prose.275 On the surface, Laȝamon’s few brief mentions of poetry suggest he 
may have agreed with that sentiment. For example, in lines 9410-12, Laȝamon famously 
asserts that “of him [Arthur] scullen gleomen     godliche singen; / of his breosten scullen 
æten     aðele scopes; / scullen of his blode     beornes beon drunke” (“Of him [Arthur] 
shall poets sing their splendid praises: / From his own breast noble bards shall partake; / 
Great warriors shall upon his blood be drunk,” lines 9410-12).276 Though the flesh-eating 
and blood-drinking might remind readers of the Eucharist, these lines imply that poets 
prefer unholy cannibalism over religious devotion; they have wrongly chosen to consume 
                                                             
275 For a helpful summary, see Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 143-47. 
276 Le Saux has noted similarities between this passage and Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Prophecies of Merlin 
(Poem and Its Sources, 117).  
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an earthly rather than heavenly king.277 Their error contrasts with Laȝamon’s reverent, 
quasi-Eucharistic transformation of three disparate sources into a single text, as we saw in 
his prologue.  
Similar mistrust of poets can be found elsewhere in the Brut, in another passage 
discussing Arthur’s historiographical legacy: 
Ne al soh ne al les,     þat leod-scopes singeð. 
ah þis is þat soððe     bi Arðure þan kinge. 
Nes næuer ar swulc king     swa duhti þurh alle þing. 
for þat soðe stod a þan written     hu hit is iwurðen, 
ord from þan ænden     of Ar[ð]ure þan kinge, 
no mare, no lasse     buten alse his laȝen weoren. 
Ah Bruttes hine luueden swiðe     & ofte him on liȝeð, 
and suggeð feole þinges     bi Arðure þan kinge, 
þat næuere nes i-wurðen     a þissere weorlde-richen. 
inoh he mai suggen     þe soð wule uremmen 
seolcuðe þinges     bi Arðure kinge. (lines 11465-75)278 
 
Here, Laȝamon states that (oral) poets are never entirely truthful or entirely untruthful; 
written texts, however, are reliable.279 Laȝamon thus believes his verse chronicle belongs 
to a different kind of poetry than the poetry produced by poets who sing about Arthur. 
His poetry is textual, while theirs is oral.  
Of course, the idea that written texts are more truthful than oral stories is hardly 
rare in this period, especially among historians. Part of this belief assuredly emerges from 
new perspectives towards writing that accompany the shift “from memory to written 
                                                             
277 But cf. Galloway, “Laȝamon’s Gift,” 726-27. 
278 “It’s not all true, it’s not all false which poets are proclaiming, / But this is true fact about Arthur the 
king: / There has never been a king so valiant in everything; / It’s found as fact in the annals just as it 
actually was, / From the start to the end, concerning Arthur the king, / No more and no less, just as his 
deeds were recorded, / But the Britons loved him greatly and often lie about him / And recount many thing 
[sic] about Arthur the king / Which never really happened in the whole of this world! / A man can say 
enough, if he just tells the truth, / Of outstanding things about Arthur the king.” 
279 Cf. Wickham-Crowley, Writing the Future, 80-81.  
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record.”280 But part of this belief also seems to emerge from Laȝamon’s sense that oral 
poets are free to improvise, while written texts are limited to the truth. In other words, the 
limitations of textual forms are beneficial, because they restrict writers to telling the truth. 
Therefore, to Laȝamon, poetry itself does not lead to untruths; only oral poetry is 
unreliable, because it lacks textuality and, consequently, literary form. Indeed, it is the 
very formlessness (from Laȝamon’s perspective) of oral poetry that makes it unsuitable 
for conveying historical truth. Small wonder, then, that he would compose a poem as 
formally complex as the Brut. 
Moreover, Laȝamon often uses the verse chronicle form to gesture towards other 
literary forms: his extended similes resemble epic similes common in texts such as the 
Aeneid, for example. And just as in Geoffrey’s Historia, such gestures subtly influence 
audiences’ interpretations of history: Laȝamon’s extended similes evoke epic especially 
during the early parts of Arthur’s reign, contributing to his portrayal of Arthur as an epic 
hero.281 Yet by comparing Arthur to heroes like Aeneas, Laȝamon also quietly highlights 
the ways in which Arthur is nothing like Aeneas: after all, Arthur accomplishes no lasting 
triumphs; and rather than founding a new dynasty that survives for centuries, his marriage 
produces no children, and he eventually suffers a humiliating downfall thanks to his 
unfaithful wife and treacherous nephew-cum-heir. Like Geoffrey’s Historia, Laȝamon’s 
Brut glances at other literary genres to present its own interpretations of history.  
                                                             
280 This is of course a reference to the classic study by Michael T. Clanchy, From Memory to Written 
Record: England, 1066-1307, 3rd ed. (Chichester; Malden: John Wiley & Sons, 2013). 
281 H.S. Davies noted that these similes appear only at the end of the poem, and that they cluster around the 
Battle of Bath, in the early part of Arthur’s reign (“Laȝamon’s Similes,” Review of English Studies 11, no. 
42 [1960]: 129-42). He argued that this was a sign of Laȝamon’s use of an unknown English source, though 
Le Saux has since disproved that argument (Poem and Its Sources, 206-11). Davies’s article is still useful 
for its discussion of the location and dramatic effect of these similes; see also his table of the distribution of 
similes in the Brut (130).  
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Again, like the Historia, the Brut also contains examples of chronological 
discontinuities. On several occasions, Laȝamon interrupts his otherwise chronological 
narrative to provide place-name histories that offer parallel histories of Britain. For 
example, he incorporates a long history of the name of London in the middle of his 
narrative about the city’s foundation in lines 1012-36. Brutus first calls the town “Troy þe 
Newe” (line 1017) to remind his people of his origins; the people rename it “Trinouant” 
(line 1020); King Lud renames the town after himself, ordering his people to call it 
“Kaerlud” (line 1026); with the passage of time, the people rename the town “Lundin” 
(line 1028); then the English arrive and call it “Lundene” (line 1029); after their conquest 
of England, the French call it “Lundres” (line 1031).  
This place-name history embodies both continuity and discontinuity: London 
receives several new names, but each new name contains a verbal echo of its antecedent. 
Moreover, London’s place-name history ruptures the text’s chronology by fast-
forwarding the reader into the present, reassuring the reader that the city will endure, and 
that each name will therefore endure as well (at least in some fashion).282 The Brut itself 
performs that function, preserving each name for posterity.  
Like Geoffrey, Laȝamon uses chronological discontinuity as an opportunity for 
commentary. In a somewhat surprising move, Laȝamon attributes linguistic change not to 
conquest alone, as we may have expected, but also to the unwillingness of average 
citizens to remember the past. Although linguistic conquest is an important part of the 
Brut, here Laȝamon reminds his readers that they too are responsible for preserving the 
                                                             
282 Cf. Joanna Bellis, “Mapping the National Narrative: Place-name Etymology in Laȝamon’s Brut,” in 
Reading Laȝamon’s Brut: Approaches and Explorations, ed. Rosamund Allen, Jane Roberts, and Carole 
Weinberg (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi B.V., 2013), 341-42; and Cannon, Grounds, 50-81. 
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past in their everyday linguistic choices. This passage, located strategically near the 
beginning of the Brut, reminds readers that only concerted effort can produce continuity; 
should readers desire to preserve their past, they must actively strive to keep it alive. 
Laȝamon’s Brut is, of course, the product of his own labor towards that end. Like 
Geoffrey, he has done the literary work of creating continuity between the past and the 
present. Yet as his text also reminds us, the past and present are never perfectly aligned: 
the name of London has still changed, and will certainly change again.  
In sum, Laȝamon’s verse chronicle, Brut, functions much like Geoffrey’s prose 
regnal history, Historia. Both are continuous histories; both link historiographical theory 
to historical form; and both align stylistic and structural discontinuities with political 
discontinuities, to create political arguments. But Laȝamon’s decision to write in poetry 
imbues his text with new cultural affordances, especially in the longer context of English 
literary history, in which poetry was considered an elevated form of cultural production. 
By writing in poetry, Laȝamon registers the heritage of Old English heroic poetry, and 
passes on its high status to his own work. But he also improves on traditional Old English 
poetry, by concretizing its orality with a complex mixture of meter, rhyme, and diction. 
In this way, he ensures that heroic poetry can serve as a suitable vehicle for narrating 
history. Once again, Laȝamon’s Brut highlights the ways in which the unique literary 
history of Middle English adds to its ability to create unique historical arguments. 
Ultimately, Laȝamon uses the verse chronicle form to explore the new possibilities and 
new historical interpretations afforded by writing in Middle English poetry. 
 
IV. Poetry as History in Robert Mannyng’s Chronicle 
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 Robert Mannyng’s Chronicle, a translation of Wace’s Roman de Brut and the 
later books of Peter Langtoft’s Chronicle, was completed in 1338, over a century after 
Laȝamon’s Brut.283 Mannyng’s Chronicle represents perhaps the apex of Middle English 
theorizations of the relationship between poetry and history, making his text a helpful 
place to turn next. In his prologue, extant in only one manuscript, Mannyng gives a long 
justification for writing his Chronicle: he writes “not for þe lerid bot for þe lewed, / ffor 
þo þat in þis land won / þat þe Latyn no Frankys con” (“not for the learned but for the 
unlearned, / for those who dwell in this land / that do not know Latin or English,” lines 
I.6-8).284 Mannyng’s “lewed” (“unlearned”) are further defined as “simple men / þat 
strange Inglis can not ken” (lines I.77-78). This audience he contrasts with “disours” 
(“minstrels,” line I.75), “seggers” (“storytellers,” line I.76), or “harpours” (“harpers,” line 
I.76), for whom he “mad noght” (“made nothing,” line I.75). Mannyng has not written his 
text to be a performance text for professional entertainers. Instead, his intended audience 
is the general public, who have an interest in or need for historical information, and 
therefore require a practical text. Mannyng’s Chronicle aspires to meet that need, “ffor 
many it ere þat strange Inglis / in ryme wate neuer what it is. / And bot þai wist what it 
mente, / ellis me thoght it were alle schente” (“for there are many who do not understand 
/ strange English in rhyme, / and if they do not understand what it means, / I think all that 
effort wasted,” lines I.79-82).  
                                                             
283 The specific date is provided by the colophon.  
284 All translations of Mannyng’s work are mine throughout this chapter. 
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Mannyng’s utilitarian approach to writing is hardly uncommon in the Middle 
Ages, but in the next lines, Mannyng departs from common practice by listing specific 
poetic forms that impede readers’ understanding of a text:  
 If it were made in ryme couwee,  
or in strangere or enterlace,  
þat rede Inglis it ere inowe  
þat couthe not haf coppled a kowe;  
þat outhere in couwee or in baston,  
som suld haf ben fordon, 
so þat fele men þat it herde  
suld not witte howe þat it ferde.  
I see in song, in sedgeyng tale  
of Erceldoun & of Kendale:  
Non þam says as þai þam wroght,  
& in þer sayng it semes noght.  
Þat may þou here in sir Tristrem,  
ouer gestes it has þe steem  
ouer alle þat is or was,  
if men it sayd as made Thomas.  
Bot I here it no man so say  
þat of som copple, som is away.  
So þare fayre sayng here beforn  
is þare trauayle nere forlorn;  
þai sayd it for pride & nobleye  
þat non were suylk as þei,  
and alle þat þai wild ouerwhere,  
alle þat ilk wille now forfare. (lines I.85-108)285 
 
Mannyng’s insistence on the need for history to be preserved in writing is not particularly 
noteworthy in itself, but his reasoning is unique among his contemporaries.286 For 
                                                             
285 “If it were made in tail-rhyme, / or in an unusual meter or elaborate rhyme scheme, / there are many who 
read English / that could not have coupled a rhyme; / some other lines in tail-rhyme or alliterative verse / 
would have been lost, / so that many men who heard the poem / would not know how it fared [i.e. what was 
happening in the poem]. / I see [this happen] in song, in oral tales / of Erceldoun and of Kendale: / No one 
speaks these tales as they [the authors] made them, / and in oral performance they seem worthless. / You 
can hear this in Sir Tristrem, / [which] is of higher quality than all other romances, / all that are or were, / 
so long as men perform it as Thomas wrote it. / But I hear no man perform it in this way, / so that some part 
of a couplet is always missing. / So their fair speech of before / is labor that is nearly entirely lost; / they 
composed [these rhymes] for pride and nobility, / so that none were such as they, / and all that they wanted 
everywhere, / all that language is now totally destroyed.” 
286 Cf. Henry of Huntingdon’s assertion that knowledge of history “distinguishes rational creatures from 
brutes” (“distinguat a brutis rationabiles”).  
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Mannyng, oral tales are unlikely to be recited well, even if they are oral versions of texts 
that had been written well; good writing is pointless, if it loses its quality in performance. 
Since certain poetic forms (namely, “ryme couwee,” “strangere,” “enterlace,” and 
“baston”) are less likely to be translate well from the page to oral culture, any poet whose 
work is likely to be performed publicly should avoid these forms. Given the universality 
of reading aloud in this period, one wonders whether Mannyng is suggesting that these 
forms should not be used at all.  
But what are these forms? What makes them poor choices for historiography? 
Unfortunately, many of Mannyng’s terms are rare or unique in Middle English, making it 
difficult to ascertain their exact meaning, as even a quick glance at the Middle English 
Dictionary reveals.287 Joyce Coleman explains these terms as follows: “‘[r]ime couwee’ 
means ‘tail rhyme’; the associated term ‘kowe’ is the ‘tail’ itself. To ‘copple a kowe’ is to 
link up the tail rhymes… Mannyng's ‘strangere’ suggests a verse form considered 
foreign, with overtones of ‘rare,’ ‘unusual.’ ‘Enterlace’ implies an interlaced rhyme 
scheme, while ‘baston’ means ‘stanza,’ a calque translation for ‘stave’ or ‘staff.’”288 
Mannyng’s concern with all these different forms and practices is the same: if, when 
performed, “of som copple, som is away” (“some part of a couplet is always missing”), 
the form of text will be incomplete.  
There are several reasons why Mannyng believes damaged forms are problematic. 
One obvious reason is that an incomplete text means an incomplete or erroneous history. 
                                                             
287 See Joyce Coleman, “Strange Rhyme: Prosody and Nationhood in Robert Mannyng’s Story of England,” 
Speculum 78, no. 4 (2003): 1219. Cf. Purdie, Anglicising Romance, 2-3 n. 8. 
288 Coleman, “Strange Rhyme,” 1219. 
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This concern appears elsewhere in the prologue, when Mannyng explains the challenges 
that unfamiliar names pose to historians: 
 And men besought me many a tyme  
to turne [a history of Britain] bot in light ryme;  
þai sayd if I in strange it turne,  
to here it manyon suld skurne,  
ffor it ere names fulle selcouth  
þat ere not vsed now in mouth. (lines I.117-22)289 
 
For Mannyng, combining difficult prosody with unfamiliar names will turn away readers, 
making the work ineffective. Since history is especially characterized by “names fulle 
selcouth / þat ere not vsed now in mouth” (“unfamiliar names / that are not used now in 
our mouths”), it therefore presents a particular problem when written in verse. Verse 
chroniclers must work that much harder to ensure that his text is composed of nothing but 
“light ryme” (“light rhyme”). The form in which readers encounter history thus determine 
how (and if) it is read.  
 But this idea suggests that Mannyng’s concern about missing couplets stretches 
beyond his concerns about the loss of historical information. For if form determines how 
history is read, form also determines how history is interpreted. Losing half of a couplet 
alters historiographical form, and thus alters the audience’s interpretation of the text. 
Mannyng thus recognizes what William of Malmesbury, Geoffrey of Monmouth, Henry 
of Huntingdon, and Laȝamon have already shown us: that historiographical form shapes 
historiographical meaning. But he takes this recognition further, by arguing that certain 
kinds of forms are only appropriate for certain kinds of texts. In this way, Mannyng is the 
                                                             
289 “And men beseeched me many times / to translate [a history of Britain], but in light rhyme; / they said 
that if I translated it into an unusual verse form, / many people would be contemptuous of it, / for within 
[history] are very unfamiliar names / that are not used now in our mouths.” 
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first of our historians to argue for associating form with genre. Earlier historians had 
noted that certain genres of history (and of literature more generally) were more likely to 
be written in certain styles or organized according to certain structures. In contrast, 
Mannyng says that certain genres should be written using styles and structures that take 
into account their subject matter and the ways in which audiences are likely to encounter 
them. From a rhetorical standpoint, this may not be a particularly new insight; but from 
the standpoint of historiographical tradition, Mannyng’s attitude marks a significant shift 
in how historians think about the forms of their texts.  
What forms does Mannyng deem acceptable for writing history? Obviously, as 
the verse form of the Chronicle implies, poetry is among the forms permissible for 
historiography. In particular, and like other historians, Mannyng suggests the use of 
simple rather than “quante Inglis” (“elaborate English,” line I.109). Part of this 
recommendation comes from his deployment of the humility topos (“my witte was oure 
thynne, / so strange speche to trauayle in. / And forsoth I couth nought, / so strange Inglis 
as þai wroght” [“my wit was too little, / to labor in such unfamiliar speech. / And truly I 
was not able to understand / English as strange as they made,” lines I.113-16]), in which 
he asserts his lack of skill. These comments could be found in the works of countless 
other historians, making it difficult to ascertain the extent to which these comments are 
simply the product of the topos or an indication of Mannyng’s thinking. 
But Mannyng’s use of the word “quante” suggests that the latter is more likely. 
“Quante” is a key word throughout the Chronicle. He uses it to describe cunning plans 
formulated by traitors and wise counsellors alike, as well as speeches and other kinds of 
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overtly complex language.290 Like rhetoric more broadly, in the Chronicle “quante 
Inglis” can be used for virtuous or nefarious purposes, and Mannyng’s use of the term to 
describe both kinds of actions and language has the effect of encouraging readers to 
reflect on the morality of the speaker.291 In this sense, it contributes to Mannyng’s larger 
historiographical project, by participating in historical action, while developing moral 
themes like the importance of honesty and the need for kings to have good advisors. But 
“quante” can also be a neutral adjective describing clever or complicated language.292 For 
Mannyng, “quante Inglis” can therefore be good or bad, or simply descriptive – but that 
is the very problem. Its ambiguities make it difficult for historians to ensure that 
audiences emerge from their texts with the right interpretation. Mannyng would likely 
agree with Jean le Bel’s belief, quoted earlier, that form can impede history. However, it 
is not poetic form in general, but rather the type of poetic form, which poses a problem 
for Mannyng.293  
In addition to argue against writing history in “ryme couwee,” “strangere,” 
“enterlace,” and “baston,” Mannyng also seems to take umbrage with history written in 
“strange Inglis” (lines I.78, I.79, I.116), which we might translate as “foreign English” or 
“unfamiliar English.” For Mannyng, non-Middle English poetic forms make it difficult 
for the audience to understand the text. In this way, Mannyng makes a case for keeping 
                                                             
290 For a full range of definitions, see Middle English Dictionary, s.v. “queint(e (adj.).”  
291 The description of the death of Llywelyn ap Gruffudd provides a good example of the nuances of this 
word and its cognates. After the English fail to derive a successful “quayntise” (line II.5811) in battle, and 
they are soundly defeated, Llywelyn was ambushed by a group of English knights hiding “quayntly” (line 
I.5830). In the earlier passage, “quayntise” is desirable, but in the latter, it is portrayed as cowardly and 
unchivalric.  
292 See lines II.5913-24, in which Edward I writes a letter “enselid fulle quaynt” (“sealed [i.e. authenticated] 
very intricately,” line II.5920) to Rhys ap Maredudd, imploring him not to revolt.  
293 Cf. above on reading Jean le Bel’s comments in a similar way, rather than following modern scholars 
who read le Bel’s comments as an indictment of poetry. 
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within preexisting linguistic and historiographical traditions, rather than seeking new 
models that might pose challenges for readers. It is worth pointing out that this is not a 
nationalistic claim. Mannyng simply believes historiography is an emphatically 
conservative genre. Unlike William of Malmesbury, Mannyng does not see his work as 
an opportunity for creating a new historiographical tradition in the image of specific 
writers; he sees in historiography the opportunity for continuing and even reinforcing 
Middle English as it stands in his day.294 
Now that we have a better understanding of why Mannyng proscribes specific 
forms, we are likely to wonder why Mannyng recommends others. For the most part, 
Mannyng simply offers his Chronicle as a model, rather than arguing in favor of specific 
forms for specific reasons. As I noted earlier, Mannyng’s Chronicle is primarily a 
translation into Middle English of two Anglo-Norman French histories: (1) Wace’s 
Roman de Brut; and (2) a verse Chronicle by Peter Langtoft, which continues Geoffrey’s 
narrative up to the year 1307. For these two parts of his Chronicle, Mannyng uses two 
different verse forms. As he translates Wace’s chronicle of British history, Mannyng uses 
octosyllabic couplets, which have four stressed syllables, linked with a rhyming couplet 
at the end of the line. Wace’s Roman de Brut uses this meter, as does Mannyng in 
Handlyng Synne, his only other known work.295 This emulation of Wace’s Anglo-
Norman French meter may seem to go against Mannyng’s arguments against “strange 
Inglis” at first glance. After all, octosyllabic couplets were first developed by writers of 
                                                             
294 Of course, Mannyng’s definition of ‘Middle English literary tradition’ would be different from other 
writers’. But in this passage, Mannyng seems to refer to some general recognition what constitutes 
‘English’ and what constitutes ‘foreign’ historiography. On William of Malmesbury’s attempts to build a 
new tradition based on Bede rather than Aldhelm, see chapter 1.  
295 Sullens, introduction, 54.  
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Old French, but by Mannyng’s day, octosyllabic couplets had become one of the most 
common meters in Middle English.296 Regardless of how much Mannyng knew about the 
development of Middle English meter, he would be justified in seeing octosyllabic 
couplets as “Inglis” rather than “strange,” since they – unlike other “strange” forms – 
would be so familiar to an English audience that they would not hinder their 
understanding of the text.  
 For part II, Mannyng writes not using octosyllabic couplets, but rather, “a longer 
line of varying stresses (usually five or six) rimed in couplets.”297 This shift coincides 
with his use of a new source, Langtoft’s Chronicle. Idelle Sullens, Mannyng’s most 
recent editor, views this metrical shift as the result of this change of sources. She suggests 
that Mannyng tries to emulate Langtoft’s meter, just as he had emulated Wace’s meter 
when translating part I, but that these attempts enjoy varying degrees of success. Wace’s 
octosyllabic couplets had not been difficult for him to translate, due to the ease of writing 
this meter in Middle English and his own familiarity with octosyllabic couplets from his 
work on Handlyng Synne. In contrast, Sullens says, Langtoft’s poetry presents some 
difficulties for Mannyng. Langtoft had used alexandrine lines grouped in the archaic 
laisses of Old French chansons de geste, but this meter is difficult to replicate in English. 
Mannyng’s longer lines are an attempt at representing this form in Middle English.298  
                                                             
296 Sullens, introduction, 54.  
297 Sullens, introduction, 62. 
298 Sullens, introduction, 61-64. See also Coleman, “Strange Rhyme,” 1234-35. Sullens’s discussion of the 
practical reasons behind the change in meter here seems to contradict her earlier comment that Mannyng 
changed meters to “suggest” Langtoft’s style; if Mannyng is trying to “suggest” Langtoft’s style it would 
seem that he had reasons beyond mere practicality to do so (introduction, 29). On this shift, see also 
Summerfield, The Matter of Kings’ Lives: The Design of Past and Present in the Early Fourteenth-Century 
Verse Chronicles by Pierre de Langtoft and Robert Mannyng (Amsterdam and Atlanta: Rodopi, 1998), 
151-52.  
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Readers of Mannyng’s Chronicle cannot fail to notice the metrical shift between 
parts I and II. This change is even clearer in manuscripts: the long lines of part II are too 
long for the two-column format used for part I, forcing the Chronicle’s scribes to use one 
column instead of two.299 Given the conspicuousness of this metrical shift, and 
Mannyng’s concerted attempts to maintain it, even though octosyllabic couplets are 
easier for him, I would argue that the metrical shift accomplishes more than just poetic 
emulation. It periodizes English history into two periods: the British period, when Britons 
had sovereignty over Britain; and the English period, when the Britons lose their name, 
and the Anglo-Saxons and then the Anglo-Normans gain sovereignty over the island. 
Mannyng even hints at the importance of this bifold division of his work in his prologue, 
when he notes that he has decided to use Wace, not Langtoft, as his source for the “þe 
Brute” (“the Brut [the term for British history],” line I.58), because “Pers ouerhippis 
many tymes” (“Peter [Langtoft] skips over many times,” line I.64).300 Mannyng therefore 
relates the two-part structure and two-part meter (and therefore two-part form) of his 
Chronicle to his desire to present a fuller picture of history than Langtoft had provided.  
Importantly, this formal variation from octosyllabic couplets to long lines also 
aligns with a political discontinuity – namely, the moment when sovereignty shifts from 
the Britons to the English. Wace, we will remember, translates Geoffrey of Monmouth’s 
Historia, which concludes with the death of the last king of Wales, at which point the 
                                                             
299 Summerfield, Matter, 151-52.  
300 See Sullens, introduction, 52-53. Mannyng was not the first to notice that Langtoft had heavily 
abbreviated Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae. The scribe of one of the Langtoft 
manuscripts, London, British Library Royal MS 20. A. XI [B], makes a similar comment, and Mannyng 
seems to either have used this manuscript or a closely related one as his source for Langtoft’s Chronicle. 
He simply took this scribe’s comment one step further, opting to improve on Langtoft’s Chronicle by 
actually replacing his version of Galfridian history with Wace’s more complete narrative. 
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Anglo-Saxon kings achieve full sovereignty over the island. By replacing the beginning 
of Langtoft’s Chronicle with Wace’s Roman de Brut, and then by changing meters at this 
moment, Mannyng creates a formal variation alongside the political discontinuity. Thus, 
although it has been suggested that “the whole work lacks unity” because of this formal 
discontinuity, I would suggest that the lack of unity is the whole point, for it transforms 
the Chronicle into a continuous history.301  
In this way, Mannyng offers these two meters as examples of acceptable poetic 
forms for writing history. But he also argues that different Middle English poetic forms 
can be used to create formal variations, just like the formal variations we have already 
seen in other works. Moreover, just as formal variations create opportunities for 
discussing historiographical tradition in other continuous histories, Mannyng uses this 
formal and political discontinuity to show how competing historical sources can offer 
competing versions of history.  
For example, Mannyng marks this shift from octosyllabic couplets to rhyming 
long lines by focusing not on Wace, not on Langtoft, but on Bede. At the end of part I, 
while still writing in octosyllabic couplets, Mannyng reminds his readers that he will start 
to rely on Langtoft rather than Wace at the beginning of part II (lines II.15910-34). He 
praises Langtoft highly, but nevertheless he notes that one of the reasons why Langtoft is 
a good source is because Langtoft turns first to Bede when trying to write his history 
(lines II.15935-40). Then, when he finally starts writing in his alliterative long lines, he 
writes,  
[I]n saynt Bede bokes writen er stories olde,     
                                                             
301 M. Dominica Legge, Anglo-Norman Literature and Its Background (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), 
279. 
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sex hundreth & four score & nien ȝere mo er tolde     
sen þat Ihesu criste of Marie was born, 
& þe Kyng Cadwaldre þis lond had alle lorn. (lines II.1-4)302  
 
Mannyng foregrounds Bede over every other historian in the very first line. Note too the 
prevalence of alliteration in this passage. Alliteration is common throughout the 
Chronicle, but it only rarely occurs in this kind of sustained grouping. I would suggest 
that Mannyng’s use of alliteration here is intended to invoke Old English poetry, in which 
alliteration is a primary metrical structure. Invoking the Anglo-Saxon past here adds to 
the cumulative effect of this metrical shift: the periodization of history into ‘British’ and 
‘English’ periods, which is here accomplished by drawing a clear formal difference 
between the two. Moreover, it allows him to emphasize the Englishness, rather than the 
Anglo-Norman Frenchness, of his text. But his text is explicitly a translation of Anglo-
Norman French, a fact of which he had reminded his readers only a few lines earlier. In 
this passage, Mannyng thus uses Bede to interrupt the progression from Wace to 
Langtoft, thereby rupturing his portrayal of his sources. In this way, the formal and 
political discontinuity of these lines transforms into a historiographical discontinuity – 
that is, a discontinuity in his portrayal of his work’s textual lineage.  
 A similarly disruptive attitude towards historiographical tradition can be 
discerned through the Chronicle. Lesley Johnson has noted Mannyng’s unclear portrayal 
of his sources, arguing that Mannyng’s sources “cannot be represented in terms of a 
straightforward pattern of textual filiation,” and that Mannyng was aware of the different 
literary traditions in France and England around Arthur.303 Mannyng’s prologue even 
                                                             
302 “In Saint Bede’s books are written old stories. / Six hundred, four score, & nine years more, it is said / 
After Jesus Christ was born of Mary, / And King Cadwaladr had lost all this land.” 
303 Johnson, “Mannyng,” 131; 144-45.  
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offers two similar but separate summaries of his literary heritage (lines I.55-74 and I.142-
98); he adds further nuance to these summaries by citing works that he does not actually 
use, and by presenting sources like Bede and Henry of Huntingdon as crucial to his 
understanding of history in parts I and II, even though they did not even merit a mention 
in the prologue.304 Unlike other historians, who explicitly trace the development of the 
historiographical tradition in which they want their work to participate, Mannyng seems 
focused on complicating, rather than clarifying, his own work’s relationship with the field 
of English historiography. 
This is true of his attitude towards historical sources more generally. He was 
uncomfortable with his source for the life of Edward the Confessor, because its 
description of Edward’s actions did not seem to make logical sense (lines II.1594-1625). 
Elsewhere, he explains that he cannot know the proper tale of Havelok because none of 
his learned sources tell the story (lines II.527-28). Lastly, his discussion of Gurmund and 
the passage of dominion is complicated by multiple, contradictory accounts: romances 
offer different explanations than the histories do, and even the histories by luminaries like 
Gildas and Wace have to be reconciled with each other as well (lines II.14107-228). 
Whether he is proscribing certain verse forms or reflecting on his sources’ lack of 
information, Mannyng seems to be torn between his desire for, and his discomfort with, 
the textuality of historiography.   
Of course, problems with historiographical tradition can be valuable for 
historians. Gaps in our knowledge of the past create opportunities for new histories that 
                                                             
304 On Mannyng’s citation of Dares Phrygius, see Elmer Bagby Atwood, “Robert Mannyng’s Version of 
the Troy Story,” Texas Studies in English 18 (1938): 5-13.  
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can fill them. Historians like Mannyng rely on the tension hovering over historical 
sources to justify their own works, by saying that their histories will resolve that 
tension.305 For this reason, it can be in the interest of writers like Mannyng to highlight 
(or create the impression of) discontinuities in their historiographical tradition, to show 
how their works are helping to create a new narrative that overcomes those ruptures.306 
By including alternate histories, like the Engle and Scardyng etiology that contradicts the 
narrative of how the Anglo-Saxons gained sovereignty, the historian is able to make 
visible this historiographical imperative and his labor in fulfilling it. In other words, 
rupture is productive. We have already seen, time and again, how this is true in 
continuous histories in particular.  
But Mannyng seems more troubled than excited by the ruptures in 
historiographical tradition. Discontinuities can be destabilizing: after Mannyng has 
forefronted the contradictory narratives provided by historical texts, readers may feel less 
confident, for example, in the “þe cronykles þat were in Scotland, / þe olde chartres & 
titles þat wer in abbays hand” (“the chronicles that were in Scotland, / the old charters 
and titles that were in the abbeys’ hand,” lines II.5999-6000) that Edward I assembles to 
prove his authority over Scotland (lines II.5997-6008). Regardless of their “dignite” 
(“dignity”) and “olde ancestrie” (“old ancestry,” lines II.6002), we can never be 
                                                             
305 Of course, histories can never do this completely, making it perpetually necessary for new texts to be 
written, in an attempt to supplement older ones. Nyffennegger sees this as an act of territorial aggression, 
but I view it as a reflection on the nature of history itself. Though this argument is part of her monograph 
Authorising History, it is most succinctly stated in “Gestures of Authorship in Medieval English 
Historiography: the Case of Robert Mannyng of Brunne,” in Medieval and Early Modern Authorship, ed. 
Guillemette Bolens and Lukas Erne, SPELL: Swiss Papers in English Language and Literature, 25 
(Tübingen: Narr Verlag, 2011), 265-76. 
306 Fisher, “Genealogy Written,” 139-40. Fisher notes that “It is precisely the gaps in insular genealogy that 
enable the construction of a political imagination encompassing the entire island, extending across its 
history of conquest and failed royal lines” (“Genealogy Written,” 140).  
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completely certain of their veracity. How then can we be certain of Edward I’s claims to 
the overlordship of Scotland? In general, chroniclers attempt to strike the right balance 
between discontinuity and continuity, between tension and resolution – too much 
discontinuity and tension would result in the narrative collapsing on itself, and too much 
continuity and resolution would remove the possibility for readers to learn by interpreting 
history. In continuous histories, form emerges as a primary way of striking this balance.  
But just as Mannyng presents a clear historiographical tradition in his prologue, 
and then proceeds to undermine it at every turn, so too do his protestations against “ryme 
couwee,” “enterlace,” and other poetic forms fall by the wayside when he uses these very 
forms in his work. As Coleman notes, “When Mannyng categorically disavowed prosodic 
complexity in his prologue (written… after the rest of the chronicle), he knew very well 
that he himself had attempted every variety of proscribed composition in his list.”307 
Coleman argues that these poetic variations are signs of his hidden pro-Scottish 
sentiments.308 However, I would suggest that Mannyng uses these proscribed formal 
variations to create different degrees of discontinuity. Each of these forms appears in 
complicated ways in the Chronicle. Creating degrees of discontinuity allows him to add 
nuance to the political arguments that emerge from his formal discontinuities, while 
simultaneously complicating continuous history’s method of aligning political and formal 
discontinuity. In this way, Mannyng is able to use formal variation to reflect further on 
the opportunities and dangers of historiographical form.  
                                                             
307 Coleman, “Strange Rhyme,” 1234. 
308 Coleman, “Strange Rhyme,” 1234-38. 
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The Middle English Dictionary defines “bastoun,” as “Verse, stanza; ?alliterative 
verse,” and notes only three attestations; Mannyng’s Chronicle provides the justification 
for the suggestion that it refers to alliterative verse.309 We have already seen how 
Mannyng uses alliteration to invoke the Anglo-Saxon poetic tradition when it contributes 
to his ability to rupture his treatment of the past and of historical writing more generally, 
because alliterative verse is a form that can be easily historicized to the Anglo-Saxon 
period. In this way, it creates a degree of discontinuity by substituting actual Old English 
poetry with a modern rendition of it. We have already seen this at work in Laȝamon’s 
Brut. But Mannyng also recognizes that such verse risks being so archaic as to impede 
readers’ comprehension. In this way, “baston”’s dual temporality can result in the 
accidental conflation of the Old English past and its Middle English remnant. This 
proscribed form thus nuances narrative progression by complicating the periodization 
(and hence the structure) of the historiographical text.  
Form also complicates periodization in Mannyng’s use of the proscribed 
“enterlace” form. Strictly speaking, we are not certain what this word means; Mannyng’s 
Chronicle provides its only attestation, and the Middle English Dictionary defines it as 
“Intricate, elaborate (rimes.)”310 But I would suggest that Mannyng’s own Chronicle 
provides an example of what such rhymes might look like. Around one thousand lines 
into part II, Mannyng begins to change the rhyme scheme of his poetic form by beginning 
to rhyme his couplets in the middle of the line as well as the end.311 This rhyming word in 
                                                             
309 Middle English Dictionary, s.v. “bastǒun (n.).”  
310 Middle English Dictionary, s.v. “enterlācē (adj.).”  
311 Sullens, introduction, 62. This description is based on the assumption the manuscript evidence for 
Mannyng’s authorship of these rhymes is accurate. If scribes had been attempting to eliminate Mannyng’s 
internal rhyme, then it is possible that this shift was originally more abrupt, or that the entirety of part II 
originally contained internal rhyme. Like other scholars, though, I will assume that the text as it stands 
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the middle of the line has no relationship to the caesura, and sometimes “the effect is 
simply to produce eye-rime, even when the spelling is obviously distorted; the sense of 
the rime word is also sometimes irrelevant to the meaning of the rest of the line.”312 The 
addition of this rhyme is gradual, until it becomes permanent. As Summerfield helpfully 
summarizes,  
Occasionally – seemingly almost by accident – the long lines in the gesta 
anglorum display internal rhyme… In the account of events leading up to the 
Norman Conquest this becomes more frequent…, until from the middle of 
Harold’s speech to William onwards, internal rhyme is used consistently up to the 
end of the work. The lines develop into two halves with three stresses each; 
couplets rhyme on the end-word of the line and on the syllable before the 
caesura…The change of metre does not occur at a significant point in the story. 
There is no change of hand [in the manuscript]. Why the change should have been 
made, is not clear.313 
 
I would suggest, however, that the change of meter occurs at a highly significant part of 
the story – the part when Harold essentially hands the crown over to William the 
Conqueror.  
The permanent switch to the new meter occurs just when Harald pledges to help 
William take the throne after Edward the Confessor, in exchange for a marriage alliance 
with William’s daughter, and William’s aid in freeing his captive brother and nephew:  
“Harald, whan þou ses tyme, do þi help þerto; 
I salle delyuer þ broþer & þi neuow also, 
& Marie, my douhter, to wife I will þe gyue. 
A man I salle þe make richely forto lyue, 
or my chefe iustise, þe lawes to mend & right. 
                                                             
more or less preserves the rhyme patterns as Mannyng had intended. On the unreliability of the manuscript 
preserving this version of the text, see Sullens, introduction, 35. Note that Laȝamon’s meter (in Caligula) 
also changed during the course of his narrative, a shift attributed to increasing individualization of his 
poetic form (Kooper, “Development,” 122-23 and “Prosody,” 435). Though I will not pursue this point 
further here, I will note that this second poetic form does seem to be more individualized than his 
octosyllabic couplets. 
312 Sullens, introduction, 62. 
313 Summerfield, Matter, 152. On the supposed insignificance of this moment, see also Coleman, “Strange 
Rhyme,” 1235. 
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Þi sistere I salle gyue a riche prince of myght.” 
“Sire,” said Harald, “I salle, if þat I may, 
help þe þe coroun to hald & euer I se þat day. 
My broþer delyuer þou me, my neuow þou me grante, 
& hold þi certeynte & salle hold couenante.” (emphasis mine, II.1696-1705)314  
 
As my bolding of the rhyming pairs shows, Mannyng chooses to make internal rhyme a 
permanent addition to his poetry when Harald agrees to this deal. We might have 
expected this formal variation to become permanent in a passage such as Mannyng’s 
description of the outcome of the Battle of Hastings in lines II.1756-63, in which 
Mannyng includes his well-known complaint that “Our freedom þat day for euer toke þe 
leue; / for Harald it went away, his falshed did vs greue” (lines II.1762-63). Instead, 
Mannyng has located permanent formal discontinuity at the moment he identifies as 
changing the course of English history.  
This decision allows him to make several points. First, he implies that English 
sovereignty is lost not on the battlefield, but in a backroom deal made by Harold and 
William. As a result, he can argue for the continuing military prowess of the English, a 
particularly salient point in the context of English wars with France and Scotland during 
the fourteenth century. From Mannyng’s perspective, the Battle of Hastings was lost 
before any of the combatants ever took the field, and so the English cannot be held truly 
responsible for their defeat. Second, this secret deal allows Mannyng to insert moral 
commentary about the importance of keeping sacred oaths, for both political as well as 
religious reasons. This is a recurring theme in the Chronicle.  
                                                             
314 “Harold, when you see an opportunity, help me in this cause; / I shall deliver your brother and your 
nephew to you, / And Marie, my daughter, I will give you as a wife. / I will make you a very rich man, / Or 
my Chief Justice, to mend and correct the laws. / Your sister I will give to a rich and powerful prince.” / 
“Sire,” Harold said, “I shall, if I can, / Help you to acquire the crown if ever I see that day. / Deliver my 
brother to me, give me my nephew, / And keep your pledge, and I shall hold to the agreement.” 
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Finally, the gradual shift in meter leading up to this passage creates a broader 
commentary on the nature of historical discontinuity. The additional internal rhyme that 
Mannyng adds in the middle of the line is noticeable, but it is less noticeable than his 
earlier switch from octosyllabic couplets to rhyming long lines. In other words, the 
formal variation that describes the conquest of the English is less jarring than the formal 
variation that describes the conquest of the Britons. As a result, in Mannyng’s Chronicle, 
the conquest of the English reads as less total, less severe, than the conquest of the 
Britons. In the shift from one variety of the long line to another, we can see an insistence 
that the culture of Anglo-Saxon England continues into the present day, in a way that 
British—that is, Welsh—culture does not.  
I would further suggest that the irregular addition of internal rhyme, and its newly 
permanent status with Harald’s deal, complements Mannyng’s ambiguous portrayal of 
the discontinuity presented by the Norman Conquest. For Mannyng, none of the key 
figures are blameless, but none are entirely wrong either. Throughout the Chronicle, the 
justifications for land rights are very unclear, and sovereignty over England is no 
different. In the case of 1066, Mannyng’s source says that Edward the Confessor “forgate 
William” (“forgot William,” line II.1595) when naming Harald his heir; but Mannyng 
believes that his source is wrong (line II.1594) – it is inconceivable that St Edward the 
Confessor would do such a thing. Mannyng eventually (and rather unsatisfactorily) 
ascribes his forgetfulness to God’s will (line II.1597).  Mannyng creates further 
vague links between religion and conquest: Edward’s prayers that God might stop the 
coming griefs were in vain (lines II.1608-13); and ironically, Edward dies “þe soner for 
þo affrayes” (“the sooner for his fears,” line II.1622). Mannyng continues,  
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After Saynt Edward, Harald kyng þei ches 
þorgh conseile of þam alle, & he þe scheld les. 
In right & in lawe, þe barons held him trewe,  
neuerles his falshed brouht vs sorowe alle newe. (lines II.1626-29)315  
 
These lines demonstrate the problems that can occur when an individual’s dishonesty 
leads others astray; the barons genuinely think that Harald is being honest, but all 
England suffers because he was not. As Douglas Moffat points out, Harald becomes the 
“scapegoat” for the Conquest in the Chronicle.316 His flawed morality has political 
consequences for his whole people. 
But as much as Mannyng blames Harald for the Conquest, he also puts him at the 
center of other debates about inheritance and conquest. In fact, he and William debate 
these very issues in an extensive letter correspondence, suggesting that it is indeed 
possible to defend Harald’s claim (lines II.1667-1723). It is in the middle of this 
exchange that Mannyng permanently incorporates internal rhyme into his poetry. 
Furthermore, Harald’s defeat of the king of Norway in battle also offers a possible 
justification for his right to rule – though the text is unclear about whether that right is 
over Norway or England (lines II.1724-25). Finally, the severity of Harald’s “falshed 
(“falsehood”) is tempered by Mannyng’s assertion that Harald’s earlier oath to William 
“is forgeten clene” (“is forgotten clean,” line II.1709), in an echo of the earlier passage 
involving Edward the Confessor. If a saint like Edward can forget his oaths, why not 
                                                             
315 “After Saint Edward, they chose Harald as king / through counsel of them all, and he should lose it. / In 
right and in law, the barons believed him true; / nevertheless his falsehood brought us an entirely new 
sorrow.” 
316 Douglas Moffat, “Sin, Conquest, Servitude: English Self-Image in the Chronicles of the Early 
Fourteenth Century,” in The Work of Work: Servitude, Slavery, and Labor in Medieval England, ed. Allen 
J. Frantzen and Douglas Moffat (Glasgow: Cruithne Press, 1994), 162-65, quote 165. 
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Harald? Is Harald’s sin truly a sin? Does anointing and coronation make a king, or does 
an abstract concept of justice? What role do the nobility play in these decisions?  
It would seem, then, that Mannyng does actually present a rather nuanced picture 
of the events leading up to the Conquest. Although he explicitly blames Harald for the 
arrival of the Normans, he also uses Harald to debate the rights of various claimants to 
the English crown. The answer to that question is never quite clear. When Mannyng 
gradually shifts from one meter to another, it is difficult to locate the formal discontinuity 
and the political discontinuity to which it is bound. That difficulty seems purposeful in 
this part of the Chronicle. Harald is ultimately at fault, and so the permanent shift occurs 
in the oath that emerges from his mouth. But the process by which the Conquest takes 
place is as fraught as the formal discontinuity. At the same time, this extended formal 
variation still allows Mannyng to downplay Hastings in comparison with the death of 
Cadwaladr and the Britons’ loss of sovereignty.  
Mannyng’s use of the forbidden “enterlace” rhyme scheme in his Chronicle thus 
allows him to create degrees of formal and political discontinuity, which underscore his 
larger interpretation of British and English history. Historiographical forms thus have the 
capacity for representing degrees of discontinuity. But as a result, for Mannyng, they 
have the capacity for misrepresenting them. And in the case of a complicated, 
expressively textual rhyme scheme, that possibility is all the more pressing. By adopting 
such schemes, Mannyng opens himself up to the potential for readers – and hearers – to 
misunderstand his interpretation of the past. 
Mannyng also plays with forbidden rhyme schemes elsewhere in his Chronicle. In 
the Middle English Dictionary, “strangere” is a foreign or unfamiliar person, but also “an 
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unusual verse form” – again, an attestation found only in Mannyng’s Chronicle.317 I 
would suggest that just such a verse form could be associated with Mannyng’s attempts at 
emulating Langtoft’s French lais form, with long sections of end-rhymed text.318 Such a 
form would qualify as unfamiliar, foreign, and unusual. Summerfield interprets these 
passages as forms of personal amusement for Mannyng – in her words, “It is almost as if, 
having been able to think of three or four or five rhyming words, he could not resist the 
challenge to see how long the game could be kept up.”319 Yet this wordplay cannot have 
been that amusing, if it happens only very rarely in the 8358 lines he translates from 
Langtoft. Sullens views these passages as Mannyng’s attempt to imitate Langtoft’s 
archaic, epic style, but notes that Mannyng only did so sparingly because “the rime 
pattern must have become tedious and evidently interfered with the sense of the 
narrative.”320  
But here again, formal variation within the rhyme scheme allows Mannyng to 
complicate his discussion of sovereignty. Lines II.4097-114 tell a particularly 
entertaining story about Isaac of Cyprus throwing a trencher at Statin, Richard I’s 
steward. Richard of course avenges this insult in heroic fashion, winning himself 
sovereignty over Cyprus in he process; he then grants the territory to Statin. Emulating 
Langtoft’s laisses in this passage allows him to draw attention to the ways in which 
dynastic empires are established, and the political issues that emerge from such events. Is 
Cyprus under Statin’s or Richard’s authority? Does taking something make it yours? 
                                                             
317 Middle English Dictionary, s.v. “straunǧer(e (n.).”  
318 Sullens, introduction, 61.  
319 Summerfield, Matter, 152. 
320 Sullens, introduction, 61. 
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What gives you the right to take something in the first place? Does Isaac’s lack of 
hospitality really justify his being deposed?  
Similarly, in lines II.5047-52 (which also rhyme on -e with lines II.5043-44), 
Mannyng describes the complicated line of succession after Richard, in which John 
bypasses his brother Geoffrey’s son Arthur. These monorhymes are followed 
immediately by the monorhymes in lines II.5053-62 (rhyming on -oun), which explain 
that although John was anointed king “þorgh resoun” (“through reason”), he was morally 
corrupt and guilty of murdering his nephew Arthur.321 Both lines II.4097-114 and 
II.5043-62 deal with issues of sovereignty and succession; and the adjacent monorhymes 
in lines II.5043-52 and II.5053-62 reinforce the break in the succession created by John’s 
murder of Arthur. John makes himself next-in-line for the throne by killing the only 
peson who might stand in this way. Essentially, John makes genealogical continuity in 
the same way that historians do – by creating the narrative he desires. Even in a passage 
on succession, we can detect a hint of Mannyng’s unease with the process of writing 
history. “Strangere” verse thus provides an opportunity for reflecting on the arbitrariness 
and hegemony implicit in historians’ creation of sovereignty and succession rights. 
The final proscribed form, “ryme couwee,” has a similar effect. In his prologue, 
Mannyng notes that “couwee” rhyme was too complicated for oral performance, but 
when he translates Langtoft’s political songs, that is precisely the meter that he uses.322 
Like the metrical shift between parts I and II, the use of couwee did not go unnoticed by 
medieval readers: the scribe of the earlier of the two extant manuscripts (and the only 
                                                             
321 Cf. Sullens, introduction, 62. 
322 Sullens, introduction, 58-60. 
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surviving manuscript of Mannyng’s prologue) wrote “Couwe” in the margins next to 
most of these songs.323 Readers were thus able to readily recognize Mannyng’s use of this 
form.  
There is nothing to suggest that Mannyng would have seen a contradiction here 
between his comments in his prologue against tail rhyme and his occasional use of this 
form. Mannyng displays a willingness to adopt the formal variations used by his sources 
when translating these texts into his Chronicle. For example, in lines II.6049-68 he 
translates Jon Balliol’s oath (which Langtoft had copied word-for-word in Latin prose) 
into octosyllabic couplets, thus preserving Langtoft’s decision to make the oath stand out 
from the rest of the text. Similarly, the tail-rhyme meter of the political songs stands out 
in Langtoft’s and Mannyng’s texts.324 Using tail-rhyme when Langtoft uses tail-rhyme 
also allows Mannyng to imbue his text with the spiritual and didactic connotations that 
tail-rhyme had in this period.325 Nor does Mannyng disparage “couwee” or tail-rhyme; in 
fact, he seems to admire it, and he therefore uses it for his own ends when he thought his 
readers would understand and appreciate it.326  
Only once does Mannyng use “couwee” when not translating one of Langtoft’s 
songs, but as in the other examples of Mannyng’s use of proscribed forms, this passage 
                                                             
323 Cf. Sullens, introduction, 59. 
324 Summerfield points out that Mannyng emulates some of Wace’s “rhetorical flourishes” as well, in terms 
of his wording (Matter, 153). Though it is worth noting that Mannyng seems invested in preserving the 
characteristics of his source texts in his own work, I do not discuss these because they are emulations of 
phrasing rather than poetic meter or style. 
325 According to Purdie’s Anglicising Romance, tail-rhyme poetry was characteristic of spiritual and 
didactic Latin and Anglo-Norman poetry, and, only later of English romance; for a brief summary of her 
argument, see Anglicising Romance, 1-12, esp. 2-3 (on Mannyng, and its role as a ‘stand-in’ for romance in 
Chaucer’s Tale of Sir Thopas) and 5-6 (on religious and didactic resonances). If we accept Purdie’s 
argument that tail-rhyme was a uniquely English romantic development, it may even be possible to 
interpret Mannyng’s use of tail-rhyme here as a way of emphasizing these songs’ Englishness.  
326 Coleman, “Strange Rhyme,” 1216-24. 
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represents a profound unease with a possible political discontinuity. In response to the 
capture of Jon Balliol, Langtoft had included a “jubilant laisse and… equally jubilant tail-
rhyme song… celebrating the union of England and Scotland as Merlin had 
prophesied.”327 Originally, Mannyng seems to emulate Langtoft’s joy at this moment; 
before his translation of one of the political songs in lines II.6765-78, he writes, “Right as 
Merlyn spak had Edward þe kyng / Scotland als Albanak had at þe gynnyng” (“Just as 
Merlin said, Edward the King held / Scotland, as Albanak held [it] at the beginning,” 
lines II.6763-64), in a triumphant statement of Edward’s ascendancy to the throne 
established first by Brutus. Mannyng then translates another of Langtoft’s celebratory 
songs in lines II.6813-26.  
Yet instead of returning to translating Langtoft’s laisses into his usual poetic 
meter (long lines, now with internal and end rhyme) after the conclusion of this song, 
Mannyng opts instead to continue to use tail-rhyme in lines II.6827-52. As Summerfield 
notes, Mannyng’s tone is very different from Langtoft’s at this point: “Instead of 
translating Langtoft’s joyous lines, Mannyng distances himself explicitly from his source 
text, casting his comments into the rhyme and metre of the tail-rhyme song in which 
Langtoft’s jubilation culminates”:328  
Now tels Pers . on his maners . a grete selcouth. 
He takis witness . þat it soth es . of Merlyn mouth, 
a wondere were . tuo watres þer er . togidir gon, 
& tuo kyngdames . with tuo names . now er on; 
þe ildes aboute . alle salle loute . vnto þat lond 
of whilk Edward . is iustise hard . þat so þam bond. 
He sais he has wonnen . & þorgh ronnen . many lands; 
alle salle þei loute . tille him for doute . & dede of handes, 
he sais Scotland . is in his hand . for now & ay. 
                                                             
327 Summerfield, Matter, 165.  
328 Summerfield, Matter, 165. 
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At myn inwitte . it is not ȝit . alle at our fay. 
He sais Merlyn . in his deuyn . of him has said 
þat þre regions . in his bandons . salle be laid, 
Scotland & Wales . þise er his tales . þis lond al on 
was Brutus wayn . & cald Bretayn . first Albion. 
I calle þerto . it is no so . þei er o sundere; 
þat he has spoken . it is now broken . with mykelle wondere. 
A prophecie . sais he salle die . & whan he is ouere, 
after þat day . Scotlond may . haf gode recouere. 
Ȝe haf wele herd . þe Brus Roberd . was Scottis kyng 
wele tuenti ȝere . in gode powere . mayntend þat þing. 
Als he it left . ȝit wille þei eft . rise fulle austere; 
it is not alle . brouht to stalle . for no powere. 
Þat Pers said . me þink it is laid . þe pes so trewe, 
now ilk ȝere . bi tymes sere . þei gynne alle newe. 
Jhesu so meke . I þe biseke . on croice þat was wonded, 
Grante me þat bone . þe Scottes sone . alle be confonded. (II.6827-52)329 
 
Summerfield notes how Mannyng draws a stark contrast between his and Langtoft’s 
interpretations of these events, as he “points out the absurdity of the latter’s opinions, 
seen in the light of later developments, ending with a prayer that soon an end may come 
to the risings of the Scots.”330 Essentially, Mannyng is questioning Langtoft’s earlier 
attempts at locating a key political discontinuity with the capture of Jon Balliol. Here 
again the issue of degrees of discontinuity arises. Balliol’s capture is a discontinuity, but 
                                                             
329 “Now Pers speaks . in his manner . a great marvel. / He takes witness . that the words of Merlin’s mouth 
. are truthful, / [that] there was a wonder: .  two waters there are . [that have] joined together, / and two 
kingdoms . with two names . now are one; / the surrounding islands . all shall kneel . unto that land / of 
which Edward . is a hard judge . who has bound them so. / He says he has won . and overrun . many lands; 
/ [and that] they shall all kneel . before him because of their fear . and the deeds of his hands. / He says that 
Scotland . is in his hand . now and always. / But to my mind . it is not yet . all under our authority. / He says 
Merlin .  in his divination . of him has said / That three regions . into his control . shall be placed, / Scotland 
and Wales . These are his tales. . This whole land / was Brutus’s spoils . and called Britain, . originally 
Albion. / I say therefore . it is not so; . they are asunder. / That which he has said . it has now been broken . 
with great wonder. / A prophecy . says he shall die . and when he is gone, / after that day . Scotland may . 
have a good recovery. / You have already heard . Robert the Bruce . was the Scottish king / for a good 
twenty years. . In good power . he maintained that [kingdom]. / As he left it . yet will they again . rise up 
very harshly. / It is not all . brought to a halt . for any power. / [Every time] I think . what Pers said is laid, . 
the peace so true, / now every year . at various times . they start all over again. / Mild Jesus .  I beseech you 
. who was wounded on the cross, / Grant me the boon . that the Scots soon . shall all be confounded.” 
330 Summerfield, Matter, 166.  
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it is not discontinuous enough, at least not enough to warrant Langtoft’s treatment of this 
passage.  
Moreover, Mannyng also implies that England has now entered an age beyond 
Merlin’s prophecy, and that Merlin’s prophecies therefore have no more insight to share. 
Britain had been united under a single king, Edward, in fulfillment of Merlin’s vision; but 
now Britain has broken apart again, and every year the cycle of violence repeats itself. 
Thus, although Sullens has called Mannyng’s continuation of tail-rhyme here 
“inexplicabl[e],” in fact, Mannyng has cleverly turned Langtoft’s own optimism against 
him, creating a perpetually discontinuous present and the prospect of an unknown 
future.331  
 When Mannyng writes history, using the forms he says should not be used for 
writing history, he essentially creates a space for rethinking the relationship between 
continuity and discontinuity. If formal variation brings discontinuity to the fore, then 
formal ambivalence undermines what we mean when we say that a text or a history is 
‘discontinuous.’ This is not to say that Mannyng does not believe in continuous history – 
the clear formal and political rupture between parts I and II offers as strong an example as 
any of the interpretive power created by aligning formal and political discontinuities. 
Mannyng’s concern is that the wrong events might be read as discontinuous or 
continuous. The more complicated historiographical forms become, the more interpretive 
possibilities they have, and the greater potential for misinterpretations and 
                                                             
331 Sullens, introduction, 59. Note too that prophecy itself is a formal variation, as we have seen in Geoffrey 
of Monmouth’s Historia. Mannyng thus creates multiple levels of formal variation here. 
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misconceptions. In this way, Mannyng recognizes, employs, and expresses his misgivings 
about historiographical forms.  
 
V. The Monotony of Continuity in Robert of Gloucester’s Chronicle  
 
 The most popular verse chronicle written in Middle English was compiled by the 
historian(s) now known as “Robert of Gloucester.” This chronicle has a particularly 
complicated textual history, which modern scholarship has yet to fully understand. What 
we know for certain is that a chronicler used various Latin sources to compile a chronicle 
covering the period from the arrival of Brutus to the beginning of the reign of Stephen. 
Two different continuations were then appended to this base chronicle, one of which is 
known as the ‘long’ continuation (to 1272) and the other called the ‘short’ continuat ion 
(to 1270). Both versions exist in seven manuscripts each, adding up to a total of fourteen 
extant manuscripts of the Chronicle. It is unclear which (if any) of these writers is 
‘Robert.’ The name associated with this Chronicle, ‘Robert of Gloucester,’ comes from 
an ambiguous comment mentioning that “roberd / Þat verst þis boc made” (“Robert / 
Who first made this book”) was a witness to the Battle of Evesham in 1265 (lines 11748-
49). However, these lines only appear in two of the manuscripts, and it is impossible to 
say whether the phrase “verst þis boc made” refers to the writer of the base chronicle or 
of a continuation, or even if the attribution is reliable at all.332 Nevertheless, I will 
                                                             
332 For a helpful summary of our current state of knowledge of the Chronicle’s textual history, see Philip A. 
Shaw, “Robert of Gloucester and the Medieval Chronicle,” Literature Compass 8, no. 10 (2011): 700-2. 
For a tally of the manuscripts, see Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 244 n. 9. 
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continue to use the name ‘Robert of Gloucester’ to refer to the writer(s) of this Chronicle 
for the sake of convenience and scholarly convention.  
Robert of Gloucester’s poetry has been denigrated by generations of scholars. 
Though Robert’s work has frequently been anthologized for its ‘historical value,’ Philip 
Shaw notes that scholars often participate in 
a deprecation of its literary qualities (a topos given full reign in the introduction to 
Wright’s edition, where the text is described as being ‘without one spark of 
poetry’): Dickins and Wilson state that ‘none of the authors [known collectively 
as Robert of Gloucester] was a poet, and in fact they make no attempt at poetry’, 
while Bennett and Smithers manage the slightly kinder appraisal that ‘the writer’s 
couplets may be loose but his sense of incident is lively’. Denigration of its 
literary style remains a strong current in work on the Chronicle: Turville-Petre, 
for instance, remarks on its ‘metrical and stylistic monotony’ and the fact that the 
author ‘provides no sense of a narrative persona wrestling to construct a coherent 
story out of recalcitrant material’.333 
 
Certainly, some of these attitudes reflect modern common opinion on medieval verse 
chronicles (and often historiography in general), which rely on narrative strategies very 
different than those often used for entertainment today.334 Still, Robert of Gloucester has 
attracted even more criticism than most other verse chroniclers.  
Ironically, it is often the verse chroniclers whom modern scholars deride, who 
enjoyed the most popularity in the Middle Ages. Compare, for example, the fourteen 
extant manuscripts of Robert’s Chronicle and thirteen extant manuscripts of the two 
versions of John Hardyng’s equally-denigrated Chronicle, in comparison with two of 
Laȝamon’s Brut and three of Robert Mannyng’s Chronicle.335 Both Robert of 
                                                             
333 Shaw, “Robert of Gloucester,” 703.  
334 Cf. Allen, “Did Lawman Nod,” 21-27. 
335 There are also a number of early modern and eighteenth century copies of Robert’s Chronicle, as well as 
several prose adaptations; see Barron et al., “Dynastic Chronicles,” 41. On Hardyng’s ‘bad’ poetry, cf. 
above. 
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Gloucester’s Chronicle and Hardyng’s Chronicle also seem to have been more influential 
on other historians than Laȝamon and Mannyng, with their works being used as sources 
for a number of other works, up to the sixteenth century.336 Although the editors of John 
Hardyng’s Chronicle have suggested that Mannyng was a source for Hardyng, 
Mannyng’s editor has argued against Mannyng’s influence on other writers or wide 
readership of his text.337 Thus the two more ‘literary’ verse chronicles discussed in this 
chapter seem to have held less appeal to their medieval and early modern readers than the 
chronicles written in ‘bad’ poetry. For that reason alone, we ought to revise our 
expectations of what medieval readers might have valued in a verse chronicle like Robert 
of Gloucester’s, rather than relying on modern expectations of both literature and history. 
We have already seen one example of a verse chronicler using Middle English to write a 
continuous history akin to Geoffrey’s Historia. Does Robert of Gloucester employ the 
same theory and practice in his own writing?  
I argue that the answer to this question is yes and no, and not in the way that we 
have encountered thus far. For, unlike twelfth-century Latin prose historians, and other 
Middle English verse chroniclers, Robert of Gloucester does not use formal variation in 
his Chronicle. To quote Thorlac Turville-Petre’s comments on Robert of Gloucester’s 
style in full, “If he is a less engaging writer than Manning, that is partly because of his 
metrical and stylistic monotony, and partly because he provides no sense of a narrative 
                                                             
336 There have been many arguments made about the possible influence of Laȝamon’s Brut on other writers, 
but only a few certain examples can be provided (one of which is the short continuation of Robert of 
Gloucester’s Chronicle). See Shaw, “Robert of Gloucester,” 704. 
337 Sullens, introduction, 66-71; James Simpson and Sarah Peverley, introduction to John Hardyng: 
Chronicle, Edited from British Library MS Lansdowne 204, vol. 1, ed. James Simpson and Sarah Peverley 
(Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications for TEAMS, 2015), 7. Sullens does not argue against the 
possibility that Mannyng’s Chronicle influenced other writers; she merely notes that she did not find any 
such influence herself (introduction, 71).  
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persona wrestling to construct a coherent story out of recalcitrant material.”338 In other 
words, Robert presents a smooth narrative of both English history and his place within 
historiographical tradition. He neither draws attention to the textuality of his narrative, 
nor to his own writing process. Robert does not even include a prologue in his own voice, 
using instead the topography of England (lines 1-189) as a transition into a brief account 
into the seven ages (lines 190-205), and finally locating the beginning of his history with 
the fall of Troy in the third age (lines 206ff).339  
In Turville-Petre’s opinion, Robert’s writing is at his most opinionated when 
complaining about the ongoing dominance of the Normans: “On no other subject does 
Robert of Gloucester identify his own position so uncompromisingly, or express such 
passionate views and insist so strenuously upon the consequences of historical events for 
present conditions.”340 Yet the ability of scholars like Douglas Moffat and Thea 
Summerfield to argue against nationalistic sentiment in these passages suggests that even 
here, Robert’s Chronicle shies away from individuality and personal expression, opting 
instead for the erasure of the historians’ voice.341 In a break from the common practice of 
other writers of continuous history, Robert’s Chronicle does not discuss its place in 
                                                             
338 Thorlac Turville-Petre, England the Nation: Language, Literature, and National Identity, 1290-1340 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 80. An important dissenting voice can be found in Derek Pearsall’s 
assessment of Robert’s Chronicle, which he says “has many vivid touches in the relation of local events” in 
the continuation (Old and Middle English Poetry [London: Routledge and K. Paul, 1977], 117). I focus on 
Turville-Petre’s criticism of Robert’s Chronicle because it is more relevant to my discussion of literary 
form in historical narratives. 
339 The topography can been identified as a kind of historical prologue; but my point here is that it is not a 
first-person account of the process of historical writing.  
340 Turville-Petre, England the Nation, 96.  
341 We should also remember that the only knowledge of Robert’s name comes from an ambiguous 
comment that may not even have been his; and that Robert only uses the first person rarely, and even then, 
only to emphasize his authority or add pathos.  
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historiographical tradition, nor does he try to portray his work as fitting in with other 
histories within the great chain of historiographical tradition.  
In his treatment of historiographical tradition and his lack of formal variation, 
then, Robert would seem not to have written a continuous history. But as we will see, 
Robert still employs its principles and practices, but in an innovative (if contradictory) 
way. At this point I will turn to an example of Robert’s poetry, to explore his 
historiographical methods. I have purposefully selected a passage that is often 
particularly emotional in medieval chronicles, in which King Leir (of later Shakespearean 
fame) bewails his situation:  
Leue doȝter cordeille,     to soþ þou seidest me   
Þat as muche as ich adde ich was worþ     þei ine leuede þe.  
Þe wile ich oȝt adde ich was worþ,     & nou it is al agon;   
Min children þat ich ȝef mi god     beþ min meste fon.  
Vor my god hii louede me,     & nou hii abbeþ eueridel,  
Hii nolleþ me ȝiue of min owe     mid gode herte a mel.  
A wey doȝter cordeille,     woder ssal ich nou fle?  
So muche ichabbe þe misdo,     þat ine dar þe ise.  
Mid woch bodi dar ich come     in þin siȝt ene;  
Þat bi nom þe My frendssipe     vor þi soþnesse al clene.  
Þis men mowe her ensample nime     to lete hor sones wiue,  
& ȝiue hom vp hor lond     al bi hor liue.  
Vor wel may a simple frankelein     in miseise him so bringe  
Of lute lond wanne þer biuel     such cas of an kinge. (lines 809-22)342 
 
This passage’s emotional tenor is subtle, focusing on the misbehavior of Leir and two of 
his daughters. In contrast to them, Cordeille is set up as an “ensample” (“example”) of 
                                                             
342 “Dear daughter Cordeille, you spoke the truth to me / That I was worth as much as I had, though I did 
not love you [for it]. / As long as I had something, I had value, and now it is all gone; / The children to 
whom I gave my goods are my greatest foes. / They loved me for my goods, and now [that] they have 
everything, / They will not give me a meal from my own possessions with a good heart. / Alas daughter 
Cordeille, whither shall I now flee? / So much have I mistreated you, that I dare not see you. / With what 
body dare I come into your sight; / I who took away my friendship because of your pure honesty. / Let 
these men take example here, [against] let[ting] their sons marry, / and giv[ing] up their land while they are 
still alive. / For well may a simple franklin bring himself into trouble / Of little land, when such a 
misfortune befell a king.” 
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“soþnesse al clene” (“pure honesty”) and wisdom, useful for franklins as much as kings. 
Like Henry of Huntingdon, Robert thus highlights that he is writing a history full of 
moral examples that are valuable not just to the kings who are usually the patrons and 
recipients of historiography, but also the readers and speakers of English who can benefit 
from moral examples provided by those of an inaccessible social class.  
But Robert’s Chronicle also invites readers to feel the overall pathos of the scene, 
especially by invoking the warm familial connection once shared between Leir and 
Cordeille. While “A wey doȝter cordeille” (“Alas daughter Cordeille”) may ring hollow 
on the page, when spoken aloud by a performer, it could have an emotional effect. 
Moreover, Robert reinforces the pain Leir feels at Cordeille’s absence by forcing the 
character to respond to himself, increasing the drama of the passage. Such elements 
suggest that Robert’s Chronicle would be better encountered at a dramatic poetry reading 
rather than in a modern library.  
Robert’s prosody also becomes more vivid when viewed through the lens of oral 
performance. The Chronicle uses a mixture of alexandrine and septenary couplets, a type 
of the loose long line meter that dominated early Middle English poetry.343 While the 
everyday vocabulary and straightforward syntax of the text might lead to tedium, a poetic 
form like the one used here could be useful for maintaining clarity, especially valuable in 
oral performance; and “if the verses are read aloud with emphatic delivery – which is 
what they were intended for – there is no confusion, and some gain over the monotony of 
continuous septenaries.”344 Similarly, stylistic elements like Robert’s frequent use of 
                                                             
343 Pearsall, Poetry, 96, 117.  
344 Pearsall, Poetry, 96. Pearsall is referring to the meter in general, not to Robert’s Chronicle in particular, 
but the same argument could be made about the Chronicle. 
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present tense verbs would have helped enliven the text and encourage readers and 
listeners to connect the present to the past.345 Thinking of the Chronicle in terms of oral 
performance thus helps us understand how Robert’s text would come alive when read 
aloud.346 It also provides a useful counterpoint for why Mannyng was so concerned about 
maintaining textual forms in oral performance. Robert seems to have stripped his text of 
complex poetic forms in favor of writing with an eye towards dramatic renditions.  
 However, it is one thing to say that the tone of Robert’s Chronicle varies by 
adding pathos at these moments; it is another thing to say that its form does. If we look to 
key political discontinuities such as the defeat of the Britons, the conquest of the English, 
the loss of Normandy by John in 1204, we find little evidence for formal discontinuity. In 
fact, we find little evidence for any kind of discontinuity, formal or otherwise. Unlike 
other historians, Robert tends to eliminate historical ambiguities: in his narrative, there is 
no doubt that Arthur is dead, Harold’s perfidy is completely responsible for the English 
downfall at Hastings, and so forth. Robert tends to write neat, finite endings for 
potentially ambiguous figures like Arthur and Harold, while reinforcing the continuity of 
other parts of his narrative. For example, he stresses the continuity of the house of 
Wessex, by stressing that the sovereignty of Anglo-Saxon royalty is reestablished with 
the marriage of Henry I and Matilda, for example.347 By heightening some 
discontinuities, and flattening others, Robert effectively defines continuity as a 
                                                             
345 Michelle R. Warren, History on the Edge: Excalibur and the Borders of Britain, 1100-1300 
(Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 119. 
346 It has indeed been suggested that his Chronicle was intended to be read aloud in the monastic refectory 
during meals. See Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 244 n. 9. On a similar argument for oral performance as a 
way of getting around a text that might seem otherwise boring, see Allen, “Did Lawman Nod,” 21-27. 
347 Turville-Petre, England the Nation, 18-19.  
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straightforward concept, not one which relies on the interplay of continuity and 
discontinuity. 
A similar impulse towards continuity can be seen in Robert’s description of the 
end of British (that is, Welsh) sovereignty with the death of Cadwallad:  
Þe englisse þo & saxons     þat al one þo were,  
Grete tounes & castles     bigonne bulde & rere  
Þat hii adde er ycast adoun,     & louerdes were þo;  
& þe brutons clene al out     mid sorwe & mid wo  
& lore þo boþe al clene     name & eke lond.  
Vor þat was bruteyne ycluped er     me clupeþ nou engelond;  
Þe vewe þat were of hom bileued     as in cornwaile & walis  
Brutons nere namore ycluped,     ac waleys ywis.  
After walon þat was hor duc     hii adde verst þe name  
& ne miȝte neuere eft þis lond keuere,     ac libbeþ mid alle ssame.  
Bote hii þus mid scolkinge     vpe þe englisse wende,  
& doþ eni skek feble ynou     & abbeþ þe worse ende. (lines 5120-31)348 
 
To explain the transfer of power from the Britons to the English, Robert simply notes that 
the English and the Saxons have by then become one people – an incredibly complicated 
issue resolved by a short half-line. He describes that, whereas in the past they had 
destroyed towns and castles, now they build them and rule over them, a sign of their 
entrance into a fully civilized existence, and of their authority over the land. In contrast, 
the Britons have become the Welsh, and are reduced to pathetically “feble” attempts at 
raiding the English. This role reversal justifies and permits the translatio imperii. By 
combining the transfer of power with the complete transformation of one gens into 
another, Robert thus treats the passage of dominion as an even greater break in history 
                                                             
348 “The English and the Saxons who were all the same then, / Great towns and castles began to build and 
raise. / They who had earlier cast down [towns and castles] were lords [of them]. / And the Britons 
completely with grief and with woe, / lost entirely both their name and also their land. / For that which was 
called Britain before, now I call England; / The few that were remaining of them in Cornwall and Wales / 
are no more called Britons, but Welsh, / After Walon who was their duke, they first had the name / and they 
could never recover this land, but they live all the same. / But they therefore charge upon the English in 
ambushes, / but they do any raiding feebly enough, and have the worse end.” 
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than other historians do.349 Robert thus simplifies some parts of history, making them 
completely continuous, while heightening the breaks of others, making them completely 
discontinuous. These shifts allow him to make his overall political argument: the Britons 
are defeated, and the English now rule.  
 That same desire for clear breaks and simple continuities is reflected in Robert’s 
version of Cadwallad’s and Alein’s search for books to verify the angel’s message: 
Þe king þis auisyon     þat þe aungel him sede  
Þe oþer king tolde priueliche, him þer of to rede. 
Þe king alein let þo anon     in is bokes aspye,  
Boþe of sybile þe sage     & of merlines prophecye,  
Were hii to is auision     acorded in eche þinge  
& þo he vond þat bituene hom     nas non discordinge.  
He radde þe king cadwallad     to þenche nammore  
Of engelond, ac do al out     þe angeles lore,  
& wende to rome,     holy lif to lede. (lines 5104-12)350 
 
In this passage, Robert highlights Alein’s role as an advisor, and the ways in which 
prophecy can offer advice to a king. Robert’s focus on prophecy-as-counsel differs from 
Geoffrey’s portrayal of this scene, where emphasis is placed on determining whether 
Cadwallad’s vision came from God.351 Here, prophecy is made to serve the same purpose 
                                                             
349 This phrase was coined by R. William Leckie, Jr. to describe the moment of translatio imperii from 
Britons to English in insular history. See The Passage of Dominion: Geoffrey of Monmouth and the 
Periodization of Insular History in the Twelfth Century (Toronto; Buffalo; London: University of Toronto 
Press, 1981). 
350 “The vision that the angel spoke to this king, / This king told the other king privately, so that he might 
counsel him. / King Alein then let them look in his books, / Both of Sybil the sage and of Merlin’s 
prophecy, / And they were in accord with this vision in every way, / And then he found that between them 
there was no discord. / He advised King Cadwallad to think no more / Of England, but to follow entirely 
the angel’s instruction, / and go to Rome, to lead a holy life.” Note the double meaning of “lore”: it means 
“instruction,” but its homonym, “lore,” means “loss.” (See Middle English Dictionary, s.v. “lōre (n.(1))”; 
ibid., s.v. “lōr(e (n.(2)).” The angel’s instruction is thus to literally accept loss.  
351 “When the blessed man [Cadwaladrus] had heard this, he went immediately to king Alanus and reported 
what had been revealed to him. Alanus gathered various books of prophecies, uttered by the eagle which 
prophesied at Shaftesbury, by the Sibyl and by Merlin, and began to consult them all to see if what had 
been revealed to Cadualadrus was consistent with the written prophecies. When he found that they were in 
agreement, he advised Cadualadrus to obey what had been ordained by God, give up Britain and do what 
the angelic voice had told him,” “Quod cum auribus beati uiri intimatum fuisset, accessit ilico ad Alanum 
regem et quod sibi reuelatum fuerat indicauit. Tunc Alanus, sumptis diuersis libris, et de prophetiis aquilae 
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as historical writing – it offers advice to a king. In this way, Robert flattens the difference 
between the genre of prophecy and the genre of history. Moreover, Robert reveals what 
Robert believes written truth should be. Whether it is derived from oral sources (here, 
revelation) or written sources (here, prophecy), truth is truth, and truthful narratives will 
accord completely with each other. Such self-consistency within historiographical 
tradition, Robert implies, is best achieved by writing neat endings to some incidents and 
smoothing over others.  
But as my earlier discussion of Cadwallad suggests, Robert’s placement of clear 
breaks and clear continuities follows predictable political lines. Hence, even as he places 
extra emphasis on the break that happens after Cadwallad, he completely skims over the 
complications of the heptarchy:  
Seue kinges hii adde longe,     as þe king of est sex,  
Of kent, of homberlond,     of estangle, of souþsex,  
Of þe march, of westsex;     of alle þes echon  
Wule þer were kinges,     þat nis nou bote on.  
Vor eche bigan to worre mid oþer     & oþeres lond bi nom,  
& hii of denemarch among hom     vorte alle to one com.  
Þe king of west sex adde     euere þe ouere hond,  
So þat atte laste he won     alle þe oþeres lond. (lines 5146-53)352  
 
After providing this brief summary of the consolidation of English sovereignty under 
Wessex, Robert devotes only lines 5154-97 to describing how Egbert was able to conquer 
                                                             
quae Seftoniae prophetauit et de carminibus Sibillae ac Merlini, coepit scrutari omnia ut uideret an 
reuelatio Cadualadri inscriptis oraculis concordaret. Et cum nullam discrepantiam reperisset, suggessit 
Cadualadro ut diuinae dispensation pareret et Britannia postposita quod angelicus ei praeceperat monitus 
perficeret” (Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History of the Kings of Britain: An Edition and Translation of De 
gestis Britonum [Historia Regum Britanniae], ed. Michael D. Reeve, trans. Neil Wright (Woodbridge: The 
Boydell Press, 2007), xi.205-6. All text and translation from this edition, unless otherwise noted.).  
352 “Seven kings they had for a long time, as the king of Essex, / of Kent, of Northumberia, of East Anglia, 
of Sussex, / of Mercia, of Wessex; every one of these / at that time were kings, but now there is only one. / 
For each began to war with the other, and took the other’s land, / and the Danes among them [as well], until 
they all came to one. / The king of Wessex ever had the upper hand, / So that at last he won all the others’ 
land.” 
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all the other kingdoms. With Egbert as the central focus of this narrative, even before he 
consolidates his power, it seems that he has already established a new dynasty, and that 
his conquest of these kingdoms was just an assertion of his rights over them. The only 
other kings whose names are given fall into two categories: those whom he conquers, and 
those whose deaths he avenges (such as St Kenelm), and whose kingdoms he 
subsequently conquers by conquering their enemies. Even though the kingdom is divided 
among Egbert’s sons after his death in lines 5204-7, this point is then ignored and Robert 
follows only the line of primogeniture from this point onwards.  
Robert’s summary of the heptarchy is thus much more streamlined than other 
historians’, and it comes at the beginning, rather than the end, of his survey of early 
Anglo-Saxon history. Its placement encourages the reader to skim over the narrative of 
the early Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, by directing the reader to a predetermined point, the 
point at which Egbert has established a single royal authority over England. Robert’s 
treatment of the heptarchy demonstrates that he abides by the formal conventions of verse 
chronicles, but also that he uses those conventions to remove some of the ambiguities of 
history. Doing so allows him to argue for continuity from the Angles and Saxons to the 
Anglo-Saxons to the English, while treating the Welsh as passé.   
This is not to say that Robert removes all of the ambiguities of history by bringing 
a battle axe to the narratives written by other historians’ reed pens. He does keep the 
possibility of the British hope from Geoffrey, noting that the Britons will recover their 
“riȝte kinedom”:  
Vor it nas noȝt godes wille     þat of þe brutons kunne  
Regnede more in engelond,     & al uor hor sunne.  
& nameliche at þulke tyme     þat in is prophecye  
Merlin sede to arþure      – þat nolde noþing lye –  
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Vor he sede þat þe brutons     me ssolde ȝut yse  
Winne hor riȝte kinedom;     ac it ssolde arst longe be,  
Wanne þe relikes of halwen     yfounde were & ykud  
Þat vor drede of saxons     er wide were yhud. (lines 5092-99)353 
 
This seems to be a close translation of Geoffrey’s Historia, which he repeats again, using 
similar language and even more detail only a few lines later:  
Ac as þe angel sede er     & merlin ek biuore,  
Hii ssolleþ ȝut keuery moche lond     þat hii abbeþ y lore:  
Al walis & al þe march     & al middel lond ywis,  
Þat is al þat bituene temese     & homber is,  
Al est toward londone;     þis me ssal ȝut yse.  
Ac vpe godes wille it is     wanne it ssal be.  
Here we englisse men     mowe yse some,  
Mid woche riȝte we beþ     to þis lond ycome.  
Ac þe wrecche welissemen     beþ of þe olde more  
In woche manere. ȝe abbeþ yhurd     hou hii it abbeþ ylore,  
Ac þe feble is euere bineþe;     vor hii þat abbeþ miȝte,  
Mid strengþe bringeþ ofte     þat wowe to þe riȝte.  
Þo brutayne was þus ylore     & þe londes name  
To þe name of engelond     yturnd hom to gret ssame. (lines 5132-45)354  
 
The sources agree that the Britons will eventually win their land back – though Robert 
leaves the exact timing “vpe godes wille.”355 The British hope is ambiguous enough, but 
Robert compounds it by providing a rather confusing commentary on the right to 
sovereignty over Britain. In his Chronicle, he writes, the English “mowe yse some, / Mid 
woche riȝte” (“may see somewhat, / with what right”) they have arrived in and taken over 
                                                             
353 “For it was not God’s will that the British people / reign any longer in England, on account of their sin. / 
And namely at that time, which is in the Prophecy / Merlin spoke to Arthur – he did not lie at all – / For he 
said that I shall yet see the Britons / win their rightful kingdom; but there shall be a long time first, / When 
the relics of saints are found and made known, / which for fear of the Saxons were widely hidden.” 
354 “But as the angel said earlier, and as Merlin said before as well, / They shall yet recover much land that 
they have lost: / All Wales, and all the March, and I daresay all the lands between / the Thames and the 
Humber, / all the east towards London; this I shall yet see. / But when this will happen rests upon God’s 
will. / Here we English men may see somewhat, / with what right we are come to this land. / But the 
wretched Welshmen are of the ancient lineage, / in which manner they have heard how they lost [the land]. 
/ But the feeble are ever beneath [i.e. oppressed]; for those who have power, / often bring grief to the 
righteous with strength. / Then Britain was thus lost and the land’s name / to the name of England was 
turned to great shame.” 
355 So too is the end of days a time that neither angels nor the Son can predict; cf. Matthew 24:36.  
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Britain. However, his use of the word “some” suggests that there is a fuller picture, which 
he then provides in the next few lines, where he comments that the English only took 
over because the Welsh were weak. The “olde more” (“ancient lineage”) of the Welsh is 
unseated by the ‘might-makes-right’ attitude of the English. Just as William of 
Malmesbury had portrayed the Normans as a stick with which to beat the English, here 
the English are a stick with which to beat the Welsh. This hardly paints the English in a 
flattering light. 
At the same time, Robert seems to see little in the Welsh that would deem them 
worthy of anything other than this kind of punishment. As we saw earlier, Robert has 
nothing but derision for the ineffectual guerilla tactics employed by the Welsh of his day. 
They do not have the power to truly fight back; and these cowardly ambushes only reveal 
their inner turpitude. However, this points to a larger problem for the Welsh: they are 
overly idealistic in their belief that an ancient lineage will miraculously restore them to 
power. This belief has not spurred the Welsh to regain lost territory. In fact, since they 
assume sovereignty will be conveniently restored to them at some point in the future, 
they do not feel the need to fight for their right to the island. The British hope has thus 
backfired for the Welsh, by encouraging them to sink even lower into lazy passivity, 
while allowing the English to continue their dominance over the island.  
The English, in contrast, may lack the “olde more” of the Welsh, but they are also 
not led astray by the subsequent Welsh overreliance on history. They recognize that 
sovereignty comes from strength, not lineage, and this recognition allows them to 
maintain their sovereignty over Britain. Robert encourages his English readers to learn 
the right lessons from his book. Do not rely on past territorial claims or historical lineage, 
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he says; you must fight for sovereignty over Britain. In this way, Robert grants legitimacy 
to the British hope by allowing for its possibility, and even its inevitability. But by 
demonstrating the dangers of being led astray by historiography, Robert turns the British 
hope into a justification for strong military leadership on the part of the English – 
leadership which they can use to take back sovereignty from the Welsh, after the British 
hope is eventually fulfilled. After all, as Robert implies, and as Mannyng had 
despondently said about other prophecies uttered by Merlin, the British hope does not say 
that the Britons will maintain their newly recovered sovereignty over Britain forever.  
Robert’s nationalistic impulses, visible in this passage, have received more 
attention from modern scholarship than any other aspect of his Chronicle.356 These 
studies helpfully underscore Robert’s focus on the continuity of the Anglo-Saxon royal 
line and, consequently, of Anglo-Saxon laws and customs. Both find champions in 
people like Thomas Becket and Simon de Montfort, whom Robert especially valorizes in 
                                                             
356 See Sarah L. Mitchell, “‘We Englisse men’: Construction and Advocacy of an English Cause in the 
Chronicle of Robert of Gloucester,” in The Medieval Chronicle: Proceedings of the 1st International 
Conference on the Medieval Chronicle, Driebergen/Utrecht 13-16 July 1996, ed. Erik Kooper (Amsterdam 
and Atlanta: Rodopi, 1999), 191-201; Mitchell, “Kings, Constitution and Crisis: ‘Robert of Gloucester’ and 
the Anglo-Saxon Remedy,” in Literary Appropriations of the Anglo-Saxons from the Thirteenth to the 
Twentieth Century, ed. Donald Scragg and Carole Weinberg (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2000), 39-56; Thorlac Turville-Petre, “Politics and Poetry in the Early Fourteenth Century: The Case of 
Robert Manning's Chronicle,” Review of English Studies 39, no. 153 (1988): 2, 15-17; Turville-Petre, 
England the Nation, esp. 76-100; Warren, History on the Edge, esp. 87-119 and 123-29. Even those who 
have strived to find other subjects to talk about have fallen into the same trap: for example, Douglas Moffat 
still focuses on ethnic identity and the relationship between the English and the Anglo-Normans (“Sin,” 
146-68). Although Thea Summerfield has rightly noted that “[w]e do [fourteenth-century verse chronicles] 
an injustice by viewing them from a narrow, nationalistic perspective when they are windows on a wealth 
of literary and linguistic traditions,” her own work on Robert of Gloucester has been limited mainly to 
stating that there is more to these chronicles than just nationalism, rather than examining what else there 
might be (“Synthesis and Tradition in the Early Fourteenth-Century Verse Chronicles in English,” in 
Thirteenth Century England, VII: Proceedings of the Durham Conference, 1997, ed. Michael Prestwich, 
Richard Britnell, and Robin Frame [Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell and Brewer, 1999], 143-52, quote 152). 
Summerfield has explored “the wealth of literary and linguistic traditions” of other chronicles, especially 
Mannyng’s, but she has not done so for Robert of Gloucester’s Chronicle. 
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his narrative.357 Several scholars have also pointed out how Robert’s various political 
stances lead to ‘nationalistic’ elements in his work. Robert substitutes his sources’ use of 
the word “Britannia” for “Engelond” in his geography, for example (line 1).358 In the long 
continuation, several early British kings are skipped over quickly, suggesting that writer 
of the long continuation viewed these kings as unimportant, perhaps because of their 
location in the distant British past; however, the scribe of the short continuation adds 
more detail back into the narrative (using a copy of Laȝamon’s Brut).359 Similarly, 
Mitchell has explored the ways in which Robert chose to make certain kings like Alfred 
central to succession and sovereignty.360 Overall, in the original chronicle, and in the two 
continuations, the Chronicle’s main themes remain sovereignty and the right to rule.  
However, I would point out that what seems to be particularly nationalistic in 
Robert’s Chronicle is actually the result of his decision to treat continuous history as built 
on continuity, rather than a combination of continuity and discontinuity. This allows him 
to focus on war in general, rather than conquest, which is a specific type of warfare with 
a specific political outcome. Instead, Robert reflects on the ways in which war and 
violence shape history. For Robert, war is actually a means of simplifying history, as is 
evident in his portrayal of the heptarchy. In his Chronicle, the complexity of the 
heptarchy is presented as naturally tending towards war (“Vor eche bigan to worre mid 
oþer     & oþeres lond bi nom,” “For each began to war with the other,      and took the 
others land,” line 5150), and then dominion by a single ruler (“Þe king of west sex adde     
                                                             
357 See in particular Turville-Petre, England the Nation, 91-98; see also Warren, History on the Edge, 123-
28.  
358 For instance, see Given-Wilson, Chronicles, 128 and Mitchell, “Kings,” 41. 
359 Shaw, “Roert of Gloucester,” 704. 
360 Mitchell, “Kings,” 47-50. 
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euere þe ouere hond, / So þat atte laste he won     alle þe oþeres lond,” “The king of 
Wessex always      had the upper hand, / so that at last, he won      all the others’ land,” 
lines 5152-53), in a process based on the same ‘might makes right’ principle that justifies 
the passage of sovereignty from the Britons to the English. For Robert, human history 
tends towards the simplicity of absolute sovereignty. This ideal finds its fulfillment in 
Alfred the Great, and then Edward the Confessor; and from there is continued into the 
post-Conquest period.361  
 That tendency towards absolute sovereignty can prove dangerous, however, as is 
the case when English rights are at stake. Throughout the post-Conquest period, the 
English must struggle to regain and maintain the legal rights originated in the figure of 
the ideal absolute monarch.362 Robert shows a great deal of concern with the improper 
actions of sovereigns like Henry III, who fail to fulfill their royal duty to protect English 
laws and rights.363 Since the protection of those rights is part of the sacred duty of the 
king, their failure to uphold the law is as wicked as the Britons’ failure to maintain proper 
religious piety, a failure which eventually leads to their own downfall.364 Violence is 
once more called upon to right those wrongs, even if it requires the sacrifice of a martyr 
like Thomas Becket or Simon de Montfort. Robert’s Chronicle therefore acknowledges 
that history is not always simple, and that the process by which violence corrects or 
atones for human wickedness, is always lurking at the edges of history. However, while 
Laȝamon views that process as a historical rupture, which supplants earlier peoples 
                                                             
361 Mitchell, “Kings,” 47-50; Turville-Petre, England the Nation, 92. 
362 Turville-Petre, England the Nation, 98. 
363 Mitchell, “Kings,” 43, 53.  
364 Turville-Petre, England the Nation, 89-92. 
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through linguistic and political conquests, Robert portrays this process as a means of 
continuity, a way to ‘reset’ the balance of history to ensure the proper continuity of 
English sovereignty and political authority.365  
 Overall, then, Robert of Gloucester’s Chronicle attempts to create a simple, 
streamlined narrative of historical continuity, by emphasizing certain breaks (for 
example, the moment at which the English become the new overlords of Britain) and 
smoothing over others (such as the complications of early Anglo-Saxon history that 
might undermine the continuity of Wessex). The effect is to create a teleology that leads 
to the establishment, protection, and continuation of English law.366 In this way, he 
removes the latent discontinuity in continuous history. He portrays each event as either 
continuous or discontinuous, rather than writing as though each event is both.  
But even as he turns away from the theory of continuous history, he maintains its 
practice. Like Laȝamon’s Brut and Mannyng’s Chronicle, Robert’s Chronicle obeys the 
generic conventions of twelfth-century Latin historiography, while writing in Middle 
English verse.367 What has been deemed Robert’s “metrical and stylistic monotony” is 
actually part of a larger project of formal regularity. But this association of theory and 
practice still relies on the same assumption shared by the writers of continuous history 
                                                             
365 On Robert’s and others’ portrayal of “history as unfinished business whose processes are still working 
themselves out,” see Turville-Petre, England the Nation, 73.  
366 Cf. Mitchell, “Kings,” 43. 
367 Paul Strohm has argued that Robert’s aim to write for a secular, lower-class audience is evident in his 
decision to write in English, and in “the affiliations of his chronicle with romance (as distinct from 
monastic) chronicle traditions, and also the fact that none of the known manuscripts of his work is of 
monastic provenance” (“Writing and Reading,” in A Social History of England 1200-1500, ed. Rosemary 
Horrox and W. Mark Ormrod [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006], 458). However, it is worth 
remembering that Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae, also a non-monastic production, 
was at the heart of the Brut chronicle that also provided the structure for Robert’s work. Yet since 
Geoffrey’s Historia is based on monastic models, those monastic ideas of historical writing also permeate 
his successors’ works, including Robert’s. 
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whose works I have examined thus far: Robert’s alignment of political continuity with 
formal continuity is simply the corollary of continuous historians’ previous practices, 
rather than a step outside their paradigm. As we will see, we will have to wait until the 
mid-fourteenth century for historians to turn away from continuous history.  
 
VI. Conclusion 
 
This chapter has demonstrated that several Middle English verse chroniclers 
continue to rely on the theory and practice of continuous history in their works. 
Following in the footsteps of Latin prose historians of the twelfth-century, Laȝamon, 
Robert Mannyng, and Robert of Gloucester all accept the basic tenets of continuous 
history: that history is continuous and discontinuous, and that formal regularity and 
formal variation can represent its continuities and discontinuities in writing. Importantly, 
Middle English verse chroniclers treat meter, rhyme, and tone as types of form. In this 
way, they expand their predecessors’ genre-based definition of form to a more capacious 
understanding of form that capitalizes on the unique attributes of their vernacular.  
Despite these shared characteristics, we have also seen how each of these writers 
develop their own unique approach to writing continuous history. Laȝamon uses this idea 
to associate his work more closely with Geoffrey’s Historia. But by doing so, he also 
argues that each language, and the different forms of each language, convey meaning 
differently than every other language and form. As a result, his Brut makes an implicit 
argument in favor of writing and translating an infinite number of histories, into an 
infinite number of languages and forms. Robert Mannyng would seem to agree with this 
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premise, that different forms and different languages offer different opportunities for 
writing history. However, not all of these opportunities are good ones, he argues. 
Mannyng believes that historiography should only be written in certain forms, and not 
others. He therefore places limits on Laȝamon’s expansive view of historiographical 
tradition. That very expansiveness, Mannyng suggest, puts history itself at risk.  
The chronicler(s) known as Robert of Gloucester take Mannyng’s concerns to 
their ultimate conclusion. Why vary form, they ask, when a reliable form can simply be 
used throughout the whole text? Why emphasize the discontinuities of history? Why not 
simplify both form and politics by embracing formal and political continuity? In this way, 
Robert of Gloucester’s work begins the slow process by which continuous history is 
unseated as the dominant mode of conceptualizing and writing history, a process that I 
will explore further in chapters 3 and 4. 
Here, I will simply note that this process is also visible in the late medieval and 
early modern reception of these texts in manuscript. Both Laȝamon’s Brut and 
Mannyng’s Chronicle were heavily altered by later readers to remove many of the poetic 
elements that distinguished their works’ attempts at emulating the works of earlier Latin 
and Anglo-Norman historians. The Otho manuscript of Laȝamon’s Brut is much shorter, 
lacking much of Caligula’s Old English vocabulary and dramatic flair.368 Similarly, the 
later Lambeth (L) manuscript of Mannyng’s Chronicle tones down many of the unique 
literary elements of the Petyt (P) manuscript. In addition to “translating” the dialect and 
adding several explanatory lines, the scribes of L also removed much of the internal 
                                                             
368 Allen, “Did Lawman Nod,” 41-42; Bryan, Collaborative Meaning, 48.  
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rhyme in part II. The resulting version in L “ignore[s] Mannyng’s poetic design.”369 In 
comparison, Robert of Gloucester’s poetry was never ‘modernized’ by later scribes, even 
though it survives in seven times as many complete manuscripts as Laȝamon’s and 
Mannyng’s works. Unlike Laȝamon’s Brut and Mannyng’s Chronicle, Robert of 
Gloucester’s Chronicle enjoys more popularity and a broad and lasting appeal in the 
same form in which it was written, decades after its composition. This manuscript history 
hints at the ways in which the complex forms and formal variation of continuous history 
begin to disappear by the mid-fourteenth century. Mannyng’s misgivings about poetry 
and history appear to have been on-point – and, ironically, they lead to his own 
obsolescence. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
369 Sullens, introduction, 25-31, 34-39, quote 35.  
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Chapter Three 
‘Wel nyh al’: English Universal History in Late Medieval Britain 
 
I. Introduction 
 
The title of this chapter contains something of an oxymoron. What does it mean to write 
an “English universal history”? For many scholars, this phrase would refer to universal histories 
that place a particular emphasis on England, such as Ranulph Higden’s early fourteenth-century 
Latin Polychronicon, along with its late fourteenth-century Middle English translation by John 
Trevisa. For most scholars, universal history is a large genre with deep roots in the classical 
period, which Higden and Trevisa make relevant for fourteenth-century English readers. As Peter 
Brown says, “To this genre [of universal history] Higden introduced some significant variations, 
slanting his structure and content in order to emphasise Britain’s place in the development of 
world history.”370 There is some evidence to support this interpretation. The first book of the 
Polychronicon provides a geography of the whole world; but as Higden and Trevisa explain,  
Deinde, orbis in suas partes principaliores dividitur. Tertio, provincia quaeque partialis 
percurritur, donec perveniatur ad omnium novissimam Britanniam, tanquam ad speciem 
specialissimam, cujus gratia tota praesens lucubrata est historia. Quo in loco quindecim 
contexta sunt capitula, summariam quidem sed necessariam insulae Britannicae notitiam 
continentia, velut isagogae quaedam primae ad majores categorias in libris reliquis 
subsequentes, ut cui fortassis plenam ponendorum coenam gustare non libuerit, his 
saltem praeviis acruminibus delectetur. (Higden, I.iii) 
 
Þanne in his cheef parties þe world is i-deled; and for þis storie is bytrauailled by cause of 
Brytayne, eueriche prouince and londe is descryued for to me come to Britayne þe last of 
                                                             
370 Peter Brown, “Higden’s Britain,” in Medieval Europeans: Studies in Ethnic Identity and National Perspectives in 
Medieval Europe, ed. Alfred P. Smyth (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1998), 104. Brown also notes that, in his prologue, 
Higden explains that he had originally intended to write a history of Britain but had been persuaded by friends to do 
otherwise (“Higden’s Britain,” 103). On the overlap of universal history and English history in the Polychronicon, 
see also Emily Steiner, “Radical Historiography: Langland, Trevisa, and the Polychronicon,” Studies in the Age of 
Chaucer 27 (2005): 174-75. 
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alle, as most special; and þere ynne is i-conteyned xv. chapitres nedful to þe knowleche 
of the ylond of Britayne, as þeiȝ it were an in-bryngynge to gretter knowleche in oþer 
bookes þat foloweþ; þat who þat may nouȝt come to ful knowleche of þe ful storie, mowe 
by such forledynge haue [lykynge] to leeue schrewednes and synne. (Trevisa, Second 
Preface [I.iii])371 
 
Both Higden and Trevisa state that their global geography must conclude with a detailed 
description of Britain because a strong geographical knowledge of Britain is necessary for 
understanding the British history which forms the heart of the later books of the 
Polychronicon.372 Moreover, Higden and Trevisa both refer to Britain as “the most special” 
(Higden, “tanquam ad speciem specialissimam”; Trevisa, “the most special”). Although it is 
hardly surprising to hear British writers referring to Britain as “most special,” these comments 
nevertheless openly acknowledge the fact that Britain is at the heart of this universal history, and 
they emphasize that knowing about Britain is necessary for reading this particular history. For 
Higden and Trevisa, the Polychronicon is at once a history of the world and a history of Britain. 
Nor are Higden and Trevisa anomalous among universal historians for combining the 
universal and the local (or what some might call the ‘national’). Many ‘universal’ histories 
emphasize the locations in or near which they were written.373 Moreover, ‘universal’ histories 
                                                             
371 “Then in its chief parts the world is treated; and because this history is composed because of Britain, every 
province and land is described so that I come to Britain last of all, as most special; and therein is contained fifteen 
chapters necessary for knowledge of the island of Britain, as though it were an introduction to greater knowledge in 
the other books that follow, so that those who may not come to a full knowledge of history, can, thanks to this 
introductory material, have the desire to forsake wickedness and sin.” The text of Higden’s Polychronicon and 
Trevisa’s Polychronicon can be found in Polychronicon Ranulphi Higden monachi Cestrensis; Together with the 
English Translations of John Trevisa and of an Unknown Writer of the Fifteenth Century, ed. Churchill Babington 
(vols. 1-2) and Joseph Rawson Lumby (vols. 3-9) (London: Longman, 1865-1886), 9 vols. Throughout this chapter, 
when quoting both Higden and Trevisa, I will translate only Trevisa; when quoting each author individually, I will 
provide my own translation into modern English.  
372 Cf. Patrick Gautier Dalché, “L’Espace de L’Histoire: Le Rôle de la Géographie dans les Chroniques 
Universelles,” in L’Historiographie médiévale en Europe: Actes du colloque organisé par la Fondation Européenne 
de la Science au Centre de Recherches Historiques et Juridiques de l’Université Paris I du mars au 1er avril 1989, 
ed. Jean-Philippe Genet (Paris: Editions du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1991), 293-94.  
373 Hans-Werner Goetz, “On the Universality of Universal History,” in L’Historiographie médiévale en Europe: 
Actes du colloque organisé par la Fondation Européenne de la Science au Centre de Recherches Historiques et 
Juridiques de l’Université Paris I du mars au 1er avril 1989, ed. Jean-Philippe Genet (Paris: Editions du Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1991), 247-61, esp. 260-61. Martin Brett has discussed the combination of 
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often proclaim themselves to be more universal in theory than in practice. For instance, the 
geographies contained within universal histories actually cover more ground than the narrative 
itself does.374 Still, the relationship between universality and specific locations – especially 
Rome – has exerted a strong influence on the development of universal histories throughout the 
classical and medieval periods, the most famous example being, of course, Augustine’s City of 
God.375 Part of what makes each universal historian unique is the way in which s/he negotiates 
between the universal and the particular. From this perspective, studying ‘English universal 
history’ would mean studying how English historians navigate that relationship.  
To a certain extent, this chapter does exactly that: it examines how Ranulph Higden, John 
Trevisa, and the Middle English Prose Brut balance the ‘English’ and the ‘universal.’ But I do so 
not by defining ‘English universal history’ as a genre with a specifically English bent, but rather 
as a historiographical paradigm and a literary form popular in late medieval England. For my 
purposes, ‘universal history’ functions in essentially the same way as ‘continuous history’ had in 
the twelfth, thirteenth, and early fourteenth centuries: it combines a theory of historical progress 
with a theory of historiographical narrative, and as a result it produces specific kinds of literary 
forms.  
At first glance, it may seem misleading to define ‘universal history’ as a theory and 
practice of medieval historiography, rather than as a genre, especially since the genre of 
universal history has been the subject of much study, and has even been subdivided into 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
universal and English history in Florence of Worcester (“The Use of Universal Chronicle at Worcester,” in 
L’Historiographie médiévale en Europe: Actes du colloque organisé par la Fondation Européenne de la Science au 
Centre de Recherches Historiques et Juridiques de l’Université Paris I du mars au 1er avril 1989, ed. Jean-Philippe 
Genet [Paris: Editions du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1991], 277-85). See also Caroline D. 
Eckhardt, “One Third of the Earth? Europe Seen and Unseen in the Middle English Chronicles of the Fourteenth 
Century,” Comparative Literature 58, no. 4 (2006): 330. 
374 Gautier Dalché, “L’Espace de L’Histoire,” 299.  
375 On Higden and the universal history tradition, see Brown, “Higden’s Britain,” 104-5. On the links between 
empire and universal history, see Goetz, “Universality,” 260.  
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subgenres, all of which have their own characteristic structures.376 But as Hervé Inglebert has 
noted, universal history means something different in different times and places, and in this 
chapter I examine its meaning in late medieval England.377 In this way, I will redefine the term 
‘English universal history’ as describing a new kind of historiographical theory, which emerges 
in fourteenth-century England, and which results in the development of new kinds of literary 
forms for writing history.  
In essence, this chapter will explore how different historiographical theories rise and 
decline in popularity, and how changing attitudes towards historical progress and 
historiographical narrative can be registered in form. At the same time, I will also argue that 
historians’ belief in the purpose of form remains constant, when writing either continuous history 
or universal history. Historiographical theories and their associated forms may come and go, but 
the idea that form should embody historiographical theory remains the same throughout the post-
Conquest period. If anything, this chapter will show how later medieval historiography remains 
fairly stable in its assumptions about how narratives are constructed.  
 
II. The Forms of the Polychronicon 
 
 To examine the intersection of historiographical theory and historiographical form in the 
Latin Polychronicon and its Middle English translation, I will begin by exploring how Higden 
                                                             
376 See Anna-Dorothée von den Brincken, Studien zur lateinischen Weltchronistik bis in das Zeitalter Ottos von 
Freising (Düsseldorf: Triltsch, 1957).  
377 See Hervé Inglebert, “The Universal Chronicle in Antiquity and the Middle Ages,” in Vehicles of Transmission, 
Translation, and Transformation in Medieval Textual Culture, ed. Robert Wisnovsky et al. (Turnhout: Brepols, 
2011), 75-101, esp. 75-83. See also Robert L. Fowler, “Encyclopaedias: Definitions and Theoretical Problems,” in 
Pre-Modern Encyclopedic Texts: Proceedings of the Second COMERS Congress, Groningen, 1-4 July 1996, ed. 
Peter Binkley (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 3-29. For Fowler, encyclopedism is not a genre, but rather “an approach” 
(“Encyclopaedias,” 23). 
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and Trevisa discuss the forms of historical writing. There are few overt comments in the 
Polychronicon about historiographical form. Yet one such comment comes in the very lines I 
quoted above, in which Higden and Trevisa describe how the Polychronicon lingers on the 
geography of Britain in Book I. In the geography, several genres are combined together: in 
addition to describing the topographical features we might expect, the Higden’s and Trevisa’s 
geography provides ethnographic details and references to historical events. For Higden, this 
combination of geographical, ethnographic, and historical information, located at the beginning 
of the book, is necessary “so that whoever will perhaps not be pleased to eat a dinner full of the 
things placed before him, he may delight at least in these hors d’oeuvres at the beginning” (“ut 
cui fortassis plenam ponendorum coenam gustare non libuerit, his saltem praeviis acruminibus 
delectetur,” I.iii).  
Like many earlier historians, Higden here uses a food metaphor to describe different 
kinds of historiographical texts. Whereas William of Malmesbury uses food metaphors to 
describe different levels of style, as we saw in chapter 1, food here is used to describe the 
different amount of historical details that are included in Book I’s geography and in the narrative 
history that dominates the rest of the Polychronicon. The geography provides a ‘small plate’ for 
the reader, who may choose then to continue eating (that is, reading) or to stop after the first 
course (or book). It can therefore stand alone or be part of a larger meal. But since it is 
specifically structured to aid the reader who opts for the full seven courses of the Polychronicon, 
the geography is a crucial part of the whole book.378 By suggesting that geographical description 
and historical narration work together in the Polychronicon, Higden and Trevisa argue that the 
Polychronicon is effective precisely because it contains multiple forms.  
                                                             
378 Its independent circulation in the Middle Ages is a testament to the flexibility that Higden and Trevisa ascribe to 
the geography, rather than a sign that it is not closely linked to the whole text.  
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In Trevisa’s translation, the food metaphor drops out.379 But Trevisa adds more detail 
about what historical writing is meant to accomplish: the detailed geography is necessary “so that 
those who may not come to a full knowledge of history, can, thanks to this introductory material, 
have the desire to forsake wickedness and sin” (“þat who þat may nouȝt come to ful knowleche 
of þe ful storie, mowe by such forledynge haue [lykynge] to leeue schrewednes and synne,” 
Second Preface [I.iii]). For Trevisa, both the historical epitome provided by Book I’s geography 
and the narrative history provided by the rest of the Polychronicon achieve the same goal: they 
lead the reader into virtue. This goal is, of course, a common refrain among historians. But my 
point here is that both kinds of history – geographical and narrative – achieve the same ends. The 
Polychronicon functions effectively when encountered as a whole or in a piecemeal fashion. But 
the assumption here is that the reader benefits from exposure to as much history as possible, 
since greater exposure will lead to greater success with improving behavior. By extension, 
exposure to multiple forms adds to the salubrious effect of reading the Polychronicon.  
It is this “both/and” approach to history – both geography and narrative, both biblical and 
secular, both prose and poetry – that characterizes what I refer here to as a theory and practice of 
‘universal history.’ Universal histories strive to include as many different kinds of historical 
detail and historiographical writing as possible, into a single text. Emily Steiner has called this 
attribute “compendiousness,” and she has argued persuasively that Higden and Trevisa both use 
this concept to think about genre, style, and form.380 Indeed, Steiner’s discussion of 
“compendiousness” seems to echo much of what this dissertation has shown thus far – that the 
                                                             
379 This is characteristic of Trevisa’s translation practices. On Trevisa’s propensity for simplifying Higden’s Latin, 
see A.S.G. Edwards, “John Trevisa,” in A Companion to Middle English Prose, ed. A.S.G. Edwards (Cambridge: 
D.S. Brewer, 2004), 124-25; Traugott Lawler, “On the Properties of John Trevisa’s Major Translations,” Viator 14 
(1983): 268-75; and Ronald Waldron, “John Trevisa and the Use of English,” Proceedings of the British Academy 
74 for 1988 (1989): 188, 192.  
380 Emily Steiner, “Compendious Genres: Higden, Trevisa, and the Medieval Encyclopedia,” Exemplaria 27, nos. 1-
2 (2015): 73-92. 
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theories used to conceptualize history are also used to conceptualize how to write about history, 
and in this way, they become theories of narrative as well. 
Yet in this chapter I use the term ‘universal history,’ in place of ‘compendiousness,’ for 
several reasons. First, its adjective-noun combination works equally well when applied to 
theories about historical progress and theories about writing practices. The term ‘universal 
history’ thus helpfully parallels the term ‘continuous history’ that I have been using to describe 
attitudes towards historical continuity and their associated literary practices in the Middle Ages. 
Just as continuous history is defined as much by its discontinuities as it is by its continuities, so 
too is universal history defined by what it leaves out as much as what it includes.381 This is 
visible in the very name of the Polychronicon, which as Higden and Trevisa note, means “the 
chronicle of many times.”382 The Polychronicon is not exhaustive; it is merely, to use Steiner’s 
word, “compendious.” In its current state, it contains all that is needful, but not all that is 
possible.383 And in fact, universal history creates more things to be included: as Steiner has 
pointed out, the compendiousness of the Polychronicon leads to the development of new styles 
and new ways of thinking about genre.384 In this sense, compendiousness is similar to a 
replicating cell, spawning ever more information, which then must be managed through more 
and more information and ever more complicated structures.385  
Yet by presenting such a comprehensive history, universal histories can also shut down 
expansion as much as they invite it. After all, if a text is constantly creating, accumulating, and 
incorporating ever more parts into its narrative, then readers may well ask whether any other 
                                                             
381 On compendiousness being defined by its extremes, see Steiner, “Compendious Genres,” esp. 75-80. 
382 “chronica multorum temporum” (Higden, I.iii); “cronicle of meny tymes” (Trevisa, Second Preface [I.iii]). 
383 In a similar way, Fiona Somerset has argued that the project of ‘translation for all’ actually refers to ‘translation 
for nobility.’ See Clerical Discourse and Lay Audience in Late Medieval England (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), 100. 
384 Steiner, “Compendious Genres,” esp. 75-76, 80, 83-84, 86-87.  
385 On the tendency for compendia to add ever more paratextual material, cf. Steiner, “Compendious Genres,” 77, 81. 
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history is needed. This is not the case, of course; the information that is created comes from that 
text, not from any outside source. Such a text participates in a self-referential and self-
aggrandizing cycle, at the expense of other texts. It develops a hegemonic relationship to 
historical knowledge, insisting that it and it alone contains all that is needful.  
In this sense, universal history differs greatly from the continuous histories, which 
encourage (sometimes even explicitly) the production and discovery of new texts which can be 
added to an abstract ‘total history’ created by the sum of every historical text ever written.386 In 
continuous history, such works are stitched together wholesale, preserving their original structure 
and their individual coherence. But in universal history, previous histories are broken down and 
then reincorporated into the master text. The Polychronicon’s very compendiousness thus shuts 
down the production of other texts, by encouraging all new historiographical work to take place 
under its aegis. And in fact, the reception history of the Polychronicon suggests that it largely 
replaced earlier continuous histories by the later Middle Ages.387 Universal history thus 
represents a very different attitude to historiography as a field, one in which the patchwork quilt 
of history, the knowledge of the past created by a multiplicity of complementary texts, is 
replaced by a seamless blanket that subsumes all knowledge of the past into a single, 
compendious text.  
To explore this idea further, I turn now to another discussion of historiographical form in 
the Polychronicon. After noting the death of the poet and satirist Persius in Book IV, Higden and 
Trevisa reflect: 
Ranulphus. Fuerunt autem plures poetae quam satirici. Dicitur enim poeta a fictione, 
qualis fuit Virgilius, potissime in Aeneid, et Ovidius. Satiricus dicitur a saturitate 
                                                             
386 This is what distinguishes Geoffrey of Monmouth’s claims to completeness from universal history (cf. chapter 1). 
387 David C. Fowler, The Bible in Early English Literature (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1976), 207. 
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materiae sive reprehensionum, quas invehebant contra delinquentes, et fuerunt tres tales, 
scilicet Persius, Horatius, Juvenalis. (Higden, IV.ix) 
 
R. Þere were more poetes þan satirices. Poeta haþ þat name of feynynge, and suche on 
was Virgil, specialliche in his Eneyd, and Ovidius. Satiricus is [y-]seide of saturitas, þat 
is fulnesse of þe matir, oþer of the reprovynges þat þey speke aȝenst wikked men and 
evel levynge, for þey speke þerof at þe fulle. And þere were þre [such], Persius, Oracius, 
and Iuvenalis. (Trevisa, IV.ix)388 
 
In this passage, Higden and Trevisa use etymology to comment on the difference between poetry 
and satire. The roots of the words ‘poetry’ and ‘satire’ are used to indicate their respective 
attitude towards narrative. Poetry is defined by its fictionality (Higden, “a fictione,” Trevisa, 
“feynynge”), whereas satire is defined by fullness, either of material or of critiques (Higden, “a 
saturitate materiae sive reprehensionum”; Trevisa, “fulnesse of þe matir, oþer of the 
reprovynges”). Higden’s and Trevisa’s definition of “fullness” here – as something that applies 
to both historical content and historical commentary – resonates with Steiner’s discussion of 
“compendiousness,” the comprehensive treatment of a subject.  
 Of course, the generic overlap between satire and history had been recognized by 
medieval writers for centuries, long before Higden set about writing his Polychronicon.389 Both 
were intended to encourage readers to avoid bad behavior, and both could provide historical 
information and commentary on the societal ills of the day. But in the context of the 
Polychronicon in particular, the “fullness” of form and content that defines satire also defines 
universal history. By linking universal history and satire, Higden and Trevisa place universal 
                                                             
388 “There were more poets than satirists. The word ‘poeta’ comes from ‘fiction,’ and Virgil was one such poet, 
especially in his Aeneid, as was Ovid. The word ‘satiricus’ comes from ‘saturitas,’ that is ‘fullness,’ either of the 
matter or of the criticisms that they spoke against wicked men and evil living, for they spoke of these things to the 
full. And there were three such writers, Persius, Horace, and Juvenal.” 
389 Cf. Matthew Kempshall’s discussion of Alexander Neckam in Rhetoric and the Writing of History, 400-1500 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011), 125. For discussions of two historians who combine these two 
genres, see Heather Blurton, “Richard of Devizes’s Cronicon, Menippean Satire, and the Jews of Winchester,” 
Exemplaria 22, no. 4 (2010): 265-84; and Rodney M. Thomson, “Satire, Irony and Humour in William of 
Malmesbury,” in Rhetoric and Renewal in the Latin West 1100-1540: Essays in Honour of John O. Ward, ed. 
Constant J. Mews, Cary J. Nederman and Rodney M. Thomson (Turnhout: Brepols, 2003), 115-27.  
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history into the same oppositional binary with poetry as the binary which they create between 
satire and poetry. This is especially true by defining “poet” as coming “from fiction” (“a fictione,” 
and in Trevisa’s translation, “feynynge”). Implicit in this statement is the common refrain among 
medieval historians that history ought not to be written in poetry. Of course, as I argued in 
chapter 2, Middle English verse chroniclers interpreted this maxim to mean that oral poetry is 
slippery, whereas written poetry can be acceptable. Here, though, both Higden and Trevisa seem 
to take this sentiment literally. This belief is emphasized further in the sentences that follow:  
Isidorus, libro septimo, capitulo septimo. Officium poetae est ut ea quae vere gesta sunt 
in species alias obliquis figurationibus cum decore aliquo conversa transmutent. Inde est 
quod, sicut poetae viderunt templa ceteris domibus pulchriora, et simulacra corporibus 
majora Diis suis construi, ita eloquio augustiore et venustiore Deos honorandos 
putaverunt; unde et quidam poetarum theologi dicti sunt, quoniam de diis carmina 
faciebant. (Higden, IV.ix)  
 
Ysidorus, libro 8, capitulo 7o. Þe office of a poet is forto telle þinges þat beeþ sooþ in 
dede by oþir liknesse and chaungynge, with florischynge of faire manere of spekynge. 
Þerfore it is þat as poetes sigh þat temples were fairer þan oþer hous, and mawmettes 
huger þan oþir bodies, so þey trowed þat goddes schulde be worschipped wiþ the more 
faire and noble spekynge; þerfore som poetes beeþ i-cleped dyvynes, ffor þey made here 
deytee of goddes. (Trevisa, IV.ix)390  
 
Poetry for Higden and Trevisa is defined partly by the way in which it wraps reality in a cloak of 
allegory, and partly by its elevated language, which is deemed more appropriate for talking about 
mythological gods. This is precisely what Higden and Trevisa do not do.   
For the most part, Higden eschews the kind of allegorical and elevated language 
described here. He does not represent himself as a practitioner of the simple style, as earlier 
historians had done, but he does discuss his humility at great length in the First Preface, and he 
describes his work as possessing “neither subtlety of meaning nor pleasure of words, but 
                                                             
390 “The office of a poet is to tell things that are true indeed, but through another likeness and transformation, with 
the flourishing of a fair manner of speech. Therefore poets are wont to say that temples are fairer than other houses, 
and that idols are larger than other bodies; so they believed that gods should be worshipped with all the more fair 
and noble speech. Therefore some poets are called diviners, for they made their poetry about gods.” 
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sincerity of devotion to the material” (“non… sententiae subtilitas neque verborum venustas, sed 
devotionis sinceritas materiae,” First Prologue [I.i.8]). Such comments may be tropes, but that 
does not make them inaccurate. Similarly, Trevisa seems to have maintained Higden’s 
commitment to simple language in his own translation. As several have noted, he often opts for 
colloquial syntax and non-Latinate diction.391 This commitment to contemporary English appears 
elsewhere in Trevisa’s translation as well. In Book V, when describing a scroll relating the death 
of St Kenelm, Higden first gives the sentence in English, and then in Latin poetry: 
Ranulphus. Fuit autem scriptural talis: “At Clenc in Coubache Kenelme kyneberne lith 
under thorn hevyd bywevet.” Quod sonat Latine sic. Versus. 
In Clenc sub spina jacet in convalle bovina, 
Vertice privatus Kenelmus fraude necatus. (Higden, V.xxix) 
 
But Trevisa provides two English versions: 
 
R. In þat scrowe it was i-wrete in þis manere: “At Clent in Cowbache Kenelin kynebern 
lith under þorn heved byweved.” In Englisshe þat now is used þat is to menynge in þis 
manere: “In Clent at Convale under a thorne Kenelin lyeth heedless i-slawe by fraude.”392 
(V.xxxix) 
 
Rather than providing the two Latin versions, Trevisa treats the archaic English version as 
needing an update for a fourteenth-century audience. But he makes sure that the reader has 
access to the original language, suggesting that he values the specific words as authoritative yet 
difficult to access, in the same way that Latin is both authoritative and less accessible.  
Both Higden and Trevisa thus avoid ‘poetic’ language – that is, ornate and allegorical 
language – in their versions of the Polychronicon. Higden, of course, famously walks away from 
this historiographical approach in his description of Chester, into which he incorporates a highly 
ornate poem, full of mythological references, presumably out of fondness for his home. This 
                                                             
391 Cf. Lawler, “On the Properties,” 268-75; and Waldron, “Use of English,” 188, 192. 
392 “In that scroll it was written in this manner: ‘At Clent in Cowbache Kenelin kynebern lith under þorn heved 
byweved.’ In the English that is used now, this means: ‘In Clent at Convale, under a thorn, Kenelm lies headless, 
slain through treachery.’” 
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poem essentially embodies everything that Higden says a poem should embody – it is as poetic 
as any poem can be, as if to signal to the readers that it is indeed a poem. Trevisa, though, 
contains no such sentimentality about his Cornish origins. His depiction of Cornwall is entirely 
pragmatic, and he criticizes Higden’s poem with one of his favorite comments, “God knows 
what this is supposed to mean” (“God woot what þis is to mene”), along with a longer statement 
on how poets create false gods (I.xlviii). Throughout the Polychronicon, both Higden and 
Trevisa display their belief that poetry uses language to obscure rather than clarify the meaning 
of a text. 
 But this assertion is immediately compromised by their own discussion of poets and 
satirists. Persius was, as Higden and Trevisa say, both “a satirist and a poet” (Higden: “satiricus 
et poeta”; Trevisa, “Satiricus a poet” [IV.ix]); his satire exists in verse form. Given the 
connection between universal history and satire, it becomes possible for universal history to exist 
in poetry as well. Higden and Trevisa seem aware of this implied possibility here, since they then 
immediately invoke the poet Lucan at this exact point: 
Ranulphus. Ex his videtur quod Lucanus non fuerit poeta, sed historicus, cum tres 
historias civilis discidii contexerit, nisi forte quoad modum intermiscendi poemata. 
(Higden, IV.ix) 
 
R. Here it semeth þat Lucanus was no poet whan he made þre stories of þe stryf of 
citeseynes, but ȝif it were by þe manere of mellynge of poyesyes. (Trevisa, IV.ix)393 
 
Lucan’s Pharsalia or De bello civili narrates the history of the civil war between Caesar and 
Pompey in dactylic hexameters, the meter of epic.394 Lucan’s language can be notoriously purple, 
and his text is written in poetry; yet like many other medieval writers, both Higden and Trevisa 
                                                             
393 “Here it seems that Lucan was no poet when he made three stories about the strife of citizens, except for the 
manner of the mixing of verses.” Trevisa’s use of the word “mellynge” is particularly noteworthy, because he also 
uses “mellynge” to describe how the English people are comprised of many different ethnicities, thanks to such 
“mixing” (i.59). 
394 Higden and Trevisa cite Lucan specifically in VII.iii. 
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place Lucan among the historians, rather than the poets, due to his subject matter and his realistic 
(i.e. non-mythological, or what medieval writers might call ‘verisimilitudinous’) narrative. The 
only thing that makes Lucan a poet is his “mellynge of poyesyes” (“mixing of verses”). Locating 
Lucan among historians or among poets means deciding whether a work is defined by its content 
or its form. This passage leaves this question unanswered. But an earlier passage within the same 
chapter seems to resolve the issue: 
Qui etiam Lucanus, postquam librum suum de incommode civilis discidii composuisset, 
unde Neronem ad concordiam et pietatem emolliret, jussu tamen ejusdem Neronis 
venarum incisione obisse fertur. (Higden, IV.ix) 
 
[…Also þis Lucanus,] whanne he hadde i-made his book of þe harm and damage of stryf 
and discord bytwene cite[y]eynes, and þerby he brou[y]te Nero to acorde and myldenesse, 
[y]it by heste of Nero he was i-slawe in blood leest by kuttynge of his veynes as it is 
seide. (Trevisa, IV.ix)395 
 
Lucan’s Pharsalia offers moral commentary that could steer even Nero to better behavior – for a 
time, at least. In this sense, the Pharsalia aligns itself with the explicit aims for history given in 
the preface at the beginning of Book I, as we saw above. Moreover, by portraying how historians 
can guide rulers, Higden and Trevisa invoke the connections between historiography and the 
‘mirror for princes’ genre to underscore the fact that the Pharsalia is history. For this reason, its 
author should be called “historicus,” rather than “poeta.” In the Polychronicon, then, whether a 
text should be considered ‘poetry’ or ‘history’ is determined by its relationship with truthful 
language, rather than its literary form.396  
                                                             
395 “Also this Lucan, when he had made his book on the harm and damage of strife and discord among citizens, 
thereby brought Nero to accord and mildness; nevertheless by the command of Nero he was slain in bloodlust, by 
cutting his veins, it is said.” 
396 Of course, it was often claimed that poems – especially the Latin classics – are valuable because they too have a 
moral message. (The Ovide moralisé is the quintessential example of this argument.) My point here is not to suggest 
that medieval writers believe historiography is the only genre with moral value. Rather, I show how Higden and 
Trevisa use the language of intentionality to draw a distinction within the Polychronicon between poetry and 
history/satire. In the Polychronicon, history is intended to teach; poetry is intended to obscure.  
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 This idea helps explain an earlier comment that Higden and Trevisa make in the First 
Prologue, when enumerating the virtues of historiography: 
Plus profecto scripta poetarum Caesareis laudibus addiderunt quam omnes mundi divitiae 
quas tulerunt. Historia igitur, cum sit testis temporum, memoria vitae, nuncia vetustatis, 
dotes possidet praeminentes, suosque quam plurimum praerogat professores (Higden, 
I.i.3) 
 
Writinge of poetes is more worthy to preisynge of emperoures þan al þe welþe of þis 
worlde, and riches þat þey welde while þey were alyue. For storie is wytnesse of tyme, 
mynde of lyf, messager of eldnesse; story weldeþ passing doynges, storie putteþ forþ hire 
professoures. (Trevisa, I.i.3)397 
 
In both the Latin and Middle English versions, a connection is made between occasional poetry, 
which records emperors’ deeds, and historiography, which preserves those records. I would 
suggest that this utilitarian attitude towards poetry dominates the Polychronicon, in both Latin 
and Middle English. The Polychronicon contains a great deal of poetry, which would seem to go 
against the usual maxims about the incommensurability of poetry and history. But most of the 
poetry in the Polychronicon is presented as verses written on famous individuals’ tombs, or as 
summaries of the life of a famous person.398 Because this is poetry with claims to truth value, 
rather than poetry that obscures meaning, it can lay claim to being ‘historical’ in the same way 
that Persius and Lucan are not mere ‘poets’ but are rather satirists and historians. By casting 
poetry as part of history, Higden and Trevisa treat the poetry within their texts as historical 
evidence, not formal variation. In this way, they remove the significance that poetic form had 
enjoyed in earlier continuous histories, where it frequently signals an important political 
discontinuity and the presence of historiographical commentary.  
                                                             
397 “The writing of poets is more worthy to be praised by emperors than all the wealth of this world, and the 
dominions that they rule while they are alive. For history is the witness of time, the record of life, the messenger of 
antiquity; history rules fleeting events, and history drives those events’ teachers.” 
398 Cf. Steiner, “Compendious Genres,” 86-87. 
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 The poems in Book III associated with Julius Caesar exemplify Higden’s and Trevisa’s 
treatment of poetry. After describing the portents that warned of Caesar’s death, Higden and 
Trevisa note what is written on Caesar’s tomb: 
Item in columna Julia, quae nunc a peregrinis acus Petri dicitur, ubi pulvis combusti 
corporis Julii ponebatur, sic erat metrice scriptum: 
 Tantus Caesar eras quantus et orbis. 
 Sed nunc in modica clauderis urna. (Higden, III.xlii) 
 
Also [in] Iulius his piler, þat now pylgryms clepeþ Seynt Petres needle, þere þe askes 
were of Iulius his body þat was i-brend, hit was i-write in metre in þis manere: 
 Þou were grete, Cesar, [as] al þe world is at ene, 
 And art now sette þere i-closed in a little stene. (Trevisa, III.xlii)399 
 
These verses accomplish several goals. First, they offer a version of the ubi sunt trope, which 
participates in the moral education that historiography seeks to inculcate in its readers. 
Highlighting life’s transience is especially valuable in the case of a figure like Caesar, whose 
place among the Nine Worthies guarantees that the ignominy of his fate would have an even 
greater effect on readers. Moreover, the fact that these lines are written on stone permits both 
Higden and Trevisa to claim historical authority for their work. These poetic lines are proof both 
of Caesar’s existence via his tomb, and of their knowledge that they have access to this kind of 
information. The poetry on Caesar’s tomb thus contributes to their construction of their historical 
authority, and the didactic benefits of the history. But it does not signal any kind of significant 
political discontinuity. Caesar’s death may well be a rupture, but it has little implications for 
British history, which is the Polychronicon’s focus. 
 A similar effect can be seen in the lines of poetry Caesar supposedly speaks in one of the 
anecdotes that Higden adds to the Polychronicon: 
                                                             
399 “Also, in Julius’s pillar, which pilgrims now call St Peter’s Needle, where the ashes of Julius’s cremated body 
were placed, it was written in verse in this manner: ‘Thou wert [as] great, Caesar, as all the world is at one time, / 
And art now set here enclosed in a little stone.’” 
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Item adducti sunt coram Julio duo pueri mas et foemina ad invicem simillimi, quos cum 
diu inspexisset, munifice ditatos remisit cum his versibus. Versus. 
  Ite pares pariter paribus suadete medullis. 
  Convictus vestros non vincant oscula conchae, 
  Brachia non hederae, non murmura blanda columbae. 
  Vivite vos similes insimul absque dolo. (Higden, III.xlii) 
 
A knave childe and a mayde childe were i-brouȝt to fore Iulius, þat were most liche hym 
of any children on lyve; and Iulius byhelde hem in a tyme, and ȝaf hem greet ȝiftes, and 
sente hem aȝen wiþ suche vers. 
  Scheweþ al oon cleerliche, and peeres gooþ I-fere. 
  Let no myskissynge have prise of ȝoure boþe lyvynge. 
  Noon yuy sprayse, no noyse of do none layes 
  Ȝereliche [of chere] I-fere wiþ oute eny gile. (Trevisa, III.xlii)400 
 
To modern eyes, this anecdote reads more like apocryphal legendary history than record of what 
really happened. But in the context of medieval historiography, these verses perform multiple 
functions. In addition to providing moral knowledge couched as firsthand advice from Caesar, 
this passage uses an anecdote to provide insight into Caesar’s character. In this sense, it provides 
historical information that can help readers learn about this important historical figure, while also 
helping them to improve their own morality. The poetry conveniently packages historical 
evidence and moral education. 
 Higden and Trevisa continue to use poetry in this way, even when citing the works of 
English authors writing about English history. I turn now to Higden’s and Trevisa’s treatment of 
Henry of Huntingdon’s poem about King Alfred.401 After Alfred’s death, Higden and Trevisa 
first cite the tale of Alfred’s ghost from William of Malmesbury’s Gesta regum Anglorum, which 
describes how some believe that Alfred haunted Winchester Cathedral until he was laid to rest in 
                                                             
400 “A boy child and a girl child were brought before Julius, who were the most like him of any children alive; and 
Julius beheld them for a time, and gave them great gifts, and sent them away with such verses: ‘Treat everyone 
honorably, and as peers go forth together. / Let no improper kissing be foremost in both your lives. / No ivy twig, no 
noise of doves lays anything / Like you, joined in honor, together without any deceit.’”  
401 See chapter 1 for a discussion of Henry of Huntingdon’s use of poetry in his Historia Anglorum. 
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a new abbey.402 Both writers repeat William’s comment that the English are particularly apt to 
believe such stories, 
 unde Virgilius: Versus. 
  Morte obita quales fama est volitare figuras. 
 Ranulphus. In laudem regis hujus Aluredi Henricus, libro primo, point versus sic: 
   Versus de rege Aluredo. 
  Nobilitas innata tibi probitatis honorem, 
  Armipotens Alurede, dedit, probitasque laborem, 
  Perpetuumque labor nomen, cui mixta dolori 
  Gaudia semper erant, spes semper mixta timori. 
  Si modo victus erat ad crastina bella parebat;  
  Si modo victor erat ad crastina bella parebat. 
  Jam post transactos regi vitaeque labores 
  Christus ei sit vera quies sceptrumque perenne. (Higden, VI.iii) 
 
þerof spekeþ Virgil, and seiþ whan deþ comeþ what semyng schappes fleeþ aboute. R. In 
preisynge of þis kyng, Henricus libro primo setteþ vers in þis manere: “Kyndeliche 
nobelnesse and goodnesse ʒeveþ to þe worschippe, and goodnesse travaille, myʒty 
werriour Aluredus, and travaille name to þe wiþoute eny ende. Ioye with woo medled [he] 
hadde in every time. Alwey þin hope was medled wiþ gretene drede. Þey he were now 
doun, he rayed bataille amorwe. [Ȝif he were wictord he dredde þe batayle amorwe.] 
After travaille of lyf of rennynge boþe nowþe his verray reste by Crist wiþ oute eny ende.” 
(Trevisa, VI.iii)403  
 
Much like the verses on Caesar’s pillar, these lines of poetry are able to convey a moral message; 
and like the verses Caesar spoke to the two children, the poetry plays with legendary history to 
express something about the character of Alfred, one of the best-known Anglo-Saxon kings. Yet 
these poetic lines have another effect: they summarize the major points of Alfred’s reign, and in 
so doing, they offer a convenient précis of Alfred’s life for the reader.  
                                                             
402 Cf. William of Malmesbury, William of Malmesbury, Gesta regum Anglorum: The History of the English Kings, 
ed. and trans. R. A. B. Mynors, Rodney M. Thomson, and Michael Winterbottom, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1998), ii.124. 
403 “Thereof spoke Vergil, and said, ‘When death comes, what seeming shapes fly about.’ R. In praise of this king, 
Henry in book I sets verse in this manner: ‘Kindly nobleness and goodness give to thee worship, and goodness 
[gives to you] trouble, mighty warrior Alfred, and labor takes to you without any end. Joy with woe he had mixed at 
all times. Always your hope was mixed with great dread. Though he were now defeated, he readied for battle in the 
morrow. If he were the victor he dreaded the battle in the morrow. After the labor of the running of life, relief now 
[he enjoys], his true rest, with Christ, without any end.” 
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 In this way, the poem takes on a new role in Higden’s Polychronicon and in Trevisa’s 
translation. In Henry of Huntingdon’s Historia Anglorum, poetry can provide moral education 
and historical information. But poetry also participates in Henry’s larger program of 
prosimetrum, which is intended to encouraging reflection on his central themes, contemptus 
mundi and the consolidation of the Heptarchy under a single Wessex ruler. For Henry, poems 
like these are formal variations that participate in the creation of continuous history. But in the 
Polychronicon, Henry’s poem loses this significance. He is cited alongside Vergil and William 
of Malmesbury, and as a result his poem becomes the voice of just another authority in a long 
series of authorities.  
Trevisa goes even further in removing any emphasis on formal variation in this passage. 
He simply eliminates the poetry entirely, by translating Henry, through Higden, into Middle 
English prose. In fact, Trevisa often translates Higden’s poetry as prose.404 Trevisa’s attitude 
towards Higden’s use of poetry in the Polychronicon suggests a further development of Higden’s 
treatment of poetry as historical evidence. While Higden was content to simply offer the 
information in its earlier form, Trevisa recognizes that poetic form means something different in 
the later fourteenth century, especially when it is translated into the English vernacular. Like 
some of the verse chroniclers discussed in chapter 2, Trevisa sees every language as containing a 
different set of formal possibilities, which make each new translation of a text different from 
every other. But rather than using different poetic forms to create historical arguments, Trevisa 
prefers to rely on prose alone. He strips away any hint of allegorical language, in favor of 
representing ‘just the facts.’ Perhaps Trevisa would have had a different attitude towards Latin 
                                                             
404 David Charles Greetham, “Models for the Textual Transmission of Translation: the Case of John Trevisa,” 
Studies in Bibliography: Papers of the Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia 37 (1984): 155. This 
tendency to remove poetry may also be related to Trevisa’s general propensity, noted earlier, for simplifying 
Higden’s Latin. 
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poetry. But in the Middle English Polychronicon, at least, Trevisa views poetry as less capable of 
conveying historical knowledge. Thus, while Higden and Trevisa share similar definitions of 
history and poetry, and of the role of form in historiographical narrative, their writing practices 
differ when it comes to treating poetry as historical evidence. 
In this way, Higden and Trevisa demonstrate a utilitarian attitude towards poetry. In 
contrast to continuous historians, they are not interested in using formal variation to make 
political arguments. This is characteristic of the whole of the Polychronicon, in Higden’s Latin 
text but even more so in Trevisa’s translation. The very idea of universal history encourages the 
inclusion of as many forms as possible – but as a result, it also means that the differences 
between those forms become simply part of the fabric of universal history, rather than a moment 
of unique rupture encouraging the production of commentary. Although the Polychronicon, in 
both Latin and Middle English, includes a number of different forms, those forms no longer 
participate in the production of historiographical interpretation. Importantly, this is not to say 
that Higden and Trevisa are uninterested in form. As we have seen, both Higden and Trevisa 
think deeply about form, and they incorporate and develop a multiplicity of forms and styles in 
their different versions of the Polychronicon. But form has become like any other piece of 
historical information – something to collect, rather than something to deploy.  
There are, however, two instances where poetry seems to have little to do with historical 
evidence or moral education. The first is Higden’s Chester poem, which we have already glanced 
at briefly. Given Higden’s own Cestrian heritage, most scholars have assumed that this ode to 
Chester is driven by Higden’s love for his native city.405 It relates the history and topography of 
                                                             
405 On Higden’s fondness for Chester, and its treatment by Trevisa, see Jane Beal, “Mapping Identity in John 
Trevisa’s English Polychronicon: Chester, Cornwall, and the Translation of English National History,” in 
Fourteenth Century England, III, ed. W. Mark Ormrod (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell and Brewer, 2004), 67-82. 
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Chester, and in that sense, it fits in with the geographical descriptions and the poetic historical 
evidence found elsewhere in the Polychronicon. 
Yet I would point out that this poem displays the same attributes that Higden uses to 
characterize poetry: allegorical language, elevated style, and mythological references. The 
mythological references and elevated style, as I noted earlier, allow this poem to unabashedly 
label itself as ‘poetry.’ Here I would add that this poem can also be read allegorically: while the 
poem seems to be a simple description of the city and thus is quite literal (as opposed to 
‘metaphorical’), Higden’s poem relates the history of Chester as a development from legendary 
origins to a city now prized by both English and Welsh. In this sense, the history of Chester as 
portrayed in this poem can be read as a metaphor for the development of Britain itself. This 
allows Higden to proffer Chester as both singular and representative at the same time, adding to 
its importance in the Polychronicon.  
For these reasons, we might be tempted to read the Chester poem as a formal variation, in 
the vein of continuous history. Yet despite the importance this poem attaches to Chester in the 
Polychronicon, Higden writes the poem in such a way that it can pass for history. Whether it is 
read literally or allegorically, this poem still narrates historical progress, and it is therefore still 
subsumed into the larger historical scope of the Polychronicon. Trevisa may well not know 
“what þis is to mene,” (“what this is supposed to mean,” I.xlviii), but he nevertheless dutifully 
incorporates the poem into the Polychronicon, by taking it as an opportunity to offer one of his 
signature explanatory comments.  
 There is one other place in the Polychronicon where poetry does seem unrelated to 
historical authority, documentary evidence, moral education, or local pride – the description of 
Wales in the thirty-eighth chapter of Book I. Higden writes this chapter entirely in Latin poetry, 
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and Trevisa also translates the entirety of the chapter into poetry as well. There has, surprisingly, 
been little scholarly commentary on this passage. Most discussions of the poem comment simply 
on the poetry’s seeming lack of inspiration.406 Ronald Waldron has written the most on the 
Wales chapter, and he argues that Higden decides to write about Wales in poetry because “Wales 
was regarded by the English (even in an age of general credulity) as supremely a land of 
divination, romance, and fantasy, and hence a subject more suitable for verse than prose.”407 
Waldron further suggests that a similar attitude is behind Trevisa’s decision to translate Higden’s 
poetry in verse form: “If we juxtapose Trevisa’s low opinion of poetry and poets, as expressed 
elsewhere in his translation of the Polychronicon, with the pejorative comment he interpolates in 
lines 321-46 of the English version here, it is evident that he too thought that verse was suitable 
for at least some of the material of De Wallia, because of its incompatibility with reason and 
doctrine.”408 
 Waldron is assuredly correct in this assessment; it would hardly be surprising to find 
Wales associated here with crude fantasy, given English attitudes towards the Welsh preserved in 
other late medieval literature. Yet there are numerous other places in the Polychronicon’s 
geography for which one could imagine Higden and Trevisa considering poetry similarly 
appropriate, and none of them are described in poetry. Furthermore, Trevisa’s staunch defense of 
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s portrayal of Arthur, in the face of Higden’s doubts, suggests that 
                                                             
406 For example, his poetry has been described as “workaday” (Steiner, “Compendious Genres,” 86) and “rough-and-
ready” (Ronald Waldron, “Trevisa’s Translation of Higden’s Polychronicon, Book I, Chapter 38, De Wallia: An 
Edition,” in Authority and Subjugation in Writing of Medieval Wales, ed. Ruth Kennedy and Simon Meecham-Jones 
[New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008], 100).  
407 Waldron, “De Wallia,” 100. 
408 Waldron, “De Wallia,” 100.  
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Trevisa at least was capable of suspending disbelief when it suited him.409 Given the uniqueness 
of this passage, I would suggest we look further than mere ethnic prejudice when trying to 
understand why Wales receives such ‘special’ treatment from these universal historians. 
 To a certain extent, and like the poem on Chester, the poetic chapter describing Wales 
could be read as complicit in the overall structure of the Polychronicon. As we have seen, the 
Polychronicon seeks to incorporate multiple forms into a single text, and this multiplicity of 
forms is already prevalent in Book 1, where geography is not straightforward topography, but 
rather includes topographical features, political entities, and the customs of local peoples. The 
geography itself is thus already formally complex, and the poetic descriptions of Chester and 
Wales only heighten that effect even more. The poetic chapter on Wales might even be read as 
an independent composition, which is then inserted into the work as a piece of historical 
evidence, much like other poems throughout the Polychronicon. If so, the Welsh chapter would 
simply participate in universal history’s widespread flattening of formal difference, as part of the 
pursuit of comprehensiveness. 
 But the chapter on Wales differs from the Chester poem in several ways. First, it is not a 
poem inserted into the main narrative; it is its own chapter. It even has its own four 
subheadings.410 Moreover, it is the only chapter that lacks citations to authoritative works.411 
Though the poem is essentially a summation of the key points of Gerald of Wales’s two treatises 
on Wales, the Itinerarium Kambriae and Descriptio Kambriae, Gerald of Wales is never cited 
                                                             
409 Trevisa’s defense of Arthur has been the subject of much debate; for a basic (and fairly unbiased) discussion, see 
Laura Keeler, Geoffrey of Monmouth and the Late Latin Chroniclers (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1946), 29-34. 
410 These headings are “De racione nominis” (“On the reason for its name”); “De patrie perconijs” (“On the praises 
of this country”); “De incolarum ritibus” (“On the customes of its inhabitants”); and “De terre mirabilibus” (“On the 
marvels of this land”). Trevisa maintains Higden’s Latin headings in his translation.  
411 Beal, “Mapping Identity,” 77.  
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(though he is frequently cited elsewhere in the Polychronicon).412 This omission is particularly 
glaring in the hypercitational format common in universal history and adopted by both Higden 
and Trevisa.413 By separating this chapter from the rest of the work in terms of both structure and 
citation practices, Higden and Trevisa treat the poem as something markedly different from the 
rest of the Polychronicon. 
Moreover, the Wales chapter is located at a key structural moment, when Higden and 
Trevisa turn from describing Europe to describing their main focus, Britain. As the geography 
pans across Europe, the narrator’s gaze eventually settles on the British Isles, first Ireland, then 
Scotland, then Wales, then Britain, i.e. England. This organization suggests that these Celtic 
nations can be characterized by their difference (or lack thereof) from the English crown. Ireland 
is the most distant from England, followed by Scotland, and then Wales. This organization also 
reflects the realities of fourteenth-century politics, in which Wales had by that point become ever 
more incorporated into the English state.414 For these reasons, the poetry of the Welsh chapter 
seems intended to help readers reflect on Wales’s relationship with England, and its place within 
the framework of (English) universal history. 
 Yet Wales’s close relationship with England in the fourteenth century seems uncertain in 
the Polychronicon. Despite its location in the text’s structure as the Celtic nation closest to 
                                                             
412 Waldron, “De Wallia,” 99.  
413 Higden’s and Trevisa’s self-identifying marks have been the subject of much debate about their respective claims 
to authority, especially Trevisa’s attempts to trump Higden. For example, see Jane Beal, John Trevisa and the 
English Polychronicon (Tempe: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2012), 88-93. But what these 
debates mostly ignore is the fact that such citation practices were typical of medieval universal histories (Bernard 
Ribémont, “On the Definition of an Encyclopaedic Genre in the Middle Ages,” in Pre-Modern Encyclopedic Texts: 
Proceedings of the Second COMERS Congress, Groningen, 1-4 July 1996, ed. Peter Binkley [Leiden: Brill, 1997], 
52). Both Higden’s and Trevisa’s self-references are, in fact, fulfilling a generic commonplace, and are therefore no 
more aggressive than other universal historians’.  
414 It is worth noting that this is not an inevitable result, nor was this progression entirely certain, even after the death 
of Llywelyn ap Gruffydd; as I describe in greater detail in chapter 5, numerous uprisings in Wales and political 
developments in England throughout the fifteenth century actually lend credence to the Tudor belief that in Henry 
VII, the Welsh had indeed once again won sovereignty over Britain, thereby fulfilling the Prophecies of Merlin. 
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England, its poetic form and its status as a separate chapter suggest that it is an entity entirely 
separate from England. This sense is further reinforced by the addition of a new table of contents 
at the beginning of the next chapter, which describes the structure of the upcoming section of 
Book I, the description of England. The table of contents resets the narrative of the geography, 
leaving the reader with no doubt that Wales and England are two entirely separate polities, even 
though they share an island.  
Yet the definition of this island is somewhat in doubt. In Higden’s text, Chapter 39 is 
titled, “De Britannia Majori jam Anglia dicta” (“On Greater Britain, now called England”). But 
even the most unlearned and non-Latinate reader would know that Wales – though separate from 
England – is also located on the same island. Nevertheless, the Polychronicon’s insistence on 
overlapping definitions for “Britain” and “England” becomes even clearer in the first sentence of 
this chapter.415 Higden writes, “Post insulas oceani libet Britanniam describere, cujus terrae 
gratia haec presens lucubrata est historia” (“It is fitting to describe Britain after the islands of the 
ocean, since this present history is now labored over on Britain’s behalf”). Trevisa simplifies 
Higden’s prose, but maintains the main point: “After þe ilonds of occean now Bretayne schal be 
descreued” (“After the islands of the ocean, now Britain shall be described”). In both versions of 
the Polychronicon, Wales (and Scotland, among others) is thus implied to be an “island of the 
ocean,” even though it is manifestly part of Britain. (It is dubious whether the Severn River 
would have been considered that wide.)  
The structure of the Polychronicon thus creates competing interpretations of Wales: it is 
simultaneously closest to, and yet entirely separate from, both England and Britain. Yet as their 
recalibration of the structure of the Polychronicon reveals, both Higden and Trevisa are anxious 
                                                             
415 Cf. similar claims by Robert of Gloucester in chapter 2.  
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to treat “Britain” as essentially the same thing as “England,” which is at the same time something 
entirely different from “Wales.” For both historians, the English have rightful authority over the 
whole island, and thus the names “Britain” and “England” ought to be synonymous.416 Yet as 
their own poetry about Wales reveals, one cannot talk about English history without talking 
about British – that is, Welsh – history. And Higden and Trevisa seem uncomfortable with this 
fact. Take, for instance, Higden’s and Trevisa’s depiction of the size of the land: 
Cuius circumferencia, 
Quamuis sit minor Anglia, 
Par tamen glebe gloria, 
In matre et in filia. (Higden, i.38, lines 26-29) 
 
And þey þis lond 
Be wel lasse þan Engelond, 
As good glebe ys on as oþer, 
Yn þe douʒter & þe moder. (Trevisa, i.38, lines 31-34)417  
 
Though Higden and Trevisa would certainly claim that England is “the mother,” there is no 
getting around the fact that the Britons – the ancestors of the Welsh – arrived in Britain first. The 
Welsh could very conceivably make a claim to a dominant status (as, indeed, they frequently 
did). That ambiguity is clear in the “glebe”: the quality of the soil is the same in both countries, 
making the dividing lines between England, Wales, and Britain impossible to discern. 
 We might even read a similar anxiety about discerning the difference between the 
English and the Welsh in a later passage from this poem, in which Higden and Trevisa compare 
Welsh and English customs. The Polychronicon describes how Welsh manners have improved 
                                                             
416 Waldron notes this is often the case in the Polychronicon (“De Wallia,” 99). Brown argues that Higden views the 
English as a mixed people, and Britain as a marginal, ambiguous space (“Higden’s Britain,” 107-12). In Brown’s 
reading, these attributes are both positive and negative. While I would agree that this is the case in practice, I would 
argue that such ambivalent views are the product of the tension I describe here, and that the England Higden (and 
Trevisa) desire is not the England that history allows them to portray. The implications of that gap are what is at 
stake in the poetic chapter on Wales.  
417 “And though this land / is much smaller than England, / the soil is as good in the one as in the other, / in the 
daughter and the mother.” Text from Chapter 38 of the Polychronicon comes from Waldron’s edition in “De Wallia.” 
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through contact with the English. As a result, Higden writes, “Vt iudicentur, Anglici / Nunc 
pocius quam Wallici” (“As a result, they are now deemed English rather than Welsh,” lines 198-
99). The location of the nouns “Anglici” and “Wallici” reinforce that the dividing lines between 
the English and the Welsh have faded, now that the Welsh have adopted English manners. 
Trevisa tries to reassert a bit of division in his translation, saying, “So þay semeþ now <yn> 
muynde / More Englysch þan Walsch kynde” (“So they seem now in mind / More English than 
of Welsh descent,” lines 209-10). They are still Welsh, says Trevisa; they just seem more English. 
Higden’s comparative implies that ethnicity is a spectrum, while Trevisa’s comparative implies 
that ethnicity is an immutable, innate characteristic, which can be affected but not altered by 
external accidents. I would suggest that Trevisa’s re-emphasis on the unchanging nature of 
ethnicity is intended to create some kind of division between the two, precisely because he is 
uneasy about the ambiguous relationship between England and Wales.  
 It is worth noting that both Higden and Trevisa come from what we might call ‘marginal’ 
communities, and their own regional affinities may color their treatment of Wales. As we saw, 
Higden, living in the marches between Wales and England, treats his own city of Chester as a 
place where poetry intrudes on the otherwise prosaic (if not always prose) Polychronicon. This 
does not seem to cause him much concern. Like ethnicity, poetry operates on a spectrum in 
Higden’s Polychronicon. Chester is partly poetic, just as it is partly Welsh; yet while poetry is 
considered a valuable part of Chester’s appeal in his description of England, here in the chapter 
on Wales, poetry is a way of denigrating the Welsh with a “summary treatment” and “throwaway 
style” that has “an overall trivializing effect.”418 The very tool that glorifies Chester thus puts 
Wales to shame. Yet by implying poetry can be either positive or negative, Higden cannot help 
                                                             
418 Waldron, “De Wallia,” 100. 
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but allow readers to see the negative in Chester and the positive in Wales. In other words, 
Higden’s poetic description of Wales undermines his treatment of his own native city – a point 
that Trevisa jumps on in his translation.419 
We might imagine that Trevisa, a vocal product of Cornwall, might have felt some 
affinity for Wales as a Celtic nation. But as Ronald Waldron has noted, Cornish identity does not 
necessarily equate to Celtic identity, which may not have even existed in the Middle Ages; and 
we have no reason to believe that Trevisa would feel any Celtic loyalty to Wales.420 In fact, he 
seems to go to great lengths to portray Cornwall as an important part of England.421 Like Higden, 
Trevisa treats the relationship between Wales and England as worthy of a formal rupture, and he 
strives to portray Wales as something entirely different from England. Yet he too is implicated in 
the conflict between Chester and Wales, and between poetry and prose. Trevisa openly criticizes 
Higden, yet he nevertheless decides to maintain the poetic form of Chapter 38. By allowing the 
formal and thematic overlap between Chester and Wales to continue in his own text, rather than 
converting the poetry into prose, Trevisa allows the same contradictions Higden creates to 
permeate the discussion of the relationship between England and Wales.  
 In sum, both writers portray Wales as the place most like, and most unlike, England. In 
the Polychronicon, Wales becomes a place for meditating on England’s fraught relationship with 
Britain. As my discussion above has shown, the description of Wales has been made structurally 
continuous and discontinuous with England, while Wales itself has been described as 
participating in an ambiguous relationship with England. In essence, what Higden and Trevisa 
                                                             
419 A.S.G. Edwards, “Geography and Illustration and Higden’s Polychronicon,” in Art into Life: Collected Papers 
from the Kresge Art Museum Medieval Symposia, ed. Carol Garrett Fisher and Kathleen L. Scott (East Lansing: 
Michigan State University, 1995), 98; see also Beal, “Mapping Identity,” 71.  
420 “Trevisa’s ‘Celtic Complex’ Revisited,” Notes and Queries n.s. 36, no. 3 (1989): 307. See also Waldron, “De 
Wallia,” 135 n. 5. Waldron’s comments are mostly in response to John E. Housman, “Higden, Trevisa, Caxton, and 
the Beginnings of Arthurian Criticism,” The Review of English Studies 23, no. 91 (1947): 209-217, esp. 214. 
421 Beal, “Mapping Identity,” 74.  
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have created here is a formal discontinuity along the lines of those employed by the writers of 
continuous – rather than universal – history. In other words, Higden’s and Trevisa’s efforts to 
parse the relationship between Wales and England, between Welsh history and English history, 
can only be resolved through recourse to the older historiographical model of continuous history. 
As we will recall, in this theory, formal variation overlaps with political discontinuity to 
encourage historiographical interpretation. Here, the poetic description of Wales overlaps with 
England’s fraught history of conquest and its non-synonymous relationship with Britain, to argue 
that Wales is so ‘othered’ from England that it is no threat to English sovereignty.  
But just as continuous history sees continuity in discontinuity, and vice versa, so too does 
the Polychronicon see Wales as both like and unlike England. Continuous history does not 
resolve Higden’s and Trevisa’s dilemma, any more than it resolves the Norman Conquest or the 
Battle of Evesham; it simply gives historians the tools for writing about these events. Higden and 
Trevisa both seem to register this on some level, and they have employed this tactic at this 
crucial moment of description, in the middle of a geography that, as they explained earlier, is 
intended to help explain the entirety of the Polychronicon.  
Of course, one could argue that by referencing this earlier historiographical theory, they 
are simply abiding by their dominant theory of universal history, in which all forms, all places, 
all knowledge is subsumed into a single comprehensive text. Yet I would argue that this formal 
variation cannot be understood as participating in universal history. Universal history, by its very 
nature, cannot incorporate competing historiographical theories, because doing so would break 
its ability to serve as a meta-narrative under which all things are subsumed. It cannot be a theory 
that exists alongside other theories, because then it can no longer be the overarching umbrella 
that it claims to be. It must be not the dominant theory, but the sole theory. Just as it eliminates 
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competing historiographical texts, as I noted earlier, so too does it eliminate competing 
historiographical theories.  
 In Higden’s Polychronicon and Trevisa’s translation, then, universal history emerges as a 
theory and practice of writing history in which formal variation is normalized and thus subsumed 
into the regular progression of history. Once formal variation is stripped of its significance in 
universal history, it becomes increasingly absent from history, as is evident in Trevisa’s 
willingness to translate the poetry that appears in Higden’s text as prose. To different degrees, 
both Higden and Trevisa are working towards a kind of history in which poetry and other kinds 
of formal variation play no role.  
But Higden and Trevisa are forced to suspend universal history when describing the 
geography of Wales. To ‘other’ Wales from Britain and England, Higden and Trevisa adopt a 
different historiographical form (poetry) and historiographical theory (continuous history). By so 
doing, they essentially write Wales out of British history – even though Welsh history is British 
history.422 In the Polychronicon, Anglia does indeed mean Britannia.  
Yet Higden and Trevisa are not entirely successful in accomplishing this erasure. Formal 
variation allows them to ‘other’ Wales and present it as something so alien that it cannot even be 
incorporated into universal history. Yet formal variation in continuous history is a two-sided coin: 
where there is discontinuity, there is also continuity. Wales still lingers in the background, 
despite Higden’s and Trevisa’s attempts to remove it. As much as Higden and Trevisa strive to 
remove the Welsh from British history, the Welsh are “yma o hyd” (“still here”).423  
 
                                                             
422 Cf. Simon Meecham-Jones, “Where Was Wales? The Erasure of Wales in Medieval English Culture,” in 
Authority and Subjugation in Writing of Medieval Wales, ed. Ruth Kennedy and Simon Meecham-Jones (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 27-55. 
423 Cf. Dafydd Iwan, “Yma o Hyd.” 
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III. Universal History in the Middle English Prose Brut 
 
 The Middle English Prose Brut might, on the surface, seem a strange place to turn for 
examining universal history in the later Middle Ages. But like the Polychronicon, the Middle 
English Prose Brut represents late medieval English historiography’s attitudes towards England 
and Britain. In fact, much of the scholarship on the Brut has focused on the ways in which the 
Prose Brut help crystallize and promulgate the conception of England as a “nation,” from the 
fourteenth century onwards.424 Furthermore, the Prose Brut serves as a primary source for 
‘national’ history from its first appearance through the sixteenth century.425 Given its strong 
‘national’ focus, the Prose Brut seems to have little to do with universal history, especially when 
compared to Higden’s Polychronicon and Trevisa’s translation. 
 Yet this chapter defines ‘universal history’ not as a genre, but as a historiographical 
theory associated with specific historiographical practices. From this perspective, I argue that the 
Prose Brut’s approach to historiography is essentially that of universal history; and I further 
suggest that the Prose Brut and the Polychronicon can be considered two products of the same 
intellectual culture in the fourteenth century. In this section, I will first show how the Brut 
displays the same drive towards compendiousness that characterizes universal histories like the 
Polychronicon. I will then reflect on how the adoption of universal history impacted the form of 
later medieval chronicles.  
                                                             
424 Lister M. Matheson, The Prose Brut: The Development of a Middle English Chronicle (Tempe, Arizona: 
Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1998), 29. 
425 Matheson, Development, 27. But Matheson has also cautioned against seeing too much strong argument in the 
Middle English Prose Brut, as it seems to embrace a fairly simple political philosophy. See “National and Civil 
Chronicles in Late Fifteenth-Century London,” in The Yorkist Age: Proceedings of the 2011 Harlaxton Symposium, 
ed. Hannes Kleineke and Christian Steer (Donington: Shaun Tyas and the Richard III and Yorkist History Trust, 
2013), 260.  
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 The textual tradition of the Middle English Prose Brut is notoriously complex. The 
Common Version was translated from the Long Version of the Anglo-Norman Prose Brut, and 
then received several continuations, additions, and abbreviations. The surviving manuscripts can 
be divided into four versions – the Common, the Extended, the Abbreviated, and the Peculiar – 
which are further subdivided into fifty groups and subgroups.426 Moreover, the Long Version of 
the Anglo-Norman Prose Brut has a complicated textual history of its own, and so even the 
simplest incarnation of the Common Version, let alone an Extended, Abbreviated, or Peculiar 
text – is actually the work of many hands.427 The Middle English Prose Brut is the product of 
what I will call in this chapter ‘collaborative composition,’ a process by which texts are 
constantly being reshaped by the interventions of more and more writers. The resulting text is 
perceived not as the work of a single author, with additions, but as the work of many authors.  
 For Lister M. Matheson, who first categorized the incredibly complicated texts of the 
Middle English Prose Brut, “[t]he texts of the Middle English Common Version developed 
primarily through a process of accretion.”428 Some manuscripts received additions from their 
owners. In other cases, writers of continuations of the Prose Brut may have sent their new 
additions to those whom they knew possessed a copy, through personal or institutional 
connections, so that their additions could be added to multiple copies.429 This process implies 
that communities share the work of not just composing but also perpetually adding to existing 
base texts.430 Participants in collaborative composition recognize that they are part of larger 
                                                             
426 Matheson, Development, 67-75.  
427 Matheson, Development, 2-5.  
428 Matheson, Development, 50. 
429 Matheson, Development, 50.  
430 For a more recent consideration of the circulation of the Middle English Prose Brut, see also John J. Thompson, 
“Why Edit the Middle English Prose Brut? What’s (Still) In It for Us?,” in Probable Truth: Editing Medieval Texts 
from Britain in the Twenty-First Century, ed. Vincent Gillespie and Anne Hudson (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013), 445-
63.  
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community of readers, editors, annotators, compilers, and writers, all of whom work together to 
produce and refine more and more texts of the Prose Brut. The resulting ‘text’ is so varied in all 
of its incarnations, that each could be examine individually for its unique view of English history; 
yet all are considered examples of the same text of English history.431 The same communal 
aspects of creating the Middle English Prose Brut thus allow for the acceptance of a wide range 
of variations within the purview of the text. 
 Of course, the process I describe here is one that was very common in the medieval 
period.432 Chronicles in particular lend themselves to interpolations from readers, who often add 
new information or continue a preexisting text into their own time. Within the context of 
monastic historiography, collaborative composition is also a given – the abbey records and other 
forms of historical writing are often produced by a series of brethren over the course of several 
decades. Thanks to monastic networks, there are many opportunities for sharing both information 
and text. (The best-known example of this phenomenon is, of course, St Albans, where Matthew 
Paris and Thomas Walsingham, among others, helped make their monastery one of the most 
important centers of monastic historiography in the later Middle Ages.433) 
                                                             
431 For examples of focused studies of one or two manuscripts, see Marie Stansfield, “Parallel Texts and a Peculiar 
Brut: A Case Study,” in Probable Truth: Editing Medieval Texts from Britain in the Twenty-First Century, ed. 
Vincent Gillespie and Anne Hudson (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013), 465-79; and Lisa M. Ruch,“‘A grete abbicion for 
the londis name’: Naming England for Igerne in an Abbreviated Middle English Prose Brut,” Arthuriana 22, no. 4 
(2012): 94-100. 
432 For a similar argument on the role of scribes in producing historiography, see Matthew Fisher, Scribal 
Authorship and the Writing of History in Medieval England (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2012). 
However, while Fisher argues that scribes ought to be considered auctores, because each of their works has its own 
authority, I suggest that some historiographical texts, like the Middle English Prose Brut, might best be understood 
as the product of many collaborators. In general, modern scholarship tends to privilege historiography produced by a 
single named author, whose work is then filtered through innumerable scribes who add their own interpretations to 
the work and thereby produce related texts. I will argue that, in the case of the Prose Brut, writers see themselves as 
participating in a shared community of historical writing – they do not necessarily see themselves as auctores, but 
neither do they see their text as the product of a single auctor.   
433 See Antonia Gransden, “Matthew Paris and the St Albans School of Historiography,” Historical Writing in 
England, c. 500 to c. 1307 (London and New York: Routledge, 1996), 315-34. Nathan Greasley (Aberystwyth) is 
currently working on a Ph.D. thesis examining Matthew Paris’s news-gathering networks. 
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 Nevertheless, I would suggest that the readers and writers of the Middle English Prose 
Brut recognize and even value its piecemeal construction. This recognition marks a shift from 
thinking of a historiographical work as the product of a single historian, or a single compiler, to 
thinking of a historiographical work as the collaborative work of a large group of writers. It is 
this shift in attitudes towards the historiographical narrator that makes collaborative composition 
a particularly important factor in understanding the Middle English Prose Brut’s approach to 
writing history.  
Collaborative composition is on full display in the exordium to the Middle English Prose 
Brut, which appears at the beginning of the work in the Extended and Abbreviated Versions. The 
exordium resembles many other historiographical prologues, but it replaces the voice of the 
single historian with the voice of the collective:  
This boke treteth and telleþ of þe kynges & principal lordes þat euer were in þis londe & 
of auentures & wondreful þinges and batailles & oþer notable actes werres conquestes þat 
bifelle in þis same londe. And this lande is callid Bretaigne aftir him that þat first 
enhabited it whos name was callid Brute; & þis same Brute biganne first þe citee of 
Londoun þe whiche he lete calle þat tyme Newe Troye in þe remembraunce of þe olde 
Troye ffrom whens he & all his lynage weren come. And þis boke made & compiled men 
of religioun & oþer good clerkes þat wreten þat bifell in her tymes and made þerof grete 
bokes and remembraunce to men þat comen aftir hem to heere and to see what bifell in þe 
londe afore tyme and callid hem Cronycles. And in þis londe haue been from Brute to 
kynge Edward þe thridde aftir þe conquest C xxxij kynges whos lyues and actes ben 
compiled shortly in þis boke þe whiche conteyneth CC xxxviij chapiters wiþoute þe 
prothogoll or prolog. (Exordium)434  
 
                                                             
434 “This book treats and tells of the kings and principal lords that have ever been in this land, and of adventures and 
wonderful things, and battles and other noble acts, [and] wars [and] conquests that happened in this same land. And 
this land is called Britain after him who first inhabited it, whose name was called Brutus; and this same Brutus 
established the city of London, which he called at that time New Troy, in memory of the old Troy from whence he 
and all his lineage came. And men of religion and other good clerks made and compiled this book, who wrote what 
happened in their times, and made of these happenings great books, and a memory for the men that come after them, 
so that [they may] hear and see what happened in the land before time, and [they] called them Chronicles. And in 
this land [there] have been from Brutus to King Edward III after the conquest one hundred thirty-two kings, whose 
lives and deeds have been compiled shortly in this book, which contains two hundred thirty-eight chapters, without 
the preface or prologue.” The text of the exordium does not appear in the Early English Text Society edition, and 
can instead be found in Matheson, Development, 64-65.  
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Like every other historiographical prologue from the medieval period, the exordium to the Prose 
Brut provides insight into the work’s subject matter and method of composition. The exordium 
opens and closes with a clear statement of the Prose Brut’s main focus: the reigns of the rulers of 
Britain, from its foundation to Edward III. The prologue also notes that the same founding figure 
is responsible for the establishment of Britain as a political entity, and London as that entity’s 
principal city. This focus on London is hardly surprising, given the Prose Brut’s metropolitan 
connections.435 Nevertheless, by focusing on the concrete remains of Brutus’s influence on 
Britain, the exordium encourages the Prose Brut’s readers (in London and elsewhere) to see the 
historical present in the landscape that surrounds them. 
 A similar invitation to readers can be found in the description of the Prose Brut’s 
composition. An undisclosed number of writers have all contributed to producing 
historiographical writings, which ensures that knowledge of the past is not lost. Of course, such 
platitudes about history preserving the past are common; we saw a similar sentiment earlier in 
Higden’s Polychronicon and Trevisa’s translation. Nevertheless, the reader is made the 
immediate benefactor of such knowledge in this exordium, more strongly than in the 
Polychronicon, where Higden’s and Trevisa’s rhetorical questions (What would we know of 
Lucilius without Seneca?) seem to distance readers from the past, rather than invite them to 
participate in its preservation. In the Polychronicon, the reader is simply presented with 
knowledge; in the Prose Brut, the writer is inspired to help preserve that knowledge by adding to 
the narrative.  
 The invitation to add to the Prose Brut is even clearer in the last two sentences, which 
give concrete figures for the number of kings since Brutus and the number of chapters in the text. 
                                                             
435 Matheson, Development, 13-14. But see also Thompson, “Why Edit,” 453-54. 
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It is one thing for a historian like Robert Mannyng to say that he plans to cover a certain period 
of time, such as from Brutus to the death of Edward I; it is another thing entirely to count the 
number of kings since the foundation of Britain. After the death of Edward III, the Prose Brut 
becomes obviously outdated; and the Prose Brut’s tally of kings invites an update, along with the 
addition of new chapters to the count also provided by the exordium. Whether or not readers 
actually correct these specific numbers in the exordium is irrelevant. My point here is that the 
exordium encourages readers to join the ranks of the “men of religioun & oþer good clerkes” 
(“men of religion and other good clerks”), by writing down the events of their own time in the 
Middle English Prose Brut.   
 The exordium to the Prose Brut demonstrates how late medieval readers viewed the Prose 
Brut’s production. For these readers, the text was produced by several writers, who worked for 
the benefit of posterity; and readers are invited to join in their work by providing new material of 
their own. In this way, the exordium to the Prose Brut reveals a different attitude towards 
historiography than we have seen thus far – one in which historiography is the product of many 
hands, rather than the product of a single historian whose work then receives additions from 
others. The complexity of the Prose Brut’s textual tradition suggests that many answered this call, 
even before the exordium incorporated this explicit invitation into the text. The flexibility of the 
Middle English Prose Brut, with its short chapters and focused narrative, makes it particularly 
easy to supplement, and readers evidently appreciated and took advantage of this flexibility.  
 The resulting text is a veritable formal compendium, but like all compendia, it binds 
together difference into a single whole. The Oldest Version of the Anglo-Norman Prose Brut was 
written to be a “seamless narrative,” and the Middle English Prose Brut continues that 
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approach.436 Nevertheless, within that narrative, the Middle English Prose Brut contains a wide 
range of styles, structures, and genres. It mixes its standard format of short expository chapters 
with dramatizations of history using direct speech and vivid language.437 In addition, “[t]he 
narrator alternates between expanded chapters describing events in detail and brief genealogies 
summarizing many years of history in a few lines.”438  
But as in Higden’s Polychronicon and Trevisa’s translation, the multiplicity of forms 
within the Middle English Prose Brut actually eliminates the significance of formal variation. If 
many hands produced the text, then it is not surprising to find many forms. Collaborative 
composition may increase reader engagement, but it precludes the possibility of meaningful 
formal variation. Moreover, in an effort to ensure that every writer’s contributions are fully 
incorporated into the text, formal variation tends to be minimized so that every piece of 
information can be re-inscribed into the main narrative.  
This tendency is evident in the Prose Brut’s treatment of the Prophecies of Merlin from 
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae. As I showed in chapter 1, the Prophecies of 
Merlin constitute a significant formal variation that creates an alternate periodization scheme 
undermining the divide between British and English history. In some ways, the Prophecies of the 
Six Kings After John in Chapter 74 resemble the role played by the Prophecies of Merlin in the 
                                                             
436 On the narrative structure of the Oldest Version of the Anglo-Norman Prose Brut, see Julia Marvin, “John and 
Henry III in the Anglo-Norman Prose Brut,” in Thirteenth-Century England, XIV: Proceedings of the Aberystwyth 
and Lampeter Conference, 2011, ed. Janet Burton, Phillipp Schofield, and Björn Weiler (Woodbridge: The Boydell 
Press, 2013), 181; and Marvin, “Arthur Authorized: The Prophecies of the Prose Brut Chronicle,” in Arthurian 
Literature, XXII, ed. Keith Busby and Roger Dalrymple (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2005), 86-87. 
437 Cf. Tamar Drukker, “Thirty-Three Murderous Sisters: A Pre-Trojan Foundation Myth in the Middle English 
Prose Brut Chronicle,” Review of English Studies n.s. 54, no. 216 (2003): 452. Drukker also discusses how the 
inclusion of prophecy adds to the stylistic complexity of the Middle English Prose Brut in “Vision and History: 
Prophecy in the Middle English Prose Brut Chronicle,” Arthuriana 12, no. 4 (2002): 25. For a brief discussion of 
early scholarship on the style of the Middle English Prose Brut, see Lister M. Matheson, “Historical Prose,” in 
Middle English Prose: A Critical Guide to Major Authors and Genres, ed. A.S.G. Edwards (New Brunswick, New 
Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1984), 213. 
438 Drukker, “Murderous Sisters,” 452.  
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Historia regum Britanniae: both are couched as responses to the questions of kings, and both 
offer glimpses into future history.439 But the Prophecies of the Six Kings After John do not 
rupture the narrative of the Prose Brut in the same way that the Prophecies of Merlin rupture the 
Historia. First, in the Middle English Prose Brut, Merlin had only a little earlier in Chapter 63, 
responded to questions by Vortiger regarding the significance of the fighting dragons. In the 
Historia, this question is the impetus for the Prophecies; but here, it is simply another example 
of Merlin’s dealings with rulers. The significance that the Historia places on the Prophecies for 
reflecting on questions of sovereignty and continuity drops out in the Middle English Prose Brut.  
Second, the Prophecies are also reincorporated into the Middle English Prose Brut. 
Earlier histories might reference how a specific prophecy was fulfilled by such-and-such a king. 
Yet for the first three kings that appear after the Prophecies of the Six Kings After John, the 
Middle English Prose Brut explicitly explains how each king fulfilled these prophecies.440 Take 
for example the Prose Brut’s discussion of Henry III: 
And of þis Kyng Henry, propheceide Merlyn, & said þat 'a lombre shulde come out of 
Wynchestre in þe ȝere of Incarnacion of our Lord Ml CC & xvj, wiþ trew lippis, and 
holynesse wryten in his hert.' And he saide soþ, for þe gode Henry þe Kyng was born 
[MS Rawlinson B 171 100a] in Wynchestre in þe ȝere abouesaide, and he spake gode 
wordes & swet, and was an holy man, and of god conscience. (Chapter 160)441  
 
The rest of the chapter continues to explain at great length how Henry III fulfilled these 
prophecies. Although we might think of these chapters of commentary as yet another formal 
variation, in reality the commentary serves to ensure that the Prophecies are integrated into the 
                                                             
439 For a full discussion of prophecy in the Middle English Prose Brut, see Drukker, “Prophecy.” 
440 Drukker, “Prophecy,” 39-40. 
441 “And of this King Henry, Merlin prophesied, and said that ‘a lamb should come out of Winchester in the year of 
the Incarnation of our Lord 1216, with true lips, and holiness written in his heart.’ And he spoke the truth, for the 
good Henry the King was born in Winchester in the aforesaid year, and he spoke good and sweet words, and was a 
holy man, and of good conscience.” All text from the Middle English Prose Brut (unless noted otherwise) is from 
The Brut, or The Chronicles of England, Edited from MS. Rawl. B 171, Bodleian Library, &c, ed. Friedrich W.D. 
Brie, Early English Text Society o.s. vols. 131, 136 (London; New York; Toronto: Oxford University Press for the 
Early English Text Society, 1906, 1908). 
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text as much as possible. In this way, commentary erases any potential for formal variation, 
rather than creating new opportunities for rupture.  
The Prose Brut’s treatment of prophetic material highlights another of its main 
approaches towards the construction of historical writing in this text. The next three kings’ 
relationship to these prophecies, as Tamar Drukker notes, is not addressed explicitly, because 
these passages were written as continuations, rather than as “retrospective” histories.442 
Furthermore, conflicts with the prophecies are not addressed at all.443 In this way, the Prophecies 
of the Six Kings After John are incorporated into the narrative when it suits the narrative, and 
ignored when it does not. This kind of willful ‘forgetting’ of inconvenient facts allows the text to 
contradict itself, under the guise of cohesion, making it that much more accepting of any 
continuations that stretch or even undermine the preexisting text. 
This utilitarian approach to form helps drive the treatment of the Albina prologue as well. 
The earliest Anglo-Norman Prose Brut manuscripts combined the main narrative of the Brut with 
Des Grantz Geanz, an Anglo-Norman poem providing the origins of the word ‘Albion,’ an 
alternative name for Britain, while also explaining how the giants that Brutus encounters in 
Britain came to be on the island.444 This prologue has been the subject of much discussion, 
especially from the perspective of gender and national identity.445 However, for my purposes this 
prologue is significant because it points to the ways in which readers added to the main narrative 
of the Brut. A prose version of this story became the prologue to the Long Version of the Anglo-
Norman Prose Brut, which was translated as the Common Version of the Middle English Prose 
                                                             
442 Drukker, “Prophecy,” 40. 
443 Drukker, “Prophecy,” 41.  
444 Matheson, Development, 2.  
445 See, for instance, Christopher Baswell, “Albyne Sails for Albion: Gender, Motion and Foundation in the English 
Imperial Imagination,” in Freedom of Movement in the Middle Ages: Proceedings of the 2003 Harlaxton Symposium, 
ed. by Peregrine Horden (Donington: Shaun Tyas, 2007), 157-68; and Drukker, “Murderous Sisters,” 449-63. 
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Brut.446 This Common Version is the basis of all the other versions of the Middle English Prose 
Brut, and in this way the Albina prologue is present in every Middle English text of the Prose 
Brut, aside from a few examples where it has been removed.447 By the time the Middle English 
Prose Brut came into existence, then, the Albina story had already become a sedimented part of 
the framework of the text. 
It has been suggested that this prologue was intended to work together with the Brutus 
foundation myth to provide a comprehensive account – biblical, classical, Trojan – of all the 
threads of British identity.448 But as the exordium reveals, later readers understood the story to be 
something continuous with and yet separated from the Brutus myth:  
The prolog of þis book declareth hou this lande was callid Albioun aftre þe eldest 
doughtre of þe riall kyng Dioclisian of Surry the which doughtre was callid Albyne and 
wiþ her xxxij sustres weren exiled oute of her owne londe for grete trespaces þat þei had 
doon and arrived in this londe casuelly where-in was no lyuyng creature but wilde beestes 
and hou vnclene spirites lay bi hem and þei brouȝt forth horrible geauntz and Brute killed 
hem. (Exordium)449  
 
Though modern readers focus on the ways in which the Albina narrative problematizes the 
foundation of Britain, the exordium simply treats this text as the “prolog” to the real history of 
Britain, which begins with Brutus. The Albina myth goes no further than the prologue.450 Of all 
the parts of the Middle English Prose Brut, this would seem to be the moment where a significant 
                                                             
446 Matheson, Development, 6. 
447 Matheson, Development, 6. On the removal of the Albina narrative, see Julia Marvin, “Albine and Isabelle: 
Regicidal Queens and the Historical Imagination of the Anglo-Norman Prose Brut Chronicles, with an Edition and 
Translation of the Prose Prologue to the Long Version of the Anglo-Norman Prose Brut,” in Arthurian Literature, 
XVIII, ed. Keith Busby (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2001), 178-80.  
448 Drukker, “Murderous Sisters,” 463. Cf. Lesley Johnson, “Return to Albion,” Arthurian Literature 13, ed. James 
P. Carley and Felicity Riddy (Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 1995), 26-27.  
449 “The prologue of this book declares how this land was called Albion after the eldest daughter of the royal king 
Diocletian of Syria, who was called Albyne, and [who] with her thirty-two sisters was exiled out of her own land, 
for great trespasses that they had done; and [how they] arrived in this land by chance, wherein was no living creature 
except wild beasts; and how unclean spirits lay with them, and they brought forth horrible giants, and Brutus killed 
them.” 
450 For the Albina narrative’s development into a prologue, see Marvin, “Regicidal Queens,” 149-58, 176-78. Since I 
am limiting my discussion to the Middle English Prose Brut, I do not examine this process any further here. 
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formal rupture might occur: at the moment where the prologue and the main narrative of the text 
meet, we get two (dis)continuous stories touching on issues of sovereignty, inheritance, and 
conquest. Moreover, this narrative originated as a separate poem which was added to the 
narrative, raising the specter of formal variation here as well. 
But as Lesley Johnson has argued, there is no formal rupture at this point, because the 
text of the poem has enough of a “historiographical orientation” to ensure that it is read as part of 
the overall narrative of history.451 Certainly, it registers its difference, but certainly by the time it 
is translated into Middle English, it has been fully incorporated into the Prose Brut. Moreover, 
even if its difference caused readers to pause here, any reader of the Prose Brut would already be 
aware of the collaborative process used to create the Brut, which would allow for any formal 
variety or whiff of ‘difference’ to be attributed simply to the process of collaborative 
composition. In this way, all forms are subsumed into the overarching narrative of the Middle 
English Prose Brut. And in fact, this approach to form is valorized as the democratic product of a 
mixed community of writers who work together to create a piece of ‘national’ historiography.  
 Underneath the Middle English Prose Brut’s reliance on collaborative composition is an 
assumption about how to write history. As my discussion above should already suggest, the 
Prose Brut engages in the same discourse of compendiousness that dominates Higden’s 
Polychronicon and Trevisa’s translation. Both texts privilege adding information over overtly 
narrativizing it; and both texts view form as a way of maintaining order over the confusing swirl 
of historical evidence. The resulting Middle English Prose Brut may present history as a 
combination of continuity and contingency, but it nevertheless fashions those competing strands 
                                                             
451 Johnson, “Return to Albion,” 29-30, quote 30.  
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into a single thread narrating the development of sovereignty in Britain.452 In this sense, we can 
read the Middle English Prose Brut as another example of English universal history. 
 The Prose Brut’s portrayal of historiography as the imposition of form over disorder is 
most evident in its depiction of the writing of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle under Alfred. This text 
is first mentioned in the description of the reign of Oswy: 
¶ And so grete was þe werr in euery contre bituene kyngus, þat no man myȝt wete how þe 
lande went. But Abbotes, prioures, & men of religioun, writen þe lifes and dedes of 
kynges, & how longe eueryche hade regnede, & in what contre; & in what maner 
eueryche kyng deide, and of bisshoppis also, and þerof made grete bokes, & lete calle 
ham þe Cronicles: and þe goode Kyng Alurede hade þat boke in his warde, and lete 
brynge hit to Wynchestre, & lete hit faste bene tackede to a piler, þat men myȝt hit nouȝt 
remeve ne bere þenns, so þat euery man miȝt hit see and þereoppon loke, for þerin beþ þe 
lifes of alle þe Kynges þat euer wer in Engeland. (Chapter 102)453  
 
For Margaret Lamont, this passage shows how historiographical texts, like the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle, impose form on a chaotic kingdom. In her reading, the lines of genealogical heritage 
had been broken in Oswy’s time, because the strongest destroy the weakest; but this 
fragmentation can be partly healed through historiography’s ability to make the past manageable. 
Historiography may not have ‘real’ political effects, but it can at least create order by creating 
narrative. Its ability to contain the unruly past through narrative, Lamont suggests, is underscored 
                                                             
452 As Felicity Riddy puts it, “The genealogy of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century English kings extends back via 
Arthur to Brutus and so Arthurian genealogies themselves are used as political propaganda in the dynastic quarrels 
of the period. Nevertheless in general the Brut’s history is not teleological; the present is not, I think, understood as 
where we ought to be but simply where we are” (“Reading for England: Arthurian Literature and National 
Consciousness,” Bibliographical Bulletin of the International Arthurian Society 43 [1991]: 326). 
453 “And so great was the war between kings in every country, that no man could know how the land fared. But 
abbots, priors, and men of religion wrote the lives and deeds of kings, and how long each one had reigned, and in 
what country; and in what manner every king died, and bishops also, and thereof made great books, and called them 
Chronicles. And the good King Alfred had that book in his keeping, and commanded it to be brought to Winchester, 
to be tacked fast to a pillar, so that men could not remove it nor bear it thence, so that every man could see and look 
at it, for therein were the lives of all the kings that ever were in England.” 
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by the symbolism of the chained book, which signifies the ways in which history has been 
contained.454  
 Lamont is surely right in demonstrating how the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle is intended as a 
way of imposing order over a disordered world. She is also right to suggest that the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle is linked to, if not portrayed as part of, the Middle English Prose Brut.455 After all, 
both contain “þe lifes of alle þe Kynges þat euer wer in Engeland” (“the lives of all the kings that 
ever were in England”), and in this sense, this passage is referring to the Middle English Prose 
Brut more than the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, insofar as the Middle English Prose Brut comes 
closer to comprehensiveness than the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle by the late fourteenth century. 
Even if they are not depicted as being precisely the same text, then at the very least the Middle 
English Prose Brut is portrayed as representing the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle of its day, and the 
possibility is open that the Middle English Prose Brut could, in fact, be a continuation of that 
same text.  
This possibility is reinforced even further by this passage’s depiction of the method by 
which the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle was composed. It too is the product of collaborative 
composition, especially by figures associated with institutional religion. This shared 
methodology reinforces the authority of both the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and the Middle English 
Prose Brut, while reminding readers that these historiographical texts are the product of 
collaboration, rather than simply continuation. Yet they do not impose form on historical 
evidence alone, as the lines directly preceding this passage suggest:  
                                                             
454 Margaret Lamont, “Becoming English: Ronwenne's Wassail, Language, and National Identity in the Middle 
English Prose Brut,” Studies in Philology 107, no. 3 (2010): 305-6.  
455 On the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as an “interior mirror” for the Middle English Prose Brut, see Lamont, “Becoming 
English,” 306. It is worth noting that Higden and Trevisa are also interested in Alfred’s translation project; see 
Waldron, “Use of English,” 176-77. 
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Hit bifelle so þat alle þe kynges in þat tyme þat were in þe londe, as þo of Westsex, 
Mercheneriche, Est Angle, of Kent, & of Southsex & of oþere costes, eueryche werrede 
oppon oþere; and þai þat were moste myȝtiest toke þe lande of ham þat were moste 
feblest. ¶ But þere was a kyng amonges ham þat me callede Ossa, þat was seynt 
Oswoldes broþer. þis Ossa conquerede alle þe kynges of þe lande, & regned aboue ham 
alle. (Chapter 102)456  
 
Here Oswy has imposed order over the other kingdoms simply by conquering them. In this way, 
the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle is not so much a way of containing chaos as a way of showing how 
kings like Oswy contain chaos. Kingly involvement in containing history is reinforced even 
further by the figure of King Alfred, who spurs the production of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle in 
the first place, and whose strict commands about how that history is maintained are responsible 
for ensuring that texts like the Middle English Prose Brut can be written at all.  
Kings can produce other kinds of form as well. This is evident in another reference to the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, during the Prose Brut’s depiction of the reign of Alfred. After Alfred’s 
death, the Prose Brut describes some of his accomplishments: 
þis Alured regnede xxxti ȝere, and a gode kyng hade bene, and wel couþe chastice his 
enemys; And was a gode clerc, and lete mak menye bokes. & on boke he made of 
Englisshe, of Auentures of kynges and of batailes þat hade bene done in þe lande; and 
meny oþere bokes of gestes, he lete ham write, þat were of grete wisdome and of gode 
lernyng, þrouȝ whiche bokes meny man may him amende þat wille ham rede and oppon 
lok; oppon whos soule almighty God haue mercy! (Chapter 109)457  
 
Like all works of history, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle has the ability to teach good and bad 
behavior; yet the Prose Brut emphasizes that this moral education is thanks to Alfred, who 
                                                             
456 “It happened that all the kings that were in the land at that time, those of Wessex, Mercia, East Anglia, Kent, 
Sussex, and other coasts, each made war upon the other; and those that were the mightiest took the land of those that 
were the weakest. But there was a king among them that was called Oswy, who was St Oswald’s brother. This Oswy 
conquered all the kings of the land, and reigned above them all.” 
457 “This Alfred reigned thirty years, and was a good king, and could well chastise his enemies. And he was a good 
clerk, and commanded that many books be made. And one book he made in English, of the adventures of kings, and 
the battles that had been done in the land; and he commanded those who were of great wisdom and good learning to 
write many other books of deeds, through which books many men who read and look upon these books could amend 
themselves – upon whose soul may almighty God have mercy!” 
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encouraged the production of these works by the clergy. In this way, Alfred is able to impose 
moral as well as political order on his people. This is precisely what makes him “a gode kyng.”  
 As I noted earlier, the Middle English Prose Brut has long been interpreted as fitting into 
a larger project of growing national sentiment in the fourteenth century.458 Although England had 
no ‘official,’ royally-sponsored history or set of chronicles, the Middle English Prose Brut 
essentially fulfills that function by creating a sense of a shared English identity, within a single 
English nation ruled by a single English monarch. As Lamont has noted, the diversity of English 
origins is flattened in the Prose Brut, so that people of many ancestries can essentially call 
themselves ‘English.’459 The Middle English Prose Brut thus defines Englishness as something 
compendious; in other words, Englishness flattens difference, and brings everyone and 
everything under a single banner – everything except that which it cannot incorporate, namely 
political enemies such as the Scots and the French.  
From this perspective, the Middle English Prose Brut is very much a universal history. 
Collaborative composition champions formal variation as evidence of the collaborative process, 
a process reliant both on authorities and on the community of English readers that the Prose Brut 
strives to create. By depicting historiography as imposing as well as flattening form, the genre of 
national history combines with the theory and practice of universal history to create a chronicle 
that argues in favor of capacious Englishness in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. 
In this way, and despite its ostensible reliance on the narrative of the Historia, the Middle 
                                                             
458 Cf. Matheson, Development, 29.  
459 Lamont, “Becoming English,” 302-3.  
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English Prose Brut contributes to a move away from earlier kinds of historiographical theories 
and practices towards new focuses on genealogy and kingship.460 
Judging from the Polychronicon and the Middle English Prose Brut, universal history 
seems to be a genre with nationalist, even imperial, undertones in medieval England. Perhaps 
this is not surprising, given fourteenth-century English history, and the fact that universal history 
has overlapped with the imperial since Late Antiquity. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that this 
association is maintained in late medieval England, even if it emerges in different ways in the 
Polychronicon and the Middle English Prose Brut. In the Polychronicon, universal history is a 
way of making England preeminent, as the overarching entity under which all others are 
subservient, while in the Middle English Prose Brut, universal history creates an English nation 
by creating a community of English writers who choose to participate in making and recording 
that nation’s history. The flattening of formal variation draws on high intellectual culture in the 
Polychronicon, while in the Middle English Prose Brut, the flattening of formal variation is the 
product of an attempt to create an egalitarian community. But despite the rosier picture painted 
by the Prose Brut, both texts use the imperial undertones of universal history to privilege 
England over all others. 
 
IV. The Universal and the Local: Welsh Historiography in the Later Middle Ages 
 
 So far, this chapter has explored how a theory and practice of universal history came to 
dominate the historiography of later medieval England. As we have seen, this theory is related to 
                                                             
460 Cf. Marvin, “Prophecies,” 97; and Drukker, “King, Crusader, Knight: The Composite Arthur of the Middle 
English Prose Brut,” in Arthurian Literature, XX, ed. Keith Busby and Roger Dalrymple (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 
2003), 186. 
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– though not necessarily the product or cause of – new fourteenth-century discourses about 
England as a nation. But what about British historiography produced outside of England? How 
does British (rather than English) historiography change over the course of the fourteenth and 
early fifteenth centuries? 
 In this section, I will show how Middle Welsh historiography, produced in the same 
period, does not share this focus on universal history. On the contrary, Middle Welsh historians 
show little interest in universal history, choosing instead to continue their reliance on Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s conception of continuous history. Geoffrey, as discussed in chapter 1, was one of 
the most influential proponents of continuous history, and as a result Middle Welsh 
historiography maintains this theory and practice throughout the Middle Ages. After showing 
how the Brut y Tywysogion in particular embraces continuous history, I will suggest that Welsh 
historians continue to favor continuous rather than universal history because it offers more 
possibilities for their political situation, which was decidedly un-imperial in the later Middle 
Ages. They reinforce the local rather than place themselves at the forefront of a universal, 
imperial history.  
 It has long been taken for granted that the Brut y Tywysogion (Chronicle of the Princes) 
was composed to serve as a continuation for the Brut y Brenhinedd (Chronicle of the Kings), the 
generic term for the many translations of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Latin Historia regum 
Britanniae into Welsh. Combined, these two texts create a continuous narrative of British history 
from the foundation of Britain up to the later Middle Ages, since the Brut y Tywysogion picks up 
the narrative of history just at the conclusion of the Brut y Brenhinedd, with the death of 
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Cadwaladr.461 I will examine this particular claim in greater detail in my fifth chapter, but for 
now, I will simply note that the relationship between these two texts has been a matter of some 
debate. 
 There are, indeed, many similarities in the style, structure, and form of these texts. Both 
are chronological; both accept Galfridian periodization; both combine a mixture of annalistic and 
discursive prose style, with annalistic style predominant in the earlier periods of history covered 
by the text, and discursive prose favored for later periods; and so forth. Certainly, the two texts 
are very different in many ways – like Geoffrey’s Historia, the Brut y Brenhinedd is not 
organized by year, but rather by chapters structured by narrative action, while the Brut y 
Tywysogion is based on an annalistic chronicle, which expands its narratives at certain points, 
especially as it progresses.462 But both texts are often found in the same manuscript; both 
practice in what we might call an openly ‘rhetorical’ historiography; and both share a number of 
themes, as I will explore further in chapter 5.463 Realistically speaking, of course, these kinds of 
structural and thematic similarities are shared with countless other historiographical works from 
the later Middle Ages, including the Polychronicon and the Middle English Prose Brut. 
Nevertheless, due to the degree of similarity and the prominence of Geoffrey’s Historia in other 
                                                             
461 This is true of the Brut y Tywysogion’s editor; see Thomas Jones’s introduction to Brut y Tywysogyon, or The 
Chronicle of the Princes: Peniarth MS. 20 Version, trans. Thomas Jones (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1952), 
xxxviii-xxxix. But many others have made this argument as well. See also J.S.P. Tatlock, “Caradoc of Llancarfan,” 
Speculum 13, no. 2 (1938): 149-50; Tatlock, The Legendary History of Britain: Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia 
Regum Britanniae and its Early Vernacular Versions (New York: Gordian Press, 1974), 432, 456; and Benjamin 
George Owens, “Y Fersiynau Cymraeg o Dares Phrygius (Ystorya Dared): eu Tarddiad, eu Nodweddion, a’u 
Cydberthynas,” Master’s thesis, University College of Wales Aberystwyth, 1951, xxvii-xxviii. 
462 Cf. Brynley F. Roberts, “Historical Writing,” in A Guide to Welsh Literature, vol. II: 1282-c.1550, ed. A.O.H. 
Jarman, Gwilym Rees Hughes and Dafydd Johnston, 2nd ed. (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1997), 246. J. 
Beverley Smith sees little similarity between the Brut y Brenhinedd and the Brut y Tywysogion (The Sense of 
History in Medieval Wales [Aberystwyth: University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, 1989], 9); but I argue against 
this assertion in chapter 5. 
463 See chapter 5 for a discussion of this phenomenon, which forms part of the ‘Welsh historical continuum.’ For a 
discussion of the so-called “literary qualities” of the Brut y Tywysogion, see Georgia Henley, “Rhetoric, Translation 
and Historiography: the Literary Qualities of the Brut y Tywysogion,” Quaestio Insularis 13 (2013): 94-123. Henley 
specifically addresses the issue of the influence of the Brut y Brenhinedd on the Brut y Tywysogion (97). 
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aspects of Welsh historical culture, I would suggest that the Brut y Tywysogion does rely on 
Geoffrey’s Historia and/or the Brut y Brenhinedd for at least some of its approach to historical 
writing. Why might this be the case? What can Geoffrey of Monmouth offer a fourteenth- or 
fifteenth-century Welsh historian?  
Judging from the surviving manuscripts, the Historia regum Britanniae was translated 
into Welsh a total of five times before c. 1450.464 The earliest translation was in the thirteenth 
century, around the same time as the production of another key Welsh historiographical text, the 
Historia Gruffud vab Kenan, a biography of the late eleventh- and early twelfth-century king of 
Gwynedd, Gruffydd ap Cynan.465 The Historia was likely originally composed in Latin in the 
twelfth century, but was translated into Welsh in the thirteenth century.466 These texts, combined 
with the Latin annals produced at various religious institutions, point to the existence of a lively 
historiographical culture in late twelfth and early thirteenth century Wales, based in the monastic 
houses supported by Welsh nobility.467 From this perspective, although it has been rarely stated, 
high medieval Wales looks very much like high medieval England – less wealthy, perhaps, but 
nevertheless capable of producing sophisticated reflections on the past. 
 Rather than noting the existence of this lively historical culture, based in the monasteries, 
most scholarship has focused on what has been diagnosed as the near-obliteration of Welsh 
historical culture enacted by the Edwardian conquest. Without the support of the “native princes,” 
                                                             
464 Brynley F. Roberts, introduction to Brut y Brenhinedd: Llanstephan MS. 1 Version, ed. Brynley F. Roberts 
(Dublin: The Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 1971), xxviii-xxix. Roberts counts six recensions, but only five 
of those fall under the period under consideration in this study. 
465 The Welsh text and an examination of this Welsh biography can be found in Historia Gruffud vab Kenan, ed. D. 
Simon Evans (Caerdydd: Gwasg Prifysgol Cymru, 1977); an English translation can be found in A Mediaeval Prince 
of Wales: the Life of Gruffudd ap Cynan, trans. D. Simon Evans (Felinfach: Llanerch, 1990). 
466 Paul Russell, introduction to Vita Griffini Filii Conani: The Medieval Latin Life of Gruffudd ap Cynan, ed. and 
trans. Paul Russell (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 2005), 25-41, 46-47.  
467 Kathleen Hughes, “The Welsh Latin Chronicles: Annales Cambriae and Related Texts,” in Celtic Britain in the 
Early Middle Ages: Studies in Scottish and Welsh Sources, ed. David Dumville (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell 
Press; Totowa, N.J.: Rowman & Littlefield, 1980), 67-85. Cf. Smith, Sense, 8. 
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and devastated by the “trauma” of conquest, literary and historiographical production decreased 
rapidly, and did not recover for decades.468 The supposed irrelevance of Welsh historical culture 
can be symbolized by Edward’s seizure of key Welsh Arthurian relics, formerly the property of 
the princes of Gwynedd, and the portrayal of the English kings as the true descendants of Arthur, 
who have fulfilled Merlin’s prophecies.469 I will discuss this modern interpretation of Welsh 
literary history in greater detail in chapter 5.  
 But I mention this narrative here, though, to provide context to scholarship on the Brut y 
Tywysogion. The Brut y Tywysogion is envisioned as one of the earliest attempts to come to 
terms with recent Welsh history. It has been frequently suggested that this text was written as an 
attempt to ‘preserve’ Welsh history in the face of its potential loss as part of the cultural 
obliteration enacted by Edward I.470 If this were the case, though, we might well wonder why it 
would look to Geoffrey of Monmouth as a model for history. Our first impulse might be to posit 
the Brut y Tywysogion as hearkening to the ‘British hope’ that one day Welsh sovereignty would 
be restored over Britain. But the ‘British hope’ is notoriously ambiguous in Geoffrey’s Historia. 
Nostalgia for the glories of past princes might also drive Welsh interest in the Historia, with 
readers feeling a similar sense of loss from the death of Cadwaladr and the death of Llywelyn ap 
Gruffudd.  
But I would also suggest that the form of the Brut y Brenhinedd held an appeal for Welsh 
historians. Universal history solidifies ‘nationhood,’ by subsuming all regional and ethnic 
variation under a single political superstructure. But continuous history focuses on the 
                                                             
468 See for instance Helen Fulton, “Troy Story: The Medieval Welsh Ystorya Dared and the Brut Tradition of British 
History,” in Medieval Chronicle VII, ed. Juliana Dresvina and Nicholas Sparks (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2011), 148.  
469 For Edward I’s use of symbolism regarding the conquest of Wales, see R. R. Davies, The Age of Conquest: Wales, 
1063-1415 (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), 355-56; and J. Beverley Smith, Llywelyn ap 
Gruffudd: Prince of Wales (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1998), 568-69, 580-81. 
470 Cf. Smith, Sense, 16-17.  
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fragmentation rather than the solidification of history, by prioritizing reflection on conquest and 
loss. Small wonder, then, why continuous history might seem a more appropriate approach to 
writing the Brut y Tywysogion. Continuous history enables the feelings of hope and nostalgia that 
modern scholars usually see in these works to emerge. 
To see how this works, I will turn now to the Brut y Tywysogion to examine how form 
influences the writing of history in medieval Wales. Structurally, the Brut y Tywysogion is a 
combination of monastic annals and Galfridian history. Its text is a translation of a Latin 
chronicle, which is itself based on other monastic annals, such as the Annales Cambriae.471 Yet it 
also continues the ideology and periodization of the Brut y Brenhinedd, while placing that 
ideology of conquest and continuity within its annalistic structure. Stylistically, too, the Brut y 
Tywysogion is an amalgam: just like Geoffrey’s Historia and its Welsh translations, parts of the 
Brut y Tywysogion are highly annalistic, offering sparse details on the events of a given year, 
while other parts dilate time, using more ornate language to linger on the achievements of 
particularly significant rulers.472 Thanks to this mix of sources, the resulting Brut y Tywysogion 
is a continuous history, employing formal variation in much the same way as Geoffrey’s Historia 
does.  
The most obvious example of the Brut y Tywysogion’s adoption of continuous history is 
its depiction of the death of the Lord Rhys, a powerful twelfth-century Welsh ruler, who 
singlehandedly rebuilt the defunct Welsh kingdom of Deheubarth in the late twelfth century, and 
who also established a literature competition, which was resuscitated in the nineteenth century 
                                                             
471 On the source of the Brut y Tywysogion, see Jones, introduction, xxviii.  
472 Cf. Thomas Jones, “Historical Writing in Medieval Welsh,” Scottish Studies 12 (1968): 22-24. 
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and is still held annually.473 In one version of the Brut y Tywysogion, found in National Library 
of Wales MS Peniarth 20, the chronicler breaks from the Brut’s usual expository practice by 
including a long, complicated passage ruminating on Rhys’s death and legacy. He begins by 
extolling Rhys’s virtues, and then compares him to a number of classical and biblical heroes:474  
Ail Achelarwy o nerth cledr y dwyfron, Nestor o hynawster, Tydeus o lawdr, Samson o 
gedernid, Ector o brudder, Erewlf o wychder, Paris o fryd, Ulixes o lafar, Selyf o 
ddoethineb, Ajax o feddwl; a grwndwal yr holl gampeu.475  
 
The earlier outpouring of grief about Rhys’s death already makes this passage stand out from the 
rest of the text, but this effect is heightened by the addition of these biblical and classical 
references, which are unique in the Brut y Tywysogion, in terms of both content and this kind of 
repetitive syntax.  
Next the writer continues his mournful ruminations on the death of Rhys, before calling 
attention to an upcoming shift in the text, from Welsh prose to Latin poetry: “A llyma y gwerseu 
mydyr Lladin a wnaethpwyt pan vv varw yr arglwyd Rys.”476 By drawing attention to this shift, 
the chronicler highlights the formal variation that immediately follows in a long Latin elegy, 
praising Rhys. For the sake of space, I quote only the first ten lines of this thirty-six line poem 
here: 
Nobile Cambrensis cecidit dyadema decoris, 
Hoc est, Resus obit, Cambria tota gemit. 
Resus obit; non fama perit, sed gloria transit; 
                                                             
473 For a biography of the Lord Rhys, see Huw Pryce, “Rhys ap Gruffudd (1131/2–1197),” Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography (London: Oxford University Press), accessed 15 Feb 2017, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/23464, accessed 15 Feb 2017.  
474 Ceri Davies has noted that the classical figures all pertain to Trojan history, suggesting a Galfridian undertone 
(Welsh Literature and the Classical Tradition [Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1995], 42). 
475 “A second Achilles in the sturdiness of his breast, the gentleness of Nestor, the doughtiness of Tydeus, the 
strength of Samson, the valour of Hector, the fleetness of Eurialius, the comeliness and face of Paris, the eloquence 
of Ulysses, the wisdom of Solomon, the majesty of Ajax!” Welsh text comes from Brut y Tywysogyon, Peniarth MS. 
20, ed. Thomas Jones (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1941); English translation from Brut y Tywysogyon, or 
The Chronicle of the Princes, Peniarth MS. 20 Version, trans. Thomas Jones (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 
1952). 
476 “And these are the Latin metrical verses that were composed when the Lord Rhys died.”  
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Cambrensis transit gloria, Resus obit. 
Resus obit, decus orbis abit, laus quoque tepescit; 
In gemitum viuit Cambria, Resus obit. 
Semper Resus obit populo quem viuus amauit; 
Lugent corda, tacent corpora, Resus obit. 
Resus obit, vexilla cadunt regalia signa. 
Hic iam nulla leuat dextera, Resus obit…477 
 
Not only, then, does the chronicler adopt a grandiose tone when discussing Rhys’s virtues, but he 
also switches from grandiose prose to poetic elegy as well. Finally, the chronicler compounds 
these formal variations with yet another variation, recording the eleven poetic verses written on 
Rhys’s tomb, of which I quote the first four below: 
 Grande decus tenet iste locus, si cernitur ortus;  
Si quis sit finis queritur, ecce cinis: 
Laudis amator, honoris odor, dulcedinis auctor, 
Resus in hoc tumulo conditur exiguo…478 
 
Thus, when describing the death of the Lord Rhys, the chronicler of MS Peniarth 20 adopts three 
successive formal variations into the text, all of which contribute to the sense of rupture caused 
by Rhys’s death.  
Such lofty praise is not uncommon in medieval chronicles, and it contributes to our 
recognition of Rhys’s significance. Like the memorial poetry in Higden’s and Trevisa’s 
Polychronicon, these passages also provide documented historical evidence of the truthfulness of 
these events. But if we pay attention to how this poem actually functions within the larger 
narrative, we can see that the death of Rhys is portrayed through a formal discontinuity that 
echoes the political discontinuity contained within the text. After all, while Rhys’s fame may 
                                                             
477 “The noble diadem of Welsh glory has fallen, / That is, Rhys has died, all Wales groans. / Rhys has died; his 
fame has not perished, but glory has passed away; / The glory of Wales has passed, Rhys has died. / Rhys has died, 
the honor of the world is gone, glory too has grown cool; / Wales lives in groaning, Rhys has died. / To the people 
whom he loved in life, Rhys is forever dead; / Hearts wail, [but] bodies are silent, Rhys has died. / Rhys has died, 
the flags and royal banners have fallen, / Already now, no right hand lifts them up, Rhys has died” (translation mine). 
478 “This place holds a lofty distinction, if its source can be discerned; / if anyone asks what ending is, behold the ash: 
the lover of praise, the scent of dignity, the author of sweetness, / Rhys is laid in this small tomb…” (translation 
mine). 
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have endured, his political achievements did not long outlast him. Rhys’s death represents the 
beginning of the end of southern Welsh independence, and as such presents a significant political 
discontinuity in the history of Wales.479 This is acknowledged as much in line 16: “Anglia stat, 
cecidit Cambria, Resus obit” (“England stands, Wales has fallen, Rhys has died”). Note how the 
syntax underscores how Rhys’s death is the moment of discontinuity: the chiastic word order of 
“Anglia stat, cecidit Cambria” and “cecidit Cambria, Resus obit,” resulting in parallel syntax 
between “Anglia stat” and “Resus obit,” simultaneously contrasts England’s triumph with 
Wales’s defeat, while also linking that English triumph with Rhys’s death.  
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that the writer of the Brut locates a formal discontinuity 
here, alongside such a significant political discontinuity. When combined together, the classical 
references and Latin poetry are specifically intended to transform Rhys into a legend, which 
makes him memorable.480 But like all legends, Rhys is distinctly a figure of the past, not the 
present. Given the political circumstances, this formal variation offers not just information about 
a famous Welsh ruler, but also a comment on the decline of Welsh independence. The elevated 
language of the Brut only serves to remind the reader that Rhys’s political legacy is about as 
relevant as Achilles’s by the fourteenth century. This formal discontinuity thus seems to portray 
Rhys’s death as a complete break with the past – a past in which the Welsh were actually 
independent, which was no longer the case in the fourteenth century.   
But neither the formal nor the political discontinuities are as severe as they seem on the 
surface. First, the classical and biblical references actually Latinize the Welsh prose of this 
section, and so the Brut is already invoking Latin even before a word of Latin appears, making 
                                                             
479 See R.R. Davies, Age of Conquest, 217-27.  
480 Henley, “Rhetoric, Translation, and Historiography,” 90-91. 
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the formal shift less sudden.481 Moreover, the content and syntax of this list of references 
resonates with vernacular Welsh poetry, making this passage not just Latinate but even ‘poetic.’ 
Moreover, it lists classical heroes as comparisons with a famous (now dead) political figure.482 In 
this way, it engages in dyfalu, the Welsh poetic practice of piling on “fanciful comparisons and 
metaphors” in a poem.483 In this way, this Latinate prose section begins to turn towards Welsh 
poetry. 
The Latin elegy continues this process, by deliberately emulating Middle Welsh poetic 
forms in Latin.484 Note the repetition of “Resus obit”; the alliteration patterns; the internal and 
end-rhyme—all these are elements of medieval Welsh strict meter poetry. In general, Welsh 
poetry (like other forms of art) favors “interlacing patterns,” and  
[t]his aesthetic is very evident [in Middle Welsh poetry from c. 1100 onwards]. Not only 
are there end-rhymes, but the beginnings of lines are linked by sound correspondences 
called cymeriad and the body of the line is richly adorned with varying patterns of 
internal rhyme, and alliteration which is not confined to initials of words but extends to 
internal consonants, particularly those preceding or flanking stressed vowels.485 
 
These tendencies are on full display in the Latin elegy to Rhys.  
Of course, the rapid changes to Welsh poetry in the fourteenth centuries, combined with 
the uncertain date of this poem, make it difficult to argue for its relationship to specific types of 
poetry, such as awdlau (odes),486 englynion (traditional short stanzas),487 or cywyddau (originally 
                                                             
481 Cf. Henley, “Rhetoric, Translation, and Historiography,” 93.  
482 On Welsh poetry listing classical heroes, see C. Davies, Welsh Literature, 40-42. 
483 Eurys I. Rowlands, introduction to Poems of the Cywyddwyr: A Selection of Cywyddau, c. 1375-1525, ed. Eurys I. 
Rowlands (Dublin: The Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 1976), xxv-xxvi, quote p. xxvi.  
484 Henley notes that some of the themes and epithets are characteristic of Welsh praise poetry, but does not examine 
the poetic forms more closely (“Rhetoric, Translation, and Historiography, ”95-96). 
485 D. Myrddin Lloyd, “The Poets of the Princes,” in A Guide to Welsh Literature, Volume I, ed. A.O.H. Jarman and 
Gwilym Rees Hughes (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1992), 159.  
486 “Awdl metres are generally in lines of eight or nine syllables in monorhyming sequences that can be quite long. 
Variety is achieved by such devices as altering the position of the main rhyme and inserting sequences of internal 
rhymes. Changes of rhythm can be effected by thus varying the rhyme scheme and by the treatment of stresses” 
(Lloyd, “Poets of the Princes,” 159). To put it more simply, “[t]he awdl really consisted of a number of lines of 
particular length, each one sustaining the same rhyme” (Ceri W. Lewis, “The Court Poets: Their Function, Status 
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unsophisticated poems, which were transformed in the fourteenth century into a newly 
sophisticated form used for a variety of subjects).488 But even without making an argument in 
favor of this poem’s reliance on specific types of Welsh poetry, we can appreciate how this poem 
employs dyfalu, cymeriad (repetition of a word or phrase), and the basic principles of 
cynghanedd, the metrical and alliterative patterns of medieval (and modern) strict meter poetry. 
These three characteristics of Welsh poetry remain fairly stable during the later Middle Ages, 
making it possible for us to argue that this elegy to Rhys emulates Middle Welsh poetry, without 
needing to venture too far into the specifics of how Middle Welsh poetry developed in the 
medieval period.489  
As noted earlier, dyfalu is a series of comparisons between the subject of a poem and 
various legendary figures or symbolic objects. This practice is evident in the poet referring to 
Rhys as “Nobile Cambrensis… dyadema decoris” (“the noble diadem of Welsh glory,” line 1), 
“Cambrensis… gloria” (“the glory of Wales,” line 4), and “decus orbis” (“the honour of the 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
and Craft,” in A Guide to Welsh Literature, Volume I, ed. A.O.H. Jarman and Gwilym Rees Hughes [Cardiff: 
University of Wales Press, 1992], 148).   
487 Englynion “as practised by the Gogynfeirdd, consist of quatrains of seven-syllable lines rhyming –a, -a, -b, -ba, or 
with four muted final rhymes (proest), the vowels matching in length, and the final consonants being the same. The 
most popular englyn form, however, consists of thirty syllables, the main rhyme falling on any syllable from the fifth 
to the ninth, and repeated on the sixteenth, the twenty-third and the thirtieth” (Lloyd, “Poets of the Princes,” 159).  
488 “The cywydd is a couplet of seven-syllabled rhyming lines, in which the rhyme must always be between an 
accented and an unaccented syllable (‘men: happen’; ‘king: liking’ may illustrate this in English). Though in a 
simpler form, known as the traethodl, this metre had been used previously by many generations of humble and for 
the most part unrecorded poets, it rested with Dafydd ap Gwilym and his contemporaries to embellish and adapt it to 
a greatly expanded range of new purposes, including that of sophisticated and aristocratic praise-poetry, for which it 
had never previously been used” (Rachel Bromwich, Dafydd ap Gwilym [Cardiff: University of Wales Press on 
behalf of the Welsh Arts Council, 1974], 12). But as Rowlands notes, some versions of the cywydd meter actually 
derive from medieval Latin poetic meters (introduction, xxi), further complicating any attempt to identify this 
poem’s closest metrical analogues. The question of whether this poem thus relies on awdlau, englynion, or 
cywyddau is thus an incredibly complex one, beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
489 Dyfalu was used in a variety of poetic genres throughout the medieval period (Rowlands, introduction, xxv-xxvi). 
So too was cymeriad (see examples in Lewis, “The Court Poets,” 148 and Lloyd, “Poets of the Princes,” 159-60). 
Cynghanedd changed over time, but the basic patterns remain fairly steady during the period in which this poem 
might have been written, making it possible for us to turn to, making it possible for us to turn to cynghanedd for 
comparison. Lewis notes that cynghanedd became regularized in the period of the Gogynfeirdd, the Poets of the 
Princes, c. 1100-1300 (“The Court Poets,” 149). Since the poem is about the death of the Lord Rhys, which occurred 
in 1197, we are on firm ground in assuming that the cynghanedd are a recognizable if not completely solidified 
system by the time this poem was written. 
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world,” line 5). Later in the poem, the poet says that Rhys was greater than Camber, Locrinus, 
and Albanactus, the three sons of Brutus, the founder of Britain (lines 25-26); Rhys was also the 
equal of Caesar, Arthur, and Alexander (lines 27-32), implicitly placing Rhys among the Nine 
Worthies. In this way, the entirety of the poem engages in dyfalu.  
Cymeriad is the repetition of a word or phrase, usually for the purposes of linking 
couplets. The use of cymeriad is clear from the repetitions of “Resus obit,” which are often 
placed at the beginning and end of couplets, to tie them together. The poet ceases to use this 
pattern of repeating “Resus obit” after line 16, and he does not return to such a clear use of 
cymeriad for the rest of the poem. Even so, by starting the poem with such a striking use of one 
of the most characteristic Welsh poetic forms, the poet ensures that the rest of this poem will be 
read in this light. 
Perhaps most surprising, the elegy demonstrates a recognition of the rules of cynghanedd. 
Rather than attempting to define this complicated system myself, I quote here the explanation 
provided by Eurys I. Rowlands: 
Cynghanedd is a system of internal rhyme and/or consonantal correspondence. It is based 
on the relationship between emphasized or stressed words within the line, and its analysis 
depends upon the accentuation of those emphasized lines. There are four main types of 
cynghanedd: cynghanedd lusg has internal rhyme only; cynghanedd sain has a 
combination of internal rhyme and consonantal correspondence; and cynghanedd groes 
and cynghanedd draws have consonantal correspondence only.490 
 
As even this very basic explanation suggests, the patterns of cynghanedd are incredibly complex, 
and difficult to create in Welsh, let alone in other languages (though attempts at writing English 
cynghanedd have been made, most notably by Gerard Manley Hopkins).  
                                                             
490 Rowlands, introduction, xxvii. For a full discussion of the rules of cynghanedd, see Rowlands, introduction, 
xxvii-xlix. 
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 Nevertheless, I would suggest that some lines of this elegy attempt to evoke cynghanedd 
in his Latin poetry. The lines of this elegy are too long to have only two metrical stresses, and so 
rules that rely on two stressed syllables are not relevant here. But rules regarding alliteration, 
rhyme, assonance, and consonance are. In cynghanedd, the writer creates patterns of sound 
repetition across caesuras. Each line is divided into two or three parts, and the sounds in each 
part are repeated in the others, in specific patterns relating to where the stresses fall on each word. 
The location of stresses in Latin words cannot support the precise rules of cynghanedd. However, 
there are ways for this Latin poet to suggest cynghanedd without actually writing it.  
 Note, for instance, that every one of the lines I cited above can be divided into two or 
three parts, and how often sounds are repeated across those caesuras. For example, in line 1, 
there is a caesura between “cecidit” and “dyadema.” The poet clearly uses alliteration, though 
not across the caesura. However, “Cambrensis” and “decoris” both end in sounds that would 
qualify as repetition within cynghanedd, even if not according to the specific placement rules, 
since “Cambrensis” is not the last word before the caesura. However, in line 3, the words before 
the two caesuras and the final word all rhyme, creating consonance across the caesuras in a 
pattern similar to cynghanedd. Consonance also occurs in line 9, where “vexilla” and “regalia” 
repeat both a consonant and two vowels, and this occurs in words where the stress is placed on 
two different syllables (the first and the second, respectively). Welsh tends to place stress on the 
penultimate syllable, regardless of the length of the word, but playing with the location of 
consonance and stress is central to cynghanedd, and we can see that tendency in this line of Latin, 
as well as in “nulla” and “dextera” in line 9.  
 We cannot say that this Latin poem uses cynghanedd. But I would argue that it invokes 
cynghanedd, and that a reader familiar with Welsh poetry would appreciate these kinds of subtle 
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patterns of internal rhyme, stress, alliteration, and consonance. They may not align with the 
specific rules of cynghanedd, but they are enough to bring these rules into the reader’s mind, 
using form to create textual discontinuities around the figure of Rhys.  
To demonstrate just how much this Latin poem evokes Welsh poetry, I present for 
comparison below a set of lines from the most famous medieval Welsh poem, “Marwnad 
Llywelyn ap Gruffudd” (“Elegy for Llywelyn ap Gruffudd”) by Gruffudd ab yr Ynad Coch: 
Pen Llywelyn deg, dygn o fraw – i’r byd 
 Bod pawl haern trwyddaw. 
     Pen f’arglwydd, poen dygngwydd a’m daw;  
     Pen f’enaid heb fanag arnaw.491 
 
Here, dyfalu, cymeriad, and cynghanedd are on full display. Note too how similar alliteration 
patterns, rhyme scheme, and phrasal repetition are present in both texts. The implementation of 
dyfalu, cymeriad, and cynghanedd differs broadly in these Latin and Welsh elegies, but the 
overall emotional effect remains the same. 
Of course, the long elegy to Rhys does not maintain so close a reliance to Welsh poetic 
forms throughout its whole length, and some of these poetic elements can be found in medieval 
Latin poetry. However, when all these elements are combined together, it becomes evident that 
the elegy as a whole invokes Welsh praise poetry, and that parts of it (especially towards the 
beginning) are heavily sympathetic with Welsh poetic practices. As a result, within the Brut y 
Tywysogion, the elegy elides the linguistic and formal discontinuity presented by the switch from 
Welsh prose to Latin poetry. In this passage, form simultaneously creates and undermines 
                                                             
491 “Fair head of Llywelyn, a harsh fear to the world / That an iron stake should rive it. Head of my lord, the pain of 
his downfall, / Head of my soul, no name upon it…” Gruffudd ab yr Ynad Coch is, of course, referring to the 
postmortem treatment of Llywelyn’s head (and possibly the fact that he was beheaded after being captured – 
medieval accounts differ on this point). Translation from Tony Conran, Welsh Verse (Bridgend: Seren, 1992), 164. 
Welsh text from The Oxford Book of Welsh Verse, ed. Thomas Parry (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962), 48.  
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discontinuity, and as a result, the Brut y Tywysogion is able to argue that Welsh literary culture 
survives and thrives, even after Wales has lost its independence. 
 Of course, MS Peniarth 20 only represents one version of the Brut y Tywysogion. In 
another version, found most notably in the Red Book of Hergest, there is no poetry. Yet even in 
the Red Book version, the death of Rhys passage still echoes continuous history, through its 
references to famous classical authors: 
Ac yn y vlwydyn dymhestlus hono yd ymdangosses Antropos a’e chwioryd, y rei a elwit 
gynt yn Dwyesseu y Tyghetuenoed, y kygoruynus wenwynic nerthoed yn erbyn y veint 
arderchawc dywysawc hyt na allei ystoriaeu Ystas ystoriawr na chath[l]eu Feryll vard 
menegi y veint gwynuan a dolur a thrueni a doeth y holl genedyl y Brytanyeit pan dores 
Agheu, yr emelltigedic vlwydyn hono, olwyn y Tyghetuen y gymryt yr Arglwyd Rys ap 
Gruffud gan y hadaned dan darystigetic vedyant Agheu.492  
 
The passage then goes on to repeat the same classical and biblical comparisons found in the 
Peniarth 20 version. Although the poetry that powerfully ruptures the prose narrative of Peniarth 
20 is lacking here, the chronicler of the Red Book of Hergest uses another technique to rupture 
the prose. He says that “na allei ystoriaeu Ystas ystoriawr na chath[l]eu Feryll vard” (“neither the 
histories of Statius the historian nor the songs of Virgil the poet”) can express the grief Wales 
felt at Rhys’s loss. In other words, both prose and poetry, even the works of classical auctores, 
prove inadequate in the face of these political circumstances. The Welsh chronicler thus 
dissociates himself from the classical tradition, implying that the Welsh chronicle has the power 
to convey this sentiment in a way that Statius and Virgil cannot.493  
                                                             
492 “And in that pestilential year Atropos and her sisters, who were formelry called the Goddesses of Fates, showed 
their envious, venomous powers against such an eminent prince that neither the histories of Statius the historian nor 
the songs of Virgil the poet could tell how great a lamentation and grief and misery came to the whole race of the 
Britons when Death, in that accursed year, broke the wheel of Fate to snatch the Lord Rhys ap Gruffudd on its wings 
under the subduing power of Death.” Welsh text and English translation from Brut y Tywysogyon, or The Chronicle 
of the Princes: Red Book of Hergest Version, ed. and trans. Thomas Jones (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 
1955), 178-79. 
493 Henley, “Rhetoric, Translation, and Historiography,” 91-92. 
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But at the same time, in the comparisons to biblical and classical heroes that immediately 
follows, the Red Book chronicler conveys his grief, in Welsh, but in a Latinate, poetic style. In 
this way, he accomplishes the same effect as the Peniarth 20 chronicler, even without the 
inclusion of Latin poetry. Moreover, in his reliance on but rejection of classical tradition, the Red 
Book chronicler takes a similar approach to historiographical tradition as developed by writers 
like Geoffrey of Monmouth and William of Malmesbury in the twelfth century.494  
In multiple versions of the Brut y Tywysogion, then, the death of the Lord Rhys is 
described using the same techniques of continuous history that we have seen in several Latin and 
Middle English works, especially in the twelfth, thirteenth, and early fourteenth centuries. 
Thanks to passages like these, Middle Welsh historiography appears to construct its 
historiographical narrative according to the concepts of historical writing, especially continuous 
history, first developed in the twelfth century. However, Middle Welsh historians do so in a 
specifically Welsh way, building on preexisting overlaps between poetic and historiographical 
practice to write continuous histories reliant on Welsh literary practice.495 This is in contrast to 
the changes taking place in Middle English historiography, which I have examined earlier in this 
chapter. Trevisa and the chroniclers of the Prose Brut use universal history, rather than 
continuous history, to structure their narratives. This difference becomes particularly clear when 
we compare the treatment of Lord Rhys’s death in the Brut y Tywysogion to its depiction in 
Trevisa’s Polychronicon.  
It is obvious that the Polychronicon and the Brut y Tywysogion share a common source, 
even if at some remove: both contain the same details about Rhys’s life, and both include the 
                                                             
494 See chapter 1. 
495 Court poets were frequently historians as well, a point which is sometimes brought up in scholarship, but the 
implications of which are rarely discussed. See, for instance, Rowlands, introduction, xvi-xviii.  
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same poetic language, either in prosaic or poetic form. But these two translations take the same 
source text in two opposite directions, as is evident from this excerpt: 
Achilles his scharpnes, Nestor his soburnes, Tydeus his hardynesse, Sampson his 
strengþe, Ector his worþynesse, Eurialus his swiftnes, Parys his fairnes, Ulix his faire 
speche, Salomon his wisdom, Ajax his hardynes. O cloþing of þe naked, þe hungry his 
mete, fulfillynge alle men bone þat hym wolde ouȝt bidde. O faire of speche, felowȝ in 
service, honest of dede and sobre in word. Glad of semblaunt and loveliche of face. 
Goodliche to everiche man, and riȝtful to alle; þe noble dyademe of þe fairnes of Wales is 
now afalle; þat is, Rees is dede: al Wales groneþ, Res is dede. Þe name is nouȝt i-lost, but 
blisse passeþ; þe blisse of Wales passeþ, Rees is deed; worschippe of the world goþ 
away… (Trevisa, vii.31)496 
 
Higden’s Latin version notes the poetic form by titling the poem, but Trevisa’s Middle English 
version dispassionately translates the Latin poem as Middle English prose. Similarly, the passage 
comparing Rhys to biblical and classical figures becomes part of the overall elevated language of 
this passage. The formal variation between the Latinate prose and the Latin poetry has been 
obliterated in this translation. Moreover, Trevisa gives no indication of the elegy’s relationship 
with Welsh poetic forms. This may perhaps not be surprising, since it is not even certain he 
spoke Cornish, let alone that he read Welsh poetry.497 Nevertheless, the effect of this flattening 
of form is the removal of any significance that might be placed upon Rhys’s death. Moreover, as 
I noted earlier, Trevisa’s Polychronicon is full of elegies like this one. Rhys is thus simply one of 
a series of important figures, whose lives are frequently summarized in the Polychronicon 
through similar elegies and memorial verses on tombs. In this way, Rhys’s formal significance 
and political significance are both effaced in Trevisa’s Polychronicon.  
                                                             
496 “[Like] Achilles [in] his sharpness, Nestor in soberness, Tydeus in hardiness, Sampson in strength, Hector in 
worthiness, Euryalus in swiftness, Paris in beauty, Ulysses in elegant speech, Solomon in wisdom, Ajax in hardiness. 
O clothing of the naked, food of the hungry, fulfilling anything asked of him by good men. O fair of speech, sharing 
in labor, noble of deed and sober in word. Glad in appearance and lovely in face. Kind to every man, and just to all. 
The noble diadem of the nobility of Wales has fallen, that is, Rhys is dead; all Wales groans, Rhys is dead. The 
name is not lost, but joy passes away; the joy of Wales has passed away, Rhys is dead; the honor of the world has 
gone away…” 
497 Waldron, “‘Celtic Complex,’” 304-6.  
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Welsh historiography has received little formal analysis in the past. But I hope I have 
shown how, by paying attention to the development of Middle Welsh historiography from the 
perspective of form, rather than just politics, we can better understand the relationship between 
English and Welsh historiography in the medieval period. Only rarely are these two traditions 
placed in conversation (rather than competition) with each other. Very often, scholarship on 
historiography is so invested in the specificities of English and Welsh politics that there is little 
effort to understand these works beyond national politics. Moreover, late medieval Welsh 
historiography can seem ‘backwards’ – too annalistic, too paratactic – in comparison with late 
medieval English historiography, leaving neither field willing to put the two in conversation. 
Here I have argued that the difference between these two traditions can be at least partly 
attributed to the different historiographical theories and practices to which English and Welsh 
historians adhered. When historians in both England and Wales use continuous history, their 
texts clearly participate in a shared British historiographical tradition. Yet when English 
historians start adopting other theories, such as universal history, the shared British tradition 
diverges.  
Why might this shift take place? As I have been arguing throughout this chapter, 
universal history has imperial connotations that seem to have appealed to late medieval English 
historians. But given late medieval Welsh politics, it is hardly surprising that Welsh historians 
would remain committed to continuous history and its focus on conquest and discontinuity. 
Middle Welsh historiography’s continued reliance on continuous history simply serves its 
political purposes more effectively. As a result, the conservatism of Middle Welsh 
historiography is not a sign of intellectual insularity, or nostalgic trauma; it is a sign that Welsh 
historians recognize and use the forms of historiography which are most useful for their political 
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situation. The decision to use continuous history rather than universal history – or indeed, any 
other kind of history – must therefore be seen not as a default standard, but an active choice 
contributing to the efficacy of the Brutiau. 
 
V. Conclusion 
 
 Throughout this chapter, I have traced the development of a new method of writing 
history in the late fourteenth century, to which I apply the term universal history. In the theory 
and practice of universal history, historiographical texts strive to incorporate as many forms, 
styles, structures, and so forth, into a single capacious text that is always open to the possible of 
new additions. Universal history devalues ‘discontinuous’ variation, replacing it instead with 
‘normalized’ variation, in which variation itself is portrayed as part of the superstructure. This 
attitude towards formal variation stands in contrast to continuous history, in which variation 
serves as a controlled challenge to the otherwise continuous superstructure. Moreover, this 
attitude towards formal variation allows universal history’s imperial connections to shine 
through. On the surface, universal history’s incorporation of multiple forms seems like an 
elevation of formal variation into a desiderata; but in fact, the multiplicity of forms ensures that 
they are all regularized and harmonized into the hegemonic text. Incorporation into universal 
history means the erasure of difference. In a text, this may not be particularly concerning; but in 
politics, it can have drastic consequences, as the history of later medieval Britain bears witness. 
By paying attention to how different literary traditions use these ideas, this chapter has 
also offered a reconsideration of the usual narrative of English and Welsh historiography. I have 
shown that the growing differences between English and Welsh historiography throughout the 
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Middle Ages can be attributed to the different theories they use to construct their 
historiographical narratives. This realization reveals how the decision to use continuous or 
universal (or another kind) of history is essentially political. While it is a truism that 
historiography is inherently political, and that it responds to the political issues of its day, it is 
clear that the formal decisions made by medieval historians have direct roots in British politics of 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. My next chapter will continue this chapter’s focus on the 
rapid changes in historiography taking place in fourteenth-century England, by focusing on the 
intersection of historical writing and literary culture, rather than historical writing and politics.  
 But for now, I will conclude by drawing our attention to the fact that late medieval 
historians, in both England and Wales, still see a connection between historiographical theory 
and historiographical form. While historiographical theories may wax and wane in popularity, 
the idea that the form of a history ought to embody its historiographical theory remains the same. 
As a result, form remains a key mechanism for creating interpretations of the past.   
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Chapter Four 
Falls of Princes: The De casibus History of Chaucer, Lydgate, and Hardyng 
 
I. Introduction 
 
 So far this dissertation has examined the development of historiographical writing in later 
medieval England and Wales, without paying much attention to its broader literary context. One 
may well question this single-minded focus on historiography, especially since, as I mentioned in 
the Introduction to this dissertation, ‘history’ was considered a type of ‘literature’ in the Middle 
Ages. If we recognize historiography as a literary genre, it may seem disingenuous to study it as 
mostly divorced from its surroundings, as I have done up to this point.  
 However, I would suggest that medieval historians themselves contribute to our modern 
tendency to treat historiography as something of a standalone genre. As we have seen, writers of 
historiography share the conception that some kind of ‘historiographical tradition’ exists, and 
they go to great lengths to define and portray it in a way that suits how they want their own work 
to be read. In this way, the definition of historiographical tradition actually becomes part of 
historians’ overall historical narrative, and for this reason it receives a great deal of careful 
attention from historians. But literary tradition does not receive the same level of attention. 
Although historians may rely on literary tradition to make certain arguments, especially through 
their appreciation of the history of literary form, their interest in literary culture is driven 
primarily by how it helps them to create meaningful formal variation and to construct their 
historiographical tradition.  
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I would suggest that this attitude towards historical and literary tradition is further 
enabled by the fact that much historiographical production occurred in monasteries until the mid-
fourteenth century. It is easy to consider historiography as something ‘apart’ from other kinds of 
literary genres, when it is produced in places that posit themselves as ‘apart’ from the rest of the 
world. But what happens when historiography moves from the cloister to the local parish, or the 
lord’s castle, or to the counting-house, or even to the university? What happens when 
historiographical tradition is redefined to include not just monastic histories, but also secular 
ones?  
This chapter offers one brief foray into the possibilities and challenges presented by 
historiography’s move from the private to the public realm. I will examine how John Hardyng’s 
mid-fifteenth century verse Chronicle conceptualizes historiographical narrative in response to 
historically-oriented poetry by Geoffrey Chaucer and John Lydgate, two of the most canonical 
and most overtly ‘literary’ writers of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. As we will 
see, Hardyng’s Chronicle reads Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, and Lydgate’s Fall of Princes, “Of 
the Sodein Fal of Certain Princes of Fraunce and Englande Nowe Late in Oure Dayes,” and “The 
Kings of England Sithen William Conqueror,” as histories that include valuable historical 
content but also valuable methods of conceptualizing and writing history. For Hardyng, the de 
casibus history and genealogical history promulgated by Chaucer and Lydgate models another 
historiographical theory and associated practice, which he adopts in his own writing.  
 
II. Geoffrey Chaucer 
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Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales is not an obvious place to look for reflections on 
historiography. Nevertheless, historiography does appear in the Canterbury Tales, albeit rarely, 
and without any reference to the Brut tradition (i.e. the histories derived ultimately from 
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae), which by Chaucer’s day constituted the 
most familiar genre of ‘national’ history. Narratives such as the Man of Law’s Tale draw heavily 
on romance and hagiography, the two genres most closely related to chronicles; and Chaucer’s 
version of the Man of Law’s Tale even comes from Nicholas Trevet’s Chroniques.498 This and 
other Tales thus suggest that Chaucer has some understanding of and appreciation for the English 
historiographical tradition. 
That being said, this tradition does not seem to interest him much. To return to the Man 
of Law’s Tale, for all its historiographical underpinnings Chaucer removes many of the elements 
of Anglo-Saxon history that might have contributed to a more historiographical texture.499 In the 
Man of Law’s Tale, and throughout the Canterbury Tales more generally, Chaucer is more 
interested in playing with the generic conventions of romance than those of historiography.500 
Indeed, when given the choice between thinking about romance or thinking about historiography, 
Chaucer chooses romance every time. To find Chaucer’s contributions to historiography, we 
must turn our gaze from English national history to the histories of human misfortune in the 
Monk’s Tale. 
                                                             
498 John Frankis, “King Ælle and the Conversion of the English: The Development of a Legend from Bede to 
Chaucer,” in Literary Appropriations of the Anglo-Saxons from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth Century, ed. Donald 
Scragg and Carole Weinberg (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 89-92.  
499 Frankis, “King Ælle,” 89-92. Frankis points out that John Gower, the tale’s other adapter, also removes the 
Anglo-Saxon elements of the story in the Confessio Amantis. 
500 On Chaucer’s treatment of romance in the Man of Law’s Tale in particular, see Elizabeth Archibald, 
“Contextualizing Chaucer’s Constance: Romance Modes and Family Values,” in The Endless Knot: Essays on Old 
and Middle English in Honor of Marie Borroff, ed. M. Teresa Tavormina and R.F. Yeager (Cambridge: D.S. 
Brewer, 1995), 161-62. See also Helen Phillips, “The Matter of Chaucer: Chaucer and the Boundaries of Romance,” 
in Chaucer and Religion, ed. Helen Phillips (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2010), 65-80. 
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The Monk’s Tale is an example of de casibus literature – that is, stories about the 
downfalls of famous individuals. It is based on Giovanni Boccaccio’s De casibus virorum 
illustrium, an important collection of such tales, which was published in the mid-fourteenth 
century, and which exerted a strong influence on future medieval de casibus literature.501 Insofar 
as such collections narrate the events of the past, they can be seen as ‘histories,’ albeit histories 
with very different preoccupations than the gens histories that I have focused on so far. 
Nevertheless, Chaucer’s Monk’s Tale highlights its interest in the themes of gens history 
and regnal history in several ways.502 First, and most obviously, de casibus literature has 
historical content: it tells ‘true’ stories about the past. Second, both de casibus literature and 
historiography comment on society and its relationship to the lives of public figures.503 In this 
way, they share similar concerns about powerful individuals’ ability to influence the course of 
events. Third, the Monk’s Tale is one of Chaucer’s so-called “religious tales,” which are 
characterized not only by their religious focus but also by several literary characteristics, 
including narrative failure and the use of verse forms other than Chaucer’s usual pentameter 
couplet. In this way, the structure and style – that is, the form – of the Monk’s Tale helps 
Chaucer create a sustained commentary on writing truthful narrative.504 Like the historians that 
                                                             
501 For a helpful discussion of Boccaccio’s work, with an eye towards Chaucer, see Larry Scanlon, Narrative, 
Authority, and Power: The Medieval Exemplum and the Chaucerian Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1994), 119-34, 216-28. The exact level of influence on the Monk’s Tale has been the object of some debate, 
though it is clear that the conceit is Boccaccio’s. See the explanatory notes to the Monk’s Tale in The Riverside 
Chaucer, ed. Larry D. Benson, 3rd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1987), 929-30. See also Piero Boitani, 
“The Monk’s Tale: Dante and Boccaccio,” Medium Ævum 45, no. 1 (1976): 52-54.  
502 Susan Nakley has also examined Chaucer’s treatment of the key historiographical concept of sovereignty in the 
British past (“Sovereignty Matters: Anachronism, Chaucer’s Britain, and England’s Future’s Past,” The Chaucer 
Review 44, no. 4 [2010]: 368-96).  
503 Lee Patterson, Temporal Circumstances: Form and History in the Canterbury Tales (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2006), 99. 
504 Derek Pearsall, “Chaucer’s Religious Tales: A Question of Genre,” in Chaucer’s Religious Tales, ed. C. David 
Benson and Elizabeth Robertson (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1990), 16-17. Note, however, that Barbara Nolan sees 
something particularly “spiritual” about the tales written in rhyme royal, thanks to this verse form’s ability to lead to 
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we have examined thus far, then, Chaucer uses form in the Monk’s Tale to reflect on his own 
literary endeavors.  
In addition to these thematic overlaps, the Monk’s Tale uses a number of tropes common 
in historiography.505 First, the Tale couches itself as a collection of “ensamples trewe and olde” 
(“examples true and old,” line VII.1998), a common claim made about history (and other 
genres).506 The Host’s joking with the Monk combines “sooth” and “game” (“truth” and 
“entertainment,” line VII.1964) in a way that invokes the oft-repeated belief that history ought to 
be both entertaining and truthful. To begin his Tale, the Monk gives a “declaryng” (“prologue,” 
line VII.1982), like any good historical narrator. He sends his reader to written auctores for proof 
as well: for more on Julius Caesar, the Monk recommends Lucan, Suetonius, and Valerius 
Maximus (VII.2719-23); and for more on Ugolino, he sends his readers to Dante for the full 
story “fro point to point” (“from end to end,” VII.2458-62, quote VII.2462). 
As much as this last passage resembles historiography in its references to other 
authorities, it also highlights the different conceptions of historical narrative that lay behind the 
Monk’s Tale and the national histories that I have discussed thus far. Although the intended order 
of the individual mini-narratives of the Monk’s Tale has been the object of some debate, we need 
not delve into those issues here, because none of the proposed orders would transform the 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
transcendence through prayer (“Chaucer’s Tales of Transcendence: Rhyme Royal and Christian Prayer in the 
Canterbury Tales,” in Chaucer’s Religious Tales, ed. C. David Benson and Elizabeth Robertson [Cambridge: D.S. 
Brewer, 1990], 21). 
505 On Chaucer’s use of historiographical tropes in other works, see Laura J. Getty, “‘Other Smale Ymaad Before’: 
Chaucer as Historiographer in the Legend of Good Women,” Chaucer Review 42, no. 1 (2007): 48-51. Getty argues 
that Chaucer uses historiographical tropes in the Legend of Good Women to draw attention to the dangers of writing, 
especially when using sources, an argument which rests on the audience’s ability to be familiar enough with 
historiography to appreciate Chaucer’s point.  
506 For a study of the sources of the tale, see Thomas H. Bestul, “The Monk’s Tale,” in Sources and Analogues of the 
Canterbury Tales, ed. Robert M. Correale and Mary Hamel, vol. I (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2002), 409-47. All text 
from the Canterbury Tales from The Riverside Chaucer, ed. Larry D. Benson, 3rd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1987). All translations are mine. 
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Monk’s Tale into either a continuous or a universal history.507 Whether writing in continuous 
history or universal history, historians had maintained an overarching narrative, typically 
structured by genealogical succession (as in national history) or imperial and/or eschatological 
chronology (as in universal history), which binds distinct episodic units into a larger 
historiographical framework. But neither of these narrative frameworks is in play here. 
Genealogy does permeate the collection of stories in the Monk’s Tale, from the Host’s comical 
discussion in the Monk’s Prologue of the problem of producing heirs when all the strongest men 
are celibate, to the examples of Nebuchadnezzar, Balthasar, and Ugolino, among others. But the 
overall narrative is not based on a continuous line of succession, making it incompatible with 
continuous history.  
As the Tale stands, it is not chronological either, and thus it follow universal history in 
narrating the progression of imperial and salvation history. Nor does it claim to be compendious. 
In fact, it seems to question the possibility of compendiousness, since new tragedies occur every 
day, as the inclusion of contemporary stories into the Monk’s Tale suggests. There is no limit to 
the ways in which humans can suffer, and there is no collection of texts that can even hope to tell 
them all. For this reason, even if the narratives were rearranged to be in chronological order, the 
Tale still would not fit the model of universal history.  
So how does the Monk’s Tale conceptualize historical narrative? Rather than basing his 
narrative on the ordo of a nation, empire, or religion, the Monk bases his narrative on the ordo 
created by his own imperfect memory:  
But first I yow biseeke in this mateere,  
Though I by ordre telle nat thise thynges,  
                                                             
507 For a summary of the debate, as well as bibliography, see Benson, notes, 930. Cf. Henry Ansgar Kelly, 
Chaucerian Tragedy (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1997), 67-68. 
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Be it of popes, emperours, or kynges,  
After hir ages, as men writen fynde,  
But tellen hem som bifore and som bihynde,  
As it now comth unto my remembraunce,  
Have me excused of myn ignoraunce. (lines VII.1984-90)508  
 
The individual narrator, rather than the fate of nations or God’s plan, thus determines the 
structure of history. The Monk’s willingness to acknowledge his own imperfect memory and the 
imprecision and improvisation of his oral performance thus distinguishes his Tale further from 
other examples of historiography we have seen thus far.  
However, I would suggest that this individual-driven method of writing history is part of 
the larger focus on individuals within the Monk’s Tale’s conception of narrative. Individuals do 
not just determine ordo; they also determine the narrative units that ordo governs. After all, the 
Monk’s Tale is a collection of episodic units centered on individual historical figures. This might 
not seem so different from the focus on kings in continuous and universal history. But in these 
other narrative theories, kings are subordinated to larger concepts such as the gens, the empire, or 
the Church. In the Monk’s Tale, kings are instantiations of the abstract concept of downfall. It is 
the concept of downfall that defines what I call de casibus history, yet another historiographical 
paradigm with an associated set of historiographical interpretations and literary practices.  
De casibus history conceptualizes history as subject to Fortune, resulting in the certain 
downfall of every person. The higher a person rises, the lower he or she must inevitably fall. 
Structurally, it is an anthology of discrete episodic units, all of which share the same narrative 
arc (the downfall of an individual) and moral message (downfall is inevitable). Its form is 
repetitive, and its outcome is predetermined. In de casibus history, the individual replaces the 
                                                             
508 “But first I beseech you in this matter, / that although I do not narrate these things in order, / be it of popes, 
emperors, or kings, / according to their ages, as men find written, / but tell some earlier and some alter, / as it comes 
now into my memory, / [that you] excuse me of my ignorance.” 
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gens as the central lens through which historical processes are made visible. As a result, the 
individual becomes the framework not just for history but for historiography. We can therefore 
see the Monk’s Tale as offering a new and complete theory and practice of historiography, in the 
same way that continuous history and universal history had done earlier. But as much as 
Chaucer’s Monk’s Tale creates a theory and practice of de casibus history that functions 
essentially in the same way as other historiographical theories and practices, this Tale also seems 
to find its latent contradictions and exploit them, to undermine its narrative.  
De casibus history offers more explicit moral commentary than other kinds of history. 
“Lat no man truste on blynd prosperitee” (“Let no man trust in blind prosperity”), the Monk says 
in line VII.1997. Even when the moral is not explicitly stated, the repetition of the same narrative 
over and over cannot help but emphasize it. Such conspicuous moralizing is comparatively rare 
in medieval historiography, where moral education tends to be subtle.509 When medieval 
historians offer moral commentary, they frequently comment only on specific passages, rather 
than the entire scope of history. Mannyng, for instance, explicitly and frequently offers moral 
interpretation in Handlyng Synne, but he refrains from doing so in his Chronicle.510 In its overt 
                                                             
509 This subtlety is partly why it has taken decades for historians to appreciate the important role such education 
plays in medieval historiography. 
510 Of the historians examined thus far, only Henry of Huntingdon’s contemptus mundi comes close to this single-
minded focus, but Henry does not focus on contemptus mundi in every episodic unit, in the manner of Chaucer’s 
Monk’s Tale’s obsession with downfall. On the structure of Handlyng Synne, see Christopher Cannon, “Form,” in 
Middle English, ed. Paul Strohm (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 177-90; and Mark Miller, “Displaced 
Souls, Idle Talk, Spectacular Scenes: Handlyng Synne and the Perspectives of Agency,” Speculum 97, no. 1 (1996): 
606-32. Both Cannon and Miller view Mannyng as specifically using the structure of his narrative to nuance his 
moral instruction, but for our purposes it is simply worth noting that Mannyng includes overt moral instruction at 
all, which he does not do in the Chronicle. 
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moralizing of its examples, the Monk’s Tale thus resonates more with preaching manuals like 
Handlyng Synne than with Brut chronicles.511  
This overt moralizing runs into difficulties when it becomes unclear what moral message 
the reader can reasonably take from the Tale. As the Monk explains in his Prologue: 
This worthy monk took al in pacience,  
And seyde, “I wol doon al my diligence,  
As fer as sowneth into honestee,  
To telle yow a tale, or two, or three.  
And if yow list to herkne hyderward,  
I wol yow seyn the lyf of Seint Edward;  
Or ellis, first, tragedies wol I telle,  
Of whiche I have an hundred in my celle.  
Tragedie is to seyn a certeyn storie,  
As olde bookes maken us memorie,  
Of hym that stood in greet prosperitee,  
And is yfallen out of heigh degree  
Into myserie, and endeth wrecchedly.” (lines VII.1965-77)512  
 
The Monk defines a “tragedie” (“tragedy”) as a story, in either verse or prose, of those who were 
prosperous, but who fell from their high position, and came to a bad end. Fortune is central to 
Chaucerian tragedy, as it provides the force that creates that narrative arc. However, in the 
Monk’s Tale, it is “sheer stupid force,” punishing the deserving and undeserving alike.513 The 
                                                             
511 Cf. Siegfried Wenzel, “Why the Monk?,” in Words and Works: Studies in Medieval English Language and 
Literature in Honour of Fred C. Robinson, ed. Peter S. Baker and Nicholas Howe (Toronto; Buffalo; London: 
University of Toronto Press, 1998), 261-69. 
512 “This worthy monk took all [this] in patience, / and said, ‘I will do all my diligence, / as far as it accords with 
worthiness, / to tell you a tale, or two, or three. / And if you will give me your attention, / I will tell you the life of St 
Edward; / or else, first, tragedies I will tell, / of which I have a hundred in my cell. / Tragedy means a certain story, / 
as old books remind us, / of those who stood in great prosperity, / and are fallen from their high degree / into misery, 
and come to a wretched end.” 
513 Winthrop Wetherbee, “The Context of the Monk’s Tale,” in Language and Style in English Literature: Essays in 
Honour of Michio Masui, ed. Michio Kawai (Hiroshima: English Research Association of Hiroshima, 1991), 175. 
See also Nigel Mortimer, John Lydgate’s Fall of Princes: Narrative Tragedy in its Literary and Political Contexts 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2005), 166-70. Marilyn Corrie has argued that the fates of the tragic figures in the Monk’s 
Tale are mostly deserved; moreover, since Boethian philosophy allows for the suffering of the innocent, who (like 
all humans) determine their own fate, the innocents’ fall from good Fortune is also ‘deserved’ in Boethian terms 
(“Fortune and the Sinner: Chaucer, Gower, Lydgate and Malory’s Morte Darthur, Literature Compass 5, no. 2 
[2008]: 210-12). Yet the Monk’s understanding of Boethian philosophy is famously tenouous (for a bibliography on 
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morality of the historical figures in the Monk’s Tale is irrelevant; the focus is entirely on the end 
of their lives.514 How then can anyone learn from this message? Chaucer’s definition of 
“tragedie” as reliant on fortune explicitly removes the possibility for readers to learn any kind of 
good or bad behavior from historical examples, as those lessons are irrelevant in the face of the 
randomness of Fortune.515 While Henry of Huntingdon’s contemptus mundi seems to have 
offered a seemingly fatalistic outlook, his emphasis on the eternal kingdom allowed him to 
advise readers to always follow a righteous path. Chaucer’s focus on the immediate and the 
secular removes that possibility, leaving readers with a fairly nihilistic outlook. 
 Moreover, it is this (lack of) moral message that causes the text to fail, as evidenced by 
the objections of both the Knight and the Host. First, the Knight interrupts the Monk’s litany: 
“Hoo!” quod the Knyght, “good sire, namoore of this! 
That ye han seyd is right ynough, ywis,  
And muchel moore; for litel hevynesse  
Is right ynough to muche folk, I gesse. 
I seye for me, it is a greet disese, 
Whereas men han been in greet welthe and ese, 
To heeren of hire sodeyn fal, allas! 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
this point, see Benson, notes, 930), and the lack of philosophical analysis on the part of the Monk suggests that his 
audience would likely only have seen the hand of Fortune striking down guilty and innocent alike. Moreover, 
Chaucer’s increase in the pathos of certain narratives like that of Ugolino is more effective when the innocent are 
punished along with the guilty (see Boitani, “The Monk’s Tale,” 56). 
514 David Wallace, Chaucerian Polity: Absolutist Lineages and Associational Forms in England and Italy (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 1997), 300, 311, 318-19. This focus is in contrast to Boccaccio’s more 
‘historiographical’ approach to tragedy; see Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy, 68-69, 73; but cf. Boitani on Chaucer’s 
addition of ‘historical’ elements to the Ugolino narrative (“The Monk’s Tale,” 56-58). Boitani points out that the 
historical elements increase the pathos and narrative immediacy (“The Monk’s Tale,” 57-58); they are therefore not 
concerned with ‘historiography.’  
515 Cf. Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy, 52. Compare Chaucer’s treatment of Fortune here to his portrayal of Fortune in 
Troilus and Criseyde, on the death of Hector in lines V.1541-68. Here, Fortune is specifically implicated in 
transferring sovereignty “fro folk in folk” (V.1545) and in destroying the people of Troy, one hero at a time. This 
happens “Thorugh purveyaunce and disposicioun / Of heighe Jove” (V.1543-44). (All text from Chaucer’s Troilus 
and Criseyde from The Riverside Chaucer, ed. Larry D. Benson, 3rd ed. [Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1987].) Thus, Fortune is a historical process put in motion by God, who determines the fate of peoples. In this way, 
the portrayal of Fortune in Troilus and Criseyde is very similar to the portrayal of Fortune in works like the Historia. 
Unlike the Monk’s Tale, in which the implications of Fortune’s movements are completely absent from the 
narrative, Troilus and Criseyde provides insight into Troilus’s reaction and the implications of Hector’s death for his 
character, and encourages contemporary readers to react with greater immediacy.  
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And the contrarie is joye and greet solas, 
As whan a man hath been in povre estaat, 
And clymbeth up and wexeth fortunat, 
And there abideth in prosperitee. 
Swich thyng is gladsome, as it thynketh me, 
And of swich thyng were goodly for to telle.” (VII.2767-79)516  
 
The Knight objects to the repetition of the same negative narrative arc; the constant drumming of 
misery and death has caused the Knight too much distress, making the Tale ineffective.517 De 
casibus literature does not always need to be this way, but Chaucer has removed the nuance with 
which his sources treated Fortune, and the specifics of how his examples arrived at their fate.518 
In this way, he ensures that the de casibus history here constitutes nothing but a march through 
these repetitive, pessimistic examples. His tragedies have been purposefully emptied of any 
possible depth.519 This is a failure of rhetoric, as the Host points out:520 
 “Youre tale anoyeth al this compaignye.  
Swich talkyng is nat worth a boterflye,  
For therinne is ther no desport ne game.  
Wherfore, sire Monk, or daun Piers by youre name,  
I pray yow hertely telle us somwhat elles;  
For sikerly, nere clunkyng of youre belles  
That on youre bridel hange on every syde,  
By hevene kyng that for us alle dyde,  
I sholde er this han fallen doun for sleep,  
                                                             
516 “‘Ho!’ said the Knight, ‘good sir, no more of this! / That which you have said is enough, I believe, / and much 
more; for a little heaviness / is enough for many people, I guess. / I say, for me it is a great unease, / when men have 
been in wealth and ease, / to hear of their sudden fall, alas! / And the opposite is enjoyable and great solace, / when a 
man has been in a poor state, / and climbs up and becomes fortunate, / and there abides in prosperity. / Such a tale is 
happy, as I think, / and it is good to tell stories about such happenings.” 
517 Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy, 75-76. 
518 For comparisons of Chaucer with his sources, see Boitani, “The Monk’s Tale,” 54-68; Wetherbee, “Context,” 
167-69. 
519 Cf. Winthrop Wetherbee, “Chaucer and the European Tradition,” Studies in the Age of Chaucer 27 (2005): 8-9. 
Some scholars have suggested that the Tale exhibits this pessimistic repetition because either Chaucer or the Monk 
does not fully understand Boethian tragedy, or because it is incomplete (See Benson, notes, 930; Yoshiko 
Kobayashi, “Chivalry and History in the ‘Monk’s Tale,’” Poetica 55 [2001]: 85.) But regardless of whether Chaucer 
and/or the Monk understands Boethian tragedy, the effect in the Monk’s Tale remains the same. Moreover, it is 
worth noting that some scholars believe that the Monk’s Tale was actually complete; see Robert Boenig, “Is The 
Monk’s Tale a Fragment?,” Notes and Queries 43, no. 3 (1996): 261-64. 
520 Wallace, “Italy,” in A Companion to Chaucer, ed. Peter Brown (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2000), 225-26. 
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Althogh the slough had never been so deep;  
Thanne hadde your tale al be toold in veyn.  
For certeinly, as that thise clerkes seyn,  
Whereas a man may have noon audience,  
Noght helpeth it to tellen his sentence.” (lines VII.2789-2802)521  
 
The mindless repetition of tragedies has not only caused pain to the pilgrims; the Host very 
nearly suffered his own misfortune, for if it had not been for the jangling of the bells on the 
Monk’s bridle, he would have fallen asleep and off his horse, into the mud.522 The Monk’s 
constant reiteration of the same moral point thus holds little appeal for his audience. In fact, the 
moral education of the Monk’s Tale nearly causes harm. De casibus hardly seems to be an 
effective historiographical theory, since its interpretation of history is to the detriment of those 
who should be learning from it. 
Nor does it seem to be an effective historiographical practice. Although the Monk’s 
poetic form stands out from the rest of the Canterbury Tales, the Monk himself instead draws 
attention to the literary forms of other authors, rather than his own.523 He does not seem to 
understand that literary form is part of historiographical argument for medieval historians. In 
fact, his repetitive literary form fails miserably, encouraging the complaints quoted above.524 
Moreover, he does even not use the form that he says is common for de casibus tales, which he 
notes have “ben versified communely / Of six feet, which men clepen exametron. / In prose eek 
                                                             
521 “Your tale annoys this whole group. / Such talking is not worth a butterfly, / for in it there is no pleasure or 
entertainment. / Therefore, Sir Monk, or Master Piers by your name, / I pray you heartily to tell us something else; / 
for assuredly, if it were not for the clinking of your bells / that on your bridle hang on every side, / by heaven’s king 
who died for all of us, / I would earlier have fallen down in sleep, / even though the mud has never been deeper; / 
then would your tale have been told all in vain. / For certainly, as these clerks say, / if a man has no audience, / it 
accomplishes nothing to speak his wisdom.” 
522 This is not the only instance in the Canterbury Tales where the boredom caused by unvaried repetition impedes 
the usefulness of the story; see Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy, 75-77. 
523 On the Monk’s style, see Wallace, Chaucerian Polity, 312.  
524 Though the Monk’s tone changes (Kobayashi, “Chivalry and History,” 83-84; Wallace, Chaucerian Polity, 312), 
his message and his form remain the same, and the unvariability of those elements are the complaints that the Knight 
and the Host make against the Monk. 
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been endited many oon, / And eek in meetre, in many a sondry wyse” (“been versified often / in 
[lines of] six feet, which are called hexameters. / Many have also been written in prose, / and 
also in poetry, of many different forms,” lines VII.1978-81). The Monk seems to misunderstand 
how different poetic styles and forms contribute to effective historiography. He may recognize 
that certain forms are characteristic of de casibus history, but he is unable to use form in a way 
that contributes to his own work. As soon as he raises the possibility of productive form, he 
walks away from it.525  
 Finally, the Monk’s conception of history as a series of downfalls leads to uneasy 
questions about the history of the English. In his Prologue, as noted above the Monk says that 
his tragedies will serve as a preface to a “lyf of Seint Edward” (“life of St Edward,” line 
VII.1970), presumably Edward the Confessor, the last Anglo-Saxon king of England.526 The 
Knight’s interruption and the Host’s request for “somewhat of huntyng” (“something about 
hunting,” line VII.2805), which the Monk declines, derail the Tale. We cannot know in what 
direction the Monk was planning to take his vita of Edward the Confessor, but we have to 
wonder whether the life of St Edward is meant to be another example of a downfall.527 By raising 
the possibility that the life of St Edward has anything to do with tragedy, the Monk begins to 
head towards an uncomfortable commentary on English misfortune.528 Edward the Confessor’s 
death is not particularly unfortunate, as deaths come – the tragedy here is not Edward’s death, 
but Anglo-Saxon England’s. In the Monk’s Tale, all downfalls are final; and thus the Monk’s 
                                                             
525 Cf. Wallace, Chaucerian Polity, 312. 
526 Benson, notes, 929. 
527 The passage seems to contrast Edward’s life to the tragedies on the one hand, but the Monk’s idea to tell the life 
of St Edward seems to inspire his thought to give a number of tragedies first, suggesting that there is something 
about Edward’s life that relates to tragedy.  
528 Given the centrality of monastic houses for producing historiography as well as compilations of narratives like 
Chaucer’s “tragedies,” it is not unfeasible that the Monk might have been planning some kind of indirect 
commentary on the role of tragedy in the fate of peoples. Cf. Wenzel, “Why the Monk?,” 263-67. 
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Prologue raises the disturbing (to the English) prospect of interpreting the Battle of Hastings as 
the death of England. Is Chaucer’s England not England, then? Is it French? And what 
implications does this have for England’s political position in the Hundred Years’ War?529 
 Of course, in a continuous or universal history, such questions would not be problematic. 
In continuous histories, there is always continuity through discontinuities like the Conquest. In 
universal histories, the focus on empire would ensure that England’s imperial trajectory does not 
change, even when it suffers conquest or defeat. Moreover, both continuous and universal 
historians leave open the possibility that the wheel of Fortune may turn again, giving rise to 
concepts like the British hope and the ultimate triumph of Wessex.530 But since these 
redemptionist narratives are not available to the Monk, thanks to his insistence on the 
permanence of downfall, a de casibus narrative about Edward the Confessor opens up the 
possibility that the English are not really English at all. In this way, his historiographical theory 
and practice actually creates more problems of historical interpretation than it solves.  
In sum, Chaucer creates a theory and practice of de casibus history, which he seems to 
equate with other historiographical approaches, such as continuous history and universal history. 
But he questions whether de casibus history can function successfully as historiography. Its 
                                                             
529 Even if the Monk meant a St Edward other than Edward the Confessor, such as Edward II (whom Richard II 
attempted to have canonized), he would still have been straying far closer to contemporary English politics than his 
Tale currently does. Referring to Edward II as the subject of de casibus (which Lydgate later does, as we will see) 
would hear lead to the uncomfortable conclusion that martyrdom is considered a ‘downfall,’ which is not a 
politically useful concept either. Cf. Wallace, Chaucerian Polity, 330. On Richard II’s attempt to have Edward II 
canonized, see John M. Theilmann, “Political Canonization and Political Symbolism in Medieval England,” Journal 
of British Studies 29 (1990): 241-66, esp. 253-64. 
530 On fortune and Geoffrey of Monmouth’s British hope, see Robert W. Hanning, The Vision of History in Early 
Britain: From Gildas to Geoffrey of Monmouth (New York: Columbia University Press, 1966), 121-76, esp. 136-49. 
However, Siân Echard has argued against Geoffrey’s consistent use of the idea of Fortune to explain historical 
events (“‘For Mortals are Moved by these Conditions’: Fate, Fortune and Providence in Geoffrey of Monmouth,” in 
The Fortunes of King Arthur, ed. Norris J. Lacy [Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2005], 13-28); this may be true of some 
individual events, but I would argue that the concept of the British hope rests on the reliability of discernible 
historical patterns, one of which is Fortune, which can always be repeated. 
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theory does not lead to moral education; its structure fails to hold readers’ attention; its literary 
style cannot support oral performance.531 To add insult to injury, it calls England’s very identity 
into doubt. Winthrop Wetherbee has said of the Monk’s Tale that 
The tale is an experimental work, but the experiment is neither the serious, self-conscious 
exercise in quasi-classical tragedy that some have found in it nor the send-up of such 
strenuous neoclassicism that it has seemed to others. Chaucer’s concern, I would argue, is 
with the light that an experiment in this newly reemergent form, defined with an 
exaggerated rigor for the occasion, could shed on more familiarly medieval narrative 
forms. From a range of sources, he draws on stories whose character is inherently tragic, 
then deliberate dissipates their tragic power by contaminating it with arbitrary moralism, 
the pathos of popular religious literature, or the optimism and idealism of chivalric 
romance. The effect is to demonstrate how easily the process of translatio to these 
characteristic medieval modes can distort or obfuscate social and political reality.532 
 
I would suggest that we might add historiography to the “medieval narrative forms” (what I 
would call genres) of “popular religious literature” and “chivalric romance” that Wetherbee 
argues the Monk’s Tale is intended to contemplate. By establishing de casibus history as a 
recognizable historiographical theory and practice, only to discredit it, Chaucer is able to reflect 
on the narrative assumptions that lie behind continuous history and universal history. These 
theories and practices rely on the existence of some kind of conception of narrative that guides 
how history is constructed in the writer’s mind and then written on the page. The absence of 
some kind of overarching narrative leads to the ultimate failure of de casibus history in the 
Monk’s Tale. Is it possible that the lack of such an overarching conception of narrative could 
cause the Canterbury Tales to fail too, if the conceit of the pilgrimage is not adequately 
maintained? In this way, Chaucer’s reflections on historical narrative in the Monk’s Tale seem to 
lead to broader reflections on the nature of literary anthologies like the Canterbury Tales.  
 
                                                             
531 On this last point, cf. Wallace, Chaucerian Polity, 312-13. 
532 Wetherbee, “European Tradition,” 9-10. 
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III. John Lydgate 
 
 Despite Chaucer’s misgivings on the value of this kind of compilation, de casibus history 
does seem to have some kind of impact on the writing of history in the late fourteenth and early 
fifteenth centuries. In fact, Chaucer was not the only late medieval English writer to translate 
Boccaccio’s de casibus collection. In the early fifteenth century, John Lydgate translated Laurent 
de Premierfait’s French translation of Boccaccio’s De casibus virorum illustrium into Middle 
English under the title Fall of Princes. The extent to which the Monk’s Tale may have influenced 
Lydgate’s translation is unclear. However, both translations display an interest in how Fortune 
brings down both the guilty and the innocent, and comparing Chaucer’s and Lydgate’s attitudes 
towards Fortune in their de casibus collections provides a useful starting point for understanding 
Lydgate’s views on using de casibus to write history.533  
For much of the Middle Ages, Fortune was interpreted as a stand-in for God, or as a 
method or tool by which God exerted His will.534 But as we have already seen, Chaucer’s Monk 
portrays Fortune as a random historical force, afflicting both the deserving and the undeserving 
without any pattern, defying any attempts at learning from it. Moreover, throughout his Tale, the 
Monk mostly dissociates God from Fortune. He does not offer interpretations of God’s actions, 
leaving God’s interventions to be interpreted by others. Even when he explicitly names God’s 
involvement in a particular downfall, as in the case of Antiochus, God is presented more as a 
character gaining just vengeance than as the ruler of Fortune. In this way, Chaucer’s portrayal of 
                                                             
533 Mortimer, Narrative Tragedy, 166-77. 
534 Mortimer, Narrative Tragedy, 179-82.  
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Fortune fits with his overall portrayal of de casibus literature: it is incapable of offering any 
meaning or insight into the past or the present. 
In contrast, Lydgate’s translation maintains the close relationship between God and 
Fortune that appears in both Boccaccio and Premierfait.535 However, God’s seeming punishment 
of the innocent poses a challenge for Lydgate (and for many). Although God’s willingness to 
bring suffering to the innocent may be theologically sound, it is not particularly helpful as a 
moral concept for everyday living. Texts like Fall of Princes are intended to offer moral 
education, but it is difficult to see how recognizing that God punishes both the deserving and the 
undeserving would be morally useful (except perhaps as a test of faith). This quandary could be 
easily solved by suggesting that even those who seem undeserving are actually deserving of 
punishment; in this case, Fortune would be seen only as an affliction on the guilty, even if we 
cannot see the sins that they have. But is that what Lydgate really suggests? 
The question of whether or not Lydgate’s Fall of Princes places the blame for the fall on 
the individual, on the vagaries of Fortune, or on the will of God has been contested among 
modern scholars: Nigel Mortimer views Fortune as indiscriminate, striking both guilty and 
innocent; Marilyn Corrie views Fortune as purely a response to man’s wickedness; and Maura 
Nolan perceives both in the text, arguing that Lydgate purposefully weaves together 
contradictory conceptions of Fortune to create a “morally compromised aesthetic mode” in 
which doing and saying anything is better than doing and saying nothing.536 I would suggest 
instead (or in addition) that the multiplicity of so many scholarly opinions on this question 
reveals Lydgate’s attempts at transforming this issue into a major crux of his work. He presents 
                                                             
535 Mortimer, Narrative Tragedy, 179-82. 
536 Mortimer, Narrative Tragedy, 170-87; Corrie, “Fortune and the Sinner,” 212-15; Maura Nolan, “Lydgate’s 
Literary History: Chaucer, Gower, and Canacee,” Studies in the Age of Chaucer 27 (2005): 89. 
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this unresolved issue to his readers, to encourage their reflection and debate on the roles of 
Fortune, God, and the individual in determining the course of history. In this way, Lydgate’s Fall 
of Princes’s treatment of Fortune resembles how historians deal with questions of sovereignty, 
succession, and discontinuity in the national and universal histories that we have already seen.  
This is not the only place in the Fall of Princes where historiography seems to offer a 
model for dealing with complicated issues. For example, Lydgate’s overt reliance on 
historiography is evident in his treating Arthur as a historical figure and his referencing of 
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia as his source for his biography of Arthur.537 Thematically too, 
Fall of Princes seems to follow the Brut chronicle tradition in portraying Arthur as a good king, 
rather than as a king whose skill at ruling is dubious at best.538 Historiography might even have 
provided Lydgate with a model for thinking about unmerited suffering: after all, historians had 
already been debating whether or not the conquered Britons or conquered English deserved their 
fate for generations. 
Ultimately, Lydgate’s de casibus collection in Fall of Princes seems to be written with 
the intention of creating reflection on the processes of history. Sometimes Lydgate emphasizes 
that the wicked deserve their fate, simply to add the veneer of meaning to an otherwise 
meaningless list of examples of misfortunes; but other times, Lydgate shows how Fortune’s 
stroke is clearly undeserved.539 There is no clear-cut moral message. In Fall of Princes, each 
individual’s narrative retains enough ambiguity around the question of Fortune to offer readers 
                                                             
537 On Lydgate’s reliance on chronicle rather than romance traditions for Arthur, see Elizabeth Archibald, “Lancelot 
as Lover in the English Tradition Before Malory,” in Arthurian Studies in Honour of P.J.C. Field, ed. Bonnie 
Wheeler (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2004), 201-2.  
538 Chronicle tradition is more likely to offer subtle rather than explicit critique of Arthur’s ruling capabilities. See 
W.R.J. Barron, “Bruttene Deorling: An Arthur for Every Age,” in The Fortunes of King Arthur, ed. Norris J. Lacy 
(Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2005), 57-65. 
539 Mortimer, Narrative Tragedy, 184-87. 
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the opportunity to interpret the past, and to gain valuable insight into morality as well. In this 
way, Fall of Princes functions much like other histories. Its overarching historical paradigm is 
Fortune, rather than continuity or universality; its theory and practice focus on the relating the 
individual to Fortune, rather than a gens with continuity or an empire with universality. Whereas 
Chaucer’s Monk’s Tale fails at sustaining a historical narrative based on Fortune, Lydgate’s Fall 
of Princes succeeds at doing just that.  
Lydgate’s use of de casibus history for writing historiography is also evident in shorter 
poems such as “Of the Sodein Fal of Certain Princes of Fraunce and Englande Nowe Late in 
Oure Dayes” (henceforth “Sodein Fal”). This poem also tackles questions about Fortune, using 
the specific examples of recent historical figures. Probably written in the 1430s, “Sodein Fal” 
contains seven rhyme royal stanzas, each of which discusses a nobleman of England and France 
(starting with Richard II [d. 1400]) who experienced a downfall leading to his own death.540 De 
casibus history’s need for ambiguity is on full display here. Like Fall of Princes, “Sodein Fal” 
asserts that Fortune brings down both the deserving and the undeserving.541 Lydgate uses the 
complications arising from that idea to make a political argument about the necessity of the 
Lancastrian accession for the good of the realm.542 Furthermore, Lydgate argues that wisdom, 
although it cannot prevent all the actions of Fortune, can certainly help to mitigate its effects.543  
In this way, Lydgate’s de casibus history in “Sodein Fal” offers both arguments about 
contemporary politics and reflections on how history works. Take, for example, the first stanza:  
                                                             
540 Simon K. Walker, “Remembering Richard: History and Memory in Lancastrian England,” in Political Culture in 
Late Medieval Britain, ed. Linda S. Clark and Christine Carpenter (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2004), 26.  
541 Kelly, Chaucerian Tragedy, 164 n. 51. Kelly also notes that these verses were probably written before Fall of 
Princes. 
542 Walker, “Remembering Richard,” 26. Walker is particularly focused on the Richard II stanza, but this is true 
throughout the poem. 
543 Walker, “Remembering Richard,” 26. 
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Beholde þis gret prynce Edwarde þe Secounde, 
     Which of diuers landes lord was and kyng, 
But so governed was he, nowe vnderstonde, 
     By suche as caused foule his vndoying, 
     For trewly to telle yowe with-oute lesing, 
He was deposed by al þe rewmes assent, 
In prisoun murdred with a broche in his foundament. (lines 1-7)544  
 
Edward II was governed so badly by his advisers that he was brought down by his own people 
(including the very nobles under whose thumb he had ruled). Fortune determined that he would 
fall, and so fall he did, in an ignominious fashion that suited his ignominious rule. He is thus 
both responsible and not responsible for his own fate. Yet the extreme violence of his 
ignominious death is unrelated to any fault of his; this unnecessarily severe violence is a 
testament to Fortune’s ability to insert itself into any situation.545 This stanza suggests that our 
fates are a combination of both Fortune and our own choices – bad advisors and Fortune lead to 
Edward II’s demise, but if he had been wiser, he might not have made himself vulnerable to this 
particular downfall. Once again, de casibus history thrives when it is able to focus on the 
ambiguities of historical processes. “Sodein Fal” thus is able to apply same kind of historical 
analysis found in Fall of Princes to the recent English past. 
But not all of Lydgate’s historical poetry embraces this kind of ambiguity around the fate 
of kings. In “The Kings of England Sithen William Conqueror” (henceforth “Kings”), Lydgate 
forays into the form of the traditional verse chronicle genre. But he does not attempt to emulate 
its complex reflections on continuity and sovereignty. General consensus agrees that the poem 
                                                             
544 “Behold this great prince Edward II, / who was lord and king of many lands, / But he was so governed, mind you, 
/ by those who foully caused his undoing. / For truly to tell you without lying, / he was deposed by all the agreement 
of all his subjects, / [and] was murdered in prison with a skewer in his anus.” All text from John Lydgate, The Minor 
Poems of John Lydgate, Part II: Secular Poems, ed. Henry Noble MacCracken with Merriam Sherwood (London: 
Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, for the Early English Text Society, 1934), 660-61. All translation mine 
unless otherwise noted. 
545 There is a certain kind of symbolism in the means of Edward II’s death (as narrated by chroniclers), but Lydgate 
does not hint at any of those issues here. 
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was intended as propaganda highlighting Henry VI’s genealogy and his consequent right to rule; 
and that the poem’s “long line of established kings was unmistakably meant to mask the 
feebleness of the Lancastrian hereditary claims to the English throne.”546  
Outside of propaganda, the work’s appeal to later readers remains unclear: Linne R. 
Mooney has noted that “[t]he very brevity of these verses suggests that Lydgate wrote them to be 
read aloud on some specific occasion, but this same brevity would make them ideal for use in 
medieval grammar schools, where their verse form would make them easily memorized”; Henk 
Dragstra has argued that the poem is occasional, intended for a specific work of visual 
representation during a royal ceremony, probably Henry VI’s knighting in 1426.547 Nevertheless, 
Lydgate’s “Kings” was a quite popular work, surviving in thirty-six manuscripts, thirty-two of 
which are from the fifteenth century; it was printed as a broadside in the fifteenth century as 
well.548 In some manuscripts, it receives a set of prefatory verses extending the dynasty back to 
Alfred; in others, the last stanza is adjusted to address contemporary events, or the poem is 
continued to Henry VI’s lifetime; and it served as a model for several other short verse 
chronicles on English genealogy as well.549 Despite “Kings”’s simplicity, then, it did more than 
outlast the political circumstances that gave rise to it; it actually thrived, receiving continual 
attention, acquiring prologues and continuations, and inspiring new historical poetry.  
As propaganda and as a standalone text, the poem would therefore have had little use for 
ambiguity. It strives to present its argument to the reader as self-evidently and simply as 
                                                             
546 Linne R. Mooney, “Lydgate’s ‘Kings of England’ and Another Verse Chronicle of the Kings,” Viator 20 (1989): 
258-59; and Henk Dragstra, “‘This Myghti William’: Why did Lydgate Write His ‘Verses on the Kings of England 
since William the Conquereor’?,” in The Medieval Chronicle II: Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on 
the Medieval Chronicle, Driebergen/Utrecht 16-21 July 1999, ed. Erik Kooper (Amsterdam; New York: Rodopi, 
2002), 67. 
547 Mooney, “Lydgate’s ‘Kings of England,’” 258; Dragstra, “‘This Myghti William,’” 68-75. 
548 Mooney, “Lydgate’s ‘Kings of England,’” 256. 
549 Mooney, “Lydgate’s ‘Kings of England,’” 256, 273-76.  
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possible. As a result, it resembles neither verse chronicles nor de casibus history, despite having 
the same subject (the succession of kings) as the former and the same structure (individual-
driven stanzas) as the latter. 
In general, the form of the verses is very simple: each stanza describes a different king, 
providing one or two pieces of general information about the important events taking place in 
each reign, while stressing the genealogical connections between the kings. “Sodein Fal” 
displays a similar one-king-per-stanza structure and an equivalent amount (or lack) of detail. But 
while “Sodein Fal” is an anthology of downfalls, much like Fall of Princes, “Kings” places each 
of the kings of England into an overarching genealogical narrative. The repetitive rhyme royal 
form of each stanza underscores the genealogical and formal connections that bind these kings 
together. This effect is evident from the verses on Henry III and Edward I: 
Herry the iijde his sone, of ix yeer age, 
     Was at Gloucester crowned, as I reed; 
Long werr he hadde with his baronage, 
     Gretly delited in almesse-deed, 
     lxj yeer he regned heer in deede 
Buried at Westmynster, bi record of writing, 
Day of Seynt Edmond, marter, maid, & kyng. 
 
Edward the First, with the shankes long, 
     Was aftir crowned that was so good a knyht, 
Wan Scotland, maugre the Scottis strong, 
     And all Walys despyt of al ther myth; 
     Duryng his lyff meyntened trouth & riht, 
xxxv yeer he was heer kyng, 
Lith at Westmynster this trough and no lesyng. (lines 155-68)550  
                                                             
550 “Henry the Third, his son, at nine years of age, / was crowned at Gloucester, as I read; / he had a long war with 
his barons, / [and] greatly delighted in almsgiving. / Sixty-one years he reigned here indeed. / Buried at 
Westminster, according to records, / on the day of St Edmund, martyr, virgin, and king. / Edward the First, with the 
long shanks, / who was a very good knight, was afterwards crowned. / [He] won Scotland, despite the strong Scots, / 
and he harangued [i.e. deprived] all the Welsh of all their might. / During his life he maintained truth and right, / 
thirty-five years he was king here, / [and] lies at Westminster; this is truth and no lies.” The text of this poem can be 
found in The Minor Poems of John Lydgate, Part II: Secular Poems, ed. Henry Noble MacCracken with Merriam 
Sherwood (London: Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, for the Early English Text Society, 1934), 710-16. 
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These stanzas are reminiscent of the kinds of verses that often accompanied genealogical rolls in 
this period, which combine simple information with a genealogical narrative to make learning 
about the past as easy as possible.551 Such rolls increased in popularity during this period, as did 
historical poetry like de casibus collections.552 Moreover, like genealogical rolls, “Kings” creates 
a specific historical teleology, which props up a specific claim (in this case, Henry VI’s) to the 
throne. This teleology contributes to the text’s didacticism, but it also smooths over potentially 
complicated dynastic shifts, to create a streamlined text that does not ask any questions of its 
historical content.  
In this sense, Lydgate’s “Kings” resembles Robert of Gloucester’s Chronicle, in their 
shared use of formal simplicity for making a political argument seem natural, rather than forced. 
Yet the narrative focus has changed from the gens to the individual, and connections between 
episodic units are based on genealogy, rather than (dis)continuity. As a result, I suggest that we 
might postulate Lydgate’s “Kings” as an example of a different kind of paradigm: genealogical 
history. Genealogical history, in an effort to sublimate any challenges to its political argument or 
narrative construction, embraces formal simplicity and regularity. No longer are connections 
between episodic units both continuous and discontinuous; in genealogical history, everything is 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Translation mine. MacCracken and Sherwood include the later addition of prefatory verses on the time from Alfred 
to William the Conqueror in their edition, and thus the line count of this part of the poem is higher than if it had 
started with William the Conqueror, as Lydgate’s original poem did. However, I maintain the lineation of 
MacCracken and Sherwood, as this is the most modern edition of the poem. 
551 Cf. Dragstra, “‘This Myghti William,’” 68-72; and Chris Given-Wilson, Chronicles: The Writing of History in 
Medieval England (London and New York: Hambledon and London, 2004), 144-45. 
552 On the popularity of de casibus in the fifteenth century, see Mortimer, Narrative Tragedy, 220-24. Genealogical 
rolls were popular before the fifteenth century as well (see Olivier de Laborderie, “A New Pattern for English 
History: The First Genealogical Rolls of the Kings of England,” in Broken Lines: Genealogical Literature in Late-
Medieval Britain and France, ed. Raluca L. Radulescu and Edward Donald Kennedy [Turnhout: Brepols, 2008], 45-
61); yet they experienced an explosion in popularity in the fifteenth century as England moved closer to the Wars of 
the Roses (Lesley Coote, “Prophecy, Genealogy, and History in Medieval English Political Discourse,” in Broken 
Lines: Genealogical Literature in Late-Medieval Britain and France, ed. Raluca L. Radulescu and Edward Donald 
Kennedy [Turnhout: Brepols, 2008], 40-44). 
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always continuous, and if it is not, the narrative falls apart. Genealogical history thus results in a 
simplification of both historiographical theory and historiographical practice, at least in 
comparison with continuous history and universal history. However, this is not a sign of its lack 
of sophistication; on the contrary, genealogical history understands and fulfills its political 
purpose very effectively. 
This is especially clear in the poem’s presentation of the transition from Henry I to 
Stephen, and from Stephen to Henry II. In the actual course of historical events, none of these 
rulers had an obvious right to succession. In Lydgate’s “Kings,” Henry I inherits as “brother 
next” (“the next brother,” line 120); though his brother Robert “Gan hym werreye” (“began to 
wage war with him,” line 123), they were “Reconciled, al rancour set behynde” (“reconciled, 
[and] set all rancor behind them,” line 124). “Kings” thus completely overlooks that Robert was 
the elder brother, and that their “rancour” was only “set behynde” because Henry I imprisoned 
his brother for twenty-six years after defeating him in battle.  
To give another example, in “Kings,” Stephen has a hereditary claim to the throne as 
Henry I’s “cosyn” (“cousin,” line 127). But Lydgate ignores the oath that he had sworn to the 
Empress Matilda, his cousin and Henry I’s only surviving child and heir, that he would support 
her claim to the throne. Similarly, Lydgate mentions that “xix yeer with soruh and gret trauail, / 
He bar his crown, hadde neuer rest” (“nineteen years with sorrow and great labor, / He bore his 
crown, [and] never had any rest,” lines 131-32). But he neglects to mention that those years were 
marked by a destructive civil war that was only resolved after Stephen and Matilda fought each 
other to a standstill, and Stephen had agreed to make Henry II (Matilda’s son) his heir, due to the 
death of his own eldest son and heir, Eustace.  
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Similarly, Henry II is only called “son of themperesse” (“son of the Empress,” line 134), 
an association that skims over his Angevin connections from his father (which caused many to 
object to his rule), and the fact that Matilda was called the Empress because of her first marriage 
to the Holy Roman Emperor Henry V (which had no issue), rather than her second (which 
produced Henry). In “Kings,” these complications simply fade away. The excuse might be to 
make teaching history easier. But the effect is to make the line of succession appear obvious, to 
further underscore how ‘obvious’ Henry VI’s reign is.  
By comparing “Kings” with “Sodein Fal” and Fall of Princes, then, we can see that 
Lydgate uses de casibus history and continuous history for two very different purposes. He shifts 
some of the interpretive labor that continuous history used to bear onto de casibus history, which 
he associates with historiographical commentary on sovereignty and kingship, and with 
reflection on the ambiguous processes that drive historical events. What was continuous history, 
is now better characterized as genealogical history, and it has been reduced to making 
genealogical arguments in favor of a particular ruler. This is not to say that the simplicity of this 
kind of genealogically-focused continuous history is not valuable; on the contrary, its simplicity 
allows it to play an important role in the dynastic issues that grip late medieval Britain. My point 
is simply that, in Lydgate’s work, continuous history has evolved into genealogical history, a 
related but nevertheless different kind of historiographical theory and practice. 
 I would suggest that the changes continuous history undergoes point to a broader shift in 
attitudes towards thinking and writing about the past. De casibus history and other genres (such 
as romance) tend to focus on the individual, rather than the gens – in other words, they focus on 
the discrete episodic units of a historiographical text, rather than on the text’s overarching 
narrative. Discontinuity between the episodic units narrating these kings’ histories fades away, as 
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the focus becomes the distinct episodic units rather than the overarching narrative. In this way, 
continuous history’s shift in emphasis from the progression of a gens to the progression from 
individual ruler to individual ruler is part of a larger shift away from thinking about the 
overarching narrative of history. As a result, both structural and stylistic form begin to lose their 
importance in historiographical writing.  
 
IV. John Hardyng 
 
 I will now turn to John Hardyng’s Chronicle to explore how de casibus history and 
genealogical history affect how chroniclers narrate the history of Britain. Hardyng wrote two 
different versions of his Chronicle; I will examine the First Version before turning to the Second. 
The First Version now survives in only one manuscript, British Library MS Lansdowne 204.553 
Completed in 1457, it was written specifically for Henry VI. In fact, the sole surviving 
manuscript is likely Hardyng’s presentation copy, intended for the hands of Henry VI himself. 
Hardyng’s Chronicle presents Henry VI with the English throne’s claims to the whole of the 
British Isles, as well as France and even Jerusalem, and encourages the restoration of stability, 
justice, and the proper rule of law in England.554 In its focus on these issues of sovereignty, 
stability, rights, and law, Hardyng’s Chronicle is essentially “traditional” in its outlook, and it is 
                                                             
553 James Simpson and Sarah Peverley, introduction to John Hardyng: Chronicle, Edited from British Library MS 
Lansdowne 204, vol. 1, ed. James Simpson and Sarah Peverley (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications for 
TEAMS, 2015), 4-6. 
554 For a helpful commentary, see Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 6-10. Despite the focus in Hardyng’s 
prologue on English rights over Scotland, and modern scholarly focus on the Chronicle’s treatment of Scotland due 
to Hardyng’s own biography as an English spy, Scotland is just one of the titles which rightfully belong to Henry VI 
– he is king not just over the British Isles but also France and Jerusalem (Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 6-7). 
For Hardyng’s biography, see Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 1-6. 
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similar to other verse chronicles that relate the history of Britain from its foundation to the 
present day in poetry.555  
However, the First Version of the Chronicle is better known for its complex relationship 
to other genres popular in its day. For example, it relies on Chaucer’s and Lydgate’s Boethian 
philosophy of Fortune, to express the tragedy of England’s current state and Hardyng’s hope for 
its future remedy.556 “Instructional, inspiring, and anchored by the same rhetorical tropes, 
Boethian frame of reference, and rhyme-royal or ‘Chaucerian’ stanza underpinning other 
fifteenth-century vernacular ‘public poetry,’ the Chronicle uses historical exemplarity to 
highlight the transience of divided nations and the susceptibility of kings and highborn men to 
the vicissitudes of Fortune.”557 The Chronicle also displays a “chivalric outlook and [the] 
incorporation of romance materials.”558 These elements have led scholars to note the Chronicle’s 
affinity to mirrors for princes and romances, in addition to its formal and thematic similarity to 
verse chronicles of the Brut tradition.559 
Even as modern scholars have noted these affinities, Hardyng’s Chronicle highlights its 
own connections to romance more than historiographical tradition. While previous verse 
                                                             
555 Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 12. 
556 Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 10-11. 
557 Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 12. 
558 Sarah L. Peverley, “Hardyng, John,” Encyclopedia of the Medieval Chronicle, ed. Graeme Dunphy (Leiden: Brill 
Online, 2016), accessed 4 June 2016, http://proxy.library.upenn.edu:2146/10.1163/2213-
2139_emc_EMCSIM_01234.  
559 Simpson and Peverley draw a particular parallel between Hardyng’s Chronicle and Hoccleve’s Regiment of 
Princes (introduction, 12 n. 40); on romance, see Peverley, “Hardyng.” Edward Donald Kennedy notes that Hardyng 
may have written a verse chronicle because it was considered “traditional,” and because he conceptualized his work 
as participating in the vein of “semi-historical works like Lydgate’s Fall of Princes and Troy Book that had moral 
value but whose factual content could be questioned” (“The Prose Brut, Hardyng’s Chronicle, and the Alliterative 
Morte Arthure: The End of the Story,” in Romance and History: Imagining Time from the Medieval to the Early 
Modern Period, ed. Jon Whitman [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015], 109-10). Though I would 
suggest that readers of verse chronicles were not so squeamish about ‘the facts’ as Kennedy implies, his comments 
usefully note that historiography had shifted so that Lydgate’s poetry could count as a model for a verse chronicle of 
English history. 
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chroniclers had treated Arthur as a historical figure, incorporating romances into their works as 
historical sources, Hardyng treats these historical sources for Arthur’s reign simply (and 
unproblematically) as romances.560 In his discussion of Arthurian romance in lines 2514-40, he 
emphasizes the vast number of romances that have been written (“More than the Byble thrise 
wryten,” [“More than the Bible thrice written,” line 2530]), rather than their historical value for 
his work. It is their existence, rather than their content, that is valuable for his purposes. As he 
explains, each time a knight returned from an adventure, Arthur  
… made echone to write his fortuyté 
How hym byfelle in armes in his absence 
To tyme he came agayne to his presence. 
 
And every day afore the kynge at mete 
Amonge his prynces in open audience 
An aventure of armes and a fete 
Reported was so for his reverence 
That dyd that dede by such experyence 
And forto move his yonge knyghtes corages 
Suche aventurs escheven in thaire viage. (lines 2545-54)561  
 
These romances fulfil the role of history: they preserve knowledge of the past and stir their 
audience to good behavior. Moreover, Arthur here advocates consuming narratives along with 
his dinner at mealtimes, an activity which was recommended to every well-ordered household.562 
                                                             
560 Mannyng, for example, adjusted his chronology to incorporate these narratives, even though his Arthur would 
have been incredibly old by his death; Laȝamon had used romances to comment on historiographical tradition. Cf. 
Ad Putter, “Finding Time for Romance: Mediaeval Arthurian Literary History,” Medium Ævum 63, no. 1 (1994): 1-
16. Given the extended lives of many of the earlier figures of the Bible, perhaps this would not have seemed so 
egregious a historical error, if it was simply assumed that ‘legendary’ figures could have preternaturally long lives. 
561 “made each one write his fortunes, / what befell him in arms, from his departure / to the time [when] he came 
again into his presence. / And every day before the king, at mealtime, / among his princes in open audience, / a 
marvelous tale of arms and an exploit / was reported, to honor / the one who performed the deed through such 
experience, / and to inspire his young knights’ courage / to achieve such feats on their journeys.” 
562 Giles of Rome recommends that histories of notable deeds, especially of one’s royal ancestors, be read aloud at 
mealtimes; through this exposure to histories and mirrors for princes, the members of the noble household will be 
spurred to behave in a manner befitting their station (see De regimine principum, edited by V. Courdaveaux [Paris: 
W. Remquet and Co., 1857], 2.3.20). For chronicles and other historiographical texts as part of gentlemanly 
education at court, see Raluca Radulescu, “‘Talkyng of Cronycles of Kinges and of Other Polycyez’: Fifteenth-
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Arthur’s investments in romance thus create a model for good kingship.563 But at the same time, 
Hardyng’s description of this process allows romances to assume the function of history, without 
adding to its content (these are “aventures” rather than “res gestae,” after all).564 In this way, 
romance unproblematically unseats history as the most elevated kind of narrative. Hardyng’s 
attitude towards historiography is remarkably blasé, in comparison with the historians examined 
in chapters one, two, and three of this dissertation. 
Moreover, unlike earlier genres of historiography, the Chronicle’s form tends to 
emphasize individual historical figures at the expense of the English gens. Like other late 
medieval chronicles, the Chronicle contains a table of contents, now incomplete, located 
between the dedication and prologue, and the main narrative.565 While it includes periodic 
references to “conceyte[s] of the maker” (“conceits of the author”) about topics such as “gude 
reule” (“good rule”) or about “Kynge Arthure and his court” (“King Arthur and his court”), for 
the most part, the table of contents is geared towards helping readers find information about 
specific kings.566 Chapter titles referring to something other than a king’s name usually refer to 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Century Miscellanies, the Brut and the Readership of Le Morte Darthur,” in Arthurian Literature, XVIII, ed. Keith 
Busby (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2001), 125-29. We may even see in this passage a not-so-subtle recommendation 
to Henry VI to treat Hardyng’s own Chronicle in this way, which might stir up excitement in “aventures” in 
Scotland.  
563 On the importance of defining good kingship in Hardyng’s Chronicle, see Sarah L. Peverley, “Dynasty and 
Division: The Depiction of King and Kingdom in John Hardyng’s Chronicle,” in The Medieval Chronicle III: 
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conferences on the Medieval Chronicle Doorn/Utrecht 12-17 July 2002, ed. 
Erik Kooper (Amsterdam; New York: Rodopi, 2004), 151. 
564 Meg Roland has argued that Malory’s Le Morte Darthure uses Hardyng to provide a sense of ‘chronicle’ time, in 
contrast to the ‘romance’ time of the French Vulgate cycle. Hardyng’s chronology is certainly more ‘historical’ than 
that of the French Vulgate cycle, but here we have hints that his chronology is less ‘chronicle’ than it might seem on 
the surface. See “The Rudderless Boat: Fluid Time and Passionate Geography in (Hardyng’s) Chronicle and 
(Malory’s) Romance,” Arthuriana 22, no. 4 (2012): 88-89. 
565 For the full list of the manuscript contents, see Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 21. 
566 All text from John Hardyng: Chronicle, Edited from British Library MS Lansdowne 204, ed. James Simpson and 
Sarah Peverley, vol. 1 (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications for TEAMS, 2015).  
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foundation narratives and important events in Christian history. These descriptions simply offer a 
concordance to the lives of kings at the heart of the Chronicle.  
Of course, histories like Hardyng’s Chronicle had been divided by chapters for centuries, 
and generations of readers had made marginal annotations to highlight passages dealing with 
specific kings. There is nothing particularly ahistorical in making that information more readily 
accessible in a table of contents, and paratextual apparatus such as tables of contents became 
increasingly more common over the course of the Middle Ages. However, the addition of this 
table of contents gives the impression that kings, rather than the nations they rule, are the 
subjects of history. This impression is only strengthened by the inclusion of visual elements, 
such as gold initials at the beginnings of new chapters and the reigns of new kings, marginal 
coats of arms, a full-page pedigree of Edward III, and a two-folio map of Scotland.567 Combined 
together, these elements of Hardyng’s Chronicle display an interest in royal genealogy only 
insofar as it relates to individuals, rather than vice versa.  
Hardyng’s meter creates a similar emphasis. Like Chaucer and Lydgate before him, 
Hardyng writes in rhyme royal stanzas, a decision that results in not just formal but also 
conceptual influence from these two authors.568 We have already seen how Lydgate in particular 
uses this stanza to underscore his focus on individual figures at the expense of the overarching 
narrative of his text. In the Chronicle, of course, individual kings receive a series of stanzas, 
rather than just one. Still, I would suggest that a verse chronicle written in stanzas functions 
differently from a verse chronicle written as one long poem. When the self-contained stanzaic 
                                                             
567 Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 19-21. Matthew Paris’s illustrations will be discussed in chapter 3. 
568 Rhiannon Purdie suggests Chaucerian influence (Anglicising Romance: Tail-Rhyme and Genre in Medieval 
English Literature [Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2008], 5-6); Kennedy suggests Lydgate’s propaganda for Henry VI 
may have inspired Hardyng’s own address to Henry VI (“End of the Story,” 109). 
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units replace the unit of the long narrative poem, historiography is no longer built by combining 
episodic units; it simply becomes a series of stanzas and kings placed alongside each other. In 
this way, by adopting the form used by Chaucer and Lydgate to write historical poetry, Hardyng 
imbues his text with the same sense of parataxis and the same lack of overarching narrative that 
had characterized the de casibus history of poems such as the Monk’s Tale and “Sodein Fal.” In 
this way, the rhyme royal stanza moves Hardyng’s Chronicle away from the tradition of writing 
verse chronicles as continuous histories, while bringing his work more closely in line with de 
casibus history.  
This shift away from continuous history can also be seen in the formal variations that 
occur in Hardyng’s Chronicle. Books ii and iii contain a few minor variations. They are likely 
the product of Hardyng’s own haphazard process of composition, and/or his use of a source 
written in another stanzaic form.569 They are not, however, formal discontinuities that draw 
attention to political discontinuities or open up space for reflection on the past. This is not to say 
that they cannot be meaningful, merely that they do not fit the pattern of continuous history’s 
interest in formal variation. Historical interpretation must take place elsewhere in the Chronicle. 
 Ultimately, as in de casibus history, this labor takes place in passages related to Fortune 
and her effect on individual kings. Hardyng’s reflections on King Arthur’s reign encapsulate this 
trend well. In his “compleynt” (“complaint,” the title Hardyng gives to lines 3871-905) about the 
fate of Arthur and his knights, Hardyng devotes five stanzas to contemplating the reasons behind 
Arthur’s end, heavily emphasizing Fortune’s role. The first stanza is directed at God, asking 
“Whi suffred so devyne omnipotence” (“Why did divine omnipotence so suffer,” line 3872) that 
Modrede should defeat Arthur, while the second stanza questions why Fortune allowed Modrede 
                                                             
569 Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 13 n. 44. 
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to prosper in this way. Placed alongside each other, these two stanzas essentially represent the 
central issue of debates about Fortune in de casibus history: why does God use Fortune to punish 
the virtuous and the wicked alike?  
After setting up this debate, Hardyng uses the third, fourth, and fifth stanzas of his 
“compleynt” to dwell further on the key issue of accountability. He notes that Arthur died 
“Withouten cause” (“Without cause,” line 3886), while “The highnesse of thyne [Modrede’s] 
honoure had a falle / Whanne thou beganne to do that injury” (“The highness of your 
[Modrede’s] honor fell / When you began to wreak that harm” lines 3899-900) by which he 
committed treason against Arthur. Hardyng uses the Arthurian narrative to find a historical figure 
to stand in for the virtuous, and another figure to stand in for the wicked. Arthur and Modrede 
are simply the means by which Hardyng is able to contemplate what really interests him, namely, 
the meaning of God’s and Fortune’s involvement in human affairs.  
But Hardyng also creates a more ambiguous character, Gaynore (Guinevere): thanks to 
the “fals fallace of Modredes propreté” (“false deception of Modrede’s character,” line 3889), 
Gaynore “the dethe caused of so fele knyghtes” (“caused the death of so many knights,” line 
3891). Did she deserve to be punished? Or did she make an honest mistake, in believing 
Modrede? Does God punish unintentional as well as intentional errors? Does Fortune or our own 
choices lead us to err, whether or not we intend to be wicked? This last question seems to be at 
the heart of Hardyng’s address to Fortune in stanza 2, in which Hardyng asks why Fortune led 
Modrede to betray his king:  
O thou Fortune, executrice of werdes,  
That evermore so with thy subtylité  
To alle debates so strongly thou enherdes  
That men that wolde ay leve in charité  
Thou dooste perturbe with mutabilité 
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Why stretched so thy whele upon Modrede 
Agayne his eme to do so cruelle dede? (lines 3878-84)570  
 
Fortune is here responsible for the “werdes” or fates of humans. Her involvement in our choices 
makes it possible to argue that even our wickedness is not our fault. In this way, Hardyng 
expands the role of Fortune in a radical way, raising even more questions about the relationship 
between God, Fortune, individuals, and history. This topic, rather than the course of nations, is 
where Hardyng encourages historical reflection.  
 Hardyng slightly shifts his interpretive focus in his Second Version of his Chronicle, 
which he left unfinished at his death in c. 1465. This Second Version enjoyed more popularity 
than the First: it is now extant in twelve manuscripts, as well as numerous fragments and two 
sixteenth-century printed editions.571 The Second Version differs from the First in other ways as 
well. Most significantly, it tones down its affinity with romance, focusing instead on typically 
historiographical concerns such as genealogy and the truthfulness of history. As Sarah L. 
Peverley notes, “Whilst the first version reprocesses history and genealogy in distinctly aesthetic 
terms, regularly employing literary and thematic devices appropriated from Boethius, Chaucer, 
Gower, and Lydgate to enhance Hardyng’s self-referential interjections on kingship and good 
governance, the second version adopts a more forthright method of conveying the royal lineage 
of Hardyng’s patrons.”572  
This revised emphasis on royal genealogy is evident from Hardyng’s addition of a 
Yorkist genealogy in the prologue of the second version, which politicizes the narrative of the 
                                                             
570 “O thou Fortune, executress of fates, / who always with your subtlety / participates so strongly in all debates, / 
who perturbs with changeableness / the men who would always live in charity, / why did you stretch your wheel 
upon Modrede / to do such a cruel deed against his uncle?” 
571 Simpson and Peverley, introduction, 4-6. 
572 Sarah L. Peverley, “Genealogy and John Hardyng’s Verse Chronicle,” in Broken Lines: Genealogical Literature 
in Late-Medieval Britain and France, ed. Raluca L. Radulescu and Edward Donald Kennedy (Turnhout: Brepols, 
2008), 259-60, 261-67.  
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Chronicle in a new and more direct way.573 In his First Version, Hardyng’s arguments in favor of 
Henry VI’s Lancastrian rule had been relied on subtle insinuation and abstract arguments about 
good kingship. Later, Hardyng rewrites his history by inserting an explicit justification of why 
his new patrons, Henry VI’s Yorkist enemies, have the right to rule England. Hardyng’s new 
interest in traditional chronicle issues such as genealogy appears also in his more discerning 
attitude towards historical sources such as false chronicles, some of which he uses to offer 
multiple interpretations of the same set of events.574 In sum, the Second Version of Hardyng’s 
Chronicle marks a return to genealogical history, away from the de casibus history that had 
driven his First Version.  
Some of these changes are doubtless due to Hardyng’s changing audience: not only was 
he writing for a new patron, on the opposite side of a civil war, he also seems to have been 
writing for a broader audience (i.e. the wider public, not just Henry VI), which had become 
increasingly interested in genealogy over the course of the fifteenth century.575 Adding 
genealogy to his text would have allowed him to satisfy both audiences without too much effort. 
But even as he adds genealogy, he also retains many of the same arguments and themes from his 
First Version: “the primary concern of the work is not one of dynastic legitimacy and dominion, 
but of the common weal of England and the English people.”576 Adding the veneer of genealogy 
to this otherwise non-genealogical text does not change the intrinsic nature of the Chronicle as a 
whole. However, I would suggest that the addition of genealogy complements the individual- 
                                                             
573 Peverley, “Genealogy,” 267-82. 
574 Cf. Peverley, “Genealogy,” 261-67.  
575 Peverley, “Genealogy,” 282. For a helpful summary of the popularity of genealogical rolls in the fifteenth 
century, with bibliography, see Coote, “Prophecy, Genealogy, and History,” 40-44.   
576 Peverley, “Dynasty and Division,” 162-63, quote 163. 
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rather than gens-centered structure of the Chronicle. As a result, it is able to bring new 
interpretations of history to the fore. 
 To demonstrate this process, I will return to Hardyng’s “compleynt” on the death of 
Arthur. He makes few changes to this passage, but they are both significant for our 
understanding of Arthur as a historical figure. First, Hardyng prefaces his “compleynt” by adding 
two new stanzas, which summarize the good deeds of Arthur and the many successes of his 
reign. Adding this summary increases the pathos of Arthur’s death, even as it reinscribes Arthur 
into his historical context. As in Lydgate’s “Sodein Fal” and “Kings,” this kind of précis of a 
king’s deeds supports historiographical reflection on kingship; and when that king is placed 
within a dynasty, on genealogy as well.  
 Of course, Arthur’s reign is partly distinguished by his failure to produce an heir and by 
his wife’s adultery. This latter event receives a great deal more attention than it had in the First 
Version. Earlier, Gwaynour simply causes many deaths, and her guilt is the question of debate; 
but in the Second Version, Hardyng adds a whole stanza that criticizes her in particular:  
 O false beautie of Gwaynour, predestinate, 
 What vnhappe made the [false to] thy lorde, 
 So good a prince and so fortunate 
 Was neuer yet seen, as all men can recorde, 
 The whiche between you made so greate discorde, 
 That he and [all] his princes wer there slayne, 
 Thy chaungeable hert to venge he was so fayne. (p. 149)577  
 
Recalling that the First Version had left open the possibility that Gwaynour was deceived, we 
can appreciate Hardyng’s new emphasis on Gwaynour’s guilt. In attributing blame to Gwaynour, 
                                                             
577 “O false beauty of Gwaynour, predestined, / what misfortune made you [false to] your lorde, / [who was] as good 
and fortunate a prince / as had never been seen before, as all men write, / [a misfortune] that made between you such 
great discord / that he and [all] his princes were slain there, / [because] he was so eager to revenge your changeable 
heart.” 
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the Second Version of the Chronicle follows the romance tradition more closely than the First 
Version had.578 Still, the tenor of Hardyng’s criticism relies primarily on the language of de 
casibus history, rather than romance – note, for example, the vocabulary of Fortune in 
“predestinate” (“predestined”), “vnhappe” (“misfortune”), “fortunate” (“fortunate”), and 
“chaungeable” (“changeable”).  
 Despite his clear criticism of Gwaynour here, Hardyng also continues to assert the 
ambiguities surrounding guilt and Fortune, in the manner of de casibus history. Rhyming 
“predestinate” Gwaynour with “fortunate Arthur” seems to remove culpability from them both – 
their fates are predetermined, and so neither can be at fault. Why blame Gwaynour and not 
Arthur?, Hardyng asks. His unclear syntax raises further questions, about whether Gwaynour’s 
“false beautie” (“false beauty”) or Gwaynour herself is “predestinate,” and therefore responsible 
for Arthur’s downfall. This ambiguity is preserved throughout the rest of this stanza: the stanza 
ostensibly addresses the character of Gwaynour, since it ascribes agency to its addressee, but 
syntactically the whole stanza is addressed to “beautie” through “O false beautie of Gwaynour.” 
Of course, “beautie” could be a noun referring to Gwaynour in the abstract, but that reading is 
less natural than interpreting “beautie” as her appearance. In this way, Hardyng is able to raise 
even more questions: Is Gwaynour or her appearance responsible for Arthur’s downfall? Can 
“beautie” have agency? And is not a person’s “beautie” at least partly dependent on his/her 
Fortune?  
 To connect these questions to Fortune even more explicitly, Hardyng ascribes the 
adjective “false” both to Gwaynour’s beauty and Fortune herself. In his stanza on Fortune, 
                                                             
578 Barron, “Bruttene Deorling,” 60-61. The examples Barron cites are versions in which Lancelot rather than 
Modred is Guinevere’s lover; however, I would argue that the identity of her lover is not as important as her 
portrayal as an adulteress.  
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Hardyng makes only one change: he calls Fortune not the “executrice of werdes” (line 3878) but 
rather the “false executryse of weerdes” (p. 148).579 Hardyng frequently uses this kind of 
repetition diction to make links between characters, to raise questions about their blame. In 
another example, he asks Mordred, “What vnhappe thy manly ghost hath moued” (“What 
misfortune moved your manly spirit,” p. 149), in a line that echoes his earlier address to 
Gwaynour, for example. In this way, he is able to simultaneously attribute greater guilt to 
Gwaynour (through her association with the traitor Mordred), while suggesting that both figures 
are nothing more than the victims of an “vnhappe” of Fortune. 
Linking Gwaynour to both Fortune and Mordred in this passage highlights Gwaynour’s 
role as the maker and breaker of kings. Hardyng thus highlights the ways in which genealogy is 
dependent on women, a political argument that has particular importance in the larger context of 
the second version, given that Yorkist genealogical claims to the throne rely especially on 
women.580 By transforming Gwaynour into a form of ill Fortune, Hardyng implies that other, 
more faithful women can be forms of good Fortune, the kind of Fortune that will secure the 
Yorkist dynasty on the throne. Through Gwaynour, Hardyng is able to tie genealogical and de 
casibus history together into the same narrative, to create a larger commentary on history.  
 The two Versions of Hardyng’s Chronicle thus represent two different approaches to 
writing history. However, both of them rely heavily on new kinds of historiographical theories 
and practices – namely, de casibus history and genealogical history – that emerge from the 
literary culture and dynastic politics of late fourteenth and early fifteenth century England. For 
Hardyng, de casibus history provides the primary framework for interpreting history; but 
                                                             
579 The Chronicle of John Hardyng, ed. Henry Ellis (London: R.C. and J. Rivington et al., 1812). Ellis’s version 
lacks line numbers, and so I use page numbers to refer to the text here. 
580 Peverley, “Genealogy,” 279-80. 
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genealogical history can add immediacy to his text by helping it respond to his contemporary 
political moment. 
 
V. Conclusion 
 
 Chaucer, Lydgate, and Hardyng all seem to use de casibus history to reflect on abstract 
historical processes, and genealogical history to reflect on contemporary politics. Why might this 
be? Given the dynastic complexities of late medieval England – that is, the numerous 
genealogical claims over the English throne made by multiple factions, and English throne’s 
claims to the thrones of France and Scotland as well – it may not be particularly surprising to 
find that genealogy was a helpful way of making national histories relevant to a late medieval 
audience. 
 I would suggest that the question of relevance also drives interest in de casibus history. 
We have already seen how Robert of Gloucester’s Chronicle specifically explains why franklins 
could learn a lesson from Leir’s misfortunes. He provides this explanation precisely because it 
was needed: early fourteenth-century audiences did not know why this ancient British king was 
relevant to their lives. Robert’s text points to a larger quandary faced by late medieval, and 
especially vernacular, historians. Once history’s focus had become more secular than religious, it 
became increasingly less clear why non-contemporary history was relevant to the contemporary 
moment. Genealogy provides one answer – present kings are linked to past ones – but this 
answer fails to satisfy, since genealogy essentially argues that the details of history are irrelevant, 
so long as the genealogical connection is maintained. De casibus provides a more convincing 
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answer, because misfortunes and the questions they raise are universal. In this way, de casibus 
history offers a more compelling way of reflecting on the past. 
 These changes are part of broader changes in historiographical production in later 
medieval England. As the texts examined in this chapter reveal, literary form has increasingly 
lost its position as a primary method of embodying the narrative theories and practices that drive 
historiographical texts. Considerations of style are increasingly absent. Structure offers some 
insight into historians’ concerns, but it too has moved increasingly into the background. These 
late fourteenth and early fifteenth histories mark the beginning of the end of ‘medieval’ modes of 
writing history.  
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Chapter Five 
Continuous Codex, Genealogical Roll: The Manuscript Forms of Medieval Historiography 
 
I. Introduction 
 
 Thus far, this dissertation has examined historiographical texts without considering the 
physical codices and rolls that preserve them. But there may not be that much difference in our 
understanding of both texts and manuscripts. After all, both have been interpreted as responses to 
political crises, which historians and scribes seek to counter by developing and expressing 
nationalist sentiment in continuous narratives of British history, aimed at reinforcing the political 
and cultural strength of the recently conquered. Scholars have thus treated the production of 
twelfth-century Latin historiography, and fourteenth-century Welsh historiography, and 
medieval manuscripts of historiography, as representing the same kind of response to conquest.  
 Throughout this dissertation, however, I have implicitly argued against attributing 
historiographical production solely to conquest, by demonstrating how intellectual and political 
contexts intersect in medieval historiography. At the same time, I have shown how tracing the 
literary forms used to write history can shed light on these texts’ conceptions of history and their 
political arguments. Focusing on literary form has also highlighted the similarities and 
differences between the various historiographical texts produced by the multiple linguistic 
communities of medieval Britain.  
After spending so much time arguing against interpreting historiography through the lens 
of contrast, and arguing for the necessity of studying historiographical forms, it is only fitting 
that this final chapter should make the same arguments about historiographical manuscripts as it 
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has about historiographical texts. In this chapter, I explore what it means to think of the 
construction of manuscripts as another kind of ‘form,’ alongside structure and style. I focus 
primarily on one example, the manuscript tradition of vernacular Welsh chronicles. As we will 
see, this tradition neatly encapsulates all the issues that this dissertation has discussed thus far, 
and for this reason it provides the ideal test case for thinking about the overlaps between literary 
and manuscript forms and their portrayals of conquest.  
 
II. The Welsh Historical Continuum 
 
There are few medieval chronicles in Welsh. Most are translations of Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae, known in Welsh as the Brut y Brenhinedd (History of 
the Kings). From the period in question, c. 1250-c. 1450, this text has survived in seventeen 
manuscripts, in five recensions – a testament to its lasting popularity in medieval Wales.581 It 
was first translated in the thirteenth century, and new translations continued to be produced until 
c. 1500.582 The various translations can differ greatly in terms of both style and content: earlier 
translations tend to be more literal and only translate Geoffrey’s narrative, while later 
translations tend to be less literal and sometimes weave other stories into the framework of the 
                                                             
581 There are six different recensions in sum, some of which represent independent translations, and some of which 
combine multiple translations into a single text. However, I give the number five recensions here, because the 
earliest version of the sixth recension, the Brut Tysilio, dates from c. 1500, making it far beyond the period under 
consideration here. For an explanation of the six different recensions, see Brynley F. Roberts, introduction to Brut y 
Brenhinedd: Llanstephan MS. 1 Version, ed. Brynley F. Roberts (Dublin: The Dublin Institute for Advanced 
Studies, 1971), xxviii-xxix. Throughout this chapter, I have relied on the manuscript descriptions and relevant 
bibliographies of manuscript descriptions hosted by the Rhyddiaith Gymraeg 1300-1425 project (Diana Luft, Peter 
Wynn Thomas and D. Mark Smith, eds., accessed 29 March 2015, 
http://www.rhyddiaithganoloesol.caerdydd.ac.uk). I have supplemented these descriptions with the descriptions by J. 
Gwenogvryn Evans in his Report on Manuscripts in the Welsh Language, vols. I-II (London: Printed for His 
Majesty’s Stationery Office by Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1898-1910). For the sake of brevity, and because all the 
manuscripts share these base citations, I have refrained from providing the specific reference for each manuscript. 
582 Roberts, Llanstephan MS. 1, xxix. 
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history.583 Although the paucity of surviving manuscripts makes it impossible to say for certain, 
the frequency with which this text was translated and copied suggests that the Brut y Brenhinedd 
was one of the most popular works in Middle Welsh.   
For this reason, modern scholars have asserted that Geoffrey of Monmouth was the 
model for all other historiographical production in late medieval Wales. For example, the fairly 
popular Brut y Tywysogion (History of the Princes), a Welsh translation of a Latin chronicle 
covering the period from the death of Cadwaladr to the later Middle Ages, is often studied from a 
Galfridian perspective. There are three different versions of the Brut y Tywysogion, all of which 
appear to have been derived independently from the same Latin source. Both the version that 
appears in MS Peniarth 20 and the version that appears in the Red Book of Hergest (Oxford 
Jesus College MS 111) are called the Brut y Tywysogion; the version that appears in British 
Library MS Cotton Cleopatra B v and the Black Book of Basingwerk (National Library of Wales 
MS 7006D) is referred to as the Brenhinedd y Saesson (Kings of the English), because this text 
has incorporated English chronicle sources as well.584  
Because the narrative of the Brut y Tywysogion begins where the Brut y Brenhinedd 
stops, and because the two are frequently found together in manuscripts, scholarly consensus 
usually follows Thomas Jones, the editor of these texts, in asserting that the Brut y Tywysogion 
(and the Brenhinedd y Saesson) was couched as a continuation of the Brut y Brenhinedd.585 Jones 
                                                             
583 Roberts, Llanstephan MS. 1, xxix-xxx.  
584 For a full discussion of the connections between these three versions, see Thomas Jones, introduction to Brut y 
Tywysogyon, or The Chronicle of the Princes: Peniarth MS. 20 Version, trans. Thomas Jones (Cardiff: University of 
Wales Press, 1952), xi-lxxv. But there have been some updates to Jones’s conclusions; for which, cf. below.  
Despite this complex textual history, Brut y Tywysogion is frequently used without precision to refer to Welsh 
chronicles that narrate modern history. 
585 Jones was not the first person to point out this possibility, but he has become the most-cited authority on the 
matter. See also J.S.P. Tatlock, “Caradoc of Llancarfan,” Speculum 13, no. 2 (1938): 149-50; Tatlock, The 
Legendary History of Britain: Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae and its Early Vernacular 
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points out that the versions of the Brut y Tywysogion that are in the Red Book of Hergest and MS 
Peniarth 20 “are regarded as a natural sequel to the Historia and often follow it in the MSS.”586 
He argues further that the initial inspiration for the Brenhinedd y Saesson was drawn from 
Geoffrey’s famous colophon at the end of the Historia: “The Welsh kings who succeeded one 
another from then on I leave as subject-matter to my contemporary, Caradoc of Llancarfan, and 
the Saxon kings to William of Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon.”587 For Jones, by 
combining English and Welsh history into one chronicle, the scribe of the Brenhinedd y Saesson 
“attempts to fulfil, in one and the same text, the two tasks which Geoffrey of Monmouth said that 
he was leaving to other historians.”588 In this way, the Brut y Tywysogion (and other chronicles 
of late medieval Wales) has been considered the product of a historical culture dominated by 
Geoffrey of Monmouth. 
Similarly, Geoffrey has been viewed as the inspiration for the creation of the Ystorya 
Dared, the Welsh translation of Dares Phrygius’s De excidio Troiae historia, which survives in 
eight manuscripts from the medieval period, and was likely translated in the early decades of the 
fourteenth century.589 Helen Fulton has recently paralleled Thomas Jones’s earlier arguments 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Versions (New York: Gordian Press, 1974), 432, 456; and Benjamin George Owens, “Y Fersiynau Cymraeg o 
Dares Phrygius (Ystorya Dared): eu Tarddiad, eu Nodweddion, a’u Cydberthynas,” Master’s thesis, University 
College of Wales Aberystwyth, 1951, xxvii-xxviii.  
586 Jones, introduction to Peniarth MS. 20, xxxviii-xxxix. 
587 “Reges autem eorum qui ab illo tempore in Gualiis successerunt Karadoco Lancarbanensi contemporaneo meo in 
matera scribendi permitto, reges uero Saxonum Willelmo Malmesberiensi et Henrico Huntendonensi.” Text from 
The History of the Kings of Britain: An Edition and Translation of De gestis Britonum (Historia Regum Britanniae), 
ed. Michael D. Reeve, trans. Neil Wright (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2007), 280-81. 
588 Thomas Jones, introduction to Brenhinedd y Saesson, or The Kings of the Saxons: BM Cotton MS. Cleopatra B v 
and The Black Book of Basingwerk, NLW MS. 7006, ed. and trans. Thomas Jones (Cardiff: University of Wales 
Press, 1971), xii. 
589 Helen Fulton, “Troy Story: The Medieval Welsh Ystorya Dared and the Brut Tradition of British History,” in 
Medieval Chronicle VII, ed. Juliana Dresvina and Nicholas Sparks (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2011), 143-46. But Fulton 
does not include Library Company of Philadelphia MS 8680, and her list of manuscripts also includes these codices 
that were made after the date range under consideration in this dissertation. While Fulton dates the translation to the 
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about the Brut y Tywysogion, by suggesting that the Ystorya Dared was translated specifically to 
serve as a “preface” for the Brut y Brenhinedd, implying that the Brut y Brenhinedd is the central 
text to which the Ystorya Dared has been added as paratext.590 Although Fulton’s argument is 
not new, unlike earlier scholars, she does provide an argument for the suggestion, aside from the 
obvious thematic and chronological links between the Brut y Brenhinedd and the Ystorya 
Dared.591 For Fulton, “the use of an authentic and apparently contemporary account of the 
Trojan war, translated into Welsh, provided strong support for Geoffrey’s account of the Trojan 
origins of the British people.”592 As such, it appealed to the gentry of post-1282 Wales, who 
wanted to claim lofty and continuous Trojan lineages that survived regardless of their recent 
conquest.593 
Fulton’s argument for considering the Ystorya Dared a “preface” to the Brut y 
Brenhinedd hints at further implications of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia for medieval 
Welsh historiography. The Ystorya Dared, Brut y Brenhinedd, and Brut y Tywysogion (or the 
Brenhinedd y Saesson) are often combined together in manuscripts, sometimes copied together at 
the outset and sometimes assembled later into a single codex. To give an idea of the frequency of 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
early fourteenth century (“Troy Story,” 143-46), Owens attributes its translation to the later thirteenth or the first 
half of the fourteenth century (“Y Fersiynau Cymraeg,” xxxii-xxxiii). 
590 Fulton, “Troy Story,” esp. 137, 141-42, and 146. Fulton uses the word “preface” first on 138. 
591 This idea seems to have been first suggested by J. Gwenogvryn Evans in his description of the (no long extant) 
White Book of Hergest, in Report, vol. II, pt. 2 (1905), 830; Owens agrees with Evans’s suggestion in his study of 
the Ystorya Dared accompanying his edited edition of the text (“Y Fersiynau Cymraeg,” xxvii). Since then, this 
assertion, like the assertion of the Brut y Tywysogion as a continuation of the Brut y Brenhinedd, has become a 
commonly repeated truism. See, for example, Ceridwen Lloyd-Morgan’s description of the Ystorya Dared as a 
“‘prequel’” to the Brut y Brenhinedd in “Writing Without Borders: Multilingual Content in Welsh Miscellanies from 
Wales, the Marches, and Beyond,” in Insular Books: Vernacular Manuscript Miscellanies in Late Medieval Britain, 
ed. Margaret Connolly and Raluca Radulescu, Proceedings of the British Academy 201 (2015): 179. Lloyd-
Morgan’s use of quotation marks around “‘prequel’” suggests a certain distance from the idea that the Ystorya 
Dared fit perfectly with the Brut y Brenhinedd, though Fulton’s argument implies that this is the case. Fulton also 
uses the word “prequel” without quotation marks on p. 146. Fulton does not explicitly cite earlier scholarly 
suggestions about the Ystorya Dared, though her citations implicitly reference these predecessors. 
592 Fulton, “Troy Story,” 141-42. 
593 Fulton, “Troy Story,” 146-48. 
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this phenomenon, by my count there are fourteen vernacular Welsh texts from the medieval 
period (c.1250-c.1450) that can safely be called ‘histories’ of one kind or another; these texts (or 
chronicles covering a similar period, like the Brut y Saeson) are found in a total of thirty-one 
manuscripts from the period under consideration here.594 Eleven of these manuscripts, or roughly 
one third, contain two or more of these texts. Among manuscripts that narrate British history in 
particular, the proportion rises: among twenty-five total manuscripts that include some kind of 
historical information about the British past, the same eleven manuscripts now constitute forty-
four percent, or nearly half, of all historiographical manuscripts.595 This phenomenon has long 
been mentioned in passing by scholars of Welsh historiography, and the combination of some or 
all of these texts, in any order, has sometimes been called the ‘Welsh historical continuum,’ a 
phrase I will also use in this dissertation.596  
Nevertheless, this ‘continuum’ has been subject more frequently to assumption rather 
than systematic study. Like the production of individual histories such as the Brut y Tywysogion 
and the Ystorya Dared, it has been taken for granted that this continuum emerges from the 
narrative of the Brut y Brenhinedd, and that it is a specifically Welsh response to Geoffrey of 
Monmouth.597 Moreover, as the reference to continuity in the phrase ‘Welsh historical 
                                                             
594 Admittedly, my decision of what constitutes ‘history’ is somewhat arbitrary. I include the eleven texts considered 
‘History’ by the editors of Rhyddiaith Gymraeg (Brenhinedd y Saesson, Brut y Brenhinedd, Brut y Saeson, Brut y 
Tywysogion, Cronicle, Enwau Brenhinedd, Enwau Brenhinedd y Saeson, Gildas Hen Broffwyd, Historia Gruffudd 
ap Cynan, O Oes Gwrtheyrn Gwrthenau, Y Beibl Nghymraeg, and Ystorya Dared); I also count the Welsh 
translation of Imago mundi, Delw’r Byd, and the Welsh translation of the pseudo-Turpin’s Historia Caroli Magni, 
Chronicl Turpin.  
595 It is worth noting that several of the manuscripts of the Cronicl Turpin also have a ‘narrative’ to them; on this 
point, see below. 
596 Frequently, this phenomenon is not given a specific name; however, I use the phrase preferred by the scholar who 
has done the most recent work on this type of compilation. See Owain Wyn Jones, “Historical Writing in Medieval 
Wales,” PhD diss., Bangor University, 2013.  
597 For a particularly pithy example of this scholarly trend, see J.S.P. Tatlock, Legendary History, 432: “It is a well-
grounded conjecture that this majestic compilation [of the three texts] is a tribute to the warm reception of the 
Historia among the Welsh, in spite of Geoffrey’s clear preference for the Bretons.”  
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continuum’ implies, this kind of compilation has been interpreted as an attempt to create one 
single narrative of Welsh political history, from Troy to the present day, based on the Brut y 
Brenhinedd.598 For the vast majority of Welsh scholars, this kind of compilation relies on 
Geoffrey of Monmouth to construct a narrative that glorifies the Welsh by proving their ancient 
origins and providing them with a modern history equal to any work about the English.  
 Essentially, Welsh scholarship has argued that late medieval Welsh histories and the 
manuscripts that contain them are inspired by the same principles as Geoffrey’s Historia. In 
other words, for these scholars, the historiographical theories and practices used to write the 
Historia are also used to compile manuscripts. As a result, manuscript compilation and writing 
history operate in the same way. As we will see, these manuscripts do seem to approach conquest 
in the same way as Geoffrey of Monmouth and other continuous historians, suggesting that there 
is a functional overlap between literary and manuscript forms. However, rather than simply 
making this assumption, I will attempt to uncover how and why this is so. 
 
III. Continuum and Compilatio  
 
Compiling a manuscript and writing history are analogous in the Middle Ages because, in 
many ways, writing history means compiling history.599 According to Bonaventure’s oft-cited 
explanation of the roles of scribe, compiler, commentator, and author,  
                                                             
598 Fulton’s argument about the translation of the Ystorya Dared is one example of this; cf. above. 
599 Dissenting voices can be found in Geoffrey Martin and Rodney M. Thomson, who suggest that compilation is 
both a symptom and a cause of the decline of narrative historiography in the vein of William of Malmesbury. See 
“History and History Books,” in The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain, vol. 2, 1100–1400, ed. Nigel J. 
Morgan and Rodney M. Thomson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 397.  
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The method of making a book is fourfold. For someone writes the materials of others, 
adding or changing nothing, and this person is said to be merely the scribe. Someone else 
writes the materials of others, and this person is said to be the compiler. Someone else 
writes both the materials of other men, and of his own, but the materials of others as the 
principal materials, and his own annexed for the purpose of clarifying them, and this 
person is said to be the commentator, not the author. Someone else writes both his own 
materials and those of others, but his own as the principal materials, and the materials of 
others annexed for the purpose of confirming his own, and such must be called the 
author.600 
 
By this definition, much historiography could be considered compilation. Medieval historians 
often pride themselves on their use of the materials of others, bringing together disparate sources 
into their own narratives. Like compilers, they frequently insist that they are only copying, not 
adding anything of their own.601 Their status as compilers is what gives their works authority 
when they cannot present themselves as eyewitnesses to the historical events they describe: they 
stress that they are simply reporting the authoritative words of others, extending others’ authority 
to their own texts, if not to themselves.602 In this way, defining themselves as compilers gives a 
certain level of protection and authority to medieval historians. 
Furthermore, by Bonaventure’s definition, the work of translation can also be 
compilation, in the sense that the historian-translator is not copying his source verbatim, but is 
rather “writing the materials of others,” albeit in a different language. Certainly, medieval 
historians were well aware that translation is a form of interpretation. But the historians 
examined in this dissertation frequently emphasize their lack of involvement with their source 
texts, as if attempting to downplay the way that translation destabilizes the authority of the 
                                                             
600 I cite here the translation in Alastair Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship: Scholastic Literary Attitudes in the 
Later Middle Ages, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), 94.  
601 Cf. Minnis, Theory of Authorship, 191-93. 
602 Cf. Bernard Guenée, “L’Historien et la compilation au XIIIe siècle,” Journal des savants 1, no. 1 (1985): 119-35.  
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source text. By Bonaventure’s definition, every historian and chronicler examined in this 
dissertation could be considered, to an extent, a compiler.  
This characterization finds evidence in the works of some of these historians. For 
example, Robert Mannyng calls Henry of Huntingdon a compiler, even though several books of 
Henry’s Historia are in fact Henry’s own original composition:  
þe holy man, Saynt Bede, died a ʒere beforn. 
Henry of Huntyngton, sen þat day & þat ʒere, 
to write Inglis gestes, fond he non his pere. 
A bisshop of Lincoln, Alisandre he hight,  
praied him to write þe gestes þat were right;  
þerfor þis Henry is cald a compiloure. (II.90-95)603  
 
In Mannyng’s portrayal, Henry’s scrupulous weighing of his sources and his decision to rely 
heavily on Bede are what make Henry a compiler. Henry chooses his sources wisely, and then 
sticks with them. For Mannyng, the methods of source criticism are also methods of compilation. 
Alastair Minnis has also characterized Ranulph Higden and John Trevisa as compilers on similar 
grounds, based on their attempts to separate themselves from their auctores, another common 
technique adopted by medieval historians.604 It would seem, then, that any historian who uses 
any kind of source aside from his own eyewitness testimony must be considered a compiler. 
Of course, Bonaventure’s abstract conception of the role of the compiler is obviously 
more complicated in practice, and it is always worth remembering the large gap that exists 
between what one theorist believes should be true and what other writers actually practice. 
                                                             
603 “The holy man, Saint Bede, died a year before. / Henry of Huntingdon, since that day and year, / found no equal 
to Bede for writing English history. / A bishop of Lincoln, Alexander was his name, / asked him to write the English 
histories that were accurate; / therefore this Henry is called a compiler.” Text from Robert Mannyng of Brunne, The 
Chronicle, ed. Idelle Sullens (Binghamton: Center for Medieval and Early Renaissance Studies, 1996). Translation 
mine. 
604 On Higden and Trevisa, see Minnis, Theory of Authorship, 193-94; also cf. Minnis, “Nolens Auctor Sed 
Compilator Reputari: The Late-Medieval Discourse of Compilation,” in La Méthode critique au Moyen Âge, ed. 
Mireille Chazan and Gilbert Dahan (Turnhout: Brepols, 2006), 63.  
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Moreover, much of the scholarly debate around issues of compilatio centers on the importance of 
the thirteenth century – what Malcolm Parkes has called “the age of the compiler,” during which 
(Parkes and Minnis argue) medieval conceptions of compilation and its relationship to literary 
form change rapidly, thanks especially to developments in scholasticism.605 Others argue against 
this narrative, pointing to multiple, long-lasting traditions of compilation to argue that compilatio 
cannot be reduced to one linear, scholastic history, nor used to interpret a vernacular literature far 
removed from the scholastic, academic conversations of the thirteenth century.606  
Historiography sits somewhere between these two perspectives. Histories participate in 
intellectual trends, including changes in compilatio: as noted earlier, Minnis has repeatedly used 
Higden and Trevisa as examples of compilers, and Parkes also notes that manuscripts of the 
Middle English Prose Brut sometimes display aspects of what he describes as the “apparatus” 
characteristic of texts produced in this intellectual tradition.607 In this sense, late medieval 
historiography can be seen to reflect the changes in textual production noted by Parkes and 
Minnis. At the same time, insular historiography was a unique (if vaguely defined) genre with its 
own intellectual tradition, founded on earlier monastic reading and writing practices that predate 
                                                             
605 Malcolm B. Parkes, “The Influence of the Concepts of Ordinatio and Compilatio on the Development of the 
Book,” in Scribes, Scripts and Readers: Studies in the Communication, Presentation and Dissemination of Medieval 
Texts (London and Rio Grande: The Hambledon Press, 1991), 60.   
606 See Parkes, “Ordinatio and Compilatio”; Parkes and A.I. Doyle, “The Production of Copies of the Canterbury 
Tales and the Confessio Amantis in the Early Fifteenth Century,” in Scribes, Scripts and Readers: Studies in the 
Communication, Presentation and Dissemination of Medieval Texts (London and Rio Grande: The Hambledon 
Press, 1991), 201-48; Minnis, “Late Medieval Discussions of Compilatio and the Rôle of the Compilator,” Beiträge 
zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur 101 (1979): 385-421; Minnis, Theory of Authorship, esp. 96-
98, 191-210; Minnis, “Discourse,” 47-63; R.H. Rouse and M.A. Rouse, “Ordinatio and Compilatio Revisited,” in 
Ad litteram: Authoritative Texts and Their Medieval Readers, ed. Mark D. Jordan and Kent Emery, Jr. (Notre Dame 
and London: University of Notre Dame Press, 1992), 113-34; and Neil Hathaway, “Compilatio: From Plagiarism to 
Compiling,” Viator 20 (1989): 19-44. See also Arthur Bahr, Fragments and Assemblages: Forming Compilations of 
Medieval London (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 2013), 6-11. 
607 Parkes, “Ordinatio and Compilatio,” 64-65. 
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Parkes’s “age of the compiler.”608 While historiography may draw from its intellectual context, 
its own traditions (and especially its forms) also remain important in all aspects of its production, 
at least until the later fourteenth century. Any conception of historiographical compilatio would 
therefore draw from earlier historiographical theorizations of the process of writing history, as 
well as newer trends among scholastics and other writers.  
Nevertheless, medieval theories of compilatio can be instructive for our understanding of 
the practices of medieval historians, because they provide a framework for understanding how 
the construction of a manuscript can be related to the construction of a text, as Arthur Bahr has 
recently argued.609 Conceptualizing a manuscript as a compilatio allows discrete texts to 
maintain their independence, even as they are rearranged into a new ordinatio. The resulting 
manuscript thus resembles historiographical texts, which are comprised of similarly episodic 
units that together create a larger narrative. If we accept the definition of compilation as the 
imposition of a new order (ordinatio) on earlier authorities’ texts, it is possible to argue that, in 
certain manuscripts, the ordo of the individual text intersects with the ordinatio of the 
manuscript, producing multiple, complementary levels of compilation. This kind of overlapping 
between the structural form of the text (ordo) and the structural form of the manuscript 
(ordinatio) would provide new opportunities for historiographical interpretation.610  
                                                             
608 On compilatio and reading practices, see in particular Parkes, “Ordinatio and Compilatio,” 35-52.  
609 Bahr, Fragments and Assemblages, 1-11. Matthew Fisher has made a similar argument about textual and 
manuscript composition in Scribal Authorship and the Writing of History in Medieval England (Columbus: The 
Ohio State University Press, 2012), though Fisher argues that the role of the scribe ought to be elevated to the 
auctor; his focus is thus on the composition rather than the compilation of manuscripts. On material texts and 
literary form, see also Bahr and Alexandra Gillespie, “Medieval English Manuscripts: Form, Aesthetics, and the 
Literary Text,” The Chaucer Review 47, no. 4 (2013): 346-54, 357-60.  
610 This need not always happen in a manuscript: sometimes a compilation is just a compilation. As several have 
argued, it is possible to read too much into medieval miscellanies, hunting for meaning in the contingencies of 
manuscript production. For example, see Julia Boffey, “Assessing Manuscript Context: Visible and Invisible 
Evidence in a Copy of the Middle English Brut,” in New Directions in Medieval Manuscript Studies and Reading 
Practices: Essays in Honor of Derek Pearsall, ed. Kathryn Kerby-Fulton, John J. Thompson, and Sarah Baechle 
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In the case of the Welsh historical continuum, these overlaps between ordo and ordinatio 
are a productive way of understanding the relationship between Geoffrey’s Historia and other 
Welsh chronicles. In the case of the Welsh historical continuum, Geoffrey’s ordo – that is, his 
periodization and dynastic structure – provides the ordinatio of medieval manuscript 
compilations that combine Trojan, British, and English histories into a single compilatio. Each 
text, each period of history, maintains its cohesion; but Geoffrey’s narrative establishes a strong 
connective thread between these disparate histories, forging them into a larger manuscript 
narrative. Essentially the compilatio behind these manuscripts reflects Geoffrey’s adoption of 
continuous history within the Historia: in both Geoffrey’s text and the larger manuscript, 
episodic units work together to create a narrative that is simultaneous continuous and 
discontinuous. In this way, we can see how Geoffrey’s Historia influences the construction of 
the manuscripts in which it is located, and how historiographical forms can overlap with 
manuscript forms. 
 
IV. Compiling the Brutiau 
 
Understanding the Welsh historical continuum’s compilatio as analogous to continuous 
history thus provides a model for thinking about how the Brut y Brenhinedd structures other 
Middle Welsh chronicles. It is indisputable that the translation of the Historia, the Brut y 
Brenhinedd, is central to medieval Welsh manuscripts that contain a narrative of British history. 
The Brut y Brenhinedd is present in all of these manuscripts, except two: National Library of 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2014), 166-67. See also Bahr, “Miscellaneity and Variance in the 
Medieval Book,” in The Medieval Manuscript Book: Cultural Approaches, ed. Michael Johnston and Michael van 
Dussen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 187-89. 
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Wales MS Peniarth 20, and National Library of Wales MS Peniarth 32 (also known as also 
known as Y Llyfr Teg). And even in these two manuscripts, Geoffrey’s work lurks in the 
background. In MS Peniarth 20, a version of the Brut y Tywysogion continues the narrative of the 
Historia, while a biblical summa recommends that readers seek out a copy of the Brut y 
Brenhinedd for more information. Similarly, in MS Peniarth 32, the compiler or compilers of the 
manuscript included a short Latin chronicle, partly based on Geoffrey’s work, and also included 
the historical text O Oes Gwrtheyrn Gwrthenau (From the Age of Gwrtheyrn Gwrthenau), which 
uses the Galfridian character Vortigern (in Welsh, Gwrtheyrn Gwrthenau) as the starting point 
for a condensed political history of Britain.611 Geoffrey’s work thus dominates Welsh 
historiographical compilations, even in absentia. 
When the Ystorya Dared, the Brut y Brenhinedd, and later medieval Welsh history are 
compiled together, they essentially create a continuous history by creating a single linear 
narrative of events, which is divided by clear differences in style and structure between these 
texts. For example, the Red Book of Hergest, the most famous anthology of Middle Welsh 
literature, begins with the Ystorya Dared, and then continues directly into the Brut y Brenhinedd, 
followed by the Brut y Tywysogion. The character of Aeneas remains in narrative focus at the 
end of the Ystorya Dared and the beginning of the Brut y Brenhinedd (even if the narrative 
creates a gap in the narrative by passing over his arrival and reign in Italy), ensuring that the 
reader recognizes the continuity between these two texts. At the same time, there are 
discontinuities: the combined narrative passes over Aeneas’s arrival and reign in Italy, and the 
Red Book’s description of Geoffrey’s description Britanniae as the “prolog” (“prologue”) to the 
                                                             
611 On Geoffrey’s work in the Latin chronicle, see Diana Luft, “The NLW Peniarth 32 Latin Chronicle,” Studia 
Celtica XLIV (2010): 56, 65 n. 132. 
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Brut y Brenhinedd calls attention to the fact that the reader has entered a new text as s/he follows 
the narrative from Troy to Italy.612  
The Brut y Tywysogion displays a similarly (dis)continuous relationship with the Brut y 
Brenhinedd in the Red Book. The beginning of the Brut y Tywysogion specifically references 
well-known characters and events from Galfridian history:  
Petwarugeing mlyned a wechant oed oet Crist pan vu uarwolaeth vawr drwy holl ynys 
Prydein. Ac o dechreu byt hyt yna yd oed blwydyn eisseu o petwarugein mlyned ac wyth 
cant a phumil. Ac yn y vlwydyn hono y bu varw Katwaladyr Uendigeit vab Catwallawn 
vab Catuan, brenhin y Bryttanyeit, yn Rufein y deudecuet dyd o Vei, metys y 
proffwydassei Vyrdin kyn no hyny wrth Wrtheyrn Gortheneu. Ac o hyny allan y colles y 
Brytanyeit goron y dyrnas; ac yd enillawd y Saesson hi.  
Ac yn ol Katwaladyr y gwledychawd Juor vab Alan, brenhin Llydaw, yr hon a elwir 
Bryttaen Vechan – ac nyt megys brenhin namyn megys penaeth neu tywyssawc. A 
hwnnw a gynhellis llywodraeth ar y Brytanyeit wyth mlyned a deugein. Ac yna y bu 
uarw. Ac yn y ol ynteu y gwledychawd Rodri Maeloynawc.613 
 
This version of the Brut y Tywysogion shows clear chronological and thematic links to the Brut y 
Brenhinedd, even as it notes important discontinuities that also affect its narrative. The scribe 
emphasizes the death of Cadwaladr as a moment of great significance, marking the British loss 
of sovereignty. Cadwaladr’s title of “king of the Britons” (“brenhin y Bryttanyeit”) is directly 
contrasted with Ifor’s, who ruled “not as king but as chief or leader” (“ac nyt megys brenhin 
namyn megys penaeth neu tywyssawc”). Although British history continues with Ifor (a Breton) 
and then Rhodri, the chronicler uses new vocabulary to signal a break in history that can only be 
                                                             
612 All versions of the Brut y Brenhinedd except the Cotton Cleopatra B v version omit Geoffrey’s prologue, and 
many of them treat the descriptio as the prologue in its place.  
613 “Six hundred and eighty was the year of Christ when there was a great mortality throughout all the island of 
Britain. And from the beginning of the world till then there was one year short of five thousand eight hundred and 
eighty years. And in that year Cadwaladr the Blessed, son of Cadwallon ap Cadfan, king of the Britons, died in 
Rome on the twelfth day from May, as Myrddin had before that prophesied to Gwrtheyrn Gwrthenau. And from that 
time forth the Britons lost the crown of the kingdom; and the Saxons gained it. And after Cadwaladr, Ifor son of 
Alan, king of Brittany, which is called Little Britain, ruled – and not as king but as chief or leader. And he held rule 
over the Britons for forty-eight years. And then he died. And after him ruled Rhodri Molwynog.” Text and 
translation from Brut y Tywysogyon, or The Chronicle of the Princes: Red Book of Hergest Version, ed. and trans. 
Thomas Jones, 2nd ed. (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1973), 2-3.  
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partly mended through narrative. That break is complemented by structural variation, which here 
takes the shape of repeated chronology: the beginning of the Brut y Tywysogion starts by 
summarizing the end of the Brut y Brenhinedd. The Red Book’s version of the Welsh historical 
continuum thus uses structural form to create continuities and discontinuities across texts as well 
as within them.  
The Red Book accomplishes this through stylistic form as well. Any reader would also 
note the differences in narrative style between these three texts. The Brut y Brenhinedd is far 
more discursive than the Ystorya Dared and most parts of the Brut y Tywysogion, though there 
are parts that tend towards annals, as we saw was the case with Geoffrey’s Historia in chapter 
1.614 Moreover, as we saw in chapter 4, the Brut y Tywysogion does become more stylistically 
elaborate on occasion. Thus, the overall style of these different texts marks them as different; but 
since both the Brut y Brenhinedd and the Brut y Tywysogion incorporate a number of styles into 
their works, they provide a model for a similarly inclusive approach to style in the overall 
manuscript. In this way, the Red Book can be read as a continuous history, compiled along the 
same principles as those responsible for Geoffrey’s Historia and the Brut y Brenhinedd.  
 Nor is this limited to a single manuscript, for the combination of the Brut y Brenhinedd 
and the Brenhinedd y Saesson in Cotton Cleopatra MS B v also demonstrates similar 
characteristics. The Brenhinedd y Saesson begins with a reference to previous events: 
Gwedy daruot yr anodun vall dymhestylus a’r newyn girat, a dywetpwyt vchot, y noes 
Catwaladyr Vendigeit, y doeth y Saesson a goresgyn Lloegyr o’r mor pwy gilid, a’y 
chynal a dan pymp brenhin, val y buassei gynt y noes Hors a Hengist, pan deholassant 
Gortheyrn Gortheneu o deruynev Lloegyr, ac a’y rannassant yn pymp ran ryngthunt. Ac 
yna y symvdassant henweu y dinessyd a’r trefi a’r randiroed a’r cantrefoed a’r sswidev 
a’r ardaloed herwyd ev yeith wynt ehvn: London y galwassant Caer Llud; Evirwic nev 
                                                             
614 Cf. Roberts, “Historical Writing,” in A Guide to Welsh Literature, vol. II: 1282-c.1550, ed. by A.O.H. Jarman, 
Gwilym Rees Hughes, and Dafydd Johnston, 2nd ed. (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1997), 246. 
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Jorck y galwassant Caer Effrauc; ac val hynny holl dinessyd Lloegyr a symvdassant ev 
henweu, o’r rei yd aruerwyt yr hynny hyt hediw onadunt. Hwndrwt y galweint cantref; 
ssire y galweint sswyd. Ac y dwyn ar gof y’r neb a delei rac llaw yr arwyd dwillodrus 
ysgymvn a uu ryngthung pan ladassant holl deledogeon ynys Brydeyn ar Vynyd Ambri, 
sef oed hynny, ‘Draweth howre sexes’; ac am hynny y galwassant y randiroed West Ssex, 
Est Ssex, Sswth Ssex yr hynny hyt hediw.615 
 
This passage invokes the Brut y Brenhinedd that precedes it, creating a clear line of continuity 
between the two texts. But at the same time, it creates a structural discontinuity. Like the Brut y 
Brenhinedd, it begins with a geography, but here it is a historical geography rather than a merely 
descriptive one, as evidenced by the references to Athelstan’s remaking of Britain into England, 
the treachery of the Night of the Long Knives, and the heavy emphasis on translation as the 
signifier and method of conquest. In this way, the Brut y Brenhinedd and Brenhinedd y Saesson 
read as both continuous and discontinuous. The writing practices of the Brut y Brenhinedd align 
with the compilation practices of these manuscripts to create a similar kind of narrative both 
within and through historiographical texts. 
Of course, the Brut y Brenhinedd is only rarely found in a ‘complete’ arrangement with 
all three texts; and even then, the texts are often not arranged in chronological order. Can we 
really say that these unchronological manuscripts are as reflective of Geoffrey’s Historia as 
chronological manuscripts? I would argue that we can. We have already seen how historians 
                                                             
615 “After the abysmal, pestilential plague and the dire famine, which were mentioned above, had come to pass in the 
time of Cadwaladr the Blessed, the Saxons came and conquered England from the one sea to the other, and held it 
under five kings, as it had been formerly in the time of Hors and Hengist, when they expelled Gwrtheyrn Gwrthenau 
from the bounds of England, and they divided it into five parts between them. And then they changed the names of 
the cities and the townships and the rhandiroedd and the cantrefs and the swyddau and the ardaloedd according to 
their own language: they called Caerludd, London; they called Caerefrawg, Evirwic or York; and thus all the cities 
of England changed their names, which have been used from that day to this. They called a cantref a hundred; they 
called a swydd a shire. And to remind such as might come thereafter of the treacherous, accursed signal that had 
been between them when they slew all the rightful owners of the island of Britain on Mount Ambri, which was, 
‘Draweth howre sexes’; - and because of that they have called the territories West Sex, Est Sex, Swth Sex, from that 
day to this.” Text and translation from Brenhinedd y Saesson, or The Kings of the Saxons: BM Cotton MS. 
Cleopatra B v and the Black Book of Basingwerk, ed. and trans. Thomas Jones (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 
1971), 2-3. 
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such as Geoffrey frequently use overlapping or competing chronologies as structural variations; 
Geoffrey’s own Prophecies of Merlin are an example of this. Continuous history allows for lack 
of chronology; in fact, it frequently uses it to make historical arguments. If we accept that 
manuscripts as well as texts can adopt continuous history to create narratives, than we can 
recognize that the manuscript’s chronology does not need to be perfect to still be the product of a 
Galfridian theory and practice of writing history. I am not suggesting that every non-
chronological manuscript ordinatio contains a hidden political meaning; in the case of these 
Welsh manuscripts, the lack of chronology is likely more the result of practical rather than 
political reasons. However, I do argue that the decision to compile Trojan, British, Welsh, and 
English history, in any order, draws from a broader Galfridian model of history writing, even 
when the Brut y Brenhinedd is not itself present in a compilation.    
We can see the influence of Galfridian history even in its absence in the version of the 
Brut y Tywysogion that appears in National Library of Wales MS Peniarth 20. This text begins 
almost identically to the version appearing in the Red Book of Hergest:  
Pedwar vgein mlyned a chwechant ac vn oyd oed krist pan vv varwolaeth vawr yny ynys 
brydein. yny vlwydyn honno ydaeth kadwaladyr vab kadwallawn y brenhin dwaythaf a 
vv ar y brytanyeid y rufein ac yno y bu varw y deudegved dyd ogalan mei. ac o hyny 
allan y kolles y brytaneid goron teyrnas ac y kafas y saeson hi. megys y proffwydassei 
verdin wrth wrtheyrn wrtheneu.  
ac yn ol kadwaladyr y dynessahawd iuor vab assan vrenhin llydaw nid megys brenin 
namyn megys tywyssawc ahwnnw agynhelis pennaduryaeth ar y brytannyeid wyth 
mlyned a deugeint ac yna ybu varw. ac yny ol ynteu y dynessahawd rodri 
maelwynawc.616 
                                                             
616 “Six hundred and eighty-one was the year of Christ when there was a great mortality in the island of Britain. In 
that year Cadwaladr ap Cadwallon, the last king that was over the Britons, went to Rome; and there he died on the 
twelfth day from the Calends of May. And thenceforth the Britons lost the crown of kingship, and the Saxons 
obtained it, as Myrddin had prophesied to Gwrtheyrn Wrthenau. And after Cadwaladr there succeeded Ifor son of 
Alan, king of Brittany, not as king but as leader; and he held dominion over the Britons for forty-eight years; and 
then he died. And after him succeeded Rhodri Molwynog.” Translation from Brut y Tywysogyon, or The Chronicle 
of the Princes: Peniarth MS. 20 Version, trans. by Thomas Jones (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1952), 1. The 
Welsh text quoted above is derived from Brut y Tywysogyon: Peniarth MS. 20, ed. Thomas Jones (Cardiff: 
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This passage relies on the structure and themes of the Brut y Brenhinedd. Yet MS Peniarth 20 is 
one of the only two manuscripts containing some kind of historiographical narrative which lacks 
the Brut y Brenhinedd. In fact, in Peniarth 20 the Brut y Tywysogion follows the sole medieval 
copy of Y Beibl Nghymraeg, a translation of Peter of Poitier’s Promptuarium Bibliae.617 One of 
the so-called pauper bibles, the Promptuarium Bibliae was originally composed as an 
abridgement of Peter Comestor’s Historia Scholastica, to help students who could not afford a 
full text of either the Historia Scholastica or the Bible.618 According to Jones, the translation, 
like the original text, was intended to be a book containing all the important information from 
biblical history, for students who could perhaps only afford one book.619 In general, the text can 
be described as a “genealogically and synchronistically arranged synopsis of the historical books 
of the Bible.”620 Y Beibl Nghymraeg and the Brut y Brenhinedd even share some similarities: 
both rely on genealogical frameworks and biblical synchronisms for marking time, and both 
could be described as an accessible ‘digest’ of information culled from other sources, either 
through compilation or translation.  
But I would suggest that Galfridian history also inspires the compilation of Y Beibl 
Nghymraeg and the Brut y Tywysogion in this manuscript. Y Beibl Nghymraeg concludes with a 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
University of Wales Press, 1941), 1. Because Jones’s edition of this text is a diplomatic edition, I have modernized 
the orthography and expanded the abbreviations in my transcription here. 
617 The list of surviving manuscripts can be found in Thomas Jones, introduction to Y Bibyl Ynghymraec, sef 
Cyfieithiad Cymraeg Canol o’r ‘Promptuarium Bibliae’ (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1940), liv-lxxv. 
618 Cf. Patricia Williams, introduction to Historical Texts from Medieval Wales (London: The Modern Humanities 
Research Association, 2012), xxiv n. 88; and Jones, introduction to Y Bibyl, xxvi-xxvii, xliv. Both note the absence 
of Peter’s prologue which gives this reason in the Welsh translation, though Jones argues that it was originally in the 
manuscript (Jones, introduction to Y Bibyl, lxxxvii-lxxxviii).  
619 Jones, introduction to Y Bibyl, xxvii. However, this picture is complicated by the fact that the prologue which 
explains this purpose is missing from the Welsh text, and we cannot tell if it was ever translated along with the main 
text (Jones, introduction to Y Bibyl, xliv).  
620 Thomas Jones, “Pre-Reformation Welsh Versions of the Scriptures,” National Library of Wales Journal 4, nos. 
3-4, nos. 3-4 (1946): 99. 
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genealogy that connects biblical genealogy to Galfridian and Trojan history.621 After listing the 
ancestors of Aeneas, the scribe writes “and one can read about him and his descendants in the 
ystorya y brut.”622 Likewise, when describing a different branch of the family tree from Ylus, the 
scribe says of Priam, “and one can read about him and his descendants in the ystorya daret.”623 
Here we can see that the biblical genealogy of Y Beibl Nghymraeg is linked to both Welsh and 
Trojan history. Galfridian history, and especially Galfridian periodization, creates continuity 
between Y Beibl Nghymraeg and the Brut y Tywysogion in Peniarth 20. Thus, Geoffrey’s 
association of continuous history with periods of British history leads manuscript compilers to 
join texts in a way that recreates the same paradigm of continuous history found within 
Geoffrey’s text. 
 
V. Falls of Princes: Cadwaladr and Llywelyn 
 
Thus far, I have argued that the Welsh historical continuum is inspired by the theory and 
practice of continuous history as modelled by Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia and its Welsh 
translation, Brut y Brenhinedd. By perceiving compilation and history-writing as functioning in 
similar ways, I have offered a model for understanding how Galfridian history exerts a pervasive 
influence on Welsh manuscript compilations. However, this model creates new cruxes.  
                                                             
621 Cf. Owens  xxviii. 
622 “ac am hwnnw a’y etiued y traethir yn ystorya y brut.” Text from “NLW MS Peniarth 20: page 64” in Rhyddiaith 
Gymraeg 1300-1425, ed. Diana Luft, Peter Wynn Thomas and D. Mark Smith, accessed 29 March 2015, 
http://www.rhyddiaithganoloesol.caerdydd.ac.uk/cy/ms-page.php?ms=Pen20&page=64. Translation mine. 
623 “ac am hwnnw a’y etiued y traethir yn ystorya daret.” Text from “NLW MS Peniarth 20: page 64” in Rhyddiaith 
Gymraeg 1300-1425, ed. Diana Luft, Peter Wynn Thomas and D. Mark Smith, accessed 29 March 2015, 
http://www.rhyddiaithganoloesol.caerdydd.ac.uk/cy/ms-page.php?ms=Pen20&page=64. Translation mine. 
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Despite the importance of the Brut y Brenhinedd to the Welsh historical continuum, and 
despite the frequent scholarly assertions that the translation and dispersal of Welsh historical 
writing is a response to the themes and forms of Geoffrey’s Historia, the Welsh historical 
continuum and the texts it contains are rarely seen as responses to the politics of Geoffrey’s 
work. Instead, these manuscripts and texts are frequently read as nostalgic, self-aggrandizing 
responses to the death of Llywelyn ap Gruffudd in 1282 and the Statute of Rhuddlan in 1284. 
Geoffrey’s Historia thus provides a model for thinking about conquest, but it does not inspire 
any responses to the conquests he describes. On the contrary, as Fulton puts it, “[t]he writing of 
Ystorya Dared, along with the other native histories, was precipitated by trauma, the trauma of 
the loss of Welsh sovereignty in 1282, whose impact could be expiated in part by the creation of 
a new vernacular history which attempted to repair the rupture with a seamless cultural 
memory.”624 Such arguments about Welsh “trauma” closely resemble the arguments often made 
about supposed English “trauma” in the wake of 1066 leading to the English historiographical 
renaissance of the twelfth-century – a renaissance in which, ironically, Geoffrey of Monmouth 
played a key role.625  
Given the many similarities between 1066 and 1282/4, it is perhaps not surprising that 
scholars should draw similar conclusions about the effects of these events. Both the Norman 
conquest of England and the English conquest of Wales feature one memorable figure, 
remembered fondly by the conquered after a potentially unjust or illegal death and (in some 
cases) defilement of the corpse; both involve a conquest that was surprisingly quick, easy, and 
permanent; and both result in a time lapse of several generations between the ‘event’ itself and 
                                                             
624 Fulton, “Troy Story,” 148. 
625 See chapter 1, Introduction, for a fuller discussion. 
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the flourishing of historiographical literature narrating that event.626 There may be some practical 
reasons for these similarities: for instance, political upheavals often encourage historical writing, 
and perhaps the monasteries in England and Wales that were responsible for the ‘flourishing’ of 
historiography in both cases required a similar amount of time to recover from such upheavals.  
Nevertheless, as I discussed in chapter 1, arguments that interpret the production of 
historiography as a response to trauma fail to account for the difference between the trauma 
endured by a gens and the trauma endured by individual historians; for the difference between 
trauma that is personally experienced and trauma that is inherited; and for the difference between 
emotional, political, spiritual, and intellectual reactions to political events. When we attribute 
words like ‘trauma’ to medieval historiography, we obscure these nuances and create a feedback 
loop that places undue emphasis on the importance of 1282/4. Furthermore, we ignore the 
elements of these texts that are unrelated to the death of Llywelyn.627 
In fact, modern literary scholars in particular have maintained a single-minded focus on 
1282/4 that does not seem to be supported by either political or literary history. Despite the 
longstanding arguments of well-known scholars like R.R. Davies, who argued that the failure of 
Owain Glyndŵr (not Llywelyn ap Gruffudd) marks the true end of Welsh political independence, 
literary scholars continue to rely on 1282/4 as the single most important date in Welsh literary 
                                                             
626 For example, see Daniel Huws, “The Welsh Book,” in The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain, vol II: 
1100-1400, ed. Nigel Morgan and Rodney M. Thomson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 391. But 
Huws has argued elsewhere that we have the manuscripts we have because the earlier ones were not preserved, 
thanks to the illegibility of their conservative, insular script (Medieval Welsh Manuscripts [Aberystwyth: University 
of Wales Press and the National Library of Wales, 2000], 39). That argument could account for what seems to be a 
sudden flourishing of Welsh literature post-1282 – merely that Welsh books were beginning to be written using new 
scripts. I do not want to discount the sudden proliferation of texts from the early part of the fourteenth century, but I 
do think it best to refrain from using 1282 as an explanation for everything in Welsh literary history. 
627 For a similar argument against seeing prestige anthologies (among which we could count the Red Book of 
Hergest) as solely responses to crisis, see Ryan Perry, “Editorial Politics in the Vernon Manuscript,” in The Making 
of the Vernon Manuscript: The Production and Contexts of Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Eng. poet. a. 1, ed. 
Wendy Scase (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013), 71-95. 
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history.628 Middle Welsh poetry has been periodized into the Early Poets (the Cynfeirdd or Yr 
Hengerdd [“the Old Poetry”]), the Poetry of the Princes (Beirdd y Tywysogion, also called the 
“Not-So-Early Poets,” or the Gogynfeirdd), and the Poets of the Gentry (Beirdd yr Uchelwyr, or 
the Cywyddwyr, the poets who write in cywyddau) – with the shift from the Poetry of the Princes 
to the Poetry of the Gentry coming in 1282.629  
Judging from the fact that Welsh literary scholarship tends to emphasize 1282 (the year 
of Llywelyn’s death) over 1284 (the year in which Wales was constitutionally bound to England, 
and in which the future Edward II was born at Caernarfon Castle), it would seem that they are 
more concerned with the figure of Llywelyn than the actual political changes taking place in late 
thirteenth-century Wales. While Llywelyn’s death has gained increased importance over the last 
few centuries, thanks in particular to later political events and the importance of the poetry 
inspired by his death, Llywelyn did not always hold this central place in Welsh history as 
Llywelyn ‘the Last.’ With periodic uprisings continuing until the time of Glyndŵr in the early 
fifteenth century, Welsh writers had many opportunities to contemplate different ways in which 
the Welsh might regain what they had lost.630 Such ideas were to gain even more political 
                                                             
628 See The Age of Conquest: Wales, 1063-1415 (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), esp. 461-65. 
Note the date range of Davies’s book. 
629 To see this periodization in action, one need only glance through the table of contents (and the titles!) of A Guide 
to Welsh Literature, vol. I, ed. by A.O.H. Jarman and Gwilym Rees Hughes, 2nd ed. (Cardiff: University of Wales 
Press, 1992) and vol. II: 1282-c.1550, ed. by A.O.H. Jarman, Gwilym Rees Hughes, and Dafydd Johnston, 2nd ed. 
(Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1997). See also Ceri W. Lewis, “The Content of Poetry and the Crisis in the 
Bardic Tradition,” in A Guide to Welsh Literature, vol. II: 1282-c.1550, ed. by A.O.H. Jarman, Gwilym Rees 
Hughes, and Dafydd Johnston, 2nd ed. (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1997), 72-94; A.O.H. Jarman, The 
Cynfeirdd: Early Welsh Poets and Poetry (Cardiff: University of Wales Press on behalf of the Welsh Arts Council, 
1981), 1; and J.E. Caerwyn Williams, The Poets of the Welsh Princes (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1994), 1-
2. Although J.E. Caerwyn Williams notes the early modern origins of the terminology we use today, Huws says that 
the 1282 periodization is actually inspired by the scribe of the Hendregadedd Manuscript, who recorded the Poetry 
of the Princes up to 1282 (Manuscripts, 76, 215).  
630 Cf. Davies 465. 
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traction in the Wars of the Roses, when Welsh prophecy would be used to further the claims of 
the future Henry VII.631 
I have embarked on this digression to give a sense of the scholarship surrounding the 
Brut y Tywysogion. Moreover, the scholarly fixation on 1282/4 has implications for our 
understanding of the Brut y Tywysogion’s relationship to the Welsh historical continuum. If we 
were to find evidence that Welsh chronicles focus on 1282/4 for literary rather than political 
reasons, we would have to doubt whether Galfridian structure – and thus, Galfridian continuous 
history – inspires the Welsh historical continuum. If Welsh chroniclers interpret 1282/4 as a 
catastrophic break in history, then they would be denying both Geoffrey’s British hope and 
replacing his tripartite Trojan-British-Welsh periodization structure with a quadripartite Trojan-
British-Welsh-Vanquished periodization structure. It would therefore be difficult to see the 
Welsh historical continuum as a continuous history in the vein of Geoffrey’s Historia. 
However, examining the portrayals of 1282/4 in these later chronicles reveals that the 
fixation on the catastrophe of 1282/4 is a modern one. In many of these texts, the breaks in 
history caused by conquests referenced in the Historia are given primacy over the break in 
history represented by 1282/4. For example, in the later sections of the Brenhinedd y Saesson, 
preserved only in the Black Book of Basingwerk, we are presented with a fairly dire portrait of 
the state of Wales during and after the uprising of Llywelyn: 
A’r amser hwnnw y gwnaethbwyd brad Llywelyn ynghylochdyav Bangor gann i wyr e 
hvn. Kanis yr amser hwnnw y gydewis Llywelyn Ddavydd,i vrawd, i gadw Gwynedd. Ac 
yntav a’i lu aeth i oresgyn Powys a Buellt. Ac ef a’i goresgynodd oll hyd yn Llann 
Gaenten. Ac yna yr anvones y tywysoc j ddistain, a llawer o’i wyr gyd ac ef, i gymryd 
gwrogaeth gwyr Brecheinioc, a gado y tywysoc ac ychydic wyr gyd ac ef. Ac yna y doeth 
Rocher Mortmer a Gruffydd ap Gwenwynwyn, a llu y brenin ganthvn, yn ddirbudd am 
                                                             
631 Helen Fulton, Welsh Prophecy and English Politics in the Late Middle Ages (Aberystwyth: University of Wales 
Centre for Advanced Welsh and Celtic Studies, 2008), 26. 
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benn Llywelyn ap Gruffydd a’i ladd a llawer o’i lu Ddugwyl Damaseus Bab, yr vnved 
dydd ar ddec o vis Ragvyr, duw Gwener. Ac yna y bwriwyd holl Gymry y’r llawr.632 
 
Here a number of pathetic elements are included: the betrayal of Llywelyn by his own men, the 
fact that his numbers were diminished because he was trying to fulfil his princely duty, Wales 
being cast to the ground. The grief at the loss of Llywelyn, like the grief at the loss of Britain at 
the end of the Brut y Brenhinedd, is amplified by these details.  
 Despite this emphasis on the calamitous and grievous loss of Llywelyn, and the 
implication that “all Wales was cast to the ground” (“Ac yna y bwriwyd holl Gymry y’r llawr”) 
as a result of his death, this is not treated as a narrative break in the manuscript. There is a 
marginal note written in red drawing the reader’s attention to this moment, but the main body of 
the text continues directly into the narrative of 1283 without any further comment, relating 
Edward I’s construction of a castle at Aberconwy. This version of the Brenhinedd y Saesson 
clearly registers the importance of Llywelyn’s death, but there are no further hints in the 
structure, content, or layout of this manuscript to suggest that this moment is treated with the 
same level of importance as the fall of Troy or the loss of Britain to the English under 
Cadwaladr.   
                                                             
632 “And at that time the betrayal of Llywelyn was effected in the belfries of Bangor by his own men. For at that time 
Llywelyn left Dafydd, his brother, to hold Gwynedd. And he himself and his host went to gain possession of Powys 
and Builth. And he gained possession of them all as far as Llanganten. And then the prince sent his steward, and 
many of his men along with him, to receive the homage of the men of Brycheiniog, and the prince was left with but 
a few men along with him. And then Roger Mortimer and Gruffudd ap Gwenwynwyn, and with them the king’s 
host, came without warning upon Llywelyn ap Gruffudd and slew him and many of his host on the feast-day of Pope 
Damasus, the eleventh day of the month of December, a Friday. And then all Wales was cast to the ground.” This 
text is drawn from the Black Book of Basingwerk (National Library of Wales MS 7006D), which was composed 
sometime after 1461, and thus was compiled after the period covered in this dissertation. Since the Black Book and 
MS Cotton Cleopatra B v share this text, and since the latter manuscript is incomplete (ending in 1197), I have 
quoted the Black Book instead. 
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Indeed, many other chroniclers hardly register the importance of 1282/4 at all. In the MS 
Peniarth 20 version of the Brut y Tywysogion, the fall of Llywelyn is often presented as entirely 
un-extraordinary: 
ac e na y doeth Rosser mortymyr a Grufud ap gwen nwynwyn a llu er brenhyn gantwynt 
en direbud am ev penn ac ena y llas llywelyn ay orevgwyr. dyw damasius bap pethew nos 
or vn dyd kyn dyw Nodolic a dyw gwener oed y dydd hvnnw.633 
 
This event is not marked as more important than the deaths of any number of other kings or 
leaders. Neither are the events of the next year presented as particularly apocalyptic: 
Blwydyn nessaf y honno y dechrewt castell aber Con war bew mareis. a chaerenarvon. a 
hardlech. ar pymed dydd diwethaf o vis ebrill y ganet Edward caerenarvon. ar haf hvnnw 
y goresgynnavd y ben hyn holl wyned. ac ydaeth dauid ap grufud arherw. ac y kymmyrth 
y brenhyn gwistlon o wyned. ar can hayaf gwedy henne y delijd dauid ap grufud ac 
Oweyn y vab ac yducpwyd wynt hyt en Rudelan ygharchar ac odena yducpwyd wynt hyt 
en amwithic ac ene ydihenydwyd dauid ap grufud ac y ducpwyt Oweyn y garchar hyt en 
et brustow.634 
 
There is no mourning for the capture of Dafydd, nor is there any indication of these events as 
resulting in the final loss of Welsh sovereignty. Contrary to what we might expect, given the 
reaction of medieval poets like Gruffudd ap yr Ynad Coch and Bleddyn Fardd (and modern 
scholars) to the death of Llywelyn and the conquest of Wales, the chronicler of MS Peniarth 20 
version of the Brut y Tywysogion does not seem particularly moved by these events. 
The only hints of such language come in the entry for 1284, where it is noted that Edward 
held a fair and a tournament in Wales, “ac odena ydaeth y brenhyn en orawenvs hyuryd tu a 
lloigyr tro vwdugoli aeth” (“And thereupon the king went towards England exultantly happy 
                                                             
633 “And then Roger Mortimer and Gruffudd ap Gwenwynwyn, and with them the king’s host, came upon them 
without warning; and then Llywelyn and his foremost men were slain on the day of Damasus the Pope, a fortnight to 
a day from Christmas day; and that day was a Friday.”  
634 “The year next to that was commenced the castle of Aberconwy, and Beaumaris and Caernarvon and Harlech. 
And on the fifth day from the end of the month of April, Edward of Caernarvon was born. And that summer the king 
gained possession of all Gwynedd, and Dafydd ap Gruffudd went into outlawry, and the king took hostages from 
Gwynedd. And the autumn after that, Dafydd ap Gruffudd and Owain, his son, were seized, and they were taken to 
Shrewsbury. And then Dafydd ap Gruffudd was executed, and Owain was taken to prison to Bristol.” 
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with victory”). The chronicler then writes, “Gwedy henne ybu pedeir blyned en hedwch wastat ar 
vn tu heb allel dwyn dym ar go fen hyt henne” (“After that there were four years of continued 
peace at a stretch, without anything to be recorded for that length of time”). Still, this language is 
positive about peace – ‘no news is good news’ – especially in the context of the seemingly never-
ending carnage of Welsh history. Although the chronicler refrains from providing any clues 
about whether he was as happy as Edward about all these events, as far as he is concerned, 
Llywelyn could have been any Welsh prince. He is distinguished by the length of his time spent 
in the narrative, which adds narrative weight to his death in 1282; but the chronicler does nothing 
to distinguish Llywelyn in particular, nor does he pass comment on the larger implications of 
Llywelyn’s death. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the genealogical line (as portrayed 
here) continues after Llywelyn to Dafydd and then Owain. If the chronicler were truly mourning 
Llywelyn’s death as the ultimate discontinuity, then he would be doing so in the face of his own 
narrative, which states (implicitly) that Owain, who later died in prison, was actually ‘the 
Last.’635 
Furthermore, the death of Llywelyn does not mark the end of the chronicle, for although 
its Latin source text concluded in 1282, it was continued later by the original scribe to 1290, and 
then by another hand from 1290 to 1332. These continuations, full of further Welsh uprisings, 
demonstrate that Welsh chroniclers believed that history did continue after 1282. Though the 
original compiler of this chronicle may have stopped at 1282 to symbolize the importance of the 
death of Llywelyn, placing it on par with the death of Cadwaladr, later chroniclers rejected that 
interpretation, choosing instead to continue the narrative. 
                                                             
635 He would also be ignoring the fact that Llywelyn had one surviving child, a daughter, who was placed as an 
infant in the same monastery as none other than Robert Mannyng, and who took holy orders and eventually died 
there. 
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Other chronicles display a similar focus on the discontinuities of Galfridian history that 
relate to British sovereignty, rather than the ruptures to Welsh history caused by the death of 
Llywelyn. For example, National Library of Wales MS Peniarth 32 contains a number of Middle 
Welsh texts in addition to a short Latin chronicle. Like the other Welsh chronicles, this Latin 
chronicle relies heavily on the Historia for both its structure and its conception of British history: 
it even quotes from the Historia, and uses the Historia to help formulate a tripartite approach to 
the eras of history, Trojan, British, and Welsh.636 Yet while its primary source for later history 
specifically emphasizes the catastrophe of Llywelyn’s death, the chronicler actually abbreviates 
his source to downplay Llywelyn’s death, and to highlight the uprisings that occur after 1282. 
This impulse may be attributed to the timing and location of its compilation: it was likely written 
in 1404, during the height of Glyndŵr’s revolt;637 and it may have been written by monastic 
supporters of Glyndŵr’s at Llantarnam Abbey, whose abbot died in battle fighting for 
Glyndŵr.638 It is therefore possible that the chronicler has highlighted Welsh resistance and 
resurgence to create a narrative that supports Glyndŵr. The politics surrounding the composition 
of this Latin chronicle thus influences its approach to writing about contemporary politics; but its 
reliance on Geoffrey’s Historia remains the same.  
A similar argument can be made about the Brenhinedd y Saesson, which, as noted earlier, 
contains the most melancholic look at post-Llywelyn Wales. This text is a translation of a 
compilation made of both English and Welsh (Latin) histories, including those by luminaries 
                                                             
636 Luft, “Peniarth 32 Latin Chronicle,” 56, 65 n. 132. 
637 Huws, Manuscripts, 60. 
638 Luft, “Peniarth 32 Latin Chronicle,” 55-62, 64. 
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such as William of Malmesbury.639 The influence of these English chronicles may have stirred 
this chronicler’s emotions about the downfall of Llywelyn. On the other hand, it could also be a 
Welsh translation of an English voice who felt nothing but triumph at Wales being cast to the 
ground; yet when we read that triumph as voiced by a speaker of Welsh, we read it as 
melancholy. Regardless of the cause of these comments about the importance of the fall of 
Llywelyn, the chronicler of the Brenhinedd y Saesson seems to have grasped that sense of loss 
from the end of the Brut y Brenhinedd, and spread it throughout his chronicle. Combining Welsh 
and English history only serves to accentuate Welsh decline. In this sense, by focusing on the 
totality of loss, the Brenhinedd y Saesson represents a vision of history further removed from the 
Galfridian model of history, which emphasizes the cycle of loss and resurgence and hints 
ambiguously at the possibility of a revival of Welsh fortunes – a political prophecy that has 
fueled the fires of scholarly debate about Geoffrey’s political allegiances.640 
The above examination of Welsh reactions to the death of Llywelyn does more than 
simply show that modern Welsh scholarship does indeed place too much emphasis on 1282. 
Importantly, these reactions demonstrate that while there is no single approach to the events of 
1282/4 in Welsh historiography, for the most part, Galfridian history was more important to the 
Welsh historical continuum than the death of Llywelyn, or indeed, any other political event. In 
this way, we can safely argue that the narrative model of continuous history found in Geoffrey’s 
Historia and the Brut y Brenhinedd inspires the compilatio of the Welsh historical continuum.  
 
                                                             
639 J. Beverley Smith, “Historical Writing in Medieval Wales: The Composition of Brenhinedd y Saesson,” Studia 
Celtica XLII (2008): 55-86. 
640 Roberts, “Geoffrey of Monmouth and Welsh Historical Tradition,” in Studies in Middle Welsh Literature 
(Lewiston; Queenston; Lampeter: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1992), 31-33.  
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IV. A Continuum in Context 
 
 Of course, it is worth noting – as most scholars have not – that the idea of a ‘manuscript 
narrative’ is not limited to the Welsh historical continuum. A number of texts relating to 
Charlemagne were translated into Welsh and combined together in manuscripts, lengthening the 
original Charlemagne narrative to incorporate more and more information.641 In addition, a 
narrative about the Holy Cross is present in the White Book of Rhydderch (National Library of 
Wales MS Peniarth 5) and elsewhere,642 which combines Ystorya Adaf (Story of Adam), Y 
Groglith (The Crucifixion, based on Matthew’s Gospel), and Fal y cafas Elen y Wir Groc (How 
Helen Discovered the True Cross, a translation of the Inventio Sancte Crucis).643  
In total, then, there are three manuscript ‘narratives’ in the surviving vernacular Welsh 
manuscripts, focusing on three different topics, Welsh history, Charlemagne, and the Cross. Of 
these, only one is explicitly centered on Geoffrey’s work, while one other may have Galfridian 
echoes, if we associate the legend of St Helen with the Historia.644 The diversity of Welsh 
                                                             
641 See Stephen J. Williams, rhagymadrodd (introduction) to Ystorya de Carolo Magno o Lyfr Coch Hergest, ed. 
Stephen J. Williams (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1968), xxxvii-xxxviii; and Annalee C. Rejhon, Cân Rolant: 
The Medieval Welsh Version of the Song of Roland (Berkeley; Los Angeles; London: University of California Press, 
1984), 1, 21-25. Although they differ in the order in which they believe these texts were translated, they both 
acknowledge the fact that they were translated in increasingly long series of texts that resulted in a long manuscript 
narrative about Charlemagne. On compilations of Charlemagne narratives in outside of the Welsh context, see 
Marianne Ailes and Phillipa Hardman, “Texts in Conversation: Charlemagne Epics and Romances in Insular Plural-
text Codices,” in Insular Books: Vernacular Manuscript Miscellanies in Late Medieval Britain, ed. Margaret 
Connolly and Raluca Radulescu, Proceedings of the British Academy 201 (2015): 31-47.  
642 This is true in both National Library of Wales MS Peniarth 7 and Shrewsbury MS 11. I have not discovered any 
discussion of this manuscript narrative beyond studies of the White Book of Rhydderch (NLW MSS Peniarth 4 and 
5), and so it does not seem to be widely noted that this sequence appears in multiple manuscripts. 
643 D. Simon Evans, Medieval Religious Literature (Cardiff: University of Wales Press on behalf of the Welsh Arts 
Council, 1986), 70; J.E. Caerwyn Williams, “Medieval Welsh Religious Prose,” in Proceedings of the Second 
International Congress of Celtic Studies, held in Cardiff 6-13 July, 1963 (Cardiff: University of Wales Press on 
behalf of the University of Wales Board of Celtic Studies, 1966), 79. For a full description and discussion of this 
manuscript, as well as a bibliography, see Huws, Manuscripts, 227-68. 
644 As D. Simon Evans points out, “This Helen/Helena, wife of Constantius, emperor of Rome, was confused with 
the Elen Luyddog of Welsh legend, or Ellen of the Hosts, the bride of the Roman emperor, Maximus” (Medieval 
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manuscript compilations that rely on some kind of narrative or chronological continuity is an 
important reminder that historical continuity is not solely the property of Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s Historia and the histories and translations it inspired. Indeed, combining 
chronologically adjacent narratives into a single manuscript is hardly unique in medieval Wales, 
let alone medieval Europe in general, and there is no need to attribute every such manuscript to 
the influence of the idea of continuous history.  
Nor are manuscript compilations that contain the same combination of Trojan, British, 
and modern history solely the product of Wales, despite the assumption implied by the silence of 
many scholars of Welsh literature on this point.645 These manuscripts share methods of 
compilation that transcend national borders and national politics. Nevertheless, the specifically 
political nature of historiography has led to the assumption among many scholars, in many 
disciplines, that combining Trojan and other histories in historiographical manuscripts serves a 
political and especially genealogical purpose.  
It is certainly true that, given the cultural capital of Trojan ancestry, English scribes are 
just as likely as Welsh ones to make themselves the heirs of Troy. In the early decades of the 
fifteenth century, for example, John Strecche, a canon at Kenilworth Abbey, oversaw the 
production of a manuscript (now British Library Additional MS 35295) combining a poem by 
Hildebert of Lavardin about the fall of Troy, Guido delle Colonne’s Historia Troiana, Geoffrey 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Religious Literature, 70) showing that Helen could very well be associated with the Historia, even if that is not the 
manuscript’s primary focus. For Geoffrey’s creation of Helen as a Briton, and the Welsh translators’ association of 
her with other Welsh Helens, see Roberts, “Geoffrey of Monmouth, Historia Regum Britanniae and Brut y 
Brenhinedd,” in The Arthur of the Welsh: The Arthurian Legend in Medieval Welsh Literature, ed. Rachel 
Bromwich, A.O.H. Jarman, and Brynley F. Roberts (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1991), 112; and Roberts, 
“The Treatment of Personal Names in the Early Welsh Versions of Historia Regum Britanniae,” Bulletin of the 
Board of Celtic Studies 25 (1973): 286-87. 
645 An important exception is J. Beverley Smith, The Sense of History in Medieval Wales (Aberystwyth: University 
College of Wales, Aberystwyth, 1989], 3.  
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of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae, and a chronicle of English from Brutus to the death 
of Henry V. By placing these texts in chronological order, this manuscript seems to provide the 
same narrative of translatio imperii et studii, the same connections to a glorious past, that are 
implicated in the Welsh historical continuum. Yet its narrative glorifies England, relegating 
British and Trojan triumphs to the distant past. The ability of English manuscripts to create the 
same kind of manuscript narratives as those created in medieval Wales thus seriously 
undermines the common argument that the Welsh historical continuum represents a ‘special’ 
kind of history writing unique to Wales. English historians like Strecche were equally capable of 
using Trojan and early British history for their own ends. Since precisely the same narrative 
combinations were made in both England and Wales, it is likely that the same reason lies behind 
both traditions: the desire to glorify the present through recourse to the past. These manuscripts 
thus represent a kind of aggressive compilation that adopts the format of the codex as part of its 
political argument.  
But as Frederic N. Clark points out, the De excidio Troiae historia was being used in 
France as a preface to various histories as early as the eighth century.646 Combining Trojan 
history with modern history is thus an idea that antedates the Norman Conquest, demonstrating 
that Trojan history was recognized as a useful tool across Europe, long before it was adopted by 
scribes reflecting on conquest after 1066 and 1282/4. Still, insular scribes in the later Middle 
Ages especially capitalize on the potential of Trojan history for thinking about modern politics. 
Dares’s De excidio became incredibly popular in England, with approximately one-fifth of the 
                                                             
646 Frederic N. Clark, “Reading the ‘First Pagan Historiographer’: Dares Phrygius and Medieval Genealogy,” Viator 
41, no. 2 (2010): 205. 
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approximately two hundred surviving manuscripts demonstrating English connections.647 Clark 
attributes the English popularity of Dares’s work in the twelfth to the fourteenth centuries to the 
composition of Geoffrey’s Historia in the 1130s, noting “While seldom discussed in 
contemporary Galfridian scholarship, the DET was the single text most frequently conjoined to 
the HRB in manuscripts, often serving as a prologue to the latter’s account of Trojan 
ethnogenesis.”648  
It is likely that the popularity of Dares Phrygius and Geoffrey of Monmouth had a 
mutually reinforcing effect, with scribes interested in Trojan or British history seeking out a 
related text to help them create a manuscript compilation that reflects either their political 
allegiances or their interest in history (or both). Practical reasons might have been at play as 
well: if an exemplar contained both texts, and both were clearly topically related to each other, it 
would be more likely for them to be copied together into a new manuscript. In this way, a few 
manuscripts could easily grow into a whole tradition. Furthermore, constant contact with these 
kinds of manuscript compilations might make readers more likely to conceptualize history as an 
assemblage of adjacent yet disparate parts; by extension, they would also be more likely to 
interpret British history as a history of successive conquests, and more likely to appreciate 
histories that took the same approach.  
However, it is important to remember that Trojan history need not always participate in a 
narrative directly related to modern history. William of Malmesbury, for example, compiled a 
number of texts about Rome into a chronological order to create a kind of history of Rome, 
                                                             
647 Clark, “Dares Phrygius,” 205; cf. Louis Faivre D’Arcier, Histoire et géographie d’un mythe: la circulation des 
manuscrits du De Excidio Troiae de Darès le Phrygien (VIII-XV siècles) (Paris: École nationale des Chartes, 2006), 
401-2. 
648 Clark, “Dares Phrygius,” 206. 
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starting with the De excidio Troiae historia and continuing with other histories of the Roman 
world like Orosius’s Historiarum adversus paganos libri VII (Seven Books of History Against the 
Pagans), among others.649 This manuscript is now Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Arch. Selden 
B. 16. William’s Roman compilation ties Trojan history to Roman history, forcing it further into 
the past; yet those same links to Rome also universalize Trojan history as an essential ingredient 
of Romanitas, even as historians in the high Middle Ages were increasingly claiming Trojan 
origins for their peoples.650 In this way, Troy serves as the foundation of classical heritage, 
making any text that emerges from that heritage ‘Trojan.’  
Biblical history could also contribute to the overarching narrative of a historical 
compilation. Clark’s example of the late twelfth- or early thirteenth-century Cambridge, Sidney 
Sussex College, MS 75 is particularly interesting in comparison with Welsh manuscripts. Sidney 
Sussex MS 75 adds a short genealogy at the end of the Dares-Geoffrey sequence, which 
describes the descendants of Noah in a form ultimately derived from pseudo-Nennius’s Historia 
Brittonum, Geoffrey’s competition for the final word on early British history.651 The inclusion of 
the biblical genealogy resembles MS Peniarth 20 – although in the case of MS Peniarth 20, the 
genealogy is included at the end of the Welsh translation of Y Beibl Nghymraeg, not in the 
Ystorya Dared (which is only referenced, and not included, in this manuscript). Even so, both 
manuscripts connect biblical history, via a well-known source, to other kinds of historical 
narratives. The similarities between these two otherwise disparate manuscripts demonstrate that 
                                                             
649 Clark, “Dares Phrygius,” 213-15. 
650 Cf. Francis Ingledew, “The Book of Troy and the Genealogical Construction of History: The Case of Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae,” Speculum 69, no. 3 (1994): 674-88.  
651 See Clark, “Dares Phrygius,” 218. 
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an interest in genealogy can lead to the same kinds of links being made between Trojan, British, 
and biblical history in both England and Wales.  
The ability for Trojan history to transcend national borders can also be seen in London, 
British Library Royal MS 6 C viii and British Library MS Cotton Vitellius C viii. Although the 
original manuscript has since been separated into these two codices, when it was first made, this 
twelfth-century manuscript combined Orosius’s Historiarum adversus paganos libri VII, Dares 
Phrygius’s De excidio Troiae historia, and a chronicle of English history from 152-1121 AD. 
Dares’s De excidio is the link between Orosius and modern history, bridging histories both 
ecclesiastical and secular, universal and national. Although the presence of Dares Phrygius 
certainly helps underscore the appeal to Trojan origins implicit in the English history, it also 
relates more specifically to ecclesiastical and Roman history through Orosius, and ecclesiastical 
history in particular remains an important feature of the English chronicle. The chronicle begins 
by skimming over the Britons’ early acceptance of Christianity to emphasize the arrival of 
Augustine in England, the moment which serves as the anchor for the rest of the narrative. This 
combination of texts thus rests on a few shared threads: ecclesiastical history; ancient history; 
and origins. All exist side-by-side in the manuscript, with none assuming primacy. 
Other manuscripts present Trojan history without coding it as either ‘English’ or ‘Welsh.’ 
In British Library Stowe MS 56, for example, a variety of ‘historical’ texts have been compiled 
together: Baudri of Bourgueil’s Crusade history, Historia Ierosolimitana; a short history of 
Normandy to Henry I; Dares Phrygius’s De excidio; Apollonius of Tyre (called a “historia” in an 
incipit); an abridgement of Julius Valerius’s Res gestae Alexandri Macedonis; the letter from 
Alexander to Aristotle; correspondence between Alexander and Dindimus; and finally, Geoffrey 
of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae. Probably compiled around 1200, this manuscript 
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displays an interest in Crusade, Norman, Trojan, Greek, and British history – indeed, one might 
say that it simply is interested in history. Although there are some clear indications of an interest 
in affairs shared by Britain and Normandy, there is nothing to suggest that Trojan history is 
being deployed to create a specific genealogy tailored to any specific political interests.  
The same can be said of Middle English romance compilations that also combine Trojan 
and English history with histories about other places and peoples. British Library Harley MS 
525, for example, contains three Middle English romances, The Seege of Troy, Robert of Cisyle, 
and Guy of Warwick. The unifying thread here seems to be an interest in historical romances, 
rather than creating an overarching narrative of translatio imperii et studii from ancient Troy to 
medieval England. Similarly, British Library Egerton MS 2862 contains a number of Middle 
English romances with a variety of geographical and thematic focuses: Richard Coeur de Lion, 
Bevis of Hampton, Sir Degare, Floris and Blanchefleur, The Batell of Troye, Amis and Amiloun, 
and Sir Eglamour of Artois. Certainly, there are a number of romances here that could reflect 
interest in English affairs, but there is a vast difference between general interest and a concerted 
attempt to compile a cohesive account of history. In all of these examples, Trojan history can 
interact fruitfully with modern history, but that is not its sole purpose. In fact, Egerton MS 2862 
has received far more critical attention thanks to its status as the sole surviving Middle English 
romance anthology.652  
In all these manuscripts, then, different kinds of histories are compiled into narratives that 
do not rely on Geoffrey’s Historia as a structural model. To borrow Clark’s words, these books 
“participated in a project at once continuous and discontinuous, conservative and innovative. 
                                                             
652 See Ad Putter, “The Organisation of Multilingual Miscellanies: The Contrasting Fortunes of Middle English 
Lyrics and Romances,” in Insular Books: Vernacular Manuscript Miscellanies in Late Medieval Britain, ed. 
Margaret Connolly and Raluca Radulescu, Proceedings of the British Academy 201 (2015): 82-83. 
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Paradoxically enough, the very novelty of their syntheses – gathered together as unique libri 
vetustissimi – depended on the auctoritas accorded antiquity and the fusion of its 
historiographical legacies.”653 For Clark, these manuscripts represent a combination of texts that 
simultaneously draw on and thereby repeatedly affirm tenets of classical historiography like 
appeals to origins and eyewitness history.654 I would argue that, in addition to classical 
historiography, some of these compilations also draw on and affirm the principles of continuous 
history. They may not encounter this idea through Geoffrey’s Historia; but as an important way 
of conceptualizing both history and historiography in the post-Conquest period, it should not be 
surprising for it to emerge in historiographical compilations.  
We can see echoes of continuous history in Clark’s comments that “[e]ven if [manuscript 
compilations] preserved the integrity and distinctiveness of their constituent texts as individual 
‘building blocks,’ they nevertheless assembled a chorus of claims to authority in some sense 
greater than the sum of its parts.”655 It is important to remember that the “sum of [these 
manuscripts’] parts” is not necessarily or only about politics; it is also about the methodology 
and the desired aesthetic of history writing in this period. Fragmentation is part of that overall 
aesthetic, and it actively contributes to helping continuous history – in both texts and 
manuscripts – emerge from each of its individual pieces.  
In fact, overlapping or even contradictory narratives within manuscripts can be 
productive. For example, National Library of Wales MS Peniarth 45, dating from the first half of 
the fourteenth century, contains a variety of religious and historical works, including the Brut y 
Brenhinedd, followed by the two genealogical texts Bonedd y Saint and Bonedd Gwyr y 
                                                             
653 Clark, “Dares Phrygius,” 226. 
654 Clark, “Dares Phrygius,” 203-13.  
655 Clark, “Dares Phrygius,” 212. 
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Gogledd, the short religious text Y Rhagorau a geiff about the benefits of receiving communion, 
and the Trioedd Ynys Prydain. Although it lacks the specifically Trojan atmosphere of the 
Ystorya Dared, this manuscript includes several multiple genealogies that layer on top of the 
Brut y Brenhinedd, as well as on top of each other, offering different accounts of the same 
narrative that the compilation places in conversation with each other.656 Rather than reading 
manuscripts like MS Peniarth 45 as self-contradictory, with conflicting histories presented in the 
various genealogies and triads, we should instead see them as offering multiple perspectives on 
the same history, much as Geoffrey himself offered an alternative perspective to Bede’s Historia 
ecclesiastica.  
This is not to suggest that all historiographical compilations throughout Europe rely on 
continuous history to create historical interpretation. Interest in chronology and continuity is 
ubiquitous, and it need not always be attributed to Galfridian influence or a widespread adoption 
of continuous history. However, when both these elements are present in a manuscript, and when 
historical compilations are organized in a way that reinforces these elements, the resulting 
manuscript will be strongly reminiscent of both Geoffrey’s Historia and continuous history more 
generally. In other words, when the methods for composing individual texts and compiling them 
into an overarching narrative reflect each other, they build a compilation that is more self-
reflexive and more powerfully unifies its composite texts and methods.  
 
V. From Continuous History to Genealogical Roll 
 
                                                             
656 Cf. Clark on the synthesis performed by genealogical compilations (“Dares Phrygius,” 223-26). 
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The words ‘continuous’ and ‘genealogical’ are frequently applied to medieval chronicles 
in modern scholarship, with little sense of any difference in meaning. It is taken for granted that 
medieval writers, living in an age of dynastic politics, believed continuity was primarily 
established through genealogy and appeals to origins. But if genealogy (and the textual forms of 
genealogical history and genealogical rolls) is the most obvious response to competing dynastic 
claims, we might wonder why more of these kinds of texts and manuscripts were not produced in 
response to, say, the Norman Conquest. In the first centuries after 1066, William’s defeat of 
Harold inspired a great deal of commentary, but few genealogical responses.  
According to the argument of this dissertation, the reason behind this relative lack of 
interest in genealogy in earlier periods is due to the prevalence of continuous history as a 
theoretical mode and literary practice in the twelfth, thirteenth, and early fourteenth centuries. 
However, continuous history is eventually unseated by newer modes and practices such as 
universal history, de casibus history, and genealogical history. I will now turn to the manuscripts 
of this last mode and practice, to briefly reflect on what it means to compile a genealogical roll 
as opposed to a genealogical history.  
But first, I want to draw attention to a key difference between continuous and 
genealogical history. Both relate histories of a gens; both rely on biological succession as a 
narrative framework; both are focused on the overlaps between temporal and dynastic continuity. 
Where they differ, however, is their attitude towards discontinuity. As we have seen, 
discontinuities play an important role in continuous histories, because they define the borders of 
the episodic units that are combined into long narratives. Although discontinuities can pose 
challenges to a historian’s overarching narrative, they also provide an important opportunity for 
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reflection on both politics and abstract historical processes. In this way, they contribute to 
history’s ability to provide a moral and practical education to its readers.  
In contrast, discontinuities in genealogical history dismantle the cohesion of the entire 
narrative by destroying its very foundation. If a ruler dies without an heir, or s/he is permanently 
overthrown, the genealogy’s narrative simply ends because the genealogy itself has come to an 
end. Narrative cannot, as William of Malmesbury puts it, “mend the broken chain” of genealogy 
in these situations. The historian’s only option is to begin a new genealogy, or to pretend that the 
discontinuity does not exist. There can be no continuity through discontinuity in genealogy. 
There is simply, and literally, the end of the line. As a result, discontinuities in genealogy are less 
likely to be interpreted as valuable opportunities for thinking about the nature of history and 
historiography. In a genealogical framework, the purpose of history writing is to demonstrate 
perfect continuity in the preferred genealogy and broken continuity or subordinate placement in 
competing genealogical lines.657  
Moreover, genealogical history is less interested in historiographical reflection, insofar as 
it is preoccupied with demonstrating the existence of continuity, rather than meditating on how 
or why that continuity is maintained, or gleaning some kind of moral from the success or failure 
of a given genealogical line. Arguments in favor of a particular genealogical line’s supremacy do 
not even need to be spoken or written. Unbroken genealogies simply need to exist to make their 
argument. Broken genealogies, on the other hand, follow a teleological route towards downfall. 
                                                             
657 Godfried Croenen differentiates between “ancestor-oriented” and “descent-oriented” structures of genealogies, 
which he argues serve different purposes (“Princely and Noble Genealogies, Twelfth to Fourteenth Century: Form 
and Function,” in The Medieval Chronicle 1, ed. Erik Kooper [Amsterdam; Atlanta: Rodopi, 1999], 84-95). Yet I 
would suggest that, in either case, the genealogy’s solidity rests in its cohesion as a whole unit.  
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As a result, narratives about broken or defunct genealogies focus single-mindedly on their 
ends.658  
This chapter has thus far argued that the same principle of historical continuity used in 
continuous histories can be seen in both individual historical texts and historiographical 
compilations. I will now argue that genealogical rolls operate in a similar manner, embodying 
genealogical history in diagrammatic and roll form. My primary example is Philadelphia, 
University of Pennsylvania Rare Books and Manuscripts Library MS Roll 1066, which is a two-
sided genealogical roll probably completed soon after 1461.659 Side 1 presents a genealogy from 
Adam to Edward IV of England, and Side 2 provides the genealogy of Christ from Peter of 
Poitier’s Compendium historiae in genealogia Christi. Like many other genealogical rolls, MS 
Roll 1066 is structured around a central line, which receives contributions from numerous side 
genealogies, some of which run parallel to the central line and reassert themselves later down the 
roll. Around the diagrams, the scribe has also copied a long narrative drawing on histories by 
writers like Roger of Wendover, Matthew Paris, and Ranulf Higden, to explain the historical 
events surrounding the genealogy. The text and the diagrams thus work together to create the 
overall argument of the roll, but the genealogical diagram is both visually and structurally 
central.  
The diagram of the genealogy displays an unbroken line of succession that leads 
inevitably to Edward IV, thus proving his claim as the rightful king of England. Even when the 
text occasionally occupies so much space that a physical line cannot be drawn to connect the 
kings, the portraits of the kings are located in the center, as if an invisible line still binds them. 
                                                             
658 Compare this attitude to de casibus history (cf. chapter 4). 
659 For a full description, see “MS Roll 1066,” Penn in Hand: Selected Manuscripts, accessed 1 September 2016, 
http://dla.library.upenn.edu/dla/medren/record.html?id=MEDREN_4171757&. 
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The diagram implies that, despite the occasional presence of several simultaneous threads, the 
central line remains the most important: the genealogy of Wessex remains in the middle of the 
roll during the Heptarchy, for example. The roll’s diagram thus acknowledges complications and 
overlapping claims to sovereignty, but it uses its organization to highlight the importance of the 
main genealogy.  
Importantly, these complications are not ‘discontinuous.’ In the case of the Norman 
Conquest, medieval history’s greatest discontinuity (at least from the perspective of most English 
chroniclers), a portrait of Edward the Confessor is followed by a portrait of Harold, which is then 
followed by a full-body illustration of William the Conqueror. The genealogy of the dukes of 
Normandy, a line visible on the right margin of the roll, connects to the illustration of William 
the Conqueror, to show William’s origins and the basis of his claims. Yet Edward the Confessor, 
Harold, and William the Conqueror are all portrayed as participants in a shared genealogy. 
Biology is only part of genealogy, and it seems to be irrelevant in determining the genealogy of 
kings here.660 The roll simply lists the kings in order, connecting them with a visual line. The 
presence of the line transforms that list of kings into a narrative, one that acknowledges 
complications (thanks especially to the accompanying text) but does not permit discontinuities. 
Harold was a king, and so he has a place in the line; William came after him, and he was 
therefore his successor.  
Regardless of whether William the Conqueror is portrayed as Edward the Confessor’s 
direct successor, or a successor once-removed, the presence of the line shows that the office of 
king remained constant, just as the existence of the English people and the English throne also 
                                                             
660 Cf. Gabrielle M. Spiegel, “Genealogy: Form and Function in Medieval Historiography,” in The Past as Text: The 
Theory and Practice of Medieval Historiography (Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1997), 99-110. 
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remained constant. Certainly, there are a few elements of William the Conqueror’s portrait that 
mark his accession as particularly significant, such as the full-body illustration at the bottom of 
this membrane. At this moment, the portrait and the central line also receive a layer of gold paint 
that continues for the rest of the roll. These visual elements are used to mark the beginning of a 
new era. Nevertheless, there is no suggestion that the line of kings (and by extent, their 
legitimacy) has in any way been broken. It can be periodized, and different eras can be 
characterized by particular events or peoples, but the line itself remains unbroken, just as the 
authority of the kingship remained unbroken.  
That being said, other genealogical rolls do depict Harold as a disruption to the 
succession. For example, in Los Angeles, University of California, Los Angeles, MS Rouse 49, 
Harold is marked as a king, but not given any visual lines connecting him to any genealogy.661 
This and several other genealogical entanglements register complications in the royal succession 
far more explicitly than MS Roll 1066, a point which leads Margaret Lamont to note that 
discontinuities are an inherent part of genealogies.662 Lamont is certainly correct in this assertion, 
though I would suggest that her own conclusions point to the inherent fear at the heart of 
genealogical history – the fear that the line will be (or has already been) broken. This fear does 
not change the fact that the narrative itself is nevertheless based on the theory and practice of 
genealogical history.  
                                                             
661 Margaret Lamont, “‘Genealogical’ History and the English Roll,” in Medieval Manuscripts, Their Makers and 
Users: A Special Edition of Viator in Honor of Richard and Mary Rouse, ed. Henry Ansgar Kelly and Christopher 
Baswell (Turnhout: Brepols, 2011), 256.  
662 Lamont, “‘Genealogical’ History,” 246-49, 259-61. For another example of a genealogical roll with numerous 
complications treated differently in different manuscripts, in a French context, see Marigold Anne Norbye, 
“Genealogies and Dynastic Awareness in the Hundred Years War. The Evidence of A tous nobles qui aiment beaux 
faits et bonnes histoires,” Journal of Medieval History 33 (2007): 297-319, esp. 309-14. 
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In fact, thinking of genealogical history as an abstract theory and associated literary 
practice allows genealogies to sidestep the issue of discontinuity by defining a genealogical line 
by kingship rather than kings. In other words, if genealogical breaks pose a challenge to the 
historian, he can simply say that he is tracing the line of kings by sovereignty rather than 
bloodline. In these instances, it does not matter if a bloodline ends, so long as the office of king 
remains and is taken up by a new individual. For example, in MS Rouse 49 (and, indeed, in MS 
Roll 1066), kingship, rather than biology, provides the organizing principle of the roll.663 
Although MS Rouse 49 defines the office of king differently in different periods, through images 
such as symbols for shared rule and Danish invaders, the central conceit of kingship is never lost 
in the roll.664 Thus, genealogical rolls create narratives by embracing relentless continuity, and 
they will even redefine what genealogy they are tracing, if it allows them to avoid rupture. 
The manuscript form of the roll is able to effectively represent that focus. The visual and 
thematic centrality of the unbroken genealogical line on the manuscript roll offers a powerful 
assertion of the continuity central to the theory and practice of genealogical history. Regardless 
of how complex that genealogy can be, and how many lines may cross each other on the roll, the 
viewer can rest secure in the knowledge that continuity remains. On a practical note, the roll 
form also encourages the easy addition of new membranes to continuously continue successful 
genealogical lines. Codices can easily receive additions as well, but these additions require more 
organization and effort, especially if the book had already been bound. Moreover, codices 
struggle to create visualizations of complete genealogies: though they can certainly create 
genealogies, even across folios, the entire genealogy cannot visible at once. In contrast, rolls 
                                                             
663 Lamont, “‘Genealogical’ History,” 259-60. 
664 Cf. Lamont, “‘Genealogical’ History,” 250-59.  
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themselves give the appearance of a long, single, continuous thread that emulates the narrative 
thread contained within. In this way, manuscript rolls are an ideal form for conveying 
genealogical history.  
Genealogical rolls in medieval Britain undergo two bursts of popularity, the first between 
c. 1271 and c. 1327, and the second during the reigns of Henry VI (1422-1461, 1470-1471) and 
Edward IV (1461-1470, 1471-1483).665 The latter period has long been recognized as an era 
characterized by dynastic quarrels; it is not surprising that genealogical rolls might be popular in 
this period as a result. The reasons for the popularity of genealogical rolls in the earlier period 
are less clear, however. There are fewer dynastic quarrels in England during the late thirteenth 
and early fourteenth centuries. However, this timespan coincides with English conflicts in Wales 
and Scotland, as well as on the continent, suggesting that these earlier rolls’ preoccupations with 
English claims to sovereignty over Britain, rather than biologically-driven dynastic politics, 
might be partially responsible for the sudden growth in genealogical rolls in this period.666  
Moreover, while these earlier rolls focus on the same issues of sovereignty and 
legitimacy that form the core of most historiographical production at this time, they present these 
concepts in a new, easily digestible form, which prize “concision, clarity, intensive use of visual 
aids, reliability of the information…, and finally, in the case of illustrated rolls, attractiveness of 
the presentation.”667 Olivier de Laborderie sees these elements as evidence that these rolls were 
intended for the less educated laity. Yet I would suggest that these elements also provide 
evidence that historiographical manuscripts such as rolls respond to the same kinds of paradigm 
                                                             
665 Olivier de Laborderie, “A New Pattern for English History: The First Genealogical Rolls of the Kings of 
England,” in Broken Lines: Genealogical Literature in Late-Medieval Britain and France, ed. Raluda L. Radulescu 
and Edward Donald Kennedy (Turnhout: Brepols, 2008), 45-49.  
666 Cf. de Laborderie, “New Pattern,” 54-56 on the English focus of these rolls.  
667 de Laborderie, “New Pattern,” 51-57, quote 53.  
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changes that we have seen in historiographical texts. Like Robert of Gloucester, John Lydgate, 
and John Hardyng, these genealogical rolls embrace simplicity and continuity. Their popularity 
at the turn of the fourteenth century is an early herald of the emergence of new historiographical 
theories and practices in the fourteenth century.  
 
VI. Conclusion 
 
 At the beginning of this chapter, I asked whether manuscript form can be considered 
another instantiation of the same kinds of narrative theories that dictate the literary forms of texts 
in later medieval England and Wales. As should be evident by now, the answer to that question 
must be yes. Whether by associating continuous history with compilations, or genealogical 
history with genealogical rolls, the same concepts that help historians construct narratives and 
write them on the page can also help determine how the page is written. Of course, there are 
limits to these kinds of associations: not every compilation is an example of continuous history, 
and not every genealogical roll is an example of genealogical history. Moreover, we cannot 
assume that manuscript forms influence the structural and stylistic forms of individual texts. 
Despite the overlaps between composing a text and creating a manuscript, these remain separate 
activities. 
 Nevertheless, when manuscript forms do seem to align with narrative forms, or with the 
structure or style of a historiographical text, these different forms may work together to create 
historiographical arguments or interpretations of the past that supersede, nuance, or reinforce the 
arguments and interpretations of the text. For this reason, we must remain open to the possibility 
that manuscript forms may participate in writing and interpreting history.   
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Conclusion 
 
This dissertation began not with historiography, but with dream vision poetry. Similarly, 
I would like to conclude by turning not to another historian, but to another example of medieval 
poetry, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. As is well known, Sir Gawain begins not with a 
rousing call to ‘list ye,’ but rather, with a history lesson:  
Siþen þe sege and þe assaut watz sesed at Troye, 
Þe borȝ brittened and brent to brondeȝ and askez, 
Þe tulk þat þe trammes of tresoun þer wroȝt 
Watz tried for his tricherie, þe trewest on erthe: 
Hit watz Ennias þe athel, and his highe kynde, 
Þat siþen depreced prouinces, and patrounes bicome 
Welneȝe of al þe wele in þe west iles. 
Fro riche Romulus to Rome ricchis hym swyþe, 
With gret bobbaunce þat burȝe he biges vpon fyrst, 
And neuenes hit his aune nome, as hit now hat; 
Tirius to Tuskan and teldes bigynnes, 
Langaberde in Lumbardie lyftes vp homes, 
And fer ouer þe French flod Felix Brutus 
On mony bonkkes ful brode Bretayn he settez 
wyth wynne, 
Where werre and wrake and wonder 
Bi syþez hatz wont þerinne, 
And oft boþe blysse and blunder 
Ful skete hatz skyfted synne. (lines 1-19)668  
 
In this passage, note how the Gawain-poet aligns the arrival of Brutus in Britain with the shift to 
the bob-and-wheel part of the stanza. At the end of Sir Gawain, he repeats this history and this 
formal structure:  
                                                             
668 “After the siege and assault had ceased at Troy, / The city destroyed and burned to embers and ash, / The man 
that the trickery of treason wrought there / Was tried for his treachery, the truest on earth. / It was Noble Aeneas and 
his exalted people / That later conquered provinces, and became lords / Of well-nigh all the riches in the west: / 
Forth rich Romulus makes his way to Rome swiftly; / With great boasting that city he builds first, / And names it 
after his own name, as it still is; / Ticius goes to Tuscany and sets up towns; / Langobard in Lombardy lifts up 
homes, / And far over the French flood Brutus the Blessed / On many broad banks Britain he founds / With joy, / 
Where war and wrack and wonder / Frequently have been present there, / And often both happiness and discord / 
Have swiftly alternated since.” All text from Sir Gawain and the Green Knight ed. J.R.R. Tolkien and E.V. Gordon 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967). All translation mine. 
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Syphen Brutus, þe bolde burne, boȝed hider fyrst, 
After þe segge and þe asaute watz sesed at Troye, 
iwysse, 
Mony aunterez here-biforne 
Haf fallen suche er þis. 
Now þat here þe croun of þorne, 
He bryng vus to his blysse! AMEN.669  
 
The similarity between the Gawain-poet’s and Middle English verse chroniclers’ approaches to 
narrating significant events in history is striking. Here, the Gawain-poet has linked the 
foundation narrative of Brutus’s arrival with the bob-and-wheel portion of these two stanzas, in a 
manner characteristic of the poetic practices of the verse chroniclers at the heart of the second 
chapter of this dissertation. I would suggest that, consciously or unconsciously, the Gawain-poet 
has registered the basic principles and practices of continuous history, and that he invokes that 
paradigm in his own work. In this way, he creates a suitably historiographical tone for the 
ethically-focused kind of romance he seeks to tell. Invoking continuous history at the beginning 
and end of Sir Gawain signals to his readers that this is a historical romance aimed primarily at 
moral education, rather than entertainment.  
 The Sir Gawain-poet thus offers a tantalizing glimpse into a subject that I have not been 
able to explore much in this dissertation – the ways in which writers of other genres found 
historiographical theories and practices useful and even compelling when writing in other genres. 
I do not have the space to explore that issue further here. However, I will point out that this 
example of continuous history’s influence on its broader literary context suggests two things. 
First, medieval writers of non-historical texts recognize at least some of historians’ methods for 
writing narrative. Second, they appreciate the value of these methods. And finally, they believe 
                                                             
669 “Since Brutus, the bold knight, first came here, / After the siege and assault had ceased at Troy, / indeed, / Many 
adventures herebefore / Have fallen such ere this. / Now may he who bore the crown of thorns / Bring us to his bliss! 
Amen.” 
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that these methods can be transferred to other genres. By better understanding how 
historiographical narrative works in the Middle Ages, I would suggest, we can better understand 
how more ‘literary’ texts like Sir Gawain relate to, comment on, and participate in the historical 
culture of late medieval Britain, and from what kinds of sources they derive their own narrative 
theories. 
 However, as this dissertation has suggested, medieval historiographical narrative is not 
stable. On the contrary, it is perpetually in motion, developing and later discarding its approaches 
to writing history. Indeed, by the early modern period, historiography was no longer composed 
as it had been in centuries past, and as a result, writers no longer see the same value in the 
practices of historiographical narrative as the Gawain-poet once had. We need only look to 
Edmund Spenser’s Faerie Queene to see just how much poetic attitudes towards historiography 
had changed. In Book II, Canto X of the Faerie Queene, Spenser writes what is essentially a 
verse chronicle based on Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae. As in Hardyng’s 
Chronicle and other late medieval verse chronicles, the stanzaic form of the Faerie Queene’s 
historical narrative makes it that much more focused on the genealogical line of kings, rather 
than on the continuity of the British gens.670 
But genealogical history can lead to ruptures as well, even when the genealogy remains 
unbroken. After describing the foundation of Britain up to the reign of Aurelius, the narrative 
voice reaches the temporal location of the Faerie Queene in Arthur’s early years. As a result, the 
narrative comes to a sudden halt: 
After him [Aurelius] Vther, which Pendragon hight, 
      Succeding There abruptly it did end, 
     Without full point, or other Cesure right, 
                                                             
670 This point is underscored even more by Guyon’s reading of a book that essentially narrates the genealogical line 
that leads to Elizabeth I. 
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   As if the rest some wicked hand did rend, 
   Or th’Authour selfe could not at least attend 
   To finish it: that so vntimely breach 
   The Prince him selfe halfe seemeth to offend, 
   Yet secret pleasure did offence empeach, 
And wonder of antiquitie long stopt his speach. (Book II, Canto X)671  
 
The reason for the break in the book is, of course, the fact that it has reached the present; sitting 
in the hands of Arthur, son of Uther Pendragon, the narrative can go no further. This passage 
highlights the ways in which the present moment always ruptures historiographical narrative. As 
soon as a historian reaches the present, he must either halt his narrative, and continue it at a later 
date; or he must veer into prophecy. Historians cannot interpret the present. Events must be in 
the past to understand their significance. The present is truly “vntimely” because its narrative and 
its meaning exist beyond our immediate comprehension; it is only with time that we can make 
sense of it.  
Rather than acknowledge the inexplicability of the present, however, the narrator chooses 
to portray this narrative rupture either as the product of a “wicked hand” which tore away the rest 
of the book, or the result of the author’s laziness, which left the book incomplete. Whether by 
destruction or carelessness, the Faerie Queene presents history is deeply flawed. Unlike the 
narrator, the character of Arthur displays a more nuanced reaction. On the one hand, the rupture 
vexes him – since he would be the next subject of the history, he has all the more desire to read 
the story of his own life. On the other hand, he is so entertained by the narrative and so stunned 
by the wonders of history that he no longer has the capacity for being bothered. Nevertheless, the 
failure of the history to overcome its rupture suggests that it will eventually fail to distract its 
                                                             
671 Edmund Spenser, Faerie Queene (Spenser and the Tradition: English Poetry 1579-1830), accessed 16 March 
2017, http://spenserians.cath.vt.edu/TextRecord.php?textsid=86, book II, canto X.  
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reader from the “offense” its incompleteness causes, and that Arthur will eventually feel 
frustration with the broken text. 
In the Faerie Queene, then, Spenser presents a rather dire opinion of historiography. 
Historiography is narratologically limited. Historiography frustrates our desires to know about 
our past and our future. Historiographical narrative distracts us from what really matters, by 
making us stop and wonder; as a result, it renders us incapable of rational thought, word, or 
action. In certain cases, these attributes may be positive – for Arthur, it spares him what would 
certainly be undesirable knowledge about his own upcoming death – but for the average reader, 
historiography fails to satisfy, and it may even be dangerous. 
Spenser’s Faerie Queene thus reveals just how much attitudes towards history and 
historiography have changed since the twelfth century. Where rupture had once been productive, 
now it is frustrating. Where historians had once valorized the use of textual forms for writing 
history, now these forms result in a text whose very textuality undermines its usefulness, and 
even draws its goodwill towards its readers into question. History has become a genealogical line 
of kings, and if that line of kings does not continue in a satisfactory way, readers simply become 
annoyed with the text, rather than encouraged to create new interpretations of their own. By the 
time of Spenser’s Faerie Queene, it seems that little remains of the major tenets of medieval 
historiography. The changes that I trace in the latter half of this dissertation show how the steady 
separation of form from historiographical argument leads to historiography no longer being 
perceived as it had been in the Middle Ages. The mid-fifteenth century thus marks the beginning 
of the end of medieval historiography. 
In this dissertation, I have traced some of the historiographical theories and practices used 
to create both historical and historiographical narratives in later medieval England and Wales. I 
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began by exploring the development of continuous history among British historians of the 
twelfth-century renaissance. I then argued that thirteenth- and early fourteenth-century Middle 
English verse chroniclers take this concept of continuous history in new directions. While formal 
variations of Latin prose historiography are often founded in temporally-defined organization 
and reminiscences of other genres’ styles, Middle English verse chroniclers classify meter and 
rhyme as structural forms, and different stages of English linguistic history as stylistic forms. By 
expanding their definition of form, these historians also make claims for the value of vernacular 
writing. Each language has its own history and its own characteristic forms, and therefore each 
language can express historical truth uniquely from every other language. In this way, Middle 
English verse chroniclers’ translations of Anglo-Norman French and Latin histories implicit 
develop a broader exhortation to write historiography in the vernacular.  
Nevertheless, after the mid-fourteenth century, English historians begin to turn away 
from the conceptions of continuity and historiographical writing that had once driven the 
production of new histories. As political, literary, and intellectual culture changes, so too does 
historical culture. Where once the paradigm of continuous history had dominated historiography, 
now universal history, genealogical history, and de casibus history come to the fore. These new 
concepts replace the gens with the individual, and the nation with the empire. In this way, late 
medieval historiography simultaneously shrinks and expands its scales of analysis. Only 
genealogical history remains on the scale of the nation, but the national history it generates has 
been emptied of its interpretive power. The work of historical interpretation has already been 
shifted to universal history and de casibus history.  
In the literary history I have traced throughout this dissertation, though, one thing 
remains constant. While the dominant paradigms of historiographical theory and practice may 
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change, the idea that historiographical theory and practice operate according to the same 
principles remains the same. In other words, historians believe that creating a historical narrative 
happens the same way, in their minds and on the page. The past is always ‘formed’ according to 
a single paradigm. For this reason, the literary forms of medieval historiography will always 
embody the historiographical theories that are used to create a narrative about the past.  
Importantly, though, the literary forms used to write history are not subject to the 
historiographical interpretations they embody. Rather, interpretation and form are both derived 
from a single abstract conception of the past, be it an idea about continuity, or compendiousness, 
or fortune. Neither has supremacy, and whether someone encounters the form first and the 
interpretation second, or vice versa, depends on whether they are reading or writing the text. 
Readers will apprehend the paradigm first through form, and then through historical 
interpretation; writers will reveal the paradigm first through their development of historical 
interpretations and then in the literary forms of their texts. For this reason, I argue that we as 
modern scholars must always attend to the literary forms of medieval historiography. As readers 
of medieval historiography, we will first encounter historians’ intellectual investments, political 
beliefs, and conceptions of literary and linguistic history (and their place within it) through their 
literary forms; and so we must understand these forms to be able to understand these works.  
Paying attention to literary forms has the added advantage of helping us overcome the 
linguistic divides within modern scholarship. We often treat Latin, Anglo-Norman French, 
Middle English, and Middle Welsh historiography as belonging to separate traditions. This has 
had the effect of creating teleological narratives about the decline of Latin and French in 
England, and the simultaneous triumph of English – with Welsh as a passive bystander to it all. 
However, I have demonstrated that English and Welsh historians, working in a variety of 
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different languages, all conceptualize historiographical theory and practice in the same way. 
They even embrace some of the same paradigms, if at different times. For this reason, I argue 
that we would have a better understanding of insular historiography if we group historians not by 
the language in which they wrote, but by the paradigms they employ. Doing so allows us to 
appreciate broader trends within historiography, without relying exclusively on the evidence 
provided by what texts were translated into what language. 
Finally, throughout this dissertation I have implicitly argued that medieval historians 
consistently engage in theorizing and re-theorizing what it means to write narrative, especially 
when discussing their sources or their own historiographical tradition. I will conclude by 
explicitly asserting that medieval historiography provides an important yet overlooked 
contribution to the development of narrative theory and literary culture in premodern Europe. If 
nothing else, this dissertation has shown that medieval historiography’s unique approach to 
narrative offers its medieval audience a robust and compelling intellectual challenge, and that it 
continues to offer that challenge to its modern audience. 
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